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Never had your favourite programmes spoilt by abackground of hissing,
crazkling and spluttering noises? No? Lucky you! But for thousands
living in towns and cities near industrial electrical apparatus, near trolleybus routes or in the vicinity of high-frequency equipment such interference
is only too common.
B.I.Callender's Anti- Interference Aerial
when properly erected, will give you better
listening nd reveal many stations you never
hcard before.
The aerial is a6oft. polyethylene insulated
dipole type with suspension insulator and
matching transformer. The 8oft. down lead
is a fully screened ccaxial cable with polyethylene plugs moulded to each end; it is
matched to the receiver by a transformer
with easily fixed suction mounting.
It acts as a " T" type aerial on long
and medium waves and as a true dipole on
short waves.
No.

Write
221S

to-day for descriptive folder
on " Anti- Interference Aerial."

Licensed under Amy Aceves & King, Inc.

(.7///- 7/cti e

Patents Nos.

413917,

424239, and 495220.
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ANTI-INTER,FERENCF j-irj,111.¡-,11
BRITISH
NORFOLK

INSULATED
HOUSE,

CALLENDER'S

NORFOLK

CABLES

STREET,

LIMITED

LONDON,

W.C.2
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ELECTRICAL
TESTING
INSTRUMENTS,
The world's most widely used combination electrical measuring instrument. It
provides 50 ranges of readings on a5-inch
hand-calibrated scale fitted with an antiparallax mirror, and is guaranteed accurate to B.S. first grade limits on D.C.
and A.C. from 25c/s to 2Kc/s.
The meter will differentiate between A.C.
and D.C. supply, the switching being
electrically interlocked. The total resistance of the meter is 500,000 ohms.
CURRENT:

A.C. and D.C. 0to 10 amps.

VOLTAGE: A.C. and D.C. 0 to 1,000 volts.
RESISTANCE: Up to 40 megohms.
AUDIO- FREQUENCY POWER OUTPUT:
0-4 watts.
DECIBELS: —25Db. to -1-16Db.

The instrument is self-contained, compact
and portable, simple to operate and almost impossible to damage electrically.
It is protected by an automatic cut-out
against damage through severe overload.
BREMH MADE

PRICE

Various accessories are available for ex-

£19:10s.

tending the wide ranges of measurements
quoted above.

Size: r
Weight : 6î lbs..(inchicling leads).

Fully descriptive piunphle .
available on application.

,ole

Proprietors and Manufacturers

9he AlfrOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO..LTD.
'WINDER

HOUSE • DOUGLAS

STREET • LONDON • S.W.I

Telephone: VICTORIA 3404/9

2
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(//efz EXCELLENT

IOOOmfl ns
INSTRUMENT -at

WORK

-awterzed l9 "7 -72

,czedre,94,e_12,

IN

CABINET

FORM

TYPE AL

Presenting the AL/5 Cabinet incorporating the wellknown T2 (
if Permanent Magnet Loudspeaker
T2/1205/i5) in a strongly constructed housing of
natural polished seasoned mahogany—A Loudspeaker
with generous bass response offering Fidelity and
Power—A combination of quality and purpose true
to the tradition of all Goodman's products—A
Cabinet Loudspeaker that " holds the stage" for
Public Address Work.
FIDUITY
Dimensions
Nett Weight

f7Y

I7": 81'.

23 iba. 12 ozs

Unit

12" P.M. Type 1
2.1205 ,15.

Mae. Power Input

Please write for illustrated folder D128.

12- watts peak A.0

IffICIENCY
GOODMANS INDUSTRIES LTD., Lancelot Rd., Wembley, Mdx.

Stabilised
I

BY

MODERN

Phoné: Wernbiey 1200 ' Grams

Goodmans, Wembley 1200.

Insulation

IMPREGNATION

METHODS

HYMEG

HYMEG Synthetic Insulating Varnishes are
recognised and widely used for their mechanical
rigidity, improvement of electrical properties of
windings; heat, moisture, oil, acid and alkali
resistance as well as for the considerably reduced
stoving time necessary.
Now, special methods of continuous conveyor impregnation and baking developed with the use of HYMEG have still
further reduced processing times to a traction of those previously believed necessary.
Often faster than infra-red baking with none of the defects, reduced handling, absence of special jigs, with complete
freedom from blistering, bubbling and porosity, are some of the advantages claimed and substantiated for HYMEG
High Speed Production methods.

After much research in our laboratories and in
conjunction with many well - known specialist
manufacturers, we have now evolved the Hymeglas
system of Insulation which comprises modifications
of Hymeg as used for coil impregnation to meet
the varying conditions applying to each field
of manufacture.
This integrated system of development is>uccessful in enabling machines to be designed and operated without weak link ,
in the chain of insulation below 200°C. Thus the fullest advantage is taken of modern glass fibre insulation by providing
a degree of bonding and insulation at every point in which the uniting of Hymeg impregnation with the Hymeg as used
for subsidiary insulations gives a solid homogeneous winding of equally efficient characteristics and heat resistance
throughout.
Hymeglas therefore virtually eliminates any risk of insulation failure and enables motors and the like to operate under
abnormal conditions for long periods without risk of electrical breakdown.
Due to the excellent space factor of glass fibre as compared with the more usual asbestos and mica Class It insulations, it
is often possible in redesigning with the Hymeglas system to employ larger copper sections with well-known advantages
The Berger Technical Service—the research work of which produced " HYMEG" and " HYMEGLAS"
is available to acftise manufacturers on all problems of insulation.
Get in touch now with—

LEWIS
35,

MANUFACTURERS

OF

BERGER &

SONS

BERKELEY ' SQUARE,

LTD. ( Est.

1760)

LONDON. W.I.

Telephone: MAYfair 9171.
HIGH - PERFORMANCE
INSULATING

VARNISHES

4.ND

ENAMELS
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300 pf

750 V.D.C.Wks.
-

1,800 pf to
350
10,000 pF \
S672

DUBILIER

CONDENSER

Telephone: Acorn 2241 ( 5 lines)

CO. ( I925)

LTD.,

DUCON

WORKS,

Telegrams: Hivolccon, Phone, London

VICTORIA

ROAD.

NORTH

Cables: Hilvoltcon, London.

ACTON.

W.3

Marconi International Code
013

3
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PORTABLE V.H.F.
COMMUNICATIONS
EQUIPMENT by B.C.C.
1HE new Model L45 " W alki e Talki e " is specially
designed to provide reliable and e.ticient two-way
communication over 1-5 miles between sets. This
range is greatly increased when used between a
mobile or centra! station and distances of 15-20 miles
have been obtained with aclear audible signal.
The model L45 is but one of the many items of V.H.F.
equipment, developed and manufactured by B.C.C.
It is the result of many years' experience in the
design of Miniature Transportable Cornmunications
Equipment.
Other outstanding achievements by B.C.C. in this
field are the new Low Power Consumption 4- watt
Mobile and " Handie Talkie."

Evidence of PROGRESS
The illustration above shows in ACOUSTICAL product
of ten years ago—an amplifier designed for high quality
reproduction of records and radio programmes.
Using push-pull triodes throughout—RC coupled throughout—independent treble, middle and bass controls etc., it
was considered about the best that could then be obtained.
Indeed the circuit is often specified today for high quality
reproduction.
A comparison of the performance with that of the QA12/P
reveals the extent of recent developments.
Pre-War I QA12/P
Output deviation
within 20-20,000
c.p.s. range ...

3db

0.3 db

frequency
range
within ± 1db ...

30-13,000
c.o.s.

15-30,000

Total distortion at 10
watts (Both models
rated 10-12 watts).

2%

0.1%

Sensitivity (r.m.s. for
full output) ...

0.2 v

0.0015 v

Background
noise
(equivalent
r.m.s.
at input) ......

120
microvolts

1
microvolt

Background for equd
(low) gain ...

—65 db

Load impedance
Internal Impedance
Treble and bass controls
... ...

PRICE ...

PORTABLE
TRANSCEIVER
MODE LL
45

Improvement
achieved
7 times better (%
power change).
Increase

of

two

Octaves.

—80 db

2

12

variable
extent of
boosts and
cuts.

variable
slope of
boosts and
cats.

CIO

£30

20 times esa distortien.

120 times more gain
wick no background
inc'ease •

15 db lower
ground.

back-

Better damping.
Wider range of control and slopes of
controls more ac.
curately
designed
for
small , room
listening conditions.
50% less cost.

PRINCIPAL FEATURES OF THE MODEL L 45.
Size 94 in. by 4in. by Il in.
Weight 16 lb.
Crystal controlled transmitter and receiver.
Operates on any spot frequency in the range of 75-100 Mc/s. A.M.
On/off and send/receive switches mounted on microphone.
Patented flexible aerial ensuring full mobility to user.
Strong, sturdy, watertight case.
Approved by the G.P.O. and now in use by the Police and Fire
Service.
We develop and design special V.H.F. systems to your specification.
Write for full information and catalogues to:

BRITISH COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION LIMITED

JOVLJSTJLaL
Acoustical Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,
HUNTINGDON.
Tele.: Huntingdon 361.

GORDON AVENUE, STANMORE, MIDDLESEX.
Tel. : Grimsdyke 1455
Electronic Development and Research Engineers, Contractors to H.M.
Government, A.I.D. approved.
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SIMPLICITY
LIGHTNESS & LOW COST
lee

The new Collaro R.P.4.9 Rim-Drive Gramophone Unit is an extremely simple
and practical design, beautifully made and finished to the usual high Collaro
standard, yet it is available at surprisingly low cost. The powerful induction
type Motor is suitable for Ioo,it 30 and 200/2=e0 volts, and is fitted with acooling
fan . . . the AUTOMATIC STOP is independent of length of playing surface
- —is fully automatic . . . four types of PICKUP HEAD are available—all fitted
with ball-bearing bases . . . the complete unit, including baseplate, turntable and
some types of pickup, finished in a

Th e

hard scratch-proof enamel. Write today for trade terms and free leaflet
C

which fully describes the new Collaro
R .49 Rim-Drive Gramophone Unit.

l) >

RIM- DRIVE
COLLAR()

GRAMOPHONE

LIMITED

Ripple VVoi ks, By- Pass Road,
Barking, Essex.
Telephones .
RIPPLEWAY 3333

Telegrams :

KORLLARO, EARKING "

UNIT

MAKERS OF FINE QUALITY GRAMOPHONE
COMPONENTS,
INCLUDING :—
COLLARO
AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGERS, GRAMOPHONE UNITS, INDUCTION MOTORS, DE
LUXE MICROGRAM PORTABLE ELECTRIC
GRAMOPHONES.

5

6 . 1th•(

Wiles% World
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UtiO SERVICE

THE COMPLETE SERVICE
FOR SOUND RECORDING AND
REPRODUCTION
Mobile, static and specialised recording units
Recording amplifiers, speakers, microphones, etc.
Sapphire cutting and reproducing stylii
Blank recording discs from Sin. to I7in.
sided

Single and Double

Groove locating and cueing devices
A comprehensive range of accessories to meet every requirement of the sound recording engineer
A development of special interest to users of sapphire and
delicate pick- ups—THE SIMTROL. This is acontrolled micromovement easily fitted for use with any type of pick-up
OUR CDR48A RECORDER UNIT complete and self-contained,
measuring only 22in. x I4in. x 13+in., incorporating 7- valve
amplifier, recorder unit, light-weight pick-up, speaker and
microphone and with many exclusive features, is now ready
for early delivery

OUR
THE

WELL-EQUIPPED
DEVELOPMENT

CDR 48A
Portable Disc Recorder

WORKSHOPS ARE AVAILABLE

OF

EQUIPMENT TO

FOR

MEET SPECIAL

NEEDS.

SIMON SOUND SERVICE, Recorder House, 48/50, George St., Portman Square, London, W.1.
CABLES , Simonie, London.

TELEGRAMS

Sirnsale, Wesclo, London

TELE PHONE

W elbecl, 2371 ( 4lines).

Wharfed die

Twin Speaker CORNER CABINET
Height 42", Width 25!,'", Depth 113?,". Impedance 6or IS ohms,
without Transformer: Cabinet in Walnut, Oak or Mahogany.
Sets anew standard in life-like reproduction. Fitted with W. so -CSB unit for the Treble
and W I2 CS for Bass, with the new Woarfedale Separator and Dual Controls. The Bass
resonance is 35/40 CPS and wide diffusion of high notes is achieved.
Maximum
input ro watts.

Demonstrations at :
LONDON.—Webb's Radio, 14, Soho Sc.,
W. I. Universal Electronic Products, 36.
Marylebone High St., W.I.
Wallace
Heaton Ltd., 127, New Bond St., W.I.
Charles Amplifiers Ltd., le, Palace Gate,
Kensington. W.8.

DORCHESTER.—Dawes Radio á Electric
Ltd.
HALIFAX—Radio Equipment ( Yorkshire)
Ltd.
HUDDERSFIELD.—Radic Equipment ( York-

BIRMINGHAM 8.—R. F. Sweeney & Co.
BIRMINGHAM 2.—Scotchers Ltd.
BRADFORD.—Radio
Equ pment ( Yorkshire) Ltd.
J. Scurrah & Son, Bankfoot.
BRAINTREE.—Nicholls Bros.

shire) Ltd.
LEICESTER.—G. W. Cowling Ltd.
LIVERPOOL 3.—Rushworth & Dreaper Ltd.
SHIPLEY.—Excel Services.

BRIGHTON. — Brighton
Radio
Circuit Ltd., 77, Grand Parade.

SUTTON.—Holt & Crompton Ltd.
WALSALL.—H. Taylor & Son.

COVENTRY.—A. & F. E. Hanson
Ltd.

WORTHING.—Barnes & Spicer. Chapel St.

I

Send for book " Loudspeakers,"
by G. A. Briggs ( 5/.),, in which
acoustic loading is fully explored.

PRICE £48 - 10 Made and Guaranteed by:

WHARFEDALE

WIRELESS

BRADFORD

-

ROAD

Telephone : IDLE 461.

IDLE -

WORKS

BRADFORD

Telegrams : Wharfdel, Idle, Bradford

December. 1948
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MAZDA VALVES
The 6.F.32 has ashort cut off Suppressor Grid characteristic which makes it particularly suitable for use in
Modulator, Variable Reactance and Timing Circuits.
TYPICAL OPERATION
Anode Voltage ( volts)

Va

200

200

Screen Voltage ( volts)

Vg2

200

200

Control Grid Bias Voltage ( volts) -

V

Suppressor Grid Bias Voltage (volts)

V

— 4.5 —4.5
0

3

Anode Current (mA)
Screen Current ( mA)

2

Mutual Conductance

6F32

2.5

3.45

5.5

3.0

1.4

gm

Approximate Suppressor Grid Bias
volts for 50µA/V with V = —4.5v.

—3.3

5.1

—8.0 —8.0

CHARACTERISTIC CURVES OF AVERAGE
MAZDA VALVE 6.F.32

SCREENED R.F.

Curves taken at Va

PENTODE

Anode Current I
Screen Current 1 — .

Vg2 = 200V

Key
Anode Current in these regions a
Screen Current d'ssipation limit
is exceeded. )

RATING

Heater Voitage ( volts)

V

Heater Current (amps)

r
h

Maximum Anode Voltage (volts)

h

6.3
0.63

' "
Maximum Screen Voltage ( volts) - -

V g2

Mutual Conductance ( mA/V) - - -

gm

Inner is 11

Po — Ilg2

Maximum Anode Dissipation (watts) -

pa

Maximum Screen Dissipation (watts) -

Pg2 ( max)

V

250

a( max)
( max)

200

* 3.35
(max)

k

38
74.5
1.5

Maximum Potential Heater/ Cathode
(volts DC)

Vhk(
150
- max )
*Taken at Va = Vg2 — 200V; Vg i = —4V; Vg3 = OV.

e i.e.

8V. 1
' with l
a constant

8

V gi

•I• Low grid resistance should be employed, particularly when running at
maximum dissipation.

LIST PRICE 10/6

Further details on rsquest.

vOLT5

Vg ?

Other curves available on request

[â[DI 1[10
MAZDA
RADIO

VALVES AND

CATHODE

RAY

TUBES
v81

THE EDISON SWAN

ELECTRIC CO. LTD., 155 CHARING

CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2
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PLAN YOUR CAREER
RADIO • TELEVISION
and other INDUSTRIAL
We believe that the only way to build a
receiver is to begin at the beginning with asound circuit
design—adesign that's been tested and re-tested—adesign
that will stand up to the most critical examination.

From

ELECTRONIC subjects
ELEMENTARY

and

*

Ask

for

particulars of
Evening Classes
at the Ins titute

ADVANCED COURSES

this design a prototype is constructed in which every
component receives the same rigorous testing.

We leave the

experts to pass judgment on the resulting Sobell receivers.
We are confident that for case of control and absolute
fidelity

of reproduction this model

will

be

found

to

have no equal—that, in fact, you will pronounce it to be
`technically outstanding'.

WRITE NOW FOR FREE BOOKLET summarising
the careers available in Electronics and giving particulars
of Training Courses offered by E.M.I. Institutes Ltd.
The booklet contains full details of CORRESPONDENCE COURSES in Radio, Television,
Telecommunications, Mathematics and Industrial Electronics.
Daytime and Evening Attendance Courses, and Special
Courses for candidates taking examinations such as
those of City & Gu
Brit.I.
E.,etc.are also available,
Payment for tuition can be made in easy instalments

E.M.I. INSTITUTES LTD.
Dept. 16, 43
London, W.4.

Grove Park Road, Chiswick,
Telephone CHIswick 4417/8

E.M.I. Institutes— backed by the Electronic Organisation which includes
"H.M.V.", Columbia, Marconiphone, etc.
E.los

THE COIL PICK-UP

and the Balance of Trade

SOBELL
MODEL 5I9P
5- VALVE
RECEIVER

EXPORT One

sample
Pick-up.

5-valve, 3wave- band superhet
receiver, with switched gramophone pickup sockets.
Output z“ watts.
Housed in neat plastic
cabinet with gilt loudspeaker grille of new and original
design. For A/C mains.

Type

N '

IMPORT " Our tests and measurings
show that the Pick-up lies
on top of what we before or after
the war have been able to purchase."

EXPORTS CONTINUE

g RADIO

In the Home Market also we sell Type ' N '
and ARMA Pick-ups, moving coil and moving
iron heads for Record Changers, Sapphires,
Special Steel Needles, and our Type '
Groove Indicator.

WILKINS & WRIGHT LTD.
TWO

YEARS'

FREE

ALL- IN

SERVICE

IN

THE

HOME

Advt. of Sobell-Industries Ltd., Langley Park, near Slough, Bucks.

Utility Works, Holyhead Road,
Birmingham, 21

duertisements
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The thermal
coefficient of
expansion of
Nilo K is unifiym
with that of
medium hard
borosilicate glasses
over the range
zo°-5oo°C.

The Ediswan valves in the Deleon radio-frequency healing unit. De/apeno & San Lhi.

NILO K"— the alloy for
registbred trade Os*

sealing glass to metal

Nilo K, the alloy designed for sealing to medium hard borosilicate
glasses, is used for small but vital parts of the radio-frequency
heating equipment made by Delapena & Son Ltd., Cheltenham.
It is this alloy which makes possible the easy manufacture of the
vacuum-tight glass-to-metal seals in the Ediswan valves.
Write to us for further information about Nilo K and for a copy
of the publication giving the expansion properties.

HENRY WIGGIN & COMPANY LTD
WIGGIN STREET • BIRMINGHAM 16
HVV3

lc

Wireless World
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MIDGET MAINS TRANSFORMER.

" 61-Max

A small upright type transformer, suitable for Signal Generators.
V.F.O.'s, midget receiver's, and many other applications where size is
the limiting factor.
PRIMARY :

200 230,250 volts with electrostatic screen.

SECONDARIES : 260-0-260 volts 60 ma. 0-4-5
0-6.3 volts at 3 amps.

volts at 2 amps.,

DIMENSIONS : 2fin. x 2m. x 3m, high with four mounting
•
feet.
New and improved design. Price 24'- post free.
ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE.
4 oz. reels.
16 S.W.G. 16, 18 S.W.G. 16, 20 S.W.G. 16, 22 S.W.G.
19, 24 S.W.G. 2 -, 26 S.W.G. 2, 2, 28 S.W.G. 2:3, 30 S.W.G. 24, 32 S.W.G.
26, 34 S.W.G. 29, 36 S.W.G. 3 -, 38 S.W.G. 3/4, 40 S.W.G.
BAKELITE SHEET.
I ' 8in. thick. I2in. x 8m. 5 1, 10m. x Bin. 43, 10in. x 6m. 3/5, 8m, x 6m.
2 10, 6m. x 6in. 23, 6in. x 4in. 18.

December, 1948

VALLANCE'S
CHASSIS CUTTERS.

For an easy, quick way of cutting holes in sheet metal or aluminium. The
cutter consists of a die, a punch, and an Allen screw. Available in the
following sizes
Ifin. all at 12/6, plus I /- for key. kin. button
base 9/6, tin. B8G 96, plus 9d. for key. Postage and packing 9d. extra
(minimum).
DENCO POLYSTYRENE SOLUTION,
oz. bottle 9d., Ioz. II-, 2 oz. 1'10.

Postage 6d. extra ( minimum)

A.M.C. DIAL AND DRIVE ASSEMBLY.
An exceptionally fine dial for the home-constructed superhet. The scale
is finished in brown with cream markings.
Calibrated in frequency
wavelengths and station names. S.W. 16 to 50 metres. M.W. 200 to
550 metres. LW. 800 to 2,000 metres. Indications are provided along
the bottom edge of the scale for tone and volume controls, wave change
switch and tuning control.
Size of opening required
x 4in.
Complete with rigid mounting brackets, tuning spindle, drive cord,
pointer,drive drum and flexible coupler to drive condensers. Assembled
ready for use, 21/9. Post and packing l,/-.

CARBON THROAT MIKES.

PIFCO RADIOMETER, AC and DC.

A lightweight compact unit of American Manufacture, complete with
strap, cord and two- pin plug. Brand-new I'll post free.

The Sherlock Holmes of Radio, saves worry, trouble and solves all
difficulties ; can be used for testing motor car lighting circuits ; H.T.
and L.T. batteries, A.C. Mains direct ; valves and a host of other applications.

DINKIE SPEAKERS.
For Communication Receivers. Housed in an attractive diecast cabinet,
finished in black or grey crackle, and fitted with the latest F.VV.5 concentrated flux unit ( 8,500 lines).
Speech coil impedance 2 to 4 ohms.
Dimensions 6in. x 6Iin. x 2}in. Price, less volume control, 386. With
volume control 42,-. Post and packing 1/6.
Speedv Postal Service C.W.O. or C.0 D.

G8SX,

G2H HV,

G3ABD.

G3CML

0-6 volts also 0-240 volts

Valve testing, 4 and 5 pin English valves for filament continuity.
A test instrument at a reasonable price, 25/-, plus l/- post and packing.
When sending C.W.O. please include sufficient extra for post and packing.

VALLANCE
Staff call signs

Measures : AC and DC voltages.
D.C. current 0-30 ma.

144

&

DAVISON

ESRIGGATE,

LEEDS,

LTD.
Phone
294289

1.

41118,481.-411.4 811s-4 111.-418.-4116,411111.-41111.-O.-41111.-481,4116.-4118.-418.-4111.-4111.-4 1

•CONSTANT VOLTAGE •
POWER SUPPLY UNITS

"j
To say Iam
delighted is
not enough—"

NEW SERIES 101

"I am extremely satisfied
with the performance and
tone, and feel proud to have
such a very efficient and
beautiful Extension Speaker
in my home."

Our new Laboratory Power Supplies, Series 101, are
based on our well-known Model 101-A, but incorporate a number of improvements and refinements.

From one of many letters
sent us
by enthusiastic
misers of the

BAFFLETTE CONSOLE
Precision- built, with independent volume control; stands in
corner or flat to wall; walnut
veneer cabinet.
L 15 0
mahogany £7 10. "w

e

Transformer 8,6extra.

EXTENSION

RithateLillau

OTHER BAFFLETTE MODELS INCLUDE :
Standard
r
Junio

DETAILS ON REQUEST.

GLADSTONE

ROAD,

WIMBLEDON,

Tel.: LIBerty 3303.

S.W.19

De Luxe -

£4.15.0

£4.4.0
59/6
} Mahogany at small extra cost.

AT ALL

ALL- POWER TRANSFORMERS LTD.
8a,

SPEAKER

by

GOOD RADIO SHOPS

Made and Guaranteed by

RICHARD ALLAN RADIO LTD.,
Caledonia Road, BaCey, Yorks.
Tel. Batley 1123

'Grams: Acoustics, Batley

December, 194.8
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FOR ELECTRODE SUPPORTS
and all radio components
FREQUENTITE - FARADEX - TEMPRADEX

STEATITE & PORCELAIN PRODUCTS LTD.
Stourport on Severn, Worcester

Telephone: Stzurport Ill

Telegrams: Steatain, Stourport
s.P.53

12 ,

írr Wt.*.
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SPHERE INSTRUMENTS
NOW AVAILABLE!
The new " 75" Range

TESTGEAR
Brief Specification of Item I

SIGNAL

GENERATOR " 75 "
Model I

Frequency Range.
110 to So Megacycles.
With calibrated
extension covering London, and Midland Television frequencies, at over 60 Megacycles.
Modulation. 400 C.p.s. sinusoidal.
Attenuator. 5-step ladder, with fine control.
Output. Switched via single test- lead. RF. and AT. 1volt Max.
External Radiation. Less than 1 microvolt.
our AU. mains Operation. Complete with Standard Dummy
Aerial.

12 1
2
/
LIST

GNS

4%
t

LOW COST

Webb's

NEW

RADIO

GLOBE,

An improved and enlarged version of our famous pre-war
globe brought right up-to-date with new continental
boundaries and 1948 Amateur Radio Prefixes. The enlarged diameter ( I3r) greatly increases map area and a
compass fitted in the base makes correct orientation simple.
Invaluable for quick location of unfamiliar calls and a
handsome adjunct to receiver or transmitter. Price 47/6
to callers. 50/ - by rail.

9003

957
Acorn
Triode
(i 25V,o.o5A

801
20

Ceramic base
watts dissipation

813

4/6
7193

832

8012

As 6J5GT with
anode and grid

UHF double
Pentode

UHF Triode for
5oo Mc's.

25/-

18/6

at top

3/6
807

NEONS

R.F. and A.F.
general purpose

Assortment of 4
standard type Neons
2miniature types,
two 2" Neons for

7/3

2/-

GERrard 2089.

Shop hours

INVITED

SPHERE RADIO LIMITED
HEATH

LANE. WEST

BROMWICH,

ENGLAND

Measuring
Leakage

The generally
accepted
maximum permissible leakage
current after forming is given by
I (in vamps) = 015 xC xV. wkg.
This bridge measures leakage
direct at voltages of 6, 12, 25,
50, 150, 250, 350 and 450.
Capacity can be measured
up to 500 mfds.

COMPONENT BRIDGE B101
C: 5pfd. to 500 mfd.-8 ranges.
R 5ohms to 500 MO-13 ranges.
L : 0.1Hy. to 5000 Hys.-4 ranges.
LeaJcage 0 to P5 m/a. Q 0to 30.

100th
Popular " EIMAC "
Triode

35/-

Webb's Radio, 14, Soho St., Oxford St., London, W.1
Phone

EFFICIENCY

INQUIRIES

Elertrol tie

VALVES!

No experimenter should miss this opportunity; even if not of
immediate use these valves represent a sound investment
for future experimental work. You will never buy cheaper.
All are new and boxed—please do not confuse them with
valves culled from broken down service equipment.

UHF " button
base"
R.F. Pentode

.
, ubjer,

9 ofn.-5.30 p.re.

Sots. 9ont.—! p.ry.

Wayneet
,y

Kerr

WAYNE EERR LABORATORIES LIMITED, NEW MAIDEN, SURREY
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erve — with asprinkling of

nuts— to engineers who say that
all small power tools get too
hot to handle. Point out that some power tools
— no names mentioned — are worked by little horses
who keep cool even when running for hours on
end at aperfectly furious pace. Remind discreetly
—when presenting the bill— that bigger horses
are known to get hot under the collar at
the mere thought of such activity.

Have a glass of
GUINN ESS when
you're tired

Specialists in rightweight Pneumatic and Electric Portable Tools.

TITER

. DESO
DESOUTTER

BROS.

LTD,

THE

HYDE.

HENDON,

LONDON,

N.W.9.

PHONE. COLINDALE 6346-7-8-9 GRAMS: DESPNUCO, HYDE, LONDON.
C.R.C.I93

li
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cELESTION
The quality of reproduction secured from
Celestion Speakers greatly
increases
the
pleasure of radio in the home.
The model illustrated has an attractively designed
Cabinet with aspecial mahogany finish, it employs an
b" speaker of high sensitivity and excellent response.
It is fitted with avolume control and is one of the
finest 8" extension speakers available.
All interested in other Celestion Cabinet and Chassis
models should write for Illustrated Brochure -VV.W."
WHERE

TO

BUY

CELESTION

The Public are requested to order from
Dealer.

SPEAKERS
their local

Radio

Wholesalers are supplied by the Sole Distributors: CYRIL
FRENCH LTD., High Street, Hampton Wick, Middlesex.
Phone: KINgston 2240.
Manufacturers should please communicate direct with:

CELESTION LIMITED,

STANDARD 8CABINET MODEL
Mahogany finish
Si ze : Height 10"
Width 12 Depth 5,I"

PRICE £ 3 : 18

Technical Details of Chassis Model for use
your own cabinet. Dia. 8.
Baffle opening
Voice coil impedance at 400 cps., 2.3 ohms.
dia. 1". Flux density gauss, 8,884. Total gap
31,000.
Peak power capacity 4 watts
Price less transformer
(Suitable for outputs 1-5 ohms.)

OTHER MINIATURE NEEDLE PICK-UPS
WITH THIS?

ci
Li

Price with Universal Transformer
(Suitable for all Receivers)

SUMMER RD., THAMES DITTON, SURREY.

HAVE YOU COMPARED

0

Price with Universal Transformer £ 4 : 4 : 0
with
n"
Pole
flux.

17

£2

6

3

B
P=

EMBEL

6

3402 ,

"You're CERTAIN to get
it at ARTHURS
* VALVES : We have probably the largest Stock
of valves in the Country.
Send your enquiries.
will reply by return.
Ex- Govt. brand new A.C. TEST BOARD approx.
12 in. x 6 in., completely wired comprising:—
A.C. voltmeter, 300 v. 15 amp. bridges and
fuses, 15 amp. 2- pin surface sockets, 2 fuse
wire holde-s. Complete

CI

We

2 6

PERSONAL RADIO SETS IN STOCK
New Olympic Romac, Long and Medium Wave El] 16 II
Ever Read,10
£12 18
Marconi
£ I5 19 S
REMINGTON FOURSOME
210-250 v. AC DC

SHAVERS
£ 7 17

6

ALL AVO AND TAYLORS METERS.

Lilt on request.

PHILIPS CYCLE DYNAMO SET

£2

1 6

ALSO STOCKISTS OF ALL DOMESTIC APPLIANCES.
S

FIEF I

Voigt Patent No. 538058

MOVING- COIL

London's Oldest Leading Radio Dealers.

PICK-UP

It has many exceptional qualities.
Try it now. Available from enterprising dealers or from distributors.

BROOKS &

BOHM

LTD

90, Victoria Street, London, S.W.1
Phone : VICtoria 9550 1441

EST,
1919
LTD
PROPS'

A

RTHUR

CRAY:

.

Jr ".
Cear
sr.5thO o.
rCL.
:

Gray House, 150, Chaim% Cross Rd.,
Our Only Addres::: London, W.C.2
TEMpteSor 5833 4.
ELECTRICAL.

TELEVISION &

RADIO

ENGINEERS.
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RADIO LINK. Although in the main the problems of sound reproduction
are concerned with low frequency systems, it is necessary to take a brief look at
the radio side of areceiver to see what difficulties arise there which may have repercussions on the quality of the whole system. It is obvious that none of the faults
which have been mentioned in our previous notes must be present in the radio set,
and with one very important exception it is generally not very difficult to produce a
high quality radio amplifier. The exception is, of course, the inevitable compromise
between selectivity and high audio frequency response.

Perfect Reproduction ?
'PROBLEMS REFERRED TO
IN PREVIOUS NOTES
Spatial Distribution of Sound.
Echoes in the Listening Room.
Limitations of Single Channel.
Limitations of the Human Ear.
Distortions and Faults caused by
Apparatus.

urphy radio
limited

In the good old days, before " side bands" had been admitted
as respectable members of society, there were many who held
that it was possible to produce aselectivity curve of any desired
narrowness, without attenuating the higher audio frequencies.
To-day we all know that with aconventional double side band
receiver the acceptance band of the R.F. amplifier must be at
least twice the width of the audio spectrum it is desired to
handle. Therefore, if we say that for reasonable reproduction,
frequencies up to Io,000 cps. are necessary, it follows that our
radio frequency circuits must accept a band 20,000 cps. wide,
and hence that a separation between radio frequency transmitters must be greater than 20 kc/s.
But medium and long wave band transmitters are normally
spaced by only 9kc/s, so that at first sight it would be impossible
to reproduce audio frequency greater than 4,500 cps. without
interference from the adjacent stations. That it is in practice
possible to achieve better results than this is merely due to the
fact that we tend to listen to very strong stations with comparatively weak interfering ones next door.
The sad fact is that there is no cure for this disease'. By
careful international planning attempts are made to separate
geographically those stations which are adjacent in frequency,
and if possible to restrict by suitable transmitter aerial design
the radiation from one station penetrating into an area where
it is not required to be received.
There are, of course, known methods whereby the band width
occupied by atransmitter can be reduced so that it occupies not
twice the audio spectrum, but is equal to it. Such systems are
known as single-side-band systems and they axe used very
extensively in certain types of commercial working, and in
some television systems. It is certainly not impossible that
single-side-band working will be. extended to normal/medium
wave broadcasting in the years to come.

WELWYN GARDEN CITY • HERTS

CRC 3
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DYNATRON
CABINET
RACKS
Rack Mounted System
DYNATRON offer a range of handsome cabinet racks with
fixing centres and widths to Post Off ce specifications, to
house Sound Amplifiers ( also made by DYNATRON). all
electrajnic panel mounted equipment, transmitter units
and all forms of radio apparatus. The cabinet completely
encloses and protects the equipment.

CA CAPACITORS

For several years they have been standard equipment in
Government Radio and Radar Research Establishments
throughout the country.

Extremely Stable
TROPICALLY IMPREGNATED
RANGE OF 7 SMALL SIZES
INDIVIDUALLY POWERFACTOR
TESTED.

STABILITY RADIO COMPONENTS tl;

CHIEF FEATURES
Standard panel width
of 19" and offered in
three heights of 3',
4' and 6'.

14, NORMAN'S BUILDINGS.
CENTRAL STREET, LONDON,
E C I
TELEPHONE CLEREENWELL 5977

Fi zing centres
multiples and half
multiples
of
It
centres.
Runner
bars
and
shelves adjustable.

—ISOLATION

Earthing busbar and
cable
entries
provided.
's

Mobile Unitavailable
as extra.

▪
'‘

Blank panels
available.

▪
'
s

NEW
VIBRATION
ELIMINATORS

Standard finish Grey
tint 32 and Chrome
fittings.

▪

Provides
complete
protection to the
user and enhances
the appearance of
any installation.

.4.
's

Specially suitable for
export,
can
be
quickly dismantled
for flat packing.

... VIBRATION

[

Il

EQL1IFLEX

1.1.1. C .•••D

00.1C....

11./..poy

a...pg.,.

MOUNTINGS
AN

Fuller details and prices
gladly furnished.

DYNATRON also manufacture rack mounted Sound
Amplifiers, Television
Receivers, specialised Electronic Equipment and, of
course, the superb
DYNATRON
range
of
Radiogramophones.

Manufactured by

DYNATRON

RADIO

LIMITED

Perfecta Works — Ray Lea Road,
MAIDENHEAD, BERKS.

Tel. : Maidenhead 121 Iand 392

CD

PRODUCT

Ill

Equiflex " Mountings are
invaluable for the mounting
and suspension of machines,
equipment,
instruments,

electrical apparatus, motors, etc., and whenever elimination
of vibration and shock is required.
SPECIAL FEATURES
Flexible in all directions at an equal deflection.
Can be
loaded on any side, thus eliminating vibration in Vertical,
Horizonta' and Longitudinal planes employing best quality
natural rubber spring elements and complete with snubbing
device. Special Fi:tings made to suit customers' requirements.
Also available cs previously advertised, the ALL- METAL
construction comprising an ingenious Damped Spring System.
Write for illustrated brochure, and
send u. details of your requirements.

A. WELLS & CO. LTD. (Dept. WM.).

STIRLING

ROAD,

WALTHAMSTOW,

'Phone: Larkswood 2691

LONDON,

E.17

1)(( .1'11111( .1,

1(),iN

.•1(17'crliseinents

n'ireley% florid
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VALVES

011) 1

B65 DOUBLE TRIODE
The Osram valve B65 is a double
triode designed
pull,

for

use in push-

parallel or cascade

circuits.

The valve is octal based, compact in
design, and apart from the common
6.3 volt 0.6 amp. heater, the two
sections are entirely independent.
A data sheet giving detailed information and typical curves may be had
on request to :
THE OSRAM VALVE TECHNICAL DEPT.,
MAGNET HOUSE, KINGSVVAY, VV.C.2.

TYPICAL OPERATING .CONDITIONS (
One Unit)
Anode Voltage -

250 volts.

Control Grid Voltage

—8 volts.

Amplification Factor

20

Impedance

-

-

-

7,700 ohms.

Mutual conductance

-

2.6 mA'volt.

Price I5e- (Purchase Tax 3,3 extra)

.94.e. ()e'el

sr
PHOTO CELLS

THE

GENERAL

VALVES

CATHODE RAY TUBES

ELECTRIC

CO

I TD

MAGNET

HOUSE.

KINC,SVVAY,

\
N

C.2
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VIBRATORS FOR RELIABLE
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Government Service equipment,W.E.Vibrators •
are ready for all your replacements.

They are

fitted as standard components by leading radio
manufacturers.
WIMBLEDON
GARTH ROAD

ENGINEERING

LOWER MORDEN •

SURREY •

CO.

LTD.

TELEPHONE: DERWENT 4814, 5010.

C.R.0

A NEW B.P.L. INSTRUMENT

Type No. 22

a

-

Type No. 10

e
Type No. l9

SÏDNVI ARTERIAL
S. BIRD
ROAD

, ENFIELD. MIDDX.
CAMBRIDGE Enf,eid207/-2 'Gra-ns Capacity frilielci

THE VOLTASCOPE—A combined valve-voltmeter and
oscilloscope.
VALVE-VOLTMETER—Infinite Input
Resistance for D.C. ranges 0 to 300 volts. A.C. ranges
0 to 150 volts in 5 ranges.
3l
inch scale meter.
OSCILLOSCOPE-3 inch screen tube provided with
balanced amplifiers for Y and X plates giving a5 times
trace expansion.
Maximum sensitivity 150mV/cm.
Response from D.C. to 100 kcs.
Limited quantity available for early delivery.

BRITISH PHYSICAL LABORATORIES
HOUSEBOAT WORKS, RADLETT, HERTS.
Tel: Redlett 5674-5-6

December, 1948
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MORRIS & CO. ( RADIO) LTD.

NOW OPEN-COMMODIOUS NEW PREMISES AT
152- 115 3

FLEET

STREET,

All POST ORDERS to 167, LOWER CLAPTON ROAD, LONDON, E.5.
Terms of Business :
WESTINGHOUSE 380 RECTIFIERS.

400

100 RICROAMP METERS. thermetically sealed ir poly.
styrene case. Silo. diameter. 39/6.
DISTRIBUTION BOARDS. An ebonite board 121n. X
sin. it it hmounting clips, fitted with a 300 V. A.C. Meter,
3-5 amp. Porcelain Fuses. 3-15 amp. Power Sockets,
with 3- pin mains input socket with plug. Event tor the
shack vr sat rkshop. 21/- each.
OR
ill.

Send 2d. Stamp for list.

volts at 2 ma.

PHOENIX GLASS INSULATORS. 71e, long, 21e. diameter, suit able for the heat lest aerial. 3/- «ads.

POLYSTYRENE STAND-OFF
INSULATORS.
II in. high x
64. each.

Cash with order or C.O.D. over CI.

FEED-THROUGH
II:1 , e. 2BA screw.

We require additional staff for our
new Fleet Street premises. Also
for our new premises at 207
Edgware Road, W.2 which will be
open by December 1st 1948.

PREMIER KITS AT REDUCED PRICES

SPECIAL OFFER OF ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS.
16+16 mf. 500 v. working. Cardboard
4/11
8+8 mt. 500 v. „
4/11
32 + 32 mf. 350 T. ,,
Ali. Eans
5/11
32 mf. 350 v. „
2/6
16 mf. 350 v. „
216
Ill mf. 450 a.
Cardboard
3/9
at8mf. 450 v.,.
4mf. 600 v.
16+8 mf. 450 v.
All. auni
4/11
STANDARD LOUDSPEAKER OUTPUT
MERS, 211. MULTI RATIO, 5/11.

THANSPOR-

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS MAINS TRANSFORMERS.
All are for use on 2:10 volt 10 cycle Mains. These are all
new and very conserval ively rated.
Type
3 500-0-500 v. 150 ma. 4 v. 2-5 a., 4v. 1a., 4v.
ht a.
35/31 40 v. 3a., 104 V. lf a. Auto Wound
21/:12 650-0-650 v. 150 ma. end 1,000 v. at 30 ma.- 40/33 38 V. 2 a. Tapped at 32, 34, 36 v.
15/:14 1500-0-1500 V. 120 ma. 4 v. 2-3 a. 4 v. 2-3 a.
L.T. Trans. is separate on Base Plate
55/42 500-0-500 v. 170 ma. 4v. 4a.
35/43 4v. 20 a
25 44 10 v. 5a. 10 v. 5a. 10 v. 5a.
46 Auto 50 v. 100 V. 150 v. 230 v. 100 ir.
12 6
47 Output Trans. Rath. 43.5-1 and 31.5-1
Se,',,. 2.1 ohms and 4.2 ohms.
45
49 27i...0-275 v. 120 ma. 5v. 2a. 6.3 v. 2.5 a 6.3 v.
0.3 a. C.T.
29,10 12 V. 70 a. An ideal Transformer for grcund
heating or welding
60 51 350-0-350 v. 60 ma. 11.3 v. 1a. 6.3 V. 2-5 a
12 6
52 250.0.250 v. 05 um. 4v. 1.5 a. 6.3 V. 2 a.
12 6
C.R. TUBES, VCR97, OW. diameter, creen screen, 4 y.
1a. Heater, 2,500 V. max. ILT. Complete with socket.
in nmker's original cartons. A large new purchase enable,.
US to reduce the price to
OSCILLOGRAPH POWER UNITS.
Input 230 volt,
Consists of Kit of Parts incorporat lug Maim Transformer,
metal rectifier, voltage doubling condensers.
TSP.
408 Output 800 v.
25/409 Output 1800 V.
30/25 Output 2,500 v. at 3 ma. and 4 v. 2 a.C.T.
Per use with 2or 4a. QR. Tubes
49;6
55 Output 5,500 V. at 3 ma. 81111 4 V. 2 a. ( T.
Far use with 2or 4v. C.R. Tubes
81 ,M'e have atine selection of Monogram Cabinets, Electric
Gramophone Motors and Auto Changers on elms at
Fleet Street.

R107. ONE OF THE ARMY'S FINEST COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS.
(
See " W.W.," August, 1945.)
9 valves, R.F. amp. me. Frequency Changer, 2 LE.%
1405 ke.). 2nd Detector, AVC. Al. amp. B.F.O.
mains, 100-250 v. or 12 v. accum. rrequesoy range
17.5 to 7 meta, 7.25 meta to 2.9 mete, 20 to 1.2 mcis
Monitor L.t3. built In. Complete. Write for full details.
216/16/ , Carriage Paid.

E.C.4
'
Phone: AMHerst 4723.

ALL-WAVE SUPERHET KIT. A Kit of Parts to build a
6-valve ( plus rectifier) receiver, covering 16-50 metres.
Medium- and Long-wave bands. Valve line-up, 6K8.
6K7, 6147, 637, two 25A6 in push-pull. Metal Rectifiers
are incorporated for MT. supply. Dept, Impedance is
tor 3 and 15 alum. The latest Wearite Coil Pack incomes-aline Iron Dust Coils is ued nuking construction
mil alignment ext remely sample. A pick-up position on
the wave- chair, switch :and pfek-up terminals le provided. A complete kit, includng valses, but without
speaker or cabinet. Chasele MD-, 14in, x gin. Overall
height, 9in. Price 21onare, Including Amelia.. Tax
Wired and tested. 212/1(1-.
Suitable loudspeakers are the 1:11011MANS 10in. 0- matt
P.M. at 47 11, or fur superlative reproduction, the
smodinan's 15m. P.M. at 26-151,
PREMIER ALL DRY HATI'ERY PORTABLE.
A
hit iatri it.. build a4- valve Portable Receiver covering
Ihe Medium :mil Long Wavebands. Valves used ILC0
Pent °grid ('onverter). II.N5111.F. Pentode I.F. Amplifier)
11.1)i. ( Mole Pentode. 2o,l Detector, A.V.C. and let
31/6/1299 I
output Pentode), Litz
Wound LK Transformers ( 405 Ices.) of high " Q," Litz
Wound Oscillator ('oil, itesenibini with laimmers, ready
to tit on the chassis.
Very- efficient Frame Aerial tit large ' Monster, cone
pletely assembled and tested with Is« Wave Leading
Coil, 3 win, only 10 COUUeel. Aerial Assembly to the
ClUttl:115.

Separate WT. and I..T. bat teric ,for Is...nosey of replacement. WT. 90 volts I..T. I1ve Ito. Olin. Speaker of toe
lates:type.
Colour lass Dial cle,,ei,.- marked in metres,
withstat
horn , . The cabinet is supplied in oak sith
chocolate ... loured Loudepeakei Grille or in Sky Blue
cellulose with Bronze Grille.
Both easehinations of
colours are v. ry attract ive. The leather handle can be
removed if required.
Kit cf part ssupplied enull did ewit hbat ter., and cabinet.
Cabinet size Min. wide. tilin. deep and 101b. high.
Prie ,-; 2104/2, including Pmchase Tax.
Can be soiil ,lir ,icomieletely wiredand tested , or £ 121121-.
Including Poi chase
a.
E.H.T. TRANSFORMERS. For 209-230 vs. 50 c.input
Half Wave. For use with Valve cr Metal Rectifier.
Used in a Voltage Doubling s'irenit. these will give
Mich:1y over double the half « ate output. We can
supply suitable rectifiers.
E.1( T.1. Output film v.
176
KR T.2. Output 1,011t1 v. and 2-02 v. 2a.
25 }III Tn. Output 2,000 v. and 'I-0-2 v. 2a.
35 .

RECEIVER TYPE 184. Radar Unit containing 14 valves:
1 CU67, 4 V1191, 7 VR05, 1 VU111, 1 V1192. Unit
contain,, a 45 mete 1.F. Strip auttable for ase as a Vision
Receiver. There ls ample space for building Power Packs
or Time Bases. Akio included are 5 Potentiometers,
.01 mid, 2,500- volt Condenser, 2 Relay., 3 Neon Lamps,
adnetit yof Resistors, Condensers and Co-Axial Sockets.
NEW 2-VALVE ALL WAVE KIT.
11 to 2,000 metre,
Switched Coil Pack ready wired and tented. 2 Mazda
111223 Valves, • Phones, H.T. and L.T. Batteries, Condensers, resistors. diagrams and steel case, all ready to
assemble, 23/10/, including Purchase Tax.
ALL WAVE RECEIVER KIT.
7-Valve ( plus Metai
Rectifier for H.T. SuPPIV) Superhet; for AO(DC Maine
200)250 volts, 40)60 cyclea. Four waveband» 13.6-52
metres (
22 -5.8 me's), 51-200 metres ( 5.9-1.5 mc/s).
200-550 metres and 900-2100 metres. The five position
Switch includes aPick-up Position. and Pick-up Terminals
are provided.
Valve line-up 6K7 ( R.F.), 6K8 (Fr..
fluency Changer), 6K7 ( I.F.). 6Q7 (2nd Dot. A.V.C. and
lot L.F. Ampiitler),11J7 ( Phase Inverter) 2x25A6 ( Push
Pull Output). Specially designed Output Transformer to
match the 25A6's to Speaker of 3 or 15 ohms, impedanc,
Negative feedback is applied oser three stage, giving a
very pith fidelity output. The Coil Pack which is tested
and calibrated is of the ntost modern type. Substantial
smoothing ekes an exceptionally low hum level. Large
illuminated Glass Dial in colour.
The Complete Kit of Pee te including Valves and Complete
l
l
n
ie
lt
278
c5
ti/
o
.us 213/8/10 in,'. tax.
Completely wired and
tested £ 15. Revommended Loudspeaker. Role :lupin
RC. ELIMINATOR AND TRICKLE CHARGER KIT.
Coneists of a complete kit of parto to construct an ELT
Eliminator with an output of 120 v. at 20 neA., and
provision for Trickle Charging a2 v. Accumulator. Two
Metal Rectifiers are employed. With circuit, 315/..
LOUDSPEAKERS BY FAMOUS MAKER
P.M. 2-3 U01,,,,I,V
11601611
bin,„
810. .. 2-3
17/6
loin. „ 2-3
23/6
12in. „
15
85/MOVING COIL EARPIECES
Comprise a I
51ovim Coil Loudspeaker fitted with
noise excluding robber caps.
Make excellent 5fikes.
Phones or speakers 2 - each 18 doz.

,-

TANK AERIALS. Seven lit. lengths of steel tube which
lit hit,, each other, making II iery chinent aerial.
3/6 each
firdiher Bases to lit
e6
h
PREMIER COIL PACK 4-BAND. Coluilâta ota tally
wired and ealibrated Coil Pack id the latest type.
5.
position switch includes a gram. position.
Wavebands covered 13.0-52 net res (
22-5.14 mcha). 51-200
metre. ( 5.9.1.5 inc/s), 2101.550 metres and 900-2,100
ewtres. Air Dielectric Trimmers on all Short Wave Colle
1
-nit conalats of 3screenol sections AERIAL. R.F. and
Dimensions of Pack. Sin. , 41in. x
Alen inchnied pair LP. Transformers with penneabilita
1lined Lito windings of high " Q " 3-gang condemns
drive spindle, drive wheel.
Price, with circuit diagram
85/or complete it ith coloured glass dial. biackplate, pointer
dial light brackets and drilled 7- valve chassis, with bits.
prints. £8,101-.
NEW 1948 MIDGET T.R.F. RADIO KITS wit hIlluminated
s
Inal. All parts including Valves. M/C Speaker and
lust ruetione. 3 valves plus Metal Rectifier. 200-557
metre. end 700-2,000 metres. 200 to 250 v. A.C. os
A..C. ,11.1'. mains. State which is required. Size 10in. at
27/711. including Purchme Tax.
NEW 1948 MIDGET SUPERHET RADIO HIT, with
illuminated Glass. Dial,
tali parts including Valve ,
SI c Speaker and instructions.
4 valves plus Meta'
Rectifier. 16-511 metres and 200-557 metres. 200 t
25. v. AC. or AC. -' 13.11, min, State which is required.
sp e,
fil, 28/5 -. including Purchase Tax

R.1155 POWER UNIT INCORPORATING OUTPUT
STAGE. A robust unit contained in a black enamelled
cane loin. x Sin, x gin., which matehe.• the Receiver.
The power supply is 230 V. at Se mA. which is ample for
the 11.1155 Resieiver and output stage. Printery is for
100-1150 V. 50 cycle maim.
Power unit with hullt-in output stage ( 6Ftii with output
transformer
£3 10 0
Power unit auly
£2 10 0
I OUR

NEW ENLARGED CATALOGUE
IS NOW READY
Please send stamps for copy

MIDGET RADIO CABINETS in Brown Bakelite. Can
he supplied for elther of the above Midget Kits at 251including P.T.
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ON ON CENTRA
RADIO STO
S
Government
THE

FAMOUS

Surplus— From

EDDYSTONE

358

Stock

COMMUNICATIONS

RECEIVER

Range 31 Mcis to 00 kcis,
9 Plug-in coils, 7 valves
and
rectifier,
variable
selectivity, B.F.O. standby switch, A.V.C. switch,
band- spread dial, valve
check meter.
In heavy
black crackle
finished
steel cabinet with chrome
fittings. Complete with
200-250 V. A.C. Power
Supply Unit
£25
Carriage and
packing 17/6 extra

I
N

a

Val-July

metres

with

padding
SHIP TO SH0hE
TRANSMITTER-RECE1VER EQUIPMENT
By Rediffusion Ltd.
Wt. ight approx. £66
3cwt., in sections. One only
For Callers Only.
You are invited to in- pet.
CATHODE

RAY

TUBES,

Type

VCR97

6in. Electrostatic, suitable for Televi- ar•
sion. Crate and Carr., 5 - extra
010/
ALSO various types of C. R. Tubes. Magnetic
and Electrostatic up to !
2in. diani. Callers
Only.
A.C.!D.C.

FRACTIONAL

H.P.

MOTORS.

24 V.
Can be converted for driving
gramo. turntables

12/6

Small Type Ditto.
Size 21 . 21 < 2in 12/6
Reversible, with worm dr;ve
UNISELECTOR
SWITCHES.
3- Bank, We.
USED 3- Bank, 20 -.

Brand
new
5- Bank, 45 -.
0- Bank, 25 -.

BARGAIN OFFER !
RECEIVER UNITS, "Types 73 and 25
Containing two VR53, two V1456, ouione VR55 valves, four midget tuning con
densers, various coils, condensers, r 28 6
Post 3'6 extra.
10- VALVE

COMMUNICATION
RECEIVER.
Type R1155.
Complete with Power Pack and Speaker.

SELF- ENERGISING
TELEPHONES.
Coi ipli t,
with [ Imo
ringing in steel cast•, ne•
hat
11
4.

2-VOLT POWER PACKS
complete
with
Vibrator.
Output approx.
200 v.
60 mA.
Size
A first-class job, complete
with accumulator
in carrying case. artn, •1 •U
Pin. 5 - carr. and pkg.

9:.'

SLIDING
RESISTANCES.
Suitable for Voltage Controls,
Speed
Regulators.
Type 887A. 100 ohms on
slider . 3amp. max. lapped
used 700, 300, 50, 50 ohms.
21 -.
Type 11613A. 450 ohms on
slider . 2amp. max. Tapped
200, 200, 200 ohms.
21,'Small Type.
50 ohms,
amp.
Dimensions
4in. :. 2¡in. high
89

FREE with each receiver! Complete circuit,
description and modifications for civil use,
reprinted from " W.W.," July, 1946.

U.S.
ARMY
MIDGET
LIGHTWEIGHT
HEADPHONES.
4e
Suitable for Deaf Aids

I

1164
AIRBORNE
G.P.
TRANSMITTERS.
A few
still available.
FutIle
£10 •
100
describcd
•
(loather issue.
N.B.—All i:en ts are carriage
paid
unless
otherwise
stated.
We do not y
-sue
lists or catalogues.

23, LISLE ST. (
GERrard 2969) LONDON, W.C.2
p.m.

Open all day Sat, and weekCays 9a.m.-6 p.m.

and

all

necessary

trimmer

con-

literature

stating

your

problem.
LABORATORY

TESTED
H. C. ATKINS Laboratories, 32, Cumberland Road, Kew, Surrey
Richmond 2950
.47'10a

.3

LAMINATIONS
FOR

5
Oit,. .

21 1

These sets are as new. Freq. range 7.5 int. s.
75 kc,s iii five waveband:. Complete with
10 valves, including magic eye.
Every
receiver is Aerial Tested.
For A.C. mains
200-250 v. The set is enclosed in a metal
cabinet and supplied complete with separate
Power Pack and Loudspeaker.
(Carr. and pkg. 10/0 extra)

1

C0111b1-

densers. Write for descriptive

NEW MILNES H.T. UNITS
(Everlasting)
120
v.
60
niA.
Will
charge from it y67/6
accumulator
For Callers Only.

TRIPLETT Universal TEST
METERS.
1,00n
olriis
per
volt.
Volts A.C. or D.C. 0-10,
0-50, 0-250, 0-1,000, 05,00u.
Milliamps, 0-10,
0-100, 0-500.
Ohms, 0'100, 0-1- ' neg.
iligbtly
£4.10.6

Closed Thurs.

01

nations from 5 to 2,000

All

Radio

and

Electrical

Uses.

In Silicon, Dynamo. Intermediate
and

Transformer Qualities.

Permalloy, holumetal, Itadiometal.
Screens

for

all

Electrical

Uses •

Transformer Shrouds
for 35 and 74 Lams.
General

Precision

Heat

Engineers.

Treatment.

Sheradising to the Trade.

Electrical Sound & Television Patents Ltd
12 Pembroke Street, London, N.1.

—

TERminus 4355

2/4 Manor Way, Boreham Wood, Herts. — ELSTREE 2138

I
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Switch to

All parts plated and keyed to
body.

End

the

THE

NEW

The

Available in bracket

new

gc1.111
c

THE

eliminates

all

Dial

Lights

with

M'E'S

LAMPHOLDER

risk

noisy intermittent

of

Screw- in bulb is gripped firmly in vibration- proof

holder.

?Arttik

of

MOULDED

design

contacts.

or clip-fbring types.

Flickering

Place

your

enquiries

now

GENERAL ACCESSORIES

21 BRUTON STREET, LONDON, W.I

for

early

deliveries.

CO.

LTD.

Telephone: MAYfair 5543
R. 2

THE INSIDE STORY
of the G.P.1 pressure unit
The story ol the G.P.1 started twenty years ago when Vitavox pioneered
the modern loudspeaker pressure unit.

Through the years

new ideas have

been

incorporated, new materials used, new manufacturing processes applied,
so that today we are able to provide a unit backed by unequalled
experience and embodying features of which these are but a few:
• Voice Coil wound directly on to diaphragm.
• Phase correction in throat ensures maximum
response.

H.F.

• Compact with high power handling capacity.
• Ticonal G magnet forms centre pole giving efficiency,
economies in weight and cost.

•

Impossible for diaphragm to get out of centre with
coil gap.

• Maximum strength and corrosion resistance.
2903

VITAVOX
G.P.1 PRESSURE UNIT
The result of tN% enty

years' experience

Vitavox Limited, Westmorland Rd., London, N.W.9

Tel : COLindale 8671

Wireless World
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GARRARD
Model S
Radio Cram Unit

Incorporates the following Garrard features

The Model S unit maintains

*

New Garrard Drum Drive Motor

the well known Garrard

*

Popular Garrard Magnetic Pick-up

standard of Quality and

*

Automatic Stop

*

Cloth covered 10" Turntable

*

Finely Finished Unit Plate

*

Spring Suspension for mounting Unit

Reliability
Price 82,8
Plus Purchase Tax

<
A D>

Order your Garrard Unit from your local dealer.
Other Garrard Units will become available as production is increased
to satisfy the demand for Gzrrard Products from all over the world
THE GARRARD ENG. & MFG. CO. LTD. •

TRANSFORMERS for ALL with 80 Exports

During three mouths ending Del. we > hipped 80", ut entire production
,.verseas, while continuing to give prompt home deliveries.
MODEL SS. Price 32/0
A popular pattern with two shell
shrouds entirely enclosing the winding.
Fixings for upright surface mounting.
Pri
o '210'230/250 V. Elect. Screen.
.
o :; 50 v.100 inA. 5v.2 a. 6.3 v.
MODEL S. Single shroud for drop
,11 mounting, windings as above,
31/6.
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS, CHOKES
in this style to match.
Transformer
Catalogue 24,1.
Chokes, 100 mA. 500 ohms, 18/6.
Outputs 61C or 10K P to P, 30/-.
Match 3, 8, 15 ohms 25 watts.

SWINDON •

WILTS •

se.

11-IL SCIEN rom

BRITISH

e-

VALVE

,,fegeeàee eieeaelaiee,

Vitted with cast ah i clamps
shown.
OUTPUT

TRANSFORMER
47 6

tar
famous
OP/12
winding
multi- ratio, 3K to 12K match
2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 15 ohms.
Now
fitted with cast clamps and
terminals. Balanced quality job,
for :At tv it t •

"C "

Type

GRAMOPHONE REPRODUCERS.
(Catalogue 24d.). K15 Kits, £ 0.
\\ , th
THE " FULL-TONE " (; ramo. amp. Kit, with bass and treble lift and
in, £ 12.
ELIMINATORS. Again in production. 45 -.
lines becoming availati
r Horne and i'sport. Trade
t ¡ liveries in, ited.

GENERAL

LAMINATION

PRODUCTS

294, Broadway, Bexleyheath, Kent.

LTD.

r.

MADE

THE CLASSIC SERIES.
Power
transformers with 350/0/350 v.
150 triA. 5 v. 2 amps. and 6.3 v.
5 amps., 40,-.

CQ

ENGLAND

71/Cdelez4ced

a«
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CONSISTENTLY
PULLIN SERIES 100 TEST SET
SENSITIVITY 10,000 OHMS VOLT
with

A.C.,'D.C. Voltage Multiplier
for 2,500 V. and 5,000 V.
Volts A.C. and D.C. Range :
10. 25, 100, 250, 500, 1,000.
Milliamps D.C. only :
2.5, 10, 25, 100, 500.
Ohms: 0-10,000 and 0-1 megohm.

A.C.

Current

Transformer

Range: 0.025, 0.01, 0.5, PO, 5.0.
25.0 Amps.

1.1)
We can give early deliveries—
Address all enquiries to:

MEASURING INSTRUMENT ( PULLIN) LTD
DEPT.

1,

ELECTRIN

WORKS,

WINCHESTER

STREET,

LONDON,

W.3.

Tel:

ACOrn

4651

TELCON
THERMOSTATIC

BIMETALS
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF AVAILABLE TYPES
COMPOSITION

Deflection
Constant*
per ° C. ( d)

Resistivity
michrohms/cm.
cube at 20 5C.

Maximum
Working
Tem. ° C.

20

14.0 x I0 -6

75

300

20

15.6 x „

78

250

42

20

11.0 x „

70

400

36

100

9.7 x „

15

200

TYPE

Low Expansion
°,, Ni

High Expansion
% Ni

BIMETAL 140

38

BIMETAL 160

36

BIMETAL 400
BIMETAL

15

*The deflection constant (
d) is delned as the deflection of astrip of unit length and unit
thickness for each ° C. rise in temperature over the linear part of the deflection curve.
Further details on application.

THE TELEGRAPH

CONSTRUCTION &

3

MAINTENANCE CO.

Head Office: 22 OLD BROAD STREET, LONDON, E.C.2.
Enquiries to: TELCON WORKS, GREENWICH, SEW.

LTD.

Telephone: LONdon Wall 3141
Telephone: GREenwich 1040

24
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E.H.T.
FROM LINE

ELECTRKAL INDUSTRIES

FLY BACK •

Manufacturers of electrical and
radio materials and components
are invited to investigate

g6kV

0 KE

TO LINE

WAXES

DEFLECTION

AND

D I—JELLS

COILS

for insulating, waterproofing, impregnating, sealing and finishing
condensers, cables, transformers,
batteries, resistances, etc.
For technical data and samples
please

telephone

TEMPLE

BAR

5927

Sales Department

ASTOR BOISSELIER & LAWRENCE
NORFOLK

Tripler circuit using

Works

and

MOUSE

•

NORIOLK

Laboratorie3

3 RRRRR

West

•

STRAND

Drayton,

•

I.T.D
WC)

Middlesex.

FOR THE
RADIO SERVICEMAN
DEALER AND OWNER

WESTINGhOUSE

ESTALITE
TYPE 36EHT35
RECTIFIERS

The man who enrols for an I.C.S.
Radio Course learns radio thorough ly,
completely, practically.
When he
earns his Diploma, he will KNOW
radio. We are not content merely to
teach the principles of radio, we want
to show our students how to apply
that training in practical, every- day
radio service work.
We train them
to be successful.

Peak pulse input approximately 2,500V.
Output approximately 6kV at 100
micro-amperes.

Write to the I.C.S. Advisory Dept. dating your

Simple

efficient

requirements.

and reliable

Write for data sheet No. 60, to Dept. W.W.12

WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SIGNAL
CO., LTD.
82 YORK WAY, KING'S CROSS, LONDON, N.1

Our advice is tree.

You may use this coupon

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL Ltd.
DEPT. 38, INTERNATIONAL BUILDINGS, KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2
Please explain fully about your instruction in the subject marked X.
Complete Radio Engineering
Radio Service Engineers
Radio Service and Sales
Advanced Short-Wave Radio
Elementary Electronics. Radar, and Radio
And the following Radio Examinations:—
British Institution of Radio Engineers
P.M.G. Certificates for Wireless Operators
City and Guilds Telecommunications
Wireless Operators and Wireless Mechanics, R.A.F.
I.C.S.
students
for
Examinations
are
coached
till
successful.
Name.
Address

Age.

ICS
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- Today's outstanding development • afeiates Opera
record player wirh ' nett* a
watt ampleer, apeakef
and new fooLprod auto-s- op motor.
The ' Recordinaster • sells on firsc
attractively saylect tase •It can be plaved
anytime.
Send for details now.
Pri‘ce

Lii. If - 0 list

BIRMINGHAM

SOUND.

REPRODUCERS

LIMITED,

OLD

HILL,

STAFFS.

When Better

TRANSFORMERS
Are Made
<LOD E >
.,44it7es
CO.

P
ote cl
14.4Pe

Will make them
LTD

Until then our De- Luxe and
potted types are the best
available
MAINS TRANSFORMERS
D.T.M.11. 250--0-725 50 mr.
D.T.M.12. 275-0-273 r20 m ,.
D.T.M.12- 350-0.150 120 mf•
D.T.11.14. 425-0-425 150 mis
10.T.M.15. 500-0-500 150 m/ •
1,1.11.11
ann-mmo9.3nrei.

D.T.M.I7. 730-0-750 250 es
D.T.51.L9. 1250-1000-0-1000
1250 300 mfs
D.T.M.19. 1500-0-1500
950 mis
ILAINS TRANSFORMERS
P.T.M.11. 250-0-2.:0 60 mia
P.T.M.12. 275-0-275 120 mla

P.T.11.14.
P.T.M.15.

425-0-425 150an ,a
500-0-500 150m1a

•
All above available In 4v ,r
6v filament svinclinga.

P.T.M.

16. 050.0-650 200 Isla

WODEN TRANSFORMER CO LTD
MOXLEY ROAD - BILSTON - STAFFS

TEL:

BILSTON 41959

25
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Instrument Individuality
The new Universal Bridge exemplifies the principle that individuality
in instrument design is without virtue in itself; each innovation must
directly contribute to functional efficiency and the evolution of a
completely satisfactory measuring unit.
For general purpose use, the Universal Bridge Type TF 868,
contains the necessary elements for the measurement of inductance
and capacitance at 1000 c/s (1/4H- 100H and 1144.F - 100e),
and for d.c. resistance measurements (0.1Q to 10MQ). Elaborations
which would add appreciably to complexity or cost have been
intentionally excluded.
By an ingenious mechanical arrangement, a single dial, in combination with arange selector, provides direct reading of L, C & R,
without risk of confusion and without recourse to multiplying
factors. Full specification and description available on request.

THE UNIVERSAL BRIDGE, TYPE TF 868

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LTD
ST. ALBANS, HERTS.

Telephone: St. Albans 6161 5.

Southern Office & Showrooms: 109 Eaton Square, S.W.1.

Northern Office: 30 Albion Street, Hull.

Tel.: Sloane 8615.

Western Office:

Tel.: Hull 16144.

10 Portent Road, Avonmouth. Tel.: Avonmouth

433

•

Headphones which uphold British Prestige
S. G. BROWN, Type ' IC
Moving Coil Headphones,
supply that High Fidelity
Reproductiondemandedfor
DX work, monitoring and
laboratory purposes, etc.

OUTSTANDING
CHARACTERISTICS.
D.C. RESISTANCE, 47 Ohms.
IMPEDANCE

52 Ohms at 1,000

SENSITIVITY, 1.2 z 10-'. Watts
at Ike. . 0002 Dyne cm..
Descriptive Literature on request.

PRICE
TYPE

£5.5.0

PER PAIR

Your Local Dealer can supply

'K.'

For details of other S. G. Brown Headphones (prices
from 30 ,- to 63/-) write for illustrated Brochure " W.W."
HEADPHONES WHICH UPHOLD BRITISH PRESTIGE.

Telephone :
Watford 7241.

SHAKESPEARE

EX- GOVERNMENT SPECIAL OFFERS
CATHODE RAY INDICATOR UNITS. American type AN/APA.1.
Brand
new, complete with 3in. C.R.T. and time base, etc., ° dog II valve. ( 643N7,
6116, and Rectifiers). Only require 115 v. 500- cycle transformer changing to
put into Immediate me. Price 55/5i-. Carriage 10/,
VITREOUS RESISTORS. 10 watt. eoo, 2,000, 2,500, 4,700, 5,000, 10,000'
20,000, 25,000, 100,000 ohm. 2/.. each, or 20/. dozen. 50 Watt, 3,000 ohm ,
31- each. 100 Matt, 7,000, 20,000,20,000 ohm, 5/.. each_
MICROPHONES
Brand new American single button Carbon Breast Assembly. Ribbed aluminium
diaphragm, bakelite case. Beautiful Job. Speech quality equal to moving
coil type.
Price 8/8.
Special Throat Microphones, ea RAS. Comprising 2 midge.n, erophones and
st rap. Price le complete.
Moving Coil Assembly, in bakelite case with 31n. grill. Can be used as midget
speaker. Price 3/11.
Moving Coil Hand Microphone with switch. Price 8/6.
TUNING CONDENSERS. The following are the finest Micro- Variable Condensers made.
All have ceramic Insulation, silverplated vanes, and standard
lin. npindl. n.
Midget Polar, double metal end plates with ceramic insulation.
Bar type
ball bearing, baseboard mounting.
Code BB100 100 mmfd. single epac,,d. Price 2/9.
Ditto 2- gam, or split stator Code 2BB2E. 2 x 25 mold. 3/6.
Midget Polar All ceramic End Plate', panel mount ing.
Code P20. 20 mmfd., double epaced. 2/-.
Code Pi50. 50 mmfd. single spaced. 2,13.
Code P100. 100 mmfd. single spared. 2/9.
Ditto Rgang or 'split stator.
Code 2P8.5. 2 x 0.5 mmll. double spaced. 3/-.
Code 2P1.1. 2 x 11.0 minál. double spaced. 3 /
6.
B.A.?. MOLE AERIAL ( approx. 215 Ite/s.), with 3ft. Co-ax and Pye Plug
and huilt.in matching transformer. Ideal for making into any frequency dipole
Price 2/6. Postage 1/..
SPACE
LINES.

PREVENTS US FROM
SEND
2P
STAMP

LISTING THE MAJORITY OF OUR
FOR , COMPLETE
LIST. " W.W."

RA
. ,..p
.LOMART
48, HOLLOWAY HEAD, BIRMINGHAM,

STREET,

WATFORD,

HERTS.

Telephone: Midland 3254

I.
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Sets a
New High
Standard
R.50
COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER
This high-grade communicat:ons receiver incorporates the most highly
developed techniques in modern receiver design. Five degrees of
selectivity, including a crystal gate and crystal filter are provided, and
the sensitivity is such that au input of between 1-5 microvolts gives a
signal/noise ratio of at least 10 dB over the entire frequency range of
13.5 to 26 kc/s and 95 kc's to 32 Me/s. Separate power units for A.C.
or D.C. operations are available.

editon
Radio

REDIFFUSION LIMITED, BROOMHILL ROAD, WANDSWORTH, S.W.I8
DESIGNERS &

MANUFACTURERS

OF

RADIO

COMMUNICATION &

INDUSTRIAL

ELECTRONIC

EQUIPMENT

Phone

PUTney
RC

5691
201

Maximum sensitivity with uniform
frequency response from a more
compact
speaker,
appreciably
reduced in weight—that is what
Rola technicians have achieved
with the new G.I2.
Special
features include dust- proof suspension completely protecting coil
and magnet gap and the powerful
Alcomax II magnet. Write for
details and also for particulars
of Rola 3" and 4" P.M. models.
dust- proofed and equipped with
Alcomax II magnets.

BRITISH ROLA LTD. ' FERRY WORKS • SUMMER ROAD • THAMES DITEON • SURREY
Telephone :

EMBERBROOK

3402 ( 5 lines)

best
of the
BIG
speakers

>8 . Idverlisementç
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is not the only maker of radio and television components, but
is producing aremarkable series of pre- tested precision units and
quality is high, even when judged by British standards.

The

range is interesting whether you construct one receiver or hundreds

The current

Allen Components catalogue includes:

RADIO

TELEVISION

Coil Unit Type 320: Five wave range bandspread
unit comprising aerial, RF and oscillator coils,
trimming and padding condensers.

Scanning Yoke Type SYI: Low impedance line
and frame deflector coils suitable for scanning
9, 10 or 12 inch tubes.

Tuning Unit Type 310: Chassis assembly of Type
320 Coil Unit, 3gang condenser, first IF, HF, FC
and IF valve holders and associated components.

Focus Coil Type FI: Low impedance coil for
Line Frequency Oscillator
series connection.
Type LI:
1:1 Ratio transformer for line
frequency blocking oscillator circuits.
Line Output Transformer Type L2: 39:1 Ratio
line frequency output transformer.

Coil Unit Type 300: Three wave range superhet
available in two forms—Short, Medium and
Long or Medium and two Short ranges.
Output Transformers Types 201-2: For use with
push-pull 6V6s and 6L6s.
IF Transformers Types 402-3: Compression
trimmer tuned, iron dust cored, critically
coupled transformers.
465 Kc's frequency.

Frame Frequency Oscillator Transformer: 2:1
Ratio Transformer for frame frequency block
oscillator circuits.
frame Output Transformer: 13:1
frequency output transformer.

Ratio frame

ALLEN COMPONENTS LTD.. Tower
Works, Tower Road, London, N.W.10
For precision alignment of Tuned Circuits

Pushbutton?

and

Slider?

visual

observation

of

Electrical

Phenomena.

Rotary?

Illustrated are the
latest models of the
12008
Oscilloscope
and the l
4008 Visual
Alignment
Signal
Generator.

Band Selection?
Circuit Selection?

Special features 01
the Oscilloscopeare:

Tap Switching?

High gain D.C. ampli.
tier,
on
both
axis.
linear tune base with
perfect synchronisation
at any frequency. Complete independence of
all controls from each

Whatever it is—the answer is always
OAK ! Equalised pressure, double

other.

The 1400B Unit will
show the
shape and
characteristics of atuned
circuit response curse
on
the
Oscillograpti
screen.
Thus perfect
alignment of an 1.1+. , r
B.F. amplifier it easily
accomplished.
Overall
Mae of combined Instruments: 7` wide, Il'
high. 9" site.

contact clips and floating rotors
exclusive

features embodied

in

are
all

special or standard type OAK switches

WITHOUT

QUESTION

SPECIFY

• We also make electronic
equipment
for
epeoial purpotm. If you
hare a problem in this
Yield toe trill be pleased
to co-operate.

Early Deliveries.
• Model 1200B Oscillosconc. £ 32

• Model 140013 Unit. £8 10 0

Write for Specifications to

SWITCHES

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS

229, Hale Lane, Edgware, Middx.

Tel. : EDG. 7312

Makers of Industrial Controls and Precision Instruments.

BRITISH N.S.F. CO. LTD., Keighley, Yorks.
Sole

Licensees

of

OAK

Manufacturing

Co..

Chicago

DecembPr , 1948
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SPEAKER CHASSIS

Type SI2135

It may be news to you that we make a chassis of this
size, and we admit that we've kept rather quiet about it until
now.

The reason ?— simply that our output has been fully

taken

up

by

Public and

Educational

organisation of our manufacturing
offer

this

Authorities.

Now,

re-

programme enables us to

magnificent

example

of

Whiteley

skill to a wider field of users.

Highest

distortion - free

performance —

accurate reproduction over widest possible
audio. frequency

range.

Magnet

of

" Alcomax," the most efficient anistropic
alloy. Die-cast chassis. Flux density: 13,500
gauss. Total flux : 106,000 gauss. Speech coil
impedance: IS ohms.

Handling capacity:

IS watts.
PRICE £6.6.0 ( without tuansformer)
£7 . 7 . 0 ( with transformer)
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perfect alignment by

Co-axial ConstructionFOR " BETTER LISTENING"

"The Story of
Co-axial Construction"
explains how our
speakers are built. We
will gladly send acopy
to any manufacturer
or Overseas
Buyer who
writes for
one.

R. & A. Reproducers are perfectly aligned about
their axis. Their assembly is so arranged that the
voice coil can never, except under conditions of
brute force, vary from its setting in the anular gap
by more than - 001 ins. Misalignment of the voice
coil and, or mechanical failure is therefore almost
impossible, no matter what the volume or frequency.
A co-axially constructed, distortion-free speaker
is anecessity for Better Listening.

REPRODUCERS AND AMPLIFIERS LIMITED
FREDERICK ST. WOLVERHAMPTON ENGLAND

SUPPLIES Ltd.-

BRIERLEY
-RIBBON"

AND - ARPIATUa."
PICKUPS

RIBBON

PICKUP,

type %
Jae /R(1

(TYPE .113'P:R/1 m FOR FINE LINE RECORDINGS)
Frequency range, 20 c s to 40,000 c/s.
Permanent point 6 times harder than sapphire and more robust.
Point pressure, 1,8 oz.
Output voltage, 10 to 15 mV. across 15,000 ohms approx.
"Floating Element" design prevents arm torsional resonance.
Price in U.K. including special mumetal screened transformer and Purchase
Tax, £ 10 14,11.
The total mass of the Brierley Ribbon System is less than 1/25th of a gramophone needle— acircumstance that is partly responsible for its remarkable
transient response and wide frequency range. The system also permits a
high effective damping/restoring force factor.
A permanent point must be an integral part of such a small system but the
combination of exceptionally small working downward pressure and special
long wearing point, enables a really long life to be obtained.
It will be appreciated that provision for point changing entails a recession
to a larger system with all its inherent deficiencies. For overseas buyers
the construction and arrangements are such that replacement Ribbon
Elements—which can be sent Air Mail—are easily fitted.
Full details of our products will be sent on request.
J.

H.

BRIERLEY ( GRAMOPHONES & RECORDINGS),
44, T1THEBARN STREET, LIVERPOOL

LID.,

Ivfront - took the Milos,
tir..t alas.,material for LABORATORIES,
UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENIS and TECHNICAL COLLEGES. All pricer nett.
SIGNAL GENERATJRS. Very special ' llora of first-ems/4 instruments. R.C.A.
ttie 7I0A o rCALF. Rance 370 ,500 niris continuous. Operation 10(0.50 v. A.C.
(transformer supplied). With leads. calibration charts and handbook, brand new.
£17/10/- ( de.pat./6 a01. Also Admiralty pattern W.4999 for U.H.F. Range
6.5/12 mc/s, then continuous in tbree ranges 16,95 nic/s. Operat ion 200/240 v. A.C.,
with dummy aerial. leads, etc., loor condition, £25 ( despatch 3/6). Also Marconi
TF144. Range 85 her to 25 me's in eight switched ranger. Operation 200/240 v.
A.C.. £75 tes here). Further details of all $ ig. Dens. on request—very limited
number.
AC. ' D.C. RECTIFIER UNITS ( by S.T.C.). Brand new indruments of considerable
use in laboratory. Input 200;250 v. 50 c. 1ph. Output 220 v. D.C. 31odel" A "
D.C. current 500 m.o. nominal ( 50 per cent. increase 1
or 4-linur periods) f
ully smtxtthed.
In ventilated steel case 16 by 14 by loin., wall mount inc. Price £9 ( despatch 7/0).
Model " B," D.C. current 1.5 amps. ( nominal) not smoothed. In ventilated ear,.
2'2 by II by lolin., wa Imtg., £11 ( despatch 7/0).
Tlie,e metal; rectified
give a supply of D.C. far in excess of their nominal rating.
ROTHERMEL HIGH- QUALITY POWER AMPLDIERS. lit and new current model,
at fraction of lied price. Real opportunity. Model 11C(130x, operating on 200/250 V.
A.C. Output, full 8watts. Electronic mixing and tone controls. Output matched
to 21, 5, 75, 15 and 500 ohms. Overall gain, 113 db. Response, 50/10,0110 c/s,
black crystalline steel cabinet,111 by 71 by Olin. With 7, valves ( push-pull output).
Current Ilst price £35. A limited nun,ber at only £15110.'- (
despatch 5/-).
BATTERY CHARGERS (
ex Air Ministry. brand new). For use on 200/250 v. A.C.
mains. For charging any battery, 2to 12 v. ut 1to 5amps. Metal rectified, fitted
sliding resistance, ammeter, limes, etc., in ate. housing 15 by 13 by 7in., with wall
mount lugs. A real charger for the price of atrickle charger. Last few at £8/18
each ( despatch 5/-).
VARIABLE RESISTANCES ( Admiralty). Housing filin. square by 511n. with 31m.
',carol knob. 30 stml-taps. Model " A," 300 ohms, 0.29/1 amp. Model " B,"
1,000 ohm- 0.10/0.511 amp. Either 27/6. ( These are slightly moiled on tuter rase.)
THERMOSTATIC SWITCHES (
ea A.M.). Capacity 1.5 amp. On at 32 deg. F.
and off at 49 deg. F., therefore right for frost protection in labs., garages, greenhouses, households, etc. Operating temperature can be ad)usted. 4/6 earl,
45/- dozen.
CAMBRIDGE THERMO-COUPLES for instruments. Rated e ma. ( max. 10 m.a.).
With standard 4- pin valve rap. Individually boxed with test data let el. 7/6.
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS, m/coll 0/1 mn. 2M square, 9/6. Also thermoc
mo
l
i
e
lpol
i
e
l, 2M
1insqu
in,
,
i
r
,
t; ,
,
,:
f
i
,,
2..5 fia
r
t
,
i
t
i%,,,,f
or
d
e.
ai
n5
y,-fr.equency 50 c. to R.F. or D.C., 8/6. Also
SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCK MOVEMENTS, 200/250 v. 60 o. Spindle, for
hours, minutes, sec g
did sInt in's. Cent re- bush single-hole mount. Silent and reliable
37/6. Oct of three hands to flt. suit 5/61n. dial. 21-.
S.T.C. METAL ( Selenium) RECTIFIERS. D.C. delivery 30 v. 29 amps. for inductive
load or 22 amps. battery charging. Half- wave. 25/. each, or four for bridge
connect ion eivintt sti itnip. 1.w. ter £4 ( despatch 2/8/•
ROTHERMEL PIEZ1-CRYSTAL HEADPHONES. 03/10)- pair for 32/8. Ban.
make Pieso-Crystal Microphones, in stirrup mount, with ¡ In. thread. Handsome
model in citron,. and black torpedo body, price ( Radiolympia 1947) at 18 gua. A
few, brand new and boxed, at £4/17/6 each. Floor Stand, to suit, collapsible,
52/6 (
all chromium).
Please Includes ancient for packing/despatch.
M.

R.
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DUAL REEL HOLDER
AND TENSIONER
M od
i
dleelinify
For Reels up to 5" dia. x 5" long.

range.

Wire

for winding from 4 reels simultan-

SWG.

gauges
Min

from 25 SWG to 50
hole dia. in reels

Max. hole dia, in reels 1".

g".

Wire dia-

A special model is available

eously.

Finished

in

dull

chrome

with green stove enamelled castings..

Quickly

Prices and particulars of our coil-

and easily set independent tensioning

winding machines will be sent on

to each reel for all wires in the above

request.

meters from . 00l" to .o2o".

ii

Ko L

20,

c

AVONMO RE
Tele

ROAD,

LONDON,

W.14

FULham 4211 2

76er A 9éelizecal Z3b

PECO

ALL- IN- ONE RADIOMETER
with internal battery and multi scale the PIFCO Allin- One Radiometer tests everything electrical, Radio
and P.A. Equipments, Household
kinds.

Car Lighting Systems, Bell

Circuits.

• CIRCUIT TEST
Testsforopenorfaulty
circuits in all radio
and electrical apparatus
and
domestic
appliances.
Equally
fortesting car lighting
and starting circuits.

Write for full details an d
Export terms.
Overseas
Agency enquiries invited.

PIFCO

LTD.,

PIFCO

HOUSE,

appliances of all
and Teleprinter

May be used on AC or DC mains.

• L.T. TEST
0-6 volts AC or DC.
• MILLIAMPERE
TEST
0/23 m.a. scale for
testing total discharge
from battery or testing single cell.

WATLING

• H.T TEST
0-240 volts. May
be used direct
on
any mains,
AC or DC

STREET,

e

• VALVE TEST
Made tly inserting
valve in socket
on frort of meter.

MANCHESTER,

and at PIFCO HOUSE, GT. EASTERN STREET, LONDON, E.C1
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The SS1OA 12- inch
Heavy Duty Speaker,
illustrated,

offering

afrequency response
from

55 to

11,000

c.p.s.

and •handling

10 watts is a typical
example of TRUVOX
workmanship.

December, 1948

Fidelity of response speaks for itself to the
discriminating ear. Precision manufacture is no
less eloquent to the trained engineer. These
qualities are making TRUVOX speakers famous.

1
1
11111/0X.

TRUVOX ENGINEERING CO. LTD • EXHIBITION GDS • WEMBLEY • ENG
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Pressed Circuit System represents a substaltial advance in
production science to speed assembly and lower costs.
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first of these " Wearite" New Approach Component; is
a Coil Pack comprising coils, switches, trimmers and
padders comp!etely wired and ready for instant incorporation
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at U" centres
eAll trimmers and adjusters
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alves and their applications
85A1

NEON

STABILISER

TUBE

in the design of many

in b

types of equipment it

85A1 is operated with a current of at least 4.5mA no dis-

frequently happens that

continuities occur in its I/V characteristic ; its temperature

a stable D.C. supply is

coefficient is — 3.25mV per C deg. and temperature effects

required. To take a practical example, local oscillator drift
in a F.M. receiver may necessitate frequent retuning to

g voltaD• with temperature.

Provided that the

will therefore be negligible in all normal applications.

eliminate distortion in a narrow band discriminator. The
use of temperature compensated circuits in highly stable
oscillators is, of course, a necessity but the performance can
be still further improved by the use of a stabilised D.C.
supply.

7.8 KA
200 V
EL

Fig. 1(a)
Fig. 1(b)
The simplest voltage stabilising circuit is that shown in
Fig. 1(a) and its action may be explained by reference to
Fig. 1(b). The stabiliser tube VI behaves in asimilar manner
to a battery with a small but finite internal resistance r;

Fig. 2
With the circuit values of Fig. 2. the change in EL for a
change in E1 of 10%, or a change in load from 0 to 40mA,
will be less than 0.05V.
Characteristics of 85A1

the voltage appearing across the load EL will be the sum of
the burning vidtage of VI and the voltage drop across r.

lean burning voltage .. ..

85V

aximum current . . ..

8mA

With the circuit values given in Fig. 1(a), the change in EL
will not be greater than 2V for load changes between 7 and

Minimum current

lmA

14mA or input voltage changes between 170 and 220V.
When a very much higher degree of stability is required

Optimum current range ..
Internal resistance.. ..

1,3 to 4.7mA
290 Ohms at I = 4.5mA

the circuit of Fig. 2may be employed.

Temperature coefficient of burning

Its stabilising action

is as follows : ( 1) An increase in Et causes a corresponding

voltage

.

— 3.25mV/oC.

increase in EL (
2) A fraction of the change in EL is fed
back to the grid of V2 which causes afall in the anode voltage
of V2 and the grid of V3 (3) This increases the voltage drop
across V3 and tends to keep EL constant.
It will be seen that the function of VI is to provide astable
reference voltage for the cathode of V2. Changes in voltage
across VI due to its internal resistance are automatically
compensated by the circuit but any irregular changes in this
voltage

may cause

considerable

changes

in

EL. These

Reprints of this report from the Mullard Laboratories
together with additional circuit notes can be obtained
free of charge from the address below.
MULLARD

ELECTRONIC

PRODUCTS

TECHNICAL

(1) Discontinuitie in the I/V characteristic and (
2) Variations

CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVE., W.C.2

e

PUBLICATIONS

LTD.,

irregular changes in voltage stabiliser tubes arise mainly from

DEPARTMENT,
(MVM79)

VOL. LIV.
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Telegraphy Hill

E.sitglglishing tg .Vegg• Priggciple

U

principle that power will be given to the Post
P to the present time radio in Great Britain
Office to prevent with force of law the use of
has been controlled by the Postmasterapparatus likely to cause undue interference.
General under the powers conferred on him
It is not intended here to discuss in detail
by the Wireless Telegraphy Act of 1934. It is a
the methods proposed for putting into effect the
high tribute to the foresight of those who drafted
principle of compulsory interference suppression.
the Act that it has provided a workable basis for
Unfortunately, criticism of this part of the Bill has
regulating such arapidly growing art for 44 years.
been largely on emotional and party-political
In strict justice, perhaps still greater tribute should
grounds with which we are not concerned. Exbe paid to the Post Office for the generally
ception has been taken to the conferring on the
benevolent and effective manner in which it has
exercised its powers. This is all the more remarkP.M.G. of right of entry in the enforcement of the
anti-interference clauses, but it seems to have been
able because our legislation has been on a foundaforgotten that for many years he has possessed a
tion that, to most lay minds at least, seems inherlegal right of entry to homes licensed for broadcast
ently unsure.
The Act of 1904 was concerned
reception—about go per cent of all those in the
with establishing the Postmaster-General's monocountry. Other and more useful grounds of
poly, rather than with the good governance of the
art. In spite of that, cases of
criticism present themselves.
For instance, the appointment
restrictive action likely to hamof an advisory committee to
per development have been reWireless World Overseas
markably few, and, so far as
advise the P.M.G. on such
Issues
matters as permissible levels of
this journal is concerned, the
Starting with this issue, copies
interference may possibly cause
Post Office has generally lent a
of Wireless World going abroad
interminable delays through
sympathetic ear to any protests
will be printed on heavier paper,
failure to reach agreement.
we have been impelled to
and, periodically, will include
Earlier proposals for compulmake.
extra pages. This has been made
sory suppression have been beWith the passage of time the
possible by a modification of
Postmaster-General has gradudevilled by delays through this
Board of Trade regulations; these
ally assumed control of the
cause.
But that is a small
changes cannot apply to copies
matter compared with the
various offshoots of wireless
telegraphy. The main part of
for home readers.
broad principle, which will be
readily conceded in all radio
the Bill now before Parliament
technical circles, that there
will merely confirm his powers.
should be unified control of all man-made radiaSuch things as radiolocation ( in the widest sense)
tion, deliberate or fortuitous, within our part of the
as well as radio control of machinery are to become, legally speaking, " wireless telegraphy."
frequency spectrum. That principle is now to be
Undoubtedly, the most important part of the
established, and at last the P.M.G. will have power
to give his licensees the protection to which they
Bill is the section dealing with interference. Wireless World has long contended that a situation
should be entitled.
Not only radiation, but
where there is no legal barrier to the radiation of
"deliberate
reflection
of
electro - magnetic
energy" up to three million Mc / s is covered.
interference is intolerable, and we welcome the

Wi reles% World
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CATHODE-RAY

W

ITH large numbers of small
ex - Govt. cathode - ray
tubes available on the
radio market, the home construction of oscilloscopes seems to be the
vogue. While this natural desire
to make oneself the owner of such
an attractive and versatile instrument has much to recommend it,
yet there is the serious error into
which many intending constructors fall of believing that the tube
itself is the be-all and the end-all
of the equipment's design. This
is far from the truth, for the
purchase of a tube, even if it
happens to be perfectly suitable
for inclusion in an oscilloscope, is
only the first small step towards
the final aim—a well-constructed
and attractive instrument that

General Purpose Design with Wobbulator
By S. A. KNIGHT
really will be a valuable piece of
test equipment.
In the instrument to be described everything is built up
from scratch. The tube employed
at present is a 3-in Emiscope 4/I
(Marconi), used on visual- indication equipments (V.I.E.) in the
early stages of the war, operating
at 750-800 volts on the final
anode.
This type of tube is
eminently suitable for oscilloscope

Cio
CI5
C„
Co
300pF 0.004 FFF
IµF
c1
C,.
i
. C, 0
IDOPF 0.001 FoeFF o.25mF
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SYNC

VR.
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zoH

MÛ

L

C, '
°•"Pr

work and is preferable to many
larger types now available requiring considerably higher working voltages.
Any small tube
(about 3- in to 4- in screen diameter), operating at about 7301,000 volts, is, however, suitable
for the present design, since the
only small modifications required
to the full circuit of Fig. i are
those involving the tube supply
network, and these will be fully
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Fig. 1. The complete circuit diagram of the oscilloscope. A three-valve time base is used and asingle- valve signal
amplifier. The wobbulator has two valves—an oscillator and areactor.
All resistors are iwatt types except those
otherwise marked and variable types which should be of 3-W nominal rating. Capacitors should be generally of 45o-V
rating except where otherwise marked.
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OSCILLOSCOPE
described later on.
All other
circuit details are suitable as
designed, and no alterations are
necessary for a change of tube.
Briefly-, the complete design
incorporates:
(i) a time-base circuit ( 3 hard

433

Time Base

Three liard valves generating continuously variable sweep frequencies, 5-200,000 cis.

the time- base a hard- YAmplifier
Response flat 60-550,000 cis, 3 db
valve circuit was dedown at 1Mc/s. Useful range
cided upon immedi(with care) extending beyond
ately on account of
2Mc/s. Input resistance 1MO,
the difficulties expericapacitance 20 pF.
enced with gas dischargers on frequencies
12 kc/s for I.F. circuit
Frequency 465 Ws
above about 25 kc/s.
alignment.
Entirely optional
Modulator
The time-base is built
attachMent which can be omitted
without any other alteration.
around three valves,
V2, V2 and V4 and
utilizes
Puckle's
generator circuit.
1t
generates without difficulty a control grid, V, conducts and a
drop is present across VR, which
linear sweep of controllable ampliappears as a negative pulse on
tude through the frequency range
the suppressor of V 2. V 2 thus
swings towards cut-off, and the
consequent voltage rise present
at the anode carries V, into
saturation, thus discharging the
time- base capacitor through VR,
and the valve internal resistance
(both low). When the capacitor is
discharged the cathode of V 3
again rises to H.T. level and the
valve is non-conducting, after
which the cycle repeats.
The setting of VR, determines
the amplitude of the pulse applied
General view of the completed
valves), generating a linear sawto the suppressor of V 2 and should
oscilloscope.
tooth waveform of controllable
consequently be as high in value,
amplitude and covering the freconsistent with proper working
quency range 5--zoo,000 cis ap5-200,000 c s in 9 steps, each of
of the valve, as possible. At the
proximately. This extremely high
these being continuously variable.
same time this component is in
upper-frequency limit enables inReferring to the circuit diagram,
series with the discharge path
dividual wave analysis and examithe time- base charging capacitor
of the capacitor and cannot,
nation to be undertaken on the
(C 9 to C1,) is selected by S1,the
therefore, be too large in value
work source up to several megahigh- frequency contact being dewithout seriously lengthening the
cycles per second in frequency,
pendent upon the circuit strays C.
,.
fly- back time. With a total value
and is an important aspect in the
The selected capacitor charges
of 2,000 û given in the present
design of any oscilloscope.
linearly through V4 which is an
circuit a compromise setting is
(ii) a single- valve amplifier for
R.F. pentode (6J) connected as
easily found where the lowest
vertical deflection giving a gain
a constant-current valve,
the
value consistent with good triggerof some 50 times over the fre- , time of charge being controllable
ing action is the aim in view. For
quency range 60--550,000 cis with
by VR„ feeding the screen. VR,
very low settings the time-base
a useful amplification up to
is thus a fine frequency ( velocity)
will collapse. In general, a higher
2 IVIC/S, thus making it suitable for
control and permits smooth convalue is required for the upper
work on pulsing circuits and
trol of all sweep frequencies
frequency end of the time- base
television, a further important
between the extremes set by the
range, and to avoid the 1,000- fl
feature;
selection of S1. As the selected
preset control, a 2,000-0 fixed
(iii) an entirely optional frecapacitor charges through V, the
resistor may be inserted in this
quency - modulation circuit
(
2 cathode of the triode discharger
anode lead.
valves), controlled by the time(6J5) falls towards earth, and thus
VR, determines the amount by
base, giving a variable amplitude
approaches the voltage present
which the grid of the discharger
output of 445-480 kc/s±12 kern,
upon its grid due to the drop
V, is held negative with respect
for I.F. circuit alignment on
across VR, and R, in the anode
to the H.T. line and its cathode
receivers employing a frequency in
of V, ( EF36).
The extent to
at the commencement of the
this band.
which this grid is held negative
charging cycle.
It therefore
These individual sections will
with respect to the H.T. line
controls the amplitude of the
be dealt with in more detail in
depends upon the setting of VR 2. generated saw-tooth and enables
the following paragraphs.
As soon as the cathode has fallen
the sweep length to be adjusted
In the design considerations of
to the potential level of the
within very wide limits
The
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maximum setting of this control
does not, however, necessarily
give the maximum length of
time-base, and also, as for the
action of VR,, very low settings of
VR, may cause the time- base to
collapse.
This control is very
useful as a velocity vernier since
changes in its value do affect the
time- base frequency slightly.
When S, is set to either of the
two highest frequency time- base
capacitors ( C,„ and C.) a negative
impulse is developed across either
R„ or R 23 respectively by the
application of a negative pulse
from the suppressor of V, during
the fly- back period,
via C28 ,
which momentarily reduces the
tube brilliance during the return
trace.
Similarly, there is some
brightening effect during the forward sweep on these switch
positions when the suppressor of
V, swings
positive,
and the
brilliancy of the trace thus tends
to constancy as the spot velocity
increases up to the maximum
frequency of some zoo kc/s.
On these latter two switch positions the brightness control ( VR 9)
has very little effect on spot
brilliancy. It will be noticed, also,
that on the znd position of S,
(reading anticlockwise on the
diagram) the charging capacitor
is replaced by a resistance ( R, =
15 kSI).
On this position the
time- base becomes inoperative and
the X, plate of the tube is released
by S2 from the time- base circuit.
Only the spot then appears on the
screen, a useful point for certain
D.C. and amplitude test work.
Since the X, plate is completely
'floating' in this position, a
high- resistance D.C. path must be
provided for it to return to earth
or inaccuracies will result due to
spot drift.
A suitable value is
2 M O. An external time- base may,
of course, be applied at this switch
setting,
through X, terminal.
Synchronizing
The time- base sweep may be
synchronized to the work input by
simply connecting the SYNC terminal to the Y, input. This has an
input impedance sufficiently high
to have no effect on the work
voltage source and is isolated from
the time- base circuit proper by its
connection to the control grid
ot V., through the Sync control
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a normal potentiometer with a
suitable capacitor from the slider
to the hot terminal, but the H.F.
response suffered on account of
the cumulative error in the correction as the slider approached earth.
In the end, on account of the
complication of a tapped input
potentiometer, the whole system
was scrapped in favour of a
feedback control such as
is used on some com31111111111 mercial amplifiers.
circuit makes use
1111111: 1
111 of This
the current
in
the
111111111111 bias control VR 5 to de-

VR,.
Normally, this control
should always be set fully anticlockwise ( slider to earth), and
for effective synchronizing should
only be advanced as little as
possible consistent with effective
locking. Too much of this control
will destroy linearity of the trace
and produce excessive X distortion.
When using the amplifier
2

11111 III111111111111111111211111
I
2111111 M1111111111111
41E1111 2111111 2111111 111111
111111 1111111112111111121111 M1111111111
11111111111
B11111111 111111111111111 21111 1
I1M1 21111111111111121111 111111111121
o
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02
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04

Os

FREQUENCY (ces)

it is essential that the SYNC
terminal be connected to the
Y, terminal and not to the AMP
input.
The amplifier used in this circuit
is a single-valve stage designed as
for television video- frequency amplification with an eye to frequency
response rather than high gain.
To be of any real value an oscilloscope
amplifier
should
give
substantially level amplification
over the range 50 to 500,000 c/s
with a useful range up to at
least i Mc/s. The present stage
adequately fulfils these conditions
by making use of a high-slope
poser pentode ( 42SPT), and a
gain of some 50 times is obtained
over the above mentioned frequency range.
At first, various
types ( if R.F. pentode such as
the SP6r and EF5o were tried in
this position without a great
deal of success, and finally the
power pentode was employed
in order to obtain the voltage
swing required without distortion.
The problem of gain control
necessitated something better than
the ordinary grid potentiometer.
With this latter system the input
impedance of the stage is different
at different settings of the control
and for very low settings the
input capacitance of thé valve
offers a serious shorting effect
to high frequencies.
The only
useful method of overcoming this
is to employ a tapped input
potentiometer
with
a small
capacitor connected permanently
across the upper half to compensate for the valve capacitance.
This circuit was tried out, using
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Fig. 2. Frequency response
curve of the signal amplifier.

velop a feedback voltage and
thus
vary
the
gain of
the
stage.
This feedback system of
control tends to stabilize the
output current rather than the
output voltage developed and
there is thus a tendency for a
sharp falling off in response at
high and low frequencies for a
constant alternating current in
the anode load.
This form of
feedback, considered as such,
therefore, does little to improve
the frequency response of the
amplifier (though there is some
improvement at low gain), but
it tends to minimize amplitude
distortion and it does away with
the evils of the input potentiometer. A further important point
in connection with this form of
control is that of the input
resistance which is virtually constant throughout the range of
gain control setting, and any
tendency to phase distortion at
low frequencies is minimized by
working at a deliberately reduced
level.
In actual use, this form
of gain control is apt to appear
'rough ' ; that is, the trace is
liable to jump violently while the
control is actually being rotated.
This is not a fault, however, and
once set, the trace is perfectly
stable.
Some experiments were conducted with inductance compensation in the anode circuit to improve
the H.F. response of the amplifier,
but with little effect.
As it
stands the response is substantially
flat from 60 to 550,000 cis with
a drop of 3 db at r Mc/s. Con
siderable gain remains up to
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2
Mc/s, making the amplifier
useful even at this frequency.
The response curve of Fig. 2
was taken at half gain and for
smaller settings there is some
improvement in both the high- and
low- frequency response, a useful
point to bear: in mind when using
the amplifier.

Tube Circuit and Controls
Little explanation is needed
for the tube circuit and controls
as they stand in the present
design, but there are several
points worthy of attention with
regard to possible modification
of this part of the circuit to
utilize a different make of tube.
Since this is the only section
requiring
alteration
on
this
account, some little space will be
given to the problem.
Referring to the main circuit,
the actual tube network from

orld
of Fig. 3 it will be seen that the
X and Y Shift controls are
paralleled (VR,, VR 8) and are in
series with R„ and R18 across
the total E.H.T. supply. By the
choice of suitable values of R12
and R„ it is possible to ensure that
the control sliders pass through
earth from apositive to anegative
potential (or vice versa), and hence
the potential of the deflectors can
be varied above or below that
present upon the X, or Y1. In
the present design, which will
probably be suitable for most 3-in
to 4- in tubes requiring 750L000 volts H.T. values are calculated on the basis that the
current through both networks,
including beam current, is so
small that' voltages developed are
proportional to the resistance
values.
Hence, taking E.H.T.
across C23 to be i,000 volts, the
voltage across R„
R16 X 1000
=_-_
Rie + RI, VR 8
R20
VR,

300 x woo
— zoo V approx.
1575
leaving a total of 800 volts on the
tube anode. The shift sliders now
have
to
pass through earth
approximately at the centres
of their travel, therefore, from
Fig. 4—
Rb :R,: : : 4 or R, = 4R 5
Bearing in mind the necessity for
keeping the total current down to
a minimum, a suitable total value
for R b
R, is 3.5 Mû, whence
Rb = 0.7 Mû and R ,= 2.8 M û.
But
each
resistance
includes
0.5 Mû of the joint shift potentioFig. 3. The tube voltage-supply
network, which may need alteration
meters resistance, assuming the
with different tubes, is shown
sliders to be central, and both at
here.
earth, and so final suitable values
for RI, and R18 are 270 k (2 and
which Brightness and Focus con2.2 Mû respectively.
trol is obtained, consists of R 19 ,
The smoothing capacitors C22 ,
C23 and C„ are not critical in
VR 8,R20 and VR,in series between
value and those indicated in the
earth (final anode) and the negative pole of the E.H.T. rectified
table are perfectly adequate. The
only point requiring attention is
by V6 and smoothed by C„ and
that of working voltage which
C„ and R15 in the conventional
must be adequate for the voltage
way.
The positive pole of this
supply is itself returned to earth
applied, itself depending upon the
through R„ which is of such a tube used.
value ( 300 kû) in proportion to
This two-valve circuit was included in the design simply to
the sum of R,,, VR 8,R20 and VR,
extend the range of usefulness of
all in series ( 1,275 kû) that a drop
the instrument without increasing
of approximately 2/5th of the
the number of panel controls
total available voltage on C23 is
which already numbered ten.
developed across it. This voltage
is used for the purpose of applying
Some readers may wish to omit
shift potentials to the X, and Y2 this part of the circuit entirely,
and this is easily accomplished
plates. From the simple diagram

435
by the simple procedure of replacing R„ and VR 1,by a single
2.2 M û resistor.
The circuit is designed to cover
only the 465-kc/s I.F. band, and
throughout this range ' wobbulation ' is effected over a range of
about ± 12 kc/s on either side of
resonance.
The circuit is very
simple and consists of atuned-grid
oscillator, back coupled from the
anode through C36 and a coupling
coil, and a variable-reactance
valve V, (
6J7) is connected across
the tuned circuit C„ and L3. The
important components in this part
of the circuit are R28 and C,,;
these are connected in series across
the triode tuned circuit, their
junction being returned to the
control grid of V,. C33 is simply a
blocking capacitor and R29 provides grid circuit continuity. The
value of R„ is 0.27 MO and is
consequently very high compared
with the reactance of C35 ( 150 pF)
at frequencies around 465 kc/s.
Hence, when the oscillator is
functioning the current through
R28 and C35 is very nearly in
phase with the oscillator voltage,
and the voltage on the control
grid of V2,developed across C35 ,
is go° lagging on the oscillator
voltage. The valve anode current
is in phase with the grid voltage
and is consequently lagging go° on
the oscillator voltage. From the
point of view of the oscillator,
therefore, V, and its associated
components draw alagging current
and hence behave as an inductance.
This ' inductance' is in
parallel with the oscillator tuned
circuit and thus modifies the
tuning of the latter by an amount
depending upon the value of the

Fig. 4. This diagram is used in
computing the values for the shift
network.
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former. This value is adjustable
by the amount the slope (gm ) of
the valve is adjustable, and is
given by C35 .12 2,/gm for a particular value of gm .
Control voltage is applied to the
suppressor grid of V, from the
time- base saw-tooth supply and
modifies the slope of the valve by
an amount dependent upon the
setting of VR„. The slider of this
control falls from a positive value
to earth during the charging cycle
of the time- base and hence changes
gm from a large to asmall value as
the charge proceeds.
Since the
spot on the screen is moving across
the screen during this period, its
p:)sition at any instant is a
function of the slope of the valve
and hence the frequency generated
by V,.
• The output from the frequency
modulator is adjustable by the
setting of VR„, and is normally
applied, through alow-capacitance
screened line, to the I.F. or F.C.
valve in the receiver under test.
This receiver output is generally
best taken directly from the diode
load through the oscilloscope
amplifier which has an adequate
response to cope with the frequencies concerned. The correct
setting of VR„ to ' fit ' the receiver
I.F. response curve on to the
screen ( i.e., to give the correct
amount of frequency change) is
quickly found in practice ( it is
fairly high up VR„), and the
trace can be centred by adjustment of the core of L,. The setting
of VR„ and the Amp. Gain can
be set to give the best amplitude
of the image. As the frequency
modulation and the horizontal
sweep of the spot are both controlled from the time- base, synchronism is automatic and a
steady response curve is readily
obtained. It is best, however, to
lock the time-base to the mains
frequency to avoid any possibilities of hum pick-up affecting
the trace and this is best done by
choosing the lowest time-base
speed (capacitor C, position of S1)
and adjusting the velocity control
VR, to give a steady image. The
actual time- base
frequency is
fairly important and it cannot be
high (a maximum limit is loco c/s)
without the possibility of distorting the trace.
Capacitor Cs
(2 µF) is specially included in the
circuit diagram to allow a very

slow sweep to be obtained from
the time-base if required, but in
general it is not needed and this
switch contact may be connected
across to the C, contact or ignored
altogether.

Construction
The photograph shows ageneral
view of the complete instrument,
the nearest valves being the
time- base components. The amplifier and the frequency- modulator
valves are on the far side, and the
whole power unit is behind the
dividing screen at the rear. This
layout,
together
with
careful
screening below chassis, gives a
trace free from hum troubles,
though a mu- metal tube screen
may be included if one is available.
A mains transformer with all
windings may be difficult to
obtain and two separate items
may, of course, be employed.
Particularly note that the 42 •; PT
is a 4- volt valve and is run from
the 6-volt heater winding.
A
series resistance of about
is
included in its heater path and
is not shown in Fig. i; this
is
best found experimentally.

"NUCLEONIC
mANY

of the electronic measuring instruments associated with
Government
research ill nuclear
physics were developed by the
Ministry of Supply in conjunction
with Dynatron Radio, of Maidenhead, who are now free to offer these
products to approved research organizations.
The use of radioactive tracer elements in medicine is well known,
and the technique is being applied
in industry to the investigation of
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Other points to note are: C25
should not be metal cased, or if
it is the case must be insulated
from earth; the spindles of VR,
and VR, should be insulated from
chassis as an extra precaution
against breakdown.
Switches S,
and S 5 are ganged and select the
inputs: (a) D.C. to Y1— position
shown in the diagram, (b) A.C. to
Y1, (c) Amplifier to Y, plate, and
amplifier output available at Y,
terminal, ( d) Amplifier available
at Y, terminal freed from internal
circuits.
APPENDIX
Frequency Modulator

Oscillator

tuning capacitance =
pF, and therefore the effective
L for 455 and 475 kc/s (assuming a
20-kc/s swing) is 605 µH and 555 µH
respectively.
This effective L is
made up of 1, 3 and the reactor valve
(L,) in parallel, and L„ is variable
by the amount g„, is variable. If g„,
varies from 0.5
10-- 3 A/volt to
2 X Io -3 A/volt; then the larger value
becomes 20.5 mH, whence L3 must
be 625 12H. Hence for g„, — 2 -‹ 10- 3
A/volt
C 8 R
= 41 x to- 6
so that making R28 = 0.27
C„
=
150 X to- 1, F = 150 pF.
200

3

28

EQUIPMENT
the ionization of the gas forming the
dielectric between polarized electrodes in a sealed glass tube. The
rate of production of pulses is a
measure of the radioactivity, and
electronic counters ( scalers) llave
been devised for this purpose.
In the Dynatron Type SC.zoo
scaling unit, indications up to too
are given by a series of miniature
neon lights, and multiples of Iclo
up to r,000,000 by a Post Office relay counter. The instrument operates with a pulse separation of 6 microseconds or,
alternatively,
with
a
" paralysis" time up to
millisecond.
Auxiliary
equipment
includes a probe unit
(Type PR2oo), stabilized
power unit ( Type P200)
and a test oscilloscope
monitor (Type M.200).
Dynatron

Type

200

scaling unit for counting ionization pulses. \

chemical and metallurgical problems. For the detection of radioactivity the most sensitive device is
the Geiger- Muller counter which
produces pulses of current, due to

cabinet racks for housing these
and similar units, made to the Post
Office standard panel width of 19
inches, are available in heights of
3, 4 and 6ft.
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CIRCUIT SYMBOLS
Notes on the New Brit:sh Standard
By L. H. BAINBRIDGE-BELL
(Royal Naval Scientific Service)

T

HE appearance of a revision of " Graphical Symbols
for Telecommunications "*
(briefly recorded in last month's
Wireless World) after a lapse of
eleven years will be welcomed
particularly by workers in the
short-wave and microwave techniques and in the complicated circuits which have made such
strides during this interval.
The book deals with symbols
for " block schematics" and plans
as well as the type of graphical
symbol for use in circuit diagrams
with which we are here concerned.
A circuit diagram is defined as:
"a diagram which depicts in
simple form, by means of symbols, the essential components
and the interconnections required
to provide the information necessary to show the operation of the
circuit.
A circuit diagram will
usually be drawn so as to show
this as clearly as possible and
therefore
will
not necessarily
depict the various items and their
connections in their actual spatial
relationship."
The last sentence should be a
warning to those who spoil a circuit diagram by trying to combine
it with a layout drawing and end
by producing something which is
suitable for neither purpose.

Guiding Principles
The pages dealing with " Guiding principles to be observed in
using the symbols and in preparing diagrams" are, in the writer's
opinion, the most important additions.
To borrow a term from
Frederick Bodmer's " The Loom
of Language " they might well be
called the " table-manners" of
circuit drawing.
The following
"principles " are selected in order
to give an idea of the field
covered.
*B.S. 530; British Standards Institution, 28, Victoria Street, London, S.W.r. tos 6d, post free.

"Diagrams should be drawn so
that the main sequence of cause
to effect goes from left to right,
and from top to bottom." (The
writer would prefer " or from top
to bottom.") " When this is impracticable, the direction should
be shown by an arrow."
"Frequently occurring groups
of symbols should be drawn in
standard recognized forms." The
groups shown include multivibrators, rectifier circuits, filter-network and bridges.
The applications of these principles are illustrated in two of the
diagrams at the end of the book.
It should be emphasized that
these two diagrams are not intended as examples of complete
drawings but are intended only
for the above purpose. With this
end in view, they have been distorted so as to include as many
"principles" as possible. The diagrams referred to are: page 88
"Modulator and Master Oscillator" and page 89 " Oscilloscope."
On page 8 we read " Of wires
meeting at aconnecting point, not
more than two should be collinear.
They should be drawn
thus _LT_
."

and

not

thus

The writer considers

that the observance of these
"Staggered cross-roads" would
contribute more than any other
rule to the avoidance of " accidents" in the shape of mistakes
in drawing or in careless tracing.
He would respectfully draw the
attention of the Wireless World
drawing office to this rule, which
has had a rather unnoticed existence in this British Standard for
fourteen years.'
Before leaving these pages one
other recommendation (on page
55) is worthy of mention.
We
read " It is frequently necessary
to locate ;-why not " find "?] in
a circuit diagram . . . some particular component . . . by the

In radio, the circuit diagram is
something more than aconvenient graphical representation of
electrical connections. As " Cathode Ray" points out on p. 459
of this issue, it is to most of us an
indispenable aid to thought. The
choice of symbols used in such
diagrams is thus of importance,
and so the recent appearance of
a revised book of standardized
symbols is a matter of some
interest.

coded reference only. One method
of facilitating such location is
illustrated below. This indication
extends along the length of a
diagram." [ See also diagrams on
pp. 88, 89 of the book.]
I 2

3 6 7
4
8
5
2 4
3

R

5
6

The writer believes that this
system was invented by the Royal
Air Force.
With the increasing
complicity of apparatus, this aid
is becoming more and more necessary.

Too Many Symbols
There are shown nearly three
hundred circuit symbols.
The
writer often hears the opinion expressed that there are far too
many symbols, and that there is
an unwise tendency to distinguish
by different symbols the differing
method of construction or differing materials of devices which
perform the same electrical operation (for example, different types
of transformer cores) and also to
indicate mechanical details ( for
example, direction of rotation of
control knobs).
In defence of this large number
of symbols, the writer produces
the following arguments : —
(5) Many of the 3oo are variants
of atout roo basic symbols and
illustrations of combinations of
these. For example, No. 25 ( resistor) plus No. 20 ( sliding control) gives No. 25.5r (potential
divider, variable).

irele..% World
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(2) If all technical manuals contained diagrams showing mechanical details in addition to the
essential circuit diagram, many of
these extra symbols would be unnecessary.
Often only one diagram ( the circuit diagram) is provided; this, then, is the only
place where these apparently
irrelevant details can be shown.
(3) The writer is constantly
being asked by rather unimaginative people, who have perused the
nine symbols for valve elements
(grid, anode, etc.) and the twenty
examples of their combinations
(diode, pentode, etc.). " How do
you draw, say, a double- diode
octode? "
The 200 variants are
useful to such people.
Criticism would be disarmed if
B.S.I. or some other body were
to produce " Basic Circuit Symbols"—much as the B.S.I. has
produced a card containing extracts from its standard on proofcorrecting.
The adjoining symbols, which
have not appeared in previous
editions, are worthy of attention.
The above review has tried to
show that an important new aid
to standardization and interpretation has been produced; it should
firid its way into the hands of
those who want their diagrams to
"be understanded of the people."
Readers who have been ( or are
still) in the fighting services may
be glad to know that items which

Birmingham.—On
December
loth
members of the Slade Radio Society
will be given demonstrations of home
recording by D. OC. Roe, of Birmingham Sound Reproducers.
Meetings
are held fortnightly at 8.o at the
Parochial Hall, Slade Road, Erdington.
Sec.: C. N. Smart, Ito, Wwlmore
Road, Birmingham, 23
Croydon.—The normal monthly meeting of the Surrey Radio Contact Club
will not be held in December as the
club's annual social gathering has been
fixed for December 14th at the Purley
Hall, Banstead Road, Purley. The next
meeting will be on January II th at 7.30
at the " Blacksmith's Arms," Southend,
Croydon. Sec.: L. C. Blanchard, 122.
St. Andrew's Road, Coulsdon, Surrey.
Derby.—A series of television lectures
is being given to members of the Derby
and District Amateur Radio Society
which meets on alternate Wednesdays
at 67B, London Road, Derby.
Sec.:
F. C. Ward, G2CVV, 5, Uplands
Avenue, Littleover, Derby.
Edinburgh.—Meetings of the Lothians
Radio Society are held on the last
Thursday in each month at 7.30 in the

NEW

SYMBOLS

No .4.1.
Crossing of conductors without
connection:
The bridge

is included

as an alternative but it is associated with a note " The bridge
is deprecated unless considered
essential." The writer hopes that
Wireless World will continue to
consider it " essential" in the
type of circuit which it illustrates
so clearly.*
No. 19.1.
Pre-set adjustment
No. 25.4.
Thermistor
(the full disc indicates a negative
resistance temperature characteristic: positive characteristic is indicated by an open circle.)
•
No. 43.
Vibrator as used
for power supply
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No. 79.6.
,
Secondary emission
electrode
No. 94.
Magnetron:
concentric line
output
(this symbol was devised when
the insides of a magnetron were
still " secret.")
No. 95.
Vision pick-up
tube: storage
type ( Iconoscope)

No. 801.41.
Adcock aerial

No. 801.5.
Rhombic
aerial

• Wireless World drawing office says " Mr. Bainbridge- Bell's approval of our practice in
the matter of bridge cross-overs seems to cancel out his disapproval of our use of collinear connections ( see previous page). When bridges are used, the risk of errors through
this cause automatically disappears."—ED.

are common to B.S. 53o and to the
"Services " book ( B.R. io79—
Tels. A. 301—A.P. 2867 to give
the Navy, Army and Air Force
references) are represented by the

same symbols in the two publications, except for trivial differences
a satisfactory example of combined operations between the services and industry.

NEWS FROM THE CLUBS

Penny Lane, Liverpool, 13.
Sec.:
W. G. Andrews, G3DVW, 17, Lingfield
Road, Broadgreen, Liverpool, 14.

Chamber ,, t Commerce
Rooms,
Charlotte Square, Edinburgh.
Sec.:
I. Mackenzie, 41, Easter Drylaw Drive,
Edinburgh, 4.
Enfield.— It has been decided to restart the Enfield Radio Society and the
inaugural meeting will be held on
January 12th at 8.o at the King's Head
Hotel, Enfield Town.
Acting Sec.:
B. C. Lowing, G2FDO, 98, Myddleton
Road, Hornsey, London, N.8.

Southall.—The West Middlesex
Amateur Radio Club has been unable
to find a suitable building for a clubroom and workshop and has, therefore,
started a fund for the purchase of a
hut. Meetings continue to be held at
the Labour Hall,
Uxbridge Road,
Southall, on the second and fourth
Wednesdays of each month at 7.30.
Sec.: C. Alabaster, 34, Lothian Avenue,
Hayes, Middx.

Harrow.— Members
of
the
Radio
Society of Harrow will compete for the
Club Constructors' Challenge Cup on
December 7th. The Club's transmitter
is now licensed under the call G3EFX
and will soon be operating on all bands
from ro to 8o metres.
Sec.: J. R.
Pikett, 93, Whitmore Road, Harrow,
Middx.

Southend.—At the meeting of the
Southend and District Radio Society at
7.45 on December loth in the Municipal College,
Victoria Circus,
R.
Ritchie, of E. K. Cole, will speak on
pulse modulation.
Sec.: J. H. Barrance,
Swanage Road,
Southend-on-Sea, Essex.

Liverpool.—The
November
pro gramme of the Liverpool and District
S.W. Club includes a lecture demonstration on capacitor testing by H. B.
Morgan, chief engineer of Wingrove
and Rogers.
Meetings are held on
Tuesdays at 7.30 in St. Barnabas Hall,

Walworth.—Meetings of the Walworth ( Men's Institute) Radio Club
have restarted on Wednesdays and
Fridays at 7.0 at the Avenue School.
John Ruskin Street, London, S.E..
Sec.: B. E. Symons, too, East Dulwich
Grove, London, S.E.22.
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TELEVISION

WAVEFORMS

Some Comparisons Between British and American Standards

L

carrier.
In America negative
modulation is used; with this the
tips of the sync pulses correspond
to the frill carrier amplitude,
black to 75 per cent of the full
amplitude and white to 55 per
cent. In both systems the duration of a line sync pulse is lo per
cent of the full line period.
Because the peak power with
negative modulation is radiated
for only io per cent of the time as
compared with 85 per cent for
positive modulation with a white
picture, the ratio of peak/mean
powers is greater with it. This is
often claimed to mean that higher
power can be obtained from the
same transmitter output valve
with negative modulation than
with positive. This is not necessarily true, however.

L television systems now in
use have a fundamental
likeness in spite of a number of surface dissimilarities. The
number of scanning lines used
may vary and the synchronizing
signals may be somewhat different in form; some systems may
use
positive
modulation
and
others negative, while again vertical polarization of the radiated
wave may be adopted in some
cases and horizontal in others.
Through all these minor differences the broad principles of line
scanning, interlacing, and synchronization
by pulses transmitted as ' blacker than black'
signals remain the same in all
systems. Some of the differences
are not always well understood,
with the result that unjustifiable

Sync

Black

White

and the next the relative instantaneous
power
output.
The
relative
instantaneous
anode
power
dissipation
is
then
calculated on the assumption
that the efficiency is constant at
50 per cent, and that the grid
power dissipation is proportional
to the fourth power of the carrier
amplitude.
The line ` Occupance' shows
the fraction of time allotted to
each quantity and is used in computing the relative average powers
given in the three following lines.
The appropriate figures are then
summed to give the total relative
average powers.
Since the changes of carrier amplitude between black and white
are not the same in the two systems, this must be taken into

Relative Carrier Amplitude ...

±
1.0

0.15

+
0.3

(1.75

1- 0 1.0

Relative Instantaneous Power
Output ... ... ...
Anode Dissipation ...
Grid Dissipation ... ...

1.0
1.0
1.0

0.022
0.27
0

0.09
0.5
0

0.562
0.94
0.32

0 1.0
0 1.0
0 1.0

Occupance ... ... ...

0.8) 0

0.05

(P.9

Relative Average Power
Output ... ... ...
Anode Dissipation ...
Grid Dissipation ... ...

0.85 0
0.85 0
0.85 0

0.005 0.506
0.025 0.845
0
0. 29

0.1

0.1

0 0.1
0 0.1
0 0. 1

Modulation
Total Relative Average Power
Output W ‘,... ... ...
Anode Dissipation D, ...
Grid Dissipation G„ ...
Relative Peak Power W. ...
Useful Picture Signal (=.
change from black to white)
Figures of Merit
EJVW,„ ... ...
E,J V
...
W.
... ...
E,,/VD, ... ... ...
E./VG. ••• ...

claims are not infrequently made
by their supporters. As will appear later, it turns out in some
cases, at least, that there is very
little to choose between the alternatives on technical grounds. This
being so, it is unfortunate that
one or other of the alternatives
has not been universally adopted.
Two of these points of difference only will be discussed here,
the sense of modulation and the
inclusion, or otherwise, of equalizing pulses in the synchronizing
signals.
In
Britain,
positive
modulation has been adopted with
peak- white corresponding to full
carrier amplitude, black to 30 per
cent of full amplitude and the tips
of the synchronizing pulses to ze ro

Ihe matter is not as simple as
it seems at first sight, however,
and in a recent paper L. H.
Bedford' has analysed the position
in some detail. He compares the
two systems under the highest
mean
power
conditions
for
each ;
these
are
the
transmission of a white picture with
p(mitive modulation and a black
picture with negative.
The results are summarized in the Table
above which may need a little
explanation.
In each column the left-hand set
of figures refers to positive modulation and the right-hand to negative. The first line gives the relative carrier amplitudes for the
three different signal conditions,

+

-

0.855
0.875
0.85
1.0

0.606
0.945
0.39
1.0

0.7

0.6

0.7
0.76
0.75
0.76

0.6
0.77
0.62
0.96

account and is represented in the
table by Eu. The figures of merit
for the two systems are then computed as the ratios of E. to the
square
roots of
the
various
powers.
When peak power is the limitation
positive
modulation
is
superior in the ratio 0.7/0.6=
1.16; it is also better when the
limit is set by anode dissipation
and in the ratio 0.75 / 0.62=1.2.
However, when grid dissipation
forms the limit negative modulation is superior and the difference
is then rather greater, the ratio
being 0.96/0.76 = 5.26.
The greatest difference between
the two systems is no more than
zdb, and occurs with negative
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modulation in the rather unlikely
event of grid dissipation being a
limiting factor.
In the more
likely event of anode dissipation
providing the limit the advantage
is with positive modulation but
only to a little less than 1.5 db.

Interference
The differences between the two
systems affect matters much more
at the receiver. In the paper already referred to Bedford' has
pointed out that there are three
main differences to be considered
—the effects of ignition interference of greater peak amplitude
than the full carrier on the picture
and on the synchronizing, and the
possibilities of A.G.C.
Ignition
interference
causes
white spots on the picture with
positive modulation but black
spots with negative.
With a
simple limiter circuit the spots
can be prevented from spreading
in the former case and there is
little to choose between the two
systems. The advantage does lie
with negative modulation, however, as it needs no limiter.
Matters are very different when
the effect of interference on synchronizing is considered.
With
negative modulation a large interference peak may trip the line
time base at any time and cause
•tearing of lines,' but with positive modulation it cannot produce
false sync signals and can affect
the
synchronizing
only
by
obliterating a genuine sync pulse.
It can do this only when an interference peak coincides with the
leading edge of a sync pulse.
This is quite a big point in
favour of positive modulation,
and it is worth noting that in
America it has become necessary
to adopt ' flywheel sync' circuits
whereas they have not been
adopted in any British commercial receiver to date.
The problem of A.G.C. is not
an easy one in television in spite
of the claims made for negative
modulation in connection with it.
It has never been considered as important in Britain as in the
U.S.A., probably because the provision of a number of alternative
programmes was considered from
the outset in that country.
The
simple
A.G.C.
system
originally envisaged for use with
negative modulation has proved

rather a failure, for it is affected
by interference. As a result, the
use of A.G.C. has been abandoned
in most American receivers. With
both methods of modulation it is
necessary to adopt strobing' if
a satisfactory A.G.C. system is to
be secured. Nevertheless, there is
probably still some advantage in
negative modulation.
One practical point which is not
mentioned in Bedford's paper is
that with negative modulation it
is hardly practicable to use direct
coupling between detector and
V.F. stage and between the V.F.
stage and the C.R. tube, as is the
almost universal British practice.
Since 15 per cent carrier level corresponds to peak white the cessation of a signal will send the tube
into the ' whiter than white' region, and it will be underbiased.
With positive modulation black
level corresponds to 30 per cent
modulation, and the cessation of
the signal only drives the tube
into ' blacker than black' beyond cut-off and does no harm.
Because of this it is usual in
American sets to use A.C. couplings with D.C. restoration. This
means slightly more equipment.

Equalizing Pulses
On balance it will be seen that
there is not a great deal of difference between the two systems.
The advantage would seem to lie
generally with positive modulation because synchronizing is less
affected by interference and direct
coupling can be used with some
simplification of the receiver. This
outbalances the need for a limiter.
Turning now to the synchronizing waveforms, British and American practice is very similar. Both
adopt the elegant concept of oddline interlacing with a frame signal slotted at twice the line
frequency.
The only significant
difference lies in the provision of
equalizing pulses before and after
the frame pulses in the American
system.
When an integrator is used for
separating the frame pulses there
is an error in interlacing. Bedford
works out the timing error as
e ,. 2)/T - t
dor

f

7

e

i- e- te

where
St, = timing error of the frame
time base firing point
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T = integrating time constant
= duration of line sync pulse
1,-. duration of whole line
The error can be as great as zo
per cent of the line period when
reasonable values of the integrating time constant are used, and
this is sufficient to cause severe
pairing.
When equalizing pulses are
used, however, the error is reduced by the factor e- teIT where
t. is the interval between the
first equalizing and the first
frame pulses. This is a considerable reduction.
It is, however, quite easy to
secure a much better performance
still and without the use of
equalizing pulses, by adopting an
alternative to integration.
One
method due to H. A. Fairhurst'
depends on passing the wave
through a suitably short time constant circuit which gives a partial
differentiation.
This makes the
trailing edge of the first frame
pulse stand out so that it is separable by a limiter and can be used
for synchronizing.
This method gives as sharp an
edge to the pulse as in the case
of the line pulses, and so leads to
very precise synchronizing. However, even perfect precision does
not necessarily result in perfect
interlacing because only the firing
point of the time base is controlled. Careful design is needed
to secure perfect interlace, but as
long as there are sufficient frame
pulses to cover the whole firing
time of the frame saw-tooth
generator, the presence or absence
of equalizing pulses has no bearing
on it..
It will thus be seen that while
equalizing pulses are beneficial
when frame pulse separation by
an integrator is adopted, they are
unnecessary when other methods
are used, and these other methods
are usually advisable for an accurate interlace.
"Comparison of British and American Television Standards", by L. H. Bedford ( Marconi's
W. T. Company) International Television Convention, Zurich. To be published in a special
edition of the Bulletin de l'Association Suisse
des Electriciens.
*J. Inste Elect.
Vol. 83, p. 797.

Engrs,

December 1938,

See also Journal of the Television sociay.
December 1927; " Interlacing," by W. T.
Cocking, Wirdess World, April 1947, p. 124, and
"Television Receiving Equipment," by W. T.
Cocking (2nd Ed.), p. 268.
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B ATTERY diode-triode type ILH4 may be conveniently replaced
by type rLDF, stocks of which are now available.
Type ILDy is a diode-pentode and it is therefore necessary to fit
a screen series re istor together with a decoupling condenser to chassis.
Substitution by type 11..Dy will give increased gain and if this is
excessive, the anode load may be reduced to give the desired gain as
shown in the table below.
CHARACTERISTICS
ILH4
G'

Filament Voltage

1.4

Filament Current
Anode Voltage

0.05
90

1.4

Screen Voltage

TYPE

ILD5
Volts

0.05 amp.
90
Volts
45

Anode Current

0.15

06

Mutual Conductance

03

0.6

Grid Bias

O

0

I
L;14
Cut out and file them in the order In

e
? *ORIMARIZE
•

Volts
mA
Volts

ILD;

RESISTANCE

COUPLED OPERATION (Supply Voltage 90 Volts)
Ty pe ILH4
Type ILD5
Anode Load Resistance
0.47
10
0.27
0.47
1.0
Meg.
Screen Series Resistor
Voltage Gain

CHANGE
FROM
--

ILH4

VALVE

34

I.5
57

40

SOCKET

CONNECTIONS

LOCTAL
NO
CHANGE

Remove lily connections to Pin 3.

TO

ILD5

2.7
84

Meg.

OTHER WORK

PERFORMANCE

NECESSARY

CHANGE

Insert Screen Resistor
between Pin No. 3and
HT+. Fit 0.1 condenser between Pin No. 3
and chassis. See table
above for
correct
values.

Increased gain.
(Reduce Anode
load If necessary
as given in table
above.)

P
HIMAn

WIIIIVIAlà says • •
9 in CR TUBE

5.6
100

C-9tA)

RADIO VALVES

STANDARD TELEPHONES AND

CABLES

LIMITED,

FOOTSCRAY. SIDCUP, KENT.

21

35

36
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The bat is said to derive its amazing

sensitivity in flight from the echo of ahigh pitched sound which it emits.
The Weston Model E772 Analyser, however, relies upon the more tangible
asset of asensitivity rating of 20,000 ohms per volt on all D.C.ranges and
1,000 ohms per volt on all A.C. ranges.

This instrument is designed to

assist you in the tracing of difficult electrical faults and its quality is in
accord with the highest Weston standards.

SANGAMO WESTON LTD. •
Telephone :

ENFIELD •

Enfield 3434 and 1242

MIDDX.
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AERIAL CORONA
INTERFERENCE
Its Cause and Cure
By F.

R.

W

STRAFFORD, A.M.I.E.E. ( Technical Manager, Belling & Lee)

T

HE increasing use of vertical rod-type aerials for
broadcast and television
reception has made evident a
particularly troublesome form of
interference
which,
although
sporadic, is usually of very great
intensity.
The experienced gained by the
writer's observations over the last
twelve months, with the help of
observers' reports, has resulted in
the adoption of adevice which will
effect a permanent cure in the
majority of cases. The few cases
in which complete suppression is
not realized can be explained, and
the further steps required to complete the cure are outlined.
It has been customary to refer
to the form of interference to
be discussed as " precipitation
static," and it is believed that the
term
was originally used to
describe atmospheric electricity
phenomena in connection with
operational aircraft.'
It is well known that when aircraft fly through water vapour,
sleet, or snow carrying electrical
charges, these charges are precipitated upon the surface of the aircraft so that it gradually attains
a potential and ultimately causes
corona ( brush) discharges from
the most exposed tips. Such discharges will naturally radiate electromagnetic impulses and,
as
with all discontinuous electrical
phenomena, will interfere with
radio reception.
Since it requires a discontinuous electric current to create an
electromagnetic wave the use of
the word static is hardly the correct label to attach to the phenomenon.
There would now appear to be
at least two phenomena, associ'Army-Navy Precipitation Static
Project, Part 4 Proc. 1.R.E.,
May, 1946, pp. 234-24o.

ated with atmospheric electricity,
which can disturb radio reception.
First,
there are
atmospherics
due to the radiation of electromagnetic energy from the electric
discharge from cloud to cloud or
to earth, visible as lightning.
Secondly, there is the interference radiated ( or conducted) when
conductive objects are caused to
corona ( brush discharge) when
they are situated in a sufficiently
intense electric field created by
atmospheric conditions.
It is this second form of interference which is amenable to
treatment and cure, and it is proposed to refer to -it here as aerial
corona interference.

Nature of Interference
The conditions necessary to produce this interference are invariably those obtaining in thundery
weather. There are usually heavy
and low rain clouds accompanied
generally by heavy and sudden
showers of rain, sleet or hail.
There may be no thunder or normal lightning discharge atmospherics at the time. The interference
usually
commences
abruptly with a series of slow
clicks rising in repetition frequency to a few hundred per
second. Sometimes the frequency
is much higher and musical or
squealing effects are produced. A
burst of such interference can last
between a few seconds and as
many minutes and usually ceases
as abruptly as it commences.
If lightning discharges are occurring substantially overhead the
burst will cease at the instant of
the discharge, due to the sudden
reduction of the electric intensity
in the vicinity of the aerial.
It is not the intention of this
article to consider in any detail
the physics of atmospheric electricity, for we arc concerned only

with one of the annoying effects
it can produce, but briefly it must
be realized that, in perfectly clear
weather, an electric field exists in
the atmosphere. This field, which
is perpendicular to the earth, attains a maximum of about fvolt/
cm at the earth's surface, falling
off with increasing height to
negligible yeilue in the tropospheric region.
During a thunderstorm,
or
under thundery conditions, the
intensity of the field ( usually reversed in polarity) increases a
hundredfold or more.
The voltage gradient which will
exist at the tip of an aerial will
depend, apart from its position in
the electric field, upon the sharpness of the tip. The gradient reduces as the tip is made blunter
and rounder, and continues to reduce if a conductive sphere is
fitted to it, the reduction increasing with diameter of the sphere.
Irrespective of the size or shape
of the aerial tip there may, at
times, exist a sufficiently intense
field to provide gradients at the
surface of the aerial capable of
causing electrical breakdown of
the air which initiates the corona
discharge and the intense radio
interference which accompanies
it.

Vertical Rod Aerials
Naturally the more elevated
and " spiky " the aerial becomes
the greater the voltage gradient
at its tip. It is for this reason that
the more extensive use of chimney- mounted rod- type aerials has
been followed by more widespread
complaints of corona interference.
It is not necessary for the
listener's aerial to corona in order
to observe the interference. Neighbouring
objects,
particularly
lightning arrestors or nearby rod type aerials, may be in a state of
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corona and radiate their interference to the listener's aerial.
Observations on this aspect of
the problem have proved that the
radiated interference from an 18ft vertical spike aerial located
approximately ten feet from, and
at the same height as, an identical
receiving aerial produced an interfering level at least one hundred times lower than when the
receiving aerial was itself in a
state of corona.
The reader may justifiably ask
how such an experiment was carried out in view of the identical
character and elevation of the two
aerials.
It should be stated that the tip
of the receiving aerial was, in the
first place, fitted with a spherical
conductive ball of approximately
2 inches diameter.
During the
test the gradients at the aerial tips
were such that the unprotected
aerial was just in astate of corona
so that the protected receiving
aerial was below the corona
threshold.
The sphere was then removed
quickly and the increased level of
interference
observed.
Several
observations were made in all.
It can be stated with moderate
assurance that re- radiated corona
interference is not likely to be
very serious, and at the worst can
be reduced to negligible proportions by removing the aerial from
the
more likely neighbouring
sources of corona.
So far as corona at the tip el
the receiving aerial is concerned
it does not require much thought
to appreciate the intensity of the
interference caused by the passage of the impulsive corona
current through the input inipedance of the receiver.
It is
quite usual for a broadcast signal
of loo mV/m to be rendered unintelligible by this form of interference.

Partial Cure
The fitting of a conductive
sphere to the tip of the aerial will
naturally reduce the occurrence of
the interference as compared with
the unprotected tip.
Since the
atmospheric
electric
intensity
varies over wide limits during
thundery conditions, there will be
times when the unprotected aerial
will just attain a state of corona

while the protected aerial will
remain unaffected.
It must be realized that the
interference does not come on
gradually as the gradient ln•
creases. There is very little interference until the critical threshold
gradient is attained and then
intense interference immediately
results.
Thus the greater the diameter
of the sphere fitted to the aerial
the less are the chances of interference arising during thundery
weather, but complete immunity
cannot be expected.
A far better method of removing the interference, however, is
to make use of a device' which
does not in itself prevent corona
but splits up the corona currents
through a multitude of highly
resistive paths.
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ing partially conductive solution,
so that each fibre has a resultant
high resistance.
The wick is
suitably mounted on a conductor
and arranged for attachment to
the aerial tip, and is protected by
a plastic cap to preventive deterioration by the weather. Also
wetting of the wick during rain
will completely destroy the silent
discharge properties, so that in
this respect the protective cap is
also necessary. The attenuation
of interference on the medium
waveband has in all observations
exceeeded 4o db, while at times
no
level
could
be
recorded
although over too mV of noise
was generated by the unprotected control aerial.
An example of a silent discharger' for rod aerials is shown in
the accompanying photographs,
which provide a view of the wick
and the connecting plug, and a
view of the completely enclosed
device.
In conclusion, it must be stated
that a degree of freedom from
corona
interference
may
be
achieved merely by coating the

Complete " silent discharger"
and, ( right) the
wick with protective cover removed

Under
these
conditions
the
capacitance of the aerial in series
with each high-resistance path
reduces, very considerably at the
receiver input, the proportion of
interfering energy lying within
the broadcasting and communication
frequency spectrum.
other words, the steepness of the
wave front of the corona discharge
impulses is greatly reduced.
The " silent discharger," as the
writer prefers to call it, consists
of a short length of soft lamp
wick, one end of which is teased
out into a fluffy brush. The wick
is impregnated with a rapid- dryJ. R. Clement, Jr.; Seventh Partial Report on Precipitation
Static Problems; U.S. Naval
Laboratory Report No. o- 23o9.
June. 1944.

aerial with a good insulating compound of low permittivity and
high dielectric strength. It
essential, however, that the compound be closely adherent to the
aerial rod.
Slipping a jacket cf
insulating material over the rod is
unsatisfactory because the small
air gap thereby provided breaks
down and the corona at the interfaces is as severe as that produced
in the absence of the jacket!
Even if a good quality and
adherent coating is employed it
is only necessary for it to be punctured on one occasion by an
unduly
high
surface
voltage
gradient for it to be quite useless
thereafter.
Probably some form of bitumastic compound, or some sub'Patent applied for.
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stance possessing sufficient cold
flow to heal such punctures might
prove to be satisfactory, but
further evidence is required in this
respect. It is only necessary for
such an aerial to be severely
scratched
during
erection
to
vitiate completely the inhibiting
effects of the covering.
Finally,
it
is
known
that

44
corona discharge can cause very
severe interference with the vision
channel of television, although
the interference to the sound
channel would not appear to be
so serious as to the lower frequency spectrum. The interference as viewed upon the screen
appears as very large white
splashes, presumably due to de-

focusing of the electron spc
because of the abnormally hig
intensity of the individual pulses
Unfortunately no opportunit
has yet arisen to enable a test e
the silent discharger to be mad
on television aerials, but ther
would appear to be no reason wh3
the same, or possibly better
results should not be achieved.

BRITISH COMPONENTS IN SWEDEN

s

TOCKHOLM

Local Reactions to the R.C.M.F. Show

has been the
scene of a concentrated drive
by the British radio industry
—components, television and lectures. The exhibition, organized
by the Radio Components Manufacturers' Federation, was the
most important event. In spite of
the minor faults which Ishall discuss below, it was a really good
show, and it has done alot of good.
It was a small show, with only 36
stands, but nearly all the major
firms were represented, and the
layout was attractive.
The Swedish visitors were both
surprised and impressed. German
propaganda and American publicity have combined to make Swedes
think that Great Britain, the industrial heart of a community of
550 million people, survives by
copying such bright ideas as magnetrons and jet engines. This exhibition made them think. One
feature which gave a great deal of
satisfaction was the fact that most
stands had someone there who
knew the answers.
This was
especially important in Stockholm, because whereas in the
U.K. we simply say " Type approved? ", in Stockholm they ask
all the questions which type approval implies.

More Da'a Wanted
The chief criticism is an old
friend, and dates back to before
the war. There were not enough
detailed
technical
catalogues,
though the exhibition was planned
long enough ago to allow of their
preparation. I should also prefer
to see the R.C.M.F. emulate the
Physical Society, and provide a
single volume, for which they
would be paid. In Stockholm in-

(FROM

A

CORRESPONDENT)

formation about British components is hard to get. The other
main criticism is a question: Why
aren ' t
valves
components?
Sweden needs valves of American
RMA types, because Sweden's
foreign customers demand this.
Cannot just one British firm make
these and exhibit them ? Perhaps
British designers would find their
overseas markets prefer a single
standard, too.
The immediate results of the exhibition may be depressing; trade
quotas are still being negotiated as
though they were ends in themselves, instead of operating on a
sliding scale as devices for increasing trade.
It is, however, most
desirable to sell as many different
kinds of components as possible to
Sweden, to pave the way for expansion on a broad front. Many
of these components are re-exported, serving as samples of
British components in Eastern
European countries. This exhibition must become an annual affair,
and could, to my mind, be supplemented by a " Little Show"; a
showcase of new components which
could tour European factories,
spending, say, one week at each.
Publicit y for the BS/RC spec ifi ca tions would help, too, especially if
they could be printed decently in
book form. If the publicity people
and the politicians can do as well
as
the
component
industry,
Europe is wide open.
Pye television put up a very
good bhow,
too,
though
for
reasons outside their control, the
arrangements discouraged quite a
few visiting engineers. Iwas fortunate enough to see a programme
from the control van when a valve

failure took place. The radiated
programme showed no trace of
this at all, except that there was
a rather static quality in the production, as only one camera was in
use. This episode provided a convincing proof of the efficiency of
the production control system, for
friends who saw only the broadcast programme were not aware of
any failure. Picture quality was
very good, and the actual equipment itself was, to my mind, extraordinarily well constructed. Un
til we have colour, I see no need
for technical improvements, at
least on the electrical side.

Lectures
Dr.
Smith- Rose ' s
lectures
marked an important change in
the attitude of the British Council,
which is under new management
in
Stockholm.
Physics
and
mathematics are part of our
civilization, just as they were part
of that of Leonardo da Vinci. The
concentration of side issues, like
theatre scenery and book printing,
is wrong; the play and the contents of the book are the important
things. British life is now based
on a scientific background. The
lectures themselves,
for some
reason, were not those announced,
but were of the semi-popular class.
Unfortunately the audience had
not been warned.
Looking back on the six days, I
feel that it was all much better
than I expected, and that it produced much more effect than Ihad
hoped. There really is a market
in Scandinavia, but it must be
cracked open. If the industry and
the British Council hang together
they should be able to double their
present trade. r
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CIRCUITRY

Selection from a Designer's Notebook

L

AST month two gate circuits
were described, the second
of which was a cathodecoupled arrangement.
Another
cathode-coupled arrangement suggested by the writer's colleague
Mr. T. C. Nuttall,
More Notes is shown in Fig.
r.
This circuit
on Beam has
the advantage
Switches
that the output
is
derived
in
push-pull across the equal resistances RL,and RI., and there is no
loss of gain due to R,.. The mode
of operation is an extension of the
simpler cathode-coupled circuit.
On the positive half-cycle of the
switching wave form V. and V,
are cut off by the positive excursion of the common cathode
potential. On the negative halfcycle V, is cut off, leaving V. and
V., operating as acathode- coupled
phase splitter as described by Mr.
Cocking in a recent article.
V.
and V, may be used with either
single-ended input or in push-pull

Fig. r.

Push pull

as required, and in either case a
push-pull output is obtained.
This is very convenient as most
modern cathode ray tubes are intended for symmetrical deflection.
Another obvious advantage is that
R, now introduces no loss of gain,
and the larger R, is made the
better balanced will be the output voltages across RL, and

The overall gain of V. and V,,
when conducting, will be nearly
g„,R L ;
g„, is, of course, the working mutual conductance of
one valve.
As before,
the gridcathode capacitances of V,,
and V, are charged or discharged at each switching
operation through
whatever grid imSWITCHING
WAVEFORM
pedance
there
may be—in the
case
of one valve at
least this will be the signal
source impedance. Generally speaking
a high
switching frequency can
be satisfactorily obtained
only when either a lowimpedance signal source
(e.g , a cathode follower
is
provided, or when the circuit is
entirely symmetrical. Under these
latter conditions any effects of
switching appear at the anodes of
V„ and V, in push-pull and so
leave the C.R.T. unaffected.

cathode- coupled gate.
In a two- beam switch, two such
gates•are used, and the V„ anodes
of each channel are connected in
parallel, as are the V, anodes.
Each signal can be given its own
"shift " by arranging for amanually controlled unbalance of the
standing anode currents in V, and
V, and by direct coupling to the
C.R.T. deflection plates.

•1,

SIGNAL

Fig. 2.

High-speed gate circuit.

The last of the gate circuits to
be described* is shown in Fig. 2.
Here the switching waveform is
applied to the double triode so
that on positive half-cycles V, is
conducting and V. cut off, and on
negative half- cycles the reverse is
true. The cathode current of the
double triode
is continuously
modulated by the signal applied
to V„, and when V. is conducting the signal voltage appears
across Ri,. The gain from input
to
output
is
approximately
g,„RL / (g,„12, + r) where gm is "the
mutual conductance of V„.
The main limitation to rapidity
of switching is the stray capacitance between the anot:e of V„ and
earth, which has to be charged or
discharged
at
each
switching
operation. This capacitance is the
sum of the anode- earth* ( V,), the
cathode- earth ( V,, V„) and gridcathode ( V„) capacitances.
By
the use of miniature valves these
can be kept to a minimum. This
total
capacitance
has
to
be
charged through the cathode of
V,, V„, and this is fortunately a
low impedance point ( V, is a
cathode
follower,
and
V,
a
grounded-grid stage). If in addition the mutual conductance of
V,, V. is made high, conditions
are very favourable for rapid
• Patent applied for,
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switching. To obtain a " shift"
associated with each signal V,
may be shunted by R, and P, as
shown, so that by variation of P,
the standing current in RL may be
varied.
This last circuit has most of the
advantages of the previous circuits and is capable of being
switched extremely rapidly. Using
a 6J6 for V„ V2,and an EF9i
for V, it was not found difficult
to make a beam switch with a
switching frequency of roo kc / s.
By arranging to " blank" the
C.R.T. for a period of about
o.rlasec at each switching operation, a beam switch with aswitching frequency of 1Mc / swas found
to be practicable.

T

HE photocell is now widely
used in a variety of applications, and in many of
these a very short response time
is unnecessary. It is not always
realized that many of the difficulties of directDirectcoupled
amplifiers
can
be
coupled Am- avoided
by using
plification a high- resistance
load
for
the
for
photocell — proPhotocells vided it is not
gas- filled. In a normal vacuum
photocell it is necessary to provide
a sufficient anode potential to
achieve saturation ( i.e. collect at
the anode all electrons emitted
by the cathode), and this potential is generally 20-70 volts according to the cell construction.
As long as this potential is always
available the cell current is independent of external resistance, so
that it is possible to detect

Fig. 3.
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Photocell amplifier Cs is

the stray capacitance
minute photo-currents by developing a relatively large potential
across a resistance of large value.
A simple circuit frequently

used by the writer with success is
shown in Fig. 3. With a photocell lied ( 12 L) of lc* Mt2, then
obviously one volt output will be
obtained with j / looyA cell current—corresponding to the light
resulting from a roo watt lamp
about ro ft away from a cell of
average size and sensitivity. Because the " amplifier" is only a
cathode
follower,
considerable
freedom from instability can be
expected. The speed of response
is, however, limited by the time
constant formed by the capaci-

HIGHLIGHTS

tance at the valve grid and the
load resistance.
If RI.= looMit
and the stray capacitance is 20
pF the time constant is 0.2 millisecond.
One word of warning.
When
using such high resistances ( ror,000 bin) care must be taken to
eliminate stray leakages.
The
use of guard rings is sometimes
desirable,
ently be connected
and theseto
may
the conve
cathode
nt
of the cathode follower.
The
cathode load, R. should be large.
—J. McG. S.

OF

CAR

RADIO

New Models for Cars, Coaches and Motor Launches

nECAUSE

the
bu'k of motor
car production in
this country is
ear - marked
for
export it is perhaps not surprising that the car
radio sets that
were shown at
this year's Motor
Show
should
cater more for
overseas than for
home users.
The
latest
Ekco production
is the
Model
This view shows the three units of the EKCO model
CRfit and it proCR6t car radio.
vides five manual
tuning ranges
new model, the 4020, has been decovering 0.515 to 1.64 Mc/s, 3.3 to
veloped for large limousine cars.
7.4 Mc/ s, 9.3 to IO MC/S, 11.5 I
O
Designed primarily for the Humber
12.1 Mc /s and 15 to 15.5 Mc / s. The
Pullman the set is divided into two
last three it will be seen are the 31-,
parts, control head and main unit,
25- an! 19- metre bands expanded to
respectively.
The former is decover the full scale.
In addition
signed to fit into an ash- tray recepthere is switch selection of four pretacle just below the off-side rear
set stations, three in the medium
window and contains the R.F. and
and one in the long-wave band.
frequency changer valves, pushThe receiver is a 7- valve plus
button and manual tuning, on- off
rectifiet superhet with permeability
and wave change controls.
The
tuning throughout. It has an R.F.
volume control is separate.
stage, push-pull output and a noise
The pre-selection mechanism is
limiter. Miniature valves are used
similar to that used in the Model
and overall size of the receiver is
too and the remainder of the set is
7x7x44in only. The power unit is
basically the same. Separate loudseparate and so is the control head
speakers are, however, employed.
but this only takes up 64 x 14 x31in.
The price is £48, plus £ 12 tax, inOne or more external loudspeakers
cluding installation and aerial.
can be fitted.
Other firms showing home and
The CREit is available in the home
exhort models include DelcoRemymarket and costs £31 tos plus tax
Hyatt, Masteradio, Philco, Romac
and excluding aerial.
There is a
and World Radio ( Motorola).
home version with medium- and
A new application for car radio
long-wave facilities only at £28 7s,
is appearing in the form of special
plus tax. It is the Model 84.
equipment
for motor coaches.
InA number of circuit improvecluded are facilities for making anments have been made to the
nouncements through a microphone,
H.M.V. car radio sets shown by
using the audio stages of the reRadiomobile in addition to which a
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Highlights of Car Radio—
elver as a small public-address
amplifier.
Basically the set is a normal car

several loudspeakers in the body of
the coach.
It is fitted in the
driver's cab.
Sets of this kind are also being
fitted to some of the large motor
cruisers, while normal car radio sets
were seen in the smaller motor
launches and in caravans.
CAR RADIO
MANUFACTURERS AT
EARLS COURT MOTOR SHOW

1

11111116......

The new H.M.V. set for limousine
cars has aseparate control head and
loud speakers with the remainder
of the set stowed in the boot.
radio with a larger output stage,
and provision is made to operate

DelcoRemy- Hyatt ( Delco) (Division of General Motors Ltd.), fir,
Grosvenor Road, London, S.W.i.
E. K. Cole Ltd. (Ekco), Ekco
Works, Southend-on-Sea, Essex.
Masteradio Ltd.,
Fitzroy Place,
London, N.W.r.
Philco Radio and Television Corporation of Great Britain, Ltd.,
Wadsworth
Road,
Perivale,
Greenford, Middlesex.
Romac
Industries
Ltd. (Mellow
Truth), The Hyde, Hendon, London, N.W.9.
Radiomobile Ltd. ( His Master's
Voice), Cricklewood Works, London, N.W.2.
World Radio Ltd. (Motorola), Edgware Road, Cricklewood, London,
N. \V. 2.
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pentode, 4.2W at to per cent with
165V H.T.
UY4i ( ji V heater). Half- wave
rectifier, 9omA.
A change in the nomenclature of
two R.F. power double tetrodes is
announced. In future the QV04-20
and QVo7-4o types will be known
as QQVo4-20 and QQV07-40 respectively.

Portable Record Player
A BATTERY- OPERATED record

1-1. player with carrying capacity
for nine records has been introduced
by Vidor, Ltd., Erith, Kent.
The

MANUIACTURERS' PRODUCTS
"Mercury" Transformers
and Chokes
THIS is a new range of iron-cored
I components, including mains
and Ar.
types
introduced by

The new " Mercury " series of ironcored components, showing amains
transformer and asmall A.F. choke.
Parmeko Ltd., Percy Road, Leicester.
All are vacuum impregnated
and hermetically sealed in drawn
copper containers with connections
brought out through glass seals.
Fixing bushes are provided in
both the top and the base of the
container so that upright or inverted mounting can be employed

to suit surface or under-chassis
wiring.
A comprehensive range of transformers and chokes, from miniatures
with
internal
mu-metal
shields, to power transformers of
170 VA, audio transformers up to
6o watts rating and smoothing
chokes up to 20 fl at 250 mA are
now available in seven different sizes
of container.
The form of construction adopted
protects the components against all
climatic effects, from extreme cold
to extreme heat and high humidity.
Corrosion fungus and fumes are excluded and they are particularly
well suited for use in aircraft at
high altitudes and in land mobile
equipment.

Vidor Record Player
3-valve amplifier works
bined L.T. and H.T.
and the whole outfit
171b. The price is £14
of tax.

from a comdry battery
weighs only
14s inclusive

Pre-set Resistors
A SERIES of miniature

pre-set
1. resistors for circuit balancing
and matching has been introduced
by Electro Methods, 220, The Vale,
London,
The range of
maximum values is from 5 ohms to
1,800 ohms and the rating is between 3 and 4 watts. Silver contacts
are used and the slide is adjusted by
means of a screw thread.
The
dimensions are
x ain x

New Valves
pIVE new A.C./D.C.

valves with
o. fA heaters have been introduced by Mullard Electronic Products, Century House, Shaftesbury
Avenue, London, W.C.2. They are
mounted on B8A bases and their
type numbers and functions are as
follows :—
UCH42 ( 14-V heater). Triodehexode frequency changer.
UAF41/UAF42 ( 12.6-V heater).
Var. mu
pentodes
with
single
diodes.
UL42 ( 45-V
heater).
Output

A selection of Electro Methods
pre-set resistors.
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THE

SEE-SAW CIRCUIT Again

Applications as aStable Wide-band Voltage Amplifier

p

ARTLY as a result of its use
in war-time radar, but also because it is being realized that
it can be used as a versatile feedback amplifier stage the see- saw
or anode follower circuit is becoming more and more popular.
It has been well described in
several journals'- 6,but these descriptions have usually been confined to the discussion of the
conditions required for a gain of
unity, for use as a phase reversal
stage in push-pull amplifiers. By
analogy with the cathode follower
the circuit is sometimes called the
anode follower—a name to be
deprecated as the anode potential
does not follow that of the grid;

By J. McG. SOWERBY, B.A.,
Grad.I.E.E.
(Cinema Television, Ltd.)
ment nay be effected by the
introduction of additional capacitances C,, C, ( shown dotted)
across Ri and R, respectively, a
feedback independent of frequency
cannot be obtained.
This is
obvious when it is remembered
that
R„, Ri, R,, and R„ in
parallel with the impedance of the
valve form a ir circuit, and the
capacitances Ci, C,„ C,, and C„
(the stray anode capacitance)
form a loaded T circuit.

Fig s. See-saw circuit for
audio frequencies. C, is a
blocking condenser.
R,

Fig.

2.

Design of the T See-Saw.—
If the see-saw is to be designed
for a fairly wide bandwidth, as
in an oscilloscope amplifier for
example, it is usually necessary
to make R„ relatively small, and
it is then easy to arrange that the
resistance looking back into the
T from the anode of the valve
is large compared with R.. Hence
it will be sufficiently accurate for
most practical purposes to assume
that the anode load resistance
is unmodified by the introduction
of the T, but that the capacitance
C, must be added to C. in calculating the high- frequency performance.
.The overall gain E n /E AB = A

The T see-saw
circuit.
R,

Rf

20

they are, in fact, reversed in phase.
A gain of unity is by no means
essential to the see-saw circuit,
and a gain of anything less than
the gain of the stage alone ( without the see- saw attachments) can
be obtained, as will be seen from
the following notes.
There are two ways in which the
see- saw circuit may be connected.
In Fig. s, is shown a common
arrangement which is quite suitable for low-frequency work—up
to so kc/s, say. This connection
is, however, unsuitable for the
higher frequencies because as soon
as the reactance of the grid—earth
capacitance C„ (shown dotted)
becomes comparable with Ri or
the gain begins to change with
frequency. Although an improveRf,

If the use of frequencies above
the audio range is contemplated,
it is preferable to arrange the
see-saw as in Fig. 2. It is obvious
that the network now forms a
loaded T circuit composed of
three impedances Zi,Z, and Z„,
each of which is of the same
character being composed of a
resistance shunted by a capacitance.
By making the time
constants of the three arms equal
(i.e. RiCi = R,,C„ = R,C,) the
T network . becomes independent
of
frequency,
and
the
only
capacitance which plays any great
part in the attenuation of high
frequencies is C„—to which must
be added the apparent capacitance
C,, presented to the anode of the
valve by the T network.

can be expressed in terms o three
parameters: the gain without
feedback At, =
E„/E„., the
attenuation athrough the T alone
from terminals AB to the grid
of the valve, and the feedback
factor /3which is the attenuation
of the T alone from terminals
I, 2, to the grid. A short-circuited
termination is assumed in each
case. The overall gain is thus
A —

aA,,
RA„ .

We may proportion a and p
more or less as we please to yield
the required overall gain.
We
could, for example make /3 approach zero (by making R, exceedingly large) and then simply
choose a to give the required

.t%iviIi. %% orld
The See- Saw Circuit Again—
overall gain.
But by doing this
we should have thrown away the
possibility of reducing the distortion and output impedance by
feedback. If we go to the opposite
extreme and make cri approach
unity ( by making R 1 very small
and control the gain almost
entirely by feedback, then the
input impedance becomes very
small and the stage is consequently difficult to drive. Another
assumption has to be made before
useful design data can be derived.
The assumption has been made
he: e that ( R,
R,) = R, as this
represents a reasonable compromise in most practical cases
between -too little feedback, and
too low an input impedance.
As will be seen from the Appendix (equation 5), the analytical
results are not very convenient
to handle, and the design of a
see-saw stage is more easily
tackled graphically with the aid
of the curves of Fig. 3.
These
show A (over the range z to too)

been drawn for A, infinitely
high so the results with values
of A, exceeding 500 may be
estimated.
Having found a suitable value
of R,/R, from the curves—by
interpolation if necessary—
and assumed a convenient
and reasonable value for
R„, it is a simple matter
to find R, and
R, from
R, =
R„ / ( 1 1- 12,/R,)
and R,=R,—R,.
Trimmer condensers may then be
added to make
AO
the time constants
equal in all the
arms of the T
E
network. The input resistance is
then virtually R„
8 1
and
the
input
capacitance C, is
given by equations (9) and ( to)
of the Appendix.
The output re100
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Fig. 3. Curves connecting A •a,
and F with Rf Ft¡ for see- saw
«
Ri
circuit, T connection.
foi various values of R,/R, for
gains without feedback (
A0) between 5 and 500.
A curve has

0

0
o

0

0

0

response

D

NEGATIVE
I
I SUPPLY

Fig. 4.

Direct

coupled see- saw

circuit.

160

6
5

so labelled in Fig. 3.
The high - frequency

—
C'R'

20

(R,+R i)

Rb)F and the factor
R, = ( —
\g.
F may be taken from the curve

of the stage is determined by the
stray capacitance across R', and
this is composed of C. and C1.
Calling this total capacitance C' =
(C.
C,), the, frequency at which
the response is three decibels
down is

60

5o
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0 0 0
o

sistance is modified by the feedback, and this is conveniently
described as a low resistance R,
in parallel with R., so that the
total
output resistance
R' —
R,R./(R o+ R.). From the Appendix we may take the result

C'

in Fie

R' in k

f,

Mc/s

For most purposes it is sufficiently
accurate to assume that C, = C,:
see equation ( toa) in the Appendix.
Direct Coupled See-Saw.—The
L.F. response of the circuit of
Fig. 2, is limited by the blocking
condenser C1, and if a response
down to zero frequency is required, the direct-coupled see-saw
of Fig. 4 may be adopted. The
arrangement is
not
generally
suitable for an input stage,because it has a relatively low input
resistance and the gain is partially
dependent on the internal impedance of the signal source.
The circuit is however suitable
for subsequent stages,
It will be remembered that for
the circuit of Fig. 2, we make the
reasonable assumption that ( R1+
R,) = R„ thus fixing the relative
values of feedback and attenuation for a given overall gain. In
the circuit of Fig. 4 we need to
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make no such assumption, as the

conditions are already fixed by
the required distribution of standing potentials.
These may be
almost anything within reason,
each leading to different results.
It seems reasonable, therefore,
to present the conditions for the
particular case when the standing
potentials at input and output

are equal. This case is particularly
useful as stages may be cascaded
without further trouble; always
provided, of course, that R. is
low compared with the resistance
of the T network. Except for the
extension of the frequency response to zero frequency, the
circuit behaviour of Fig. 4 is the
saine as that of Fig. 2.

APPENDIX
A = Stage gain
Gain of valve alone
= gZ..(g„,R b 4 1)
gm = Mutual conductance of valve.

To find the overall gain of Fig. 2.
We may write:
ccA,
(1)
+ 13A,
Where

R,R„
R,(R, + R.) + Rift.

a
and

R,R,

—

+

=

or

g„,8\r„

A

Hence the apparent anode resistance
is
V
g„,R b
P-

.
12

°

13

+ f)

(5)

r

Rf

R, +

+

where F =--

a

R,

But the signal potential across REis
EAR —
EAR(' — A/Ao) ( 7)
and the signal input current is

I

= E and

z and

a

R,R, + R iR„

+
Wherce

R,(R, + R.) + RR,,

cc

From (4),
I

E

( 15)

RfR,,A,, — AR fRE
,

— A Rf

R g(A 0

r)

`
I"

R5

(ii)

Equating ( 15) and ( i6).

Similarly the input capacitance is
C,(1 — A/A.) .. ( 1o)

And in the same way the input
capacitance. C,, looking back into the
T network from the anode is given by
( roa)

To find the apparent anode resistance
Ro of the valve.

Let a potential V t.be applied to
the anode of the valve and let the
consequent potential at the grid be

..

— F-)( A
E — A/A„

Ef

R, --=

where

and

R.
A ( E -I- r/A o)
E
E =
r•D
R
(1 — E) (
A + f)

,

E — A/A,

R.

As before, the output resistance
R'=13. 012./(R, + R.), and
A +
A/A0
+ R,)
Ro — E
The calculations of H.F. performance are exactly as before.
It is hoped that the foregoing
notes will facilitate the design
of see-saw circuits, They can be
used in standard laboratory amptiers, oscilloscope amplifiers, and
in fact whenever a stable voltage
amplifier of low output impedance
is required. The writer has found
the circuit of particular use in
oscilloscope amplifiers when a
wide- band frequency response (e.g.
o c/s — 5 Mc/s) is needed, the
effective load capacitance is liable
to variation according to the
conditions of use, and adequate
inductive compensation is consequently difficult of satisfactory
realisation. Occasionally the seesaw circuit might be useful as a
low gain phase-inverting video
amplifier.
Thanks are due to the writer's
colleague, Mr. T. C. Nuttall, for
helpful discussion on the applications of see-saw circuits.
REFERENCES

Ri(t — E)
R,
•
•
EP
R
r) —

Ri

R,
—
(9)
— A/A.

= 1
3V1.2

f3) -E.
ED

(8)

Hence the input resistance is

C, = C,(i — r/A.)

(4)

Referring to Fig. 4
To find Rf and R, for a given overall
gain, A,

Hence

The signal potential across Rr
,is
AE AB
E‘,„ = —T o- • • ( 6)

C,„

I+

Rf

R,

are defined by (
2) and ( 3).

when ( R, + R,) =

Emi(I — AiA0)
"
R,

Rf) = R.,

4
_

(z

To find the input impedance

EAR
R,„
T

gm

or

From ( 3), when ( Ri

RtiR i

.. ( 12)

o + gm R,

(4)
or

— i„R b)

Rb)F • • • ( 13)

R,R,A„

R,(R, + R„)

t.

(3)

12,(R,R.) + R,R.
Substituting for a and 13 in ; r)
A

(
2)

The resultant valve anode current is

Extracting the relevant results

from the Appendix:
(t — E) ( A -4 i)

1)
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F. C. Williams, J.I.E.E. Vo 93, Part IIIA
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Substituting ( 17) in ( r5) we find
R,

— E)(A + 1) R,,
A(E + riA o)

(18)

To find the apparent anode rests'ance.
R„, ef the valve.
From ( r3),
R. -=(—,1

+ R b) .. ( 19)

Substituting ( r7) gand ( 18) in ( 3), and
substituting the result for
A +
1,
E — AJA,Ag„,

u
l

in ( 19)

-01 (20)

NEW TELEVISION RECEIVERS
HREE new television receivers have
been added to the range made by
T
Ultra Electric, Western Avenue, Lon-

don, W.3. The Model D57o, costing
£141 15s 6d, is of the superheterodyne
type with 21 valves and has automatic
frequency control as well as A.V.C. on
the sound channel.
The min tube
gives a black-and-white picture minx
8M.
Model W57o is technically similar to
the D57o but has a less expensive cabinet and costs £90 4s 6d, while the W470
with zo valves and a picture 7Iin x (din
costs £77 os 8d, including tax.
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Relaxation of Controls
HE Government Order ( S.R.

T

&
0.
226/47)
controlling
the
manufacture and supply of broadcast and television receivers and
radio- gramophones has been revoked.
Under this Order, which
was designed to limit production for
the home market and encourage export, licences were issued yearly for
definite quotas for sets for this country, while for export, licences were
issued against firm orders, or, in the
case of manufacturers with a wellestablished export trade, for an
export production programme.
Among the many other products
and materials on which control has
been withdrawn are gramophone
records and accumulators.

U.S. Television Standstill

Naval

end it has accepted from the Compagnie RadioIndustrie the 819- line
equipment referred to. R.D.F. has
also asked the Compagnie Française
Thomson- Houston to provide equipment for 729 lines, and still higher
definition gear ( 1029 lines) is being
supplied by the Compagnie des
Compteurs.
transmitter is to be
A new
erected at Lille, which it is anticipated will provide a higher definition service.
The decision on
this is expected to be delayed until
the
three experimental
systems
have been tested.
The station is
drt,o49b. e in service toward the
end
pn d

Naval Radio Officers
HE Admiralty has annou nced a

T scheme

for Short Service Commissions in the Electrical Branch
HE mushroom- like growth of
of the Royal Navy to former officers
American television has been
of the
Royal Naval
Volunteer
stopped.
The F.C.C. has decided
Reserve who were employed on technot to issue further licences for the
nical duties connected with radar,
building of television stations to
wireless and air radio. '
operate in twelve of the thirteen
Candidates, who must have comchannels until a decision has been
pleted one year's mobilized service
reached on the question of possible
as an officer, and be under the age
changes in television engineering
of 35 on January 1st, 1949, will be
standards.
This may take six or
entered in the substantive rank,
nine months.
and with the relative seniority in
There are at the moment about
that rank, which they held at the
forty stations on the air and some
time of their release. They will be
eighty in the process of building. - eligible for promotion under the norIt is, however, the number of pendmal rules.
Service will be for five
ing applications for licences which is
years on the Active List and four
significant—some 300.
years on the Emergency List, The position has apparently been
Applications should be made to
reached where the number of prothe Director of Naval - Electrical
posed television stations has outDepartment,
Admiralty,
Queen
grown the accommodation of the
Anne's Mansions, London, S.W.r,
thirteen channels available.
These
from
whom
further details are
channels range from 44-216 Mc / s
obtainable.
and the decision effects all but the
lowest-44-5o Mc / s.
R.N.V.(W.)R.
Our Washington contemporary,
Broadcasting, states that the F.C.C.
WITH the object of training tele made it clear that it intends to proVV graphists to serve in the fleet
vide more space for television in the
in a national emergency until the
475-890 Me Is band.
ordinary mobilized men have been
trained for the task, the Admiralty
re-constituted some months ago the
Télévision Française
Royal Naval Volunteer ( Wireless)
HE note in our November issue
Reserve.
The prescribed strength
on
the
provision
of highis 39 officers and 1,200 telegraphists.
definition television equipment for
So far only 200 ratings have been
France was a little ambiguous.
enrolled at the training centres
The position is that the Paris
established in London, Grimsby,
455- line television system is to
Hove and Northampton.
Twentycontinue until 1956, but during
five other training centres will be
this period experiments with higher
equipped.
Training is essentially
definition systems are to be carried
operational.
When a trainee has
out by the broadcasting authority,
reached
a sufficiently
advanced
Radiodiffusion Française.
To this
stage in his training he is lent a

T
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naval transmitter and receiver for
home use, and is granted an allowance of £3 a year for maintenance
and operation costs.
Trainees must be between 17 and
26, unless they have served in the
Navy, when they are eligible up to
45. Period of service is five years.
Details
of
benefits,
bonuses,
periods of training, etc., are obtainable from Naval Reserves, Admiralty, Queen Anne's Mansions, London, S.W.r,

Long-Distance Television
A LL records for long-distance tele-

i-3- vision reception were broken
recently when a transmission from
Alexandra Palace was resolved in
Cape Town—nearly 6,000 miles.
Having picked up on occasions
the television sound channel, an
amateur, H. Reider, secured from
this country a standard Pye Br6T
receiver in the hope of receiving a
picture. This set was used successfully without pre-amplification.
It
had
been
predicted
(
see
"Short-wave Conditions," October
issue) that long-distance working on
very high frequencies would frequently be possible during the
mont h.

Australian Broadcasting
pOR some time there has been

agitation in Australia for the
whole of radio administration to be
taken out of the hands of the Postmaster- General and placed under the
control of a communications board
as is done in the U.S.A.
A step in this direction has now
been taken by the Federal Government which proposes the transfer of
the control of broadcasting from the
P.M.G. to a board of three members
having no financial interest in broadcasting or associated
industries.
This board will not replace the Australian
Broadcasting
Commission
which will continue to operate the
thirty national stations. The hundred or so commercial stations are
operated by individual companies or
organizations.
The
activities
of
these stations are co-ordinated by
the
Federation
of
Commercial
Broadcasting Stations.

United Nations Radio
A T very short notice, the French

broadcasting
organization,
aided by the French radio industry,
has installed an exceptionally complete equipment for the broadCasting and recording of speeches at the
Paris session of the United Nations
Organization. About 28 hours daily
of short-wave broadcast transmissions can be effected, and facilities
are provided for up to 35 simultaneous commentaries in duplex.
Links with the broadcasting systems
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of many countries allow of direct
or delayed recorded re-broadcasts.
Some 16,000 disc recordings are expected to be made during the
session.
In addition to the facilities provided by R. D.E. the technical services of the U.N. organization have
installed in the Palais de Chaillot
equipment
enabling delegates to
hear speeches simultaneously translated into any one of the live official
languages.

Amateur Licences
-I-E present arrangement whereby
Service experience is accepted
by the P.M.G. as giving exemption
from parts of the examination for
an amateur transmitting licence will
be slightly modified from January
1st. - From that date the exemption
will be granted only if applicants
have been engaged in the specified
Service trades or duties within two
years of the date of the application
for a licence.

Board
which
is
the
inter-Service
authority on armaments. Dr. Denham
has also been appointed Head of the
Electronics Division of the Board.
H. Faulkner, Deputy Engineer-inChief, G.P.O., has gone to Mexico as
joint leader of the British delegation
to the International
Administrative
High- Frequency Broadcasting Conference which opened on October 22nd.
The delegation also includes L. W.
Hayes, F. Axon and R. A. Craig of the
B.B.C. and P. W. Fryer and P. N.
Parker of the G.P.O.
L. W. Hayes, who is head of the
B.B.C.
Overseas
Engineering
Information Dept., is resigning from the
service of the Corporation at the end
of the year in order to take up his
recent
appointment
to
the
International Radio Consultative Committee
(C.C.I.R.) as vice-director for broadcasting.
The C.C.I.R. is one of the
constituent bodies of the International
Telecommunication Union. Mr. Hayes,
who has been with the B.B.C. for over
23 years, is at present in Mexico for
the
11.F.
Broadcasting
Conference.
When he takes up his new appointment
in January he will reside in Switzerland.

OBITUARY

IN BRIEF

It is with regret we record the death
on November trel of H. Bevan Swift,
who
was
past
president
of
the'
R.S.G.13.
Ile was 74 years old.
Following his presidency of the society
from 1931 to 1933 he was honorary
editor of the R.S.G.B. Builefim until
194 0 . In recognition of his work for
the society, which went back to the
pre-broadcasting days, he was elected
an honorary member in 1939. He will
be remembered by many as a chairman of the old T. & R. Section.

Licences.— Despite the increase of
4.9o0 iii the number of television
licences issued during September, bringing the total to 66,6o0, the total number of receiving licences had decreased
during the month by approximately
r3,000.
The only apparent reason for
this is the tardiness of listeners in renewing expired licences. The comparative figures are: August, 11,324,000;
September, 11,311,200.

PERSONALITIES
C. G. Allen, the well-known radio
amateur (GA(;) and sales manager of
McMichael Radio, has been appointed
to the company's Board of Directors.
It
was
in
1923
that
he
joined
McMichael's, priiir to which he was a
railio operator with the Marconi International Nlarine Communicatiiin Co.
It:,, ho is his business : tad hol!
Another a ppointment to the Board is
that of J. A. Klein, who is export
ma lager.
H. Bishop.
13.Sc.i Eng.), chief
engineer of the 13.13.C., has bic mielected
;i
vice-president of the I.E E.
Ile was
chairman rj the Radio Section for the
II 1-42 session.
Dr. E. H. Colpitts, who is kiniwn
throughout the radio world because of
the circuit which bears his naine, has
been awarded the Cresson Medal of the
Franklin Institute, New 'York, for his
work in the development of longdistance radio communication.
P., R. Coursey, B.Sc.(Eng.), technical
director of Dubilier, gave a lecture on
the standardization of components to
15o technical officers of the Swedish
Armed Forces during the recent exhibition of British radio components in
Stockholm.
H. J. Denham, C.B.E., M.A., D.Sc.,
who served as a member of the Ordnance Board with the rank of. Colonel
from 1944 until 1946, has been reappointed as a civilian member of the

Danish Television. — A correspondent
points out that, in spite of the enthusiasm with which the public received the television demonstrations
during the
British Exhibition, the

45 1
attitude in official circles is " wait and
see what is adopted as a European
standard." No decision is likely to be
taken, however, until the attitude of
Norway and Sweden is known. Opinion
sharply divided on the question of
definition. It is understood the offer, at
a nominal price, of the Pye equipment
used for the demonstrations has not
been accepted.
Navigation.—H.R.H. the Duke of
Edinburgh will open the exhibition
" Navigation through the Ages," which
is being organized jointly by the institute of Navigation and the Royal
Geographical Society, on December
17th. It will be open free to the public
from December 18th to January 20th
at the RUS., 1, Kensington Gore,
London, S.W.7. Radio aids will be a
feature of the exhibition.
Radiolympia.—The Radio Industry
Council has appointed an organizing
committee for the Sixteenth National
Radio Exhibition which it is planned
to hold at Olympia next autumn. The
chairman of the Committee is F. W.
Perks ( E.M.I.) and the vice-chairman
V. M. Roberts ( BTU.). The remaining seven members are R. Arbil) ( Multicore), 13. J. Axten ( S.T.C.), A. F.
13ulgin, H. J. Dyer ( Philips), F. V.
Green ( S.T.C.), F. Jones (
Marconiphone) and \V. M. York ( Ekco).
Components Exhibition.—The sixth
annual private exhibition of radio components, materials and test gear, organized by
the
Radio Component
Manufacturers' Federation, will be held
at
Grosvenor
House,
Park
Lane,
London, W.C.1, from March 1st to 3rd.
Evening Courses.—Three evening courses, each of three months'
duration,
dealing
respectively
with
Practical Television, Television Principles and l'ractical Radio, are to be
introduced by E.M.I. Institute's.
Details of the courses, which are planned
for students with some knowledge of
the fundamentals, are obtainable from

II

SOBELL INDUSTRIES installed a specially built television transmitter at
the recent Ideal Homes Exhibition in Birmingham in order to demonstrate
their receivers on a closed circuit.
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World of Wireless—
the Principal, E.M.I. Institutes, Ltd.,
Grove Road, Chiswick, London, W.4.
Brit.I.R.E. Officers.--As previously
announced, the new president of the
Brit.I.R.E. for 1948-49 is L. IL Bedford,
who succeeds the Earl Mountbatten,
who is now vice-patron. W. E. Miller,
Editor of our associated journal The
Wireless & Electrie«1 Trader, who has
been chairman of the council since
1946, was elected a vice-president. The
new ordinary members of the council
are l'rof. H. M. Barlow, H. A. Brooks,
Cdr. A. J. B. Naish, L. H. Paddle and
Dr. W. J. Thomas.
J. W. Ridgeway
was re-elected on the council.
Outward Form.—Various stages in
the development of the Ekco " Radiotime " receiver and the Murphy V116
television
set
are
illustrated
and
described at the exhibition of " Design
at Work " at Burlington House, Piccadilly, London, W. I.

PRESS - BUTTON
RECORD
PLAYER—In this new singlerecord player introduced by the
Plessey Co., Ilford, Essex, the
pickup is automatically lifted and
placed at the start of io-in, or
ix- in, records by pressing the
appropriately marked operating
lever.
A moving-iron pickup is
standard and the turntable is
rim-driven by a constant speed
A.C. motor.

Europe's New Wavelengths.—The list
of Copenhagen Frequency Allocations,
published in the November Wireless
World, is now available from our Publishing Office as a reprint, price fid post
free.
Great Circle Map.—Many reprints of
the Wireless World Great Circle Projection Map have been issued since it
was first drawn by the late J. St.
Vincent Pletts at the time when worldwide radio communication seas beginning. A new edition, containing extra
tabulated
information
on
standard
times and geographical positions, has
just been issued.
This map, giving
the true bearing and " radio" distance
to any part of the world from London,
is obtainable from our Publisher, price
2S 6d, plus 3d postage and packing.
" W.W. Diary."—All copies of the
Wireless World Diary, 1949, have now
been distributed to stationers and booksellers.
The eighty reference pages
contain information, mostly technical,
of the kind so often needed by radio
men but seldom memorized.
The
price, including PT., is 3s 41d.
INDUSTRIAL NEWS
Pye Australasia, Ltd., is the name
under which a new company, formed
in Australia jointly by Pye, Ltd., of
Cambridge, and Electronic Industries,
of Australia, will operate.
Cbilian Agency for valves and condensers is sought by John Cameron
Reid e Hijos, Agustinas tom Of.131.
Santiago.
Information regarding the
company may be obtained from the
Export Promotion Department, Board
of Trade, Thames House North, Milbank, London, S.W.I, quoting ref.
41024/48.
P.E.R.A.—The official opening of the
l'roduction Engineering Research Association of Great Britain at Stavelev
Lodge, Melton Mowbray, which has
actually been established for sonic
months, took place on October 26th.
P.E.R.A.
has
been
established
to
"assist the engineering industry in improving its efficiency of production."

f

With the January issue, the price
of WIRELESS WORLD will be 21-

It is assisted financially by the Government, which donates £ 1,000 p.a. for
every £ 1,000 subscribed by industry,
and recently granted £ 23,000 for the
purchase of equipment.
Iron-cored Components. — Samples
and prototypes, as well as long-production runs, of power and Al". transformers and inductors, can be handled
by a new firm, the Transformer Equipment Co., Ltd., St. Mark's Road,
Bromley, Kent.
The range of sizes
extends from miniature coin in unies tions
components
to
units
of
so kVA
capacity.
Wright & Weaire point out that although restrictions prevent the import
of coils and coil products complete to
certain countries it is possible to supply
the mechanical parts of a coil pack,
leaving the manufacturer to assemble
his own coils.
The company's threecoil unit, with pre- formed wiring and
Inlet-in wave-change switches, which
is
totally
enclosed
and
measures
41> 4x rlin, can be supplied without
coils.
Plastics " Hall Mark."—A scheme
has been launched jointly by the
lirilish Plastics Federation and the
British Standards Institution for the
certification of plastic materials and
products.
At present the certification
mark, which is in the form of a circle
with the initials li.S. in the centre and
B.P.F. on the left-hand side, is only
applicable to moulding powders made
from phenol formaldehyde and urea
formaldehyde
resins
and
certain
mouldings made from these.
MEETINGS
Institution of Electrical Engineers
Radio
Section.—" Fixed
Resistors
use in Communications Equipment,
with special reference to High Stability Resistors " by P. R. Coursey.

.
for
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B.Sc. ( Eng.), at 5.30 on December ist.
Discussion
on " V.H.F.
Mobile
Radio-Telephone Services" opened by
D. H. Hughes, at 5.30 on December
14th,
The above meetings will be held at
the I.E.E.,
Savoy
Place,
London,
W.C.2.
Cambridge Radio Group.—" ThreeDimensional Cathode-Ray Tube Displays," by E. Parker, M.A., and P. R.
Wallis, B.Sc. ( Eng.), at 8.15 on December 7th at the Cavendish Laboratory,
Cambridge.
North-Eastern Radio and Measurements
Group. —" Three- Dimensional
Cathode- Ray Tube Displays," by E.
Parker,
M.A., and P.
R.
Wallis,
B.Sc. ( Eng.), at 6.15 on December 20th
at King's College, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
Northern Ireland Centre.—" AnalysisSynthesis
Telephony,
with
special
reference to the Vocoder," by R. J.
Halsey, B.Sc. (Eng.), and J. Swaffield,
Ph.D., at 6.45, on December 14th, at
Queen's University, Belfast.
British Institution of Radio Engineers
London Section.—" Physical
Applications of Microwaves,' by J. B.
Birks, B.A., at 6.0, on December 16th,
at the London School of Hygiene and
Tropical Medicine, Keppel Street, London, W.C.I.
South Midlands Section.—" Heating
by Centimetric Power," by R. Keitley,
B.Sc., at 7.0, on December 16th, at the
Technical College (Room A5), The
Butts, Coventry.
Merseyside
Section. — " Negative
Feedback," by J. Durnford, at 6.45, on
December r5th, at the Incorporated
Accountants'
Hall,
Derby
Square.
Liverpool, 2.
Radio Society of Great Britain
London 31erling.—" Equipment for
the 144 Mc / s Band," by E. A. Dedman, at 6.30, on November 26th, at the
I.E.E., Savoy Place, London, W.C. 2.
Television Society
•
Midlands Centre.—" Studio Technique
in Television," by D. C. Birkinshaw,
.B. E., NI . D., at 7.0, on December 1st,
at the Chamber of Commerce, New
Street, Birmingham.
Institute of Physics
Electronics Group.—" Gas Discharge
Tubes," by G. F. Heymann, M.Sc., at
7.0, on December 7th, at the University, Glasgow.
British Sound Recording Association
London
Meeting.---' Sonie
Physiological Factors in Quality Appreciation," by E. A. Vetter, at 7.0 on
December 17th at the Royal Society of
Arts,
John
Adam Street,
London,
W.C.2.
Institute of Navigation
" Radio and Position," by Sir Robert
Watson-Watt, C.B., F.R.S., at 5.o on
December 17th at the Royal Geographical Society, 1, Kensington Gore,
London, S.W.7.
Royal Society of Arts
" Television and Education," by Mrs.
Mary Adams, at 8.0 on November 29th
at the R.S.A., John Adam Street,
London, W.C.2.
Junior Institution of Engineers
"New Developments in Broadcasting," by Sir Noel Ashbridge, President,
at 6.30 on December loth at the R.S.A.,
John Adam Street, London, W.C.2.
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THE " BELLIN C-LEE" PACE
Providing technical

information, service and

advice

in

relation

to our products and the suppression of electrical interference
.he other as one is bare
copper.
With other present
types a continuity test is
THIS
NOT THIS
iecessary to ensure correct
connection, but we have no
loubt that within a reasonible time all makers will
irrange for the leads to
ae distinguished.
L. 336
ype of balanced feeder was
iriginally made to a 1938
pacification
issued
by
'Belling- Lee," and for years
vas the only 8o-ohm feeder
of its kind, but lately
other manufacturers have
this tnnible is generally only met
paid us the compliment of producing
with in terrace houses. In detached
something similar.
or semi-detached houses where a
Attic or Loft Television Aerial
simple dipole is all that is required,
Whereas 1his indoor aerial*4 was
the easiest location is generally on
designed to «inform with the shape
the gable end, as high up as pracof the average roof and so enable
ticable.
The illustration • hows most
the user to take full advantage of
of the story.
It is only the idea
available height, it will function
that is required, and the assurance
if mounted upside down, i.e. with its
that the bending of the lower element
legs in the air. If used like this it
will not make any perceptible differmay be unnecessary to enter the loft,
ence to reception.
If the whole
just lift the flap, coax the assembly
dipole is mounted at an angle, it will
through, and fix it to a joist within
be in a most suitable position to
reach after having satisfied yourpick up " flutter" due to aircraft
self that the tips are not close to
that may be in the vicinity. Before
the water tank or some run of
the war, most chimneys were high
conduit or other metal. The farther
enough to allow the single dipole
they are away from such conductors
to be so mounted, but modern buildthe better. The easy way is seldom
ing generally means low chimneys
the best.
and low - angle roofs and these
physical features do not suit the
Midland Television Frequencies
London television frequencies.
The " Belling- Lee"
television
To prevent unnecessary damage
aerials*3 already sold or installed in
to the insulator, remove the element
this area were produced before the
before bending and examine it
decisions of the Copenhagen Wavecarefully.
length Conference, which necessitated
The holes to take the fixing
a slight reduction in the frequencies
and contact screws (or the slot in
allocated for the Midland television
some types) must be on the opposite
service, and before the decision to
side of the tube to the bend, and
use asymmetric side bands for the
do try and bend the tube so that vision transmission. These changes
the " line " is maintained, otherwise
were made by the B.B.C. after
the installation will look untidy.
consulting the Radio Industry when
Connecting the Feeder the Right
we, and other manufacturers, assured
and Wrong Way
them that the effect of these small
Most television receivers have their
changes would
be negligible as
aerial input terminals marked " A "
regards sensitivity, bandwidth and
and" E." " A " should be connected
the polar diagrams of the aerials.
to the top element of the dipole,
When on this subject, we have liad
to disillusion some correspondents
and " E " to the lower. When using
coaxiale j, the inner conductor should
who thought that by cutting down
connect the top element of " A"
the elements they could convert
and the screen should connect the
a dipole and reflector made for
lower element to " E." There is a
London, to one suitable for the
noticeable improvement in most
Midland transmitter. Quite anumber
cases when this connection is carried
of people had overlooked the fact
out correctly.
that the length of the cross arm
between the dipole and its reflector
When balanced feeder L.336*2 is
used it is easy to tell one lead from
is also critical.

Skyrod Dimensions
When we first introduced the
L.638 range of eighteen- foot * 5
"Skyrods" for direct chimney mounting ( without pole) we had a number
of perfectly logical enquiries as to
their relative performance as antiinterference aerials compared with
the old - twelve foot collector on a
twelve - foot pole.
When we were
faced with the present difficulties in
getting just the material we required,
and with the high prices of everything, our research department were
set the fresh problem. After a lot of
work, and a great many measurements it was found that in most
cas:s the sacrifice of the pole was
not so important provided we incr:ased the length of the collector.
Faulty Parts
The other day the writer of these
notes had the misfortune to have a
serious fault develop in a new car.
The maker was pronipt in authorising
a free replacement of the faulty part,
but the account from the garage for
carrying out the work was far in
excess of the value of the part.
"Belling- Lee " adopt the same procedure as the motor manufacturer.
We will replace faulty goods under
guarantee but we cannot contribute
towards any installation charges
which may be incurred.
Incidentally, the new car mentioned above cost between four and five
hundred pounds and is rusting in
places within a few months of delivery, and underneath it is rusty.
The makers will not do anything
about it. It's a good car for all that.
Though our aerials cost but a fraction of the cost of a car, we do give
them the best rust prevention available at the moment, but we must
admit that we have not yet been
able to return to our pre-war standard.
Si.

Coaxial feeder. L.600 1/6 yd.
Balanced twin. L.336 71d. yd.
*3. " VIEWROD " aerials.
For Birmingham frequencies, L.634
For London frequencies, L.502 l„
£616/-.
*4. Television attic aerial, L.605,
£2/1216.
*5. " SKYROD " vertical antiinterference
aerial
for
chimney
mounting.
L.638
, £ 10 /- / - .
*

2.

BELLING & LEE LTD
CAMBRIDGE ARTERIAL ROAD, ENFIELD. MIDDX
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time

to

announce

Zhc llcw tEtcycn Valve

Poty•pbonic Con$ole
which provides coverage for the Television Sound band,
in addition to two Short, Medium, and Long Wave bands.
Circuit: R.F., Oscillator, two
Detection, Magic Eye indicator,
our latest paraphase coupled
back, driving aPhase Inverter

I.F. with Variable Selectivity, Diode
two Tone Control Valves, terminated by
push-pull amplifier with negative feedDual Suspension Auditorium Speaker.

A combination that not only covers the Television Sound band, but pro ides
the best possible reproduction, compatible with transmission.

£80.2.6 including purchase

PRICE

tax

AGENTS: Barnes & Avis, Reading: Bowers & W.Ikins, Worthing: Binns
Ltd., Newcastle; Dalton & Sons Ltd., Derby ; Clark & Sons, Isle of Wight;
Hickie & Hickie Ltd., Reading ( and branches); Holley's Radio Stores, London,
S.E.5 ; Jewkes & Co., Birmingham ; Thomas Lynn & Sons, Andover ; Merriotts
Ltd., Bristol ; Needham Enginearing Ltd., Sheffield ; Pank's Radio, Norwich ;
Sound Ltd., Cardiff ; Bernhard Smith, Barnstaple ; Sound Services, Jersey,
C.I. ; Precision Serv'ces, Edinburgh : Seals Ltd., Southsea ; G. E. Samways,
Hazel Grove ; Weybridge Radio Electric, Weybridge ; West End Radio,
Farnham ; Valiance & Davison Ltd., Leeds ( and branches).

% atet3

Overseas Stockists in Canada, South Afr!ca, Channe! Islands, etc.

o

t

. WEST STREET, FARNHAM, SURREY
Telephone : Farnham 6461 2 3.

London Office : 57, St. Martin's Lane, W.C.2.

Telephone : Temple Bar 4284.

UART/ CRYSTAL UNITS
FEA
Low

temperature

rue

co-efficient - less

Patented nodal suspension.

Mounted

independent of climatic conditions.
High

stability.

standard

Small

size,

3- x

miniature deaf aid

valve

in

Exceptionally
overall

hie

excluding

pins.

socket.

FOR FREQUENCY SUB- STANDARDS
Type JCF/200.
0.01%.

100

KC/S.

Available from

stock adjusted to

Higher accuracies supplied to special

order.
PRICE

The type .
1CF/20C unit illustrated is representative of the wide range
ot vacuum type unit available for low and medium frequencies.

SALFORD

ELECTRICAL

PEEL WORKS. SALFORD 3. LANCS

Prop(

' ors

THE

INSTRUMENTS

Telephone 81.Ackfrsars 6688 (
6lines)

GENERAL

£2-15-0

ELECTRIC

LTD.

Telegrams & Cables SPA RKLESS Manchester

CO.,

LTD.,

OF

ENGLAND
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STABILIZED POWER SUPPLIES
3.— Extension of Output Voltage Range

W

E come lastly to the
problem of extra- wide
ranges of output voltage.
Maximum V. can be extended in
the upward direction by increasing the süpply voltage and
the maximum value of R,; but,
as the working-out of a design
with the aid of Fig. 4 showed,
unless the minimum V. is raised
equally it is necessary to provide
series valves capable of greater
anode dissipation. Alternatively,
and more economically, the full
range of control can be split up
into two or more bands by means
of a switch controlling E, (the
source voltage) and R 10 simultaneously in steps ( footnote reference 4, Part 2). The value of R e.,
if used, ought also to be changed;
but in practice it will be found
that
when
R ia
considerably
exceeds
R 2
the error due to

By M. G. SCROGGIE
B.Sc., M.I.E.E.
omitting R., altogether is unimportant.
Lowering the minimum V. is
less straightforward. As we saw
in Part I, the limiting condition
with the circuit considered until
now is that V. must be sufficient
to supply V NL, V22,and V10 , ( max)
in series.
The lowest available
V,„, is about 50 V; V, can hardly
be reduced below 20 Va,and in our
example V 10 , (max) was 66 V,
making 140 V about the lowest
practicable V.. Further reduction,
down to perhaps Too V, could be
obtained at the expense of range
of V. control.
For some purposes, however, it
may be desirable to extend the
range down to zero volts.
This
100n

!LÉ-

can be done by providing a source
of negative potential for V2.
Such a source can conveniently
be made to add still further to the
facilities of the unit by providing
an external grid bias supply.
Although the modification to
the circuit is fairly obvious in
principle, there are a number of
practical details that require care
and attention. These will be discussed with reference to Fig. 13,
an extension of the previous
design, to cover 0-500 V in two
equal bands.
Since Ni cannot be fed from
the main stabilized output it is
necessary to consider very carefully the effects of its A.C. resistance. Any voltage variations across
it are amplified perhaps 2,000
times and injected into the main
supply, and are not reduced by
feedback. The most effective way
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éig. 13.
Modification of Fig. 7to provide output voltage variable over the range o-soo V. The resistors underlined at least, should be wire-wound. The outputs obtainable from the negative terminals are:—A, oto — 9V,
or fine control of B if shorted to o; B, — 9to — roo V, or oto — zoo V with fine control if A shorted to o;
C, oto — zoo V with fine control.
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Stabilized Power Supplies—
unstabilized negative source correThe procedure for calculating
of avoiding them is to stabilize
spond only partially with those in
resistance values, etc., is the same
the auxiliary negative supply;
the main supply, adjustment of
as for Fig. 7. The grid bias scheme
but this is somewhat elaborate,
r„ is not very effective for
calls for no comment, except to
necessitating a separate transneutralizing Ri and still less r1„,
point out that the outlets are not
former H.T. winding, valves, etc.
Fig. to can be applied successto be used for supplying appreciThe alternative is to smooth
fully, but Figs. ii and 12 (
Part 2)
able current.
the negative supply very thoare not directly applicable. Hogg
The voltage range switch ought,
roughly. It should be noted that
has suggested a modified form in
of course, to be capable of safely
while hum can be reduced by
which R, is inserted in the
handling the high voltages, up to
reactances, slow fluctuations in
negative main supply as before,
about 1750 V peak, across the
mains voltage are reduced only
while in place of R 2 there is a transformer outers.
One of the
by series resistance. It is therepotential divider across the negaold-fashioned " anti-capacity "
fore necessary for this resistance
tive source.
The parallel resisttypes, slightly modified to increase
to be high. The supply in Fig. 13
ance of the two resistors comthe leakage paths, has been found
is taken from 420 V tappings on
posing it must be equal to R2, and
satisfactory.
the mains transformer, using a their individual values such as to
It can be seen from all this that
pair of Westinghouse i6HT28
apply the correct standing V70 . the facility of voltage control
metal rectifiers.
The 620 V
Changes of VR7 are thus passed to
below 100-200 V necessitates contappings, with appropriately rated
the control grid, but R7 has to be
siderable elaboration of the unit
components, would be better still.
several times greater than in
and reduces the possibilities of
Current in this supply should be
Fig. II to allow for the step-down
obtaining ahigh degree of stabilizkept as small as possible, the
in potential. Moreover the current
ation. By accepting some restricrequirement for large smoothing
to be supplied by the negative
tion on the output current and the
resistance overriding the rectifier
source is considerably increased.
regulation, one or more output
maximum rating of 15 mA. The
It was considered that these drawvoltages, variable down to zero,
reservoir capacitance is limited by
backs were not outweighed by the
can be obtained quite simply as
the rectifier rating to iµF
advantage of separate current
additions to the main highlyThe effect of the resistance
feedback, especially as Fig. zo
stabilized output. This device is
between screen grid and cathode
can be adjusted to do the same
the subject of an article to follow.
of - V2 is quite different in this
thing more simcircuit.
It forms one arm of a ply, though at
bridge, the others being rN 1, R2
some slight loss
APPENDIX
and R I (
completed by the negliof mains volFig.
A
shows
the
theoretical
circuit of a stabilizing
gible Ro). Vz (grid to cathode) is
tage stabilizaunit of the type considered, and Fig. B relates the
the detector, and the negative
tion.
quantities shown to a current/voltage diagram such as
supply is the signal source.
To
Connecting
Fig. 4. Increments of these voltages and currents are
eliminate the effect of slow fluctuathe heater of
denoted by the prefix 4 ; and it must be borne in mind
tions in the latter completely,
V2 to cathode
that r, «„ m, etc., are by no means constant, and their
therefore, it is only necessary to
was found to
make 12 97—k = r„R i/R 2. Such
introduce about
a resistance,
being quite inio mV of hum,
sufficient to supply V 202 ,must be
which could be
supplementary to a tube N3;
avoided
by
o- 2k û would usually do.
transferring it
Unfortunately the value of
to
the
zero
g
alias
r„,
needed to
volts line.
If
balance the bridge varies directly
N3 has a tenwith R 1,which in this type of unit
dency to go out
obviously varies a lot. It can be
when V, is adganged with Rib and the voltage
justed towards
range switch; a rather elaborate
zero it is bedevice which may incline one
cause the anode
more favourably to a stabilized
of V2 is " botnegative source. This balance is
toming," causrendered ineffective for hum and
ing I to inother rapid fluctuations by the
crease sharply.
capacitor across R 1. A balancing
The tendency
va ues must be related to the particular working points
capacitor across r„ would have
can be reduced
considered, while if the increments are not infinitesimal
to be very large, and in practice
the valve parameters must be mean values.
by
increasing
it has been found better to apply
It is assumed that the voltage and current changes are
pr preferslow enough for reactance to be neglected. Of course
most of the available capacitance
ably by removthe system could be considered more generally by substiin the hum filter. Some is useful
ing the cause
tuting complex impedances for resistances. The results
across N3, however, to suppress
such
as
by
given here do not apply to hum, etc.
random noise.
reducing Vi or
Although the sign of equality is used in all the following
Since the fluctations in the
increasing R 5.
equations, they are subject to the approximations stated.
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If q = i for either of the reasons given above for
The interesting performance characteristics are :
-( i) The stabilization ratio, as regards variations in Ei, (7a) or ( 8a),
rto A- R,
which may be defined as
Ro
(
11a)
ZIE,
l PO
S' — ( RL constant)
AV
°
i.e., the internal resistance of the unit is divided by the
F6
• • • • ( 1) stabilization ratio.
but for practical purposes it
REGULA
cup ve
If S' is made infinite, as in (t)a),
is more useful to consider
(12a)
Ro
S — 4E /
0 -E,
Vo
re,;istance
R,
is
cancelled
by
input
i.e., the source
(
RL constant) ( la) feedback.
If Ri is assumed to comTo cancel the valve resistance too and make Ro — o,
prise all causes of regulation, put r1,,
o, i.e.,
including mains transformer
R
R,)
Ei
resistance, and E, it. rectified
(13a)
ib — i£292(
•
R,
r•)1) • •
voltage on no load, S ree
presents the ratio by which in which case
---

en

R

percentage mains tl mitt ations
are reduced.
(ii) Ro,the output resistance, defined as
Ro = —

ZIV o

o
(E, constant) ..
(
2)
In the following, all current increments through R,
other than [Ho are neglected.
From valve theory

im

S'

µLie ° .

( 14a )

If V2 anode is fed from the anode side of VI, so that
dV 2„
(b) = 4V, is written in ( 4), the equations ( 5a) to ( 14a,
are modified thus, respectively,
z
11 5
.1fio
(
q + + dvo(eimPo + ¡A
i)
zlE,(q
1£ 1)
•
•
.
( 5b)
Assuming mp o>>-1,
s•

1
41
9iPo

q +

Fin/Po
eorp, = 4\70.1-miavig,_
(V 252 and V ,, constant)
S'
Also 4V,„
4E, -- dl oR.; — 4\7 0
±
Hence dI o(r,„
R,)
zIV o
4E, + 12,4V,„,
(
3) i.e., the anode feed condition worsens the stabilization
Assuming V2 is a pentode. whose anode current, 1( 2„, ratio by the divisor ( i.o,
t).
is virtually independent of V 2„,
(q + pl.) can be made equal to 1, restoring the basic
ZW151 = ZIV2e1(b)
M(" 2g1
L
1V2k) ) 11 2.4 V292 (
4) stabilization ( 7a) if
where V.,„,„, is the anode feed voltage for V2, relative to
-E Vo,
ib = 1 2g2(7 ;
n1)
in is the voltage gain of V2 via its control grid,
en, is the voltage gain of V2 via its screen grid.
(S
Co)
R
e202(
+
+ roi)
By defining the voltage variations of the V2 electrodes
ILO/
in(4), in terms of Ei,Vo and Io,according to the circuit
R rto + (9
tti)Rf
o
••
conditions, and suostituting in ( 3), S' and Ro can be
1-timPo
evaluated.
If q
In the circuit of Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, neglecting r,in comi
— r + ( el +
Ro
parison with Rs.
ihimPo
Z/V2a(b)
i.e., the anode feed condition multiplies the apparent
delV
,
poz1V 0
where Po = R 2/(R, + R 2)
µ,
i).
4V 21, --= ( 4E, — R,41 0)r„,/R, (r„,<R,„ and R 4s ) source resistance by (
2

=

R

4

)

"

R1(111

I)

sp

41V 252 = (4E, — Ri4I 0)R, b/R 4
Substituting in ( 3) and ( 4),
dI o(r 12
e i)
4V 0(µ,orp o)
where q
i2 g2=

..

( 5a)

OMMUMMOIMMUMMUMUMMUMMUMMMUMUMMMIM
&UMUORMEMUMMMOWIMMUMMUMMMO
MU

mommumummmummeammumm Figc
IMO KUIMUMMMUIMMMIEUUMMUUMU

+ Or
/
o' — iz
—
R2g
4b2)

—
amplification factor of V2, control grid
en ,
to screen grid, and t is neglected in comparison with
=

imPo•
Substituting this and ( I) in (5a), and
rto
9R ;),le, in comparison with etimPo•
s•
em Po
•
•
.

neglecting
.

(
6a)

If the cathode and screen-grid potentials of V2 are
constant, q = 1, and
S' = µimp °
• • • • • • • • .. ( 7a)
i.e., the stabilization ratio as defined by ( 1) is equal to
the overall gain in the feedback loop.
qcan also be made equal to zby making
1
42qtr.1 • • • •
(
8a)
S' can be made infinitely great by putting q = o, i.e.,
R,
(9a)
ob = g202(
-r roi) • •
•

R

01112 IIIMMMEMOMMUMMOMMEMOMMIUMMMUMMM» 12

•

•

•

•

e

-

Also from ( 2) and ( 5a), if E, is constant, so that zlE,=o,
r,„
Rip
( loa)
et imPo

mm 10

MU
mammummummummammumummumm
BKOIMMUMMMUMMIMMIIMMMUMMMUMMMEMMO
MBOVMMUMMUMUMMIMMUMMUMMUMUMMIMM

CPWO mmammummommumwmommummummuma
umnowmummmummumumemmummimmum
mmillammuummemmumummummum
muumuu»
ummummummomm
0.006 mu
UM
BNOMIMMMMUMM
ll MIIIMMUMMIMMUMEM

MMOINUMUMMMUMMIMMUMUKUMMUMBMINUI
MMMUMMMOMMUMMMUMUMIMMIIMMIIMMMB

0.004 MUMMUMILIMMUMMUMMIMMUMMUMMUMB
mummumammummummummummimmumm 4
MMUMMBIUMIMMUMUMUMUMBNMIUMMIMMUMB
MIIIMMUMUMOVIIMMUMEMMUMMMOVMMOUMMM
MUMMUMUMMUMMMIMMUMUMMMEUMMIUMWM

2

0.002 mumummommwmmummummummommum 2
mummummmulammummummagammummum
5
7

MMMIMMUMUMMUMMIIMMUMUMMIWRUMMUMMM
MMINIMMUMMUNOMUMMMUMWMIVRAMMMUMB

° MUMMUMMUMMBWRUMMUMUMMUMMUMWM
mmummummumaummommiumummenommumm

o

mummmimmummammummommummimmin
0002 momminummummammummommummamming
MUUMMIMMUMOMMILIMMUMMMMEMMMEUIMMB
mummummummummowmammummimmunrimm

2

0004 MMUMMUUMUMMUMMUMIMMUMMMOIMMEMN
mummummummummumiamiummummuman

4

MMUMMUMMUMMMMUMIMUUMMUMUMMUMBM

UMMOIMMUMUMMUMMMUMMMUMMUMMUMMKM
MMMUMMMUMUMMUMMIMMAMMMUMUMMMUMMW
MMMUMMIMMUMMUMMUMWMIUMMMUMUMUMMWM
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Output Current Compensation
In Fig. ri, V, is reduced by the amount l
oR, and V 2,,,

Stabilized Power Supplies(S' = co)

Ro —

•

rig

gimPo
which is the same as ( r2a).
(Ro =

0)

R4b = g2a2[

December, 1948

R4

•

fr

•

"

R

'
(el
R,

( i2b)

4-

1)1

+ r,,,]
(r3b)

R,
+

by IoR,

R2 .

Extending ( 5c) accordingly,
Al o[r,„+/Ri+R., ( 1 — µ,m

R,

In practice this may be excessively large
(Ro = o)

S' = — µ,mp 0 —
R '
r

1

..

( 14h)

Putting

0.15 times normal,
due to r„,
Normal (
630) ; r„,
neutralized.
co
Perfect stabn.
against LIE,
— 3.2 times normal;
slightly over-stbd.
— 1.43 times normal
times normal
— r
— 0.42 times normal

With the anode of V2 fed from
9 times normal
o
5.7 times normal
19.5
0.41 times normal
50 .7
o
53.2

V i(dotted lines) .:
o.o68 times normal
o.or r times normal
co
— 1.43 times normal

19.5

23.0
24.0
25.5
26.5
31.2

-Ñ72

So Ro can be made zero at
the same time as S' = co by
R, —

zw,.1 = Pozivo + po
where

p,

4V 4 --=

_( r10+Ri)

R
7

(16)

—

eimPo

R2

(r3d)

RI

Equalization of Compensation
In Fig. ro, to fulfil the required conditions,
+

(1)

Re,,

—

R

e = Pq m Po R i

R,,,,
TF;

Solving, with R„ = o,
Rea = FintR,„
(17)
Rae =••
Condition ( ii) ensures condition ( i) for any value of R le .
In Fig. 12, conditions are similar to those in Fig. ro except
that feedback is taken from across 12.„ instead of across r„.
The values of R„,, and Ree are therefore
R„„

PodVo

PANT.

g„„mR,„R 71
IniR 2

glrn

inR

(i8)

2R1

(
i.5)

R,R 2

R,

ri° . R2
µ,nip o R,
R, + R 2

gi„,mR,

Rtlb

R,

R,

. ( 12d)

Input Voltage Compensation
The relevant part of Fig. 9 can be represented by the
network Fig. D.
Assuming R,»R,

R7

If no voltage compensation,
so I = I, Ro is made zero
(but S' negative) by

4.3 times normal,
due to r„,
Normal (2.7o) ;
r„, neutralized.
0.41 times normal; R,
neutralized.
0.23 times normal; r,„
partly neutralized,
o; ( r,„ + R,) neutd.
— 0.185 times norma
— rtimes normal

kfl

0

r

Ro —

S'

RO

-- tlE it .. ( 5d)

ofor optimum voltage compensation ( S' = co).

as in ( r4a).
10
In Fig. C, Ro and IS' are plotted against R ib for the
following typical circuit values, similar to those in Fig. 7 :
R i = rid/
= 8
µ2„, (
effective) = 65
r1„, = 0.7k11
Y.,
-= 280
R,, = reokfl
Po = 0.28
With the anode of V2 fed from a constant-potential
point as in Fig. 7, the following results are shown:

Value
of R 0

-1-4Vo(tLimPol

R

NOTES

R

ON

SOLDERING"

Regarding \r
um ,V„ and V„ in Fig. 9 as constant, so
'THIS new 88- page edition of the Tin Research Instithat 4V,,,,= — m4
and substituting in ( 3) and l- tute's handbook is intended primarily for industrial
neglecting jin comparison with µeh,
users of solders of various kinds but is useful to many
+ tR,) + tIV0(µ impo) = 4E,t
( 5c) others.
Mass-production soldering methods are dealt
of the same form as ( 5a) except that t = ( 1 — µimp i)takes with at some length and special emphasis is laid on an
the place of q, 1/12 8 appearing in a similar role to R,,,,, but important point that is too often overlooked: parts that
the influence of rn1is of course absent. Results correspond- are to be joined by soldering should be so designed as
to facilitate the making of good, sound joints. The book
ing to (6a), etc., follow, thus
describes both the theory and the practice of many kinds
S' —
po
of soldering. There is a most useful section ( illustrated
by 8 good photographs) on wiped joints in lead pipes,
(S'= op
µimp oR,
the successful making of which is perhaps the most satist= o)
fying of soldering achievements. Another section shows
IR,
how to solder such " difficult " metals as stainless steel,
cast iron and aluminium.
The best fluxes for use on
gimPo
r
(r 2c), same as ( Iza) both straightforward and difficult metals are given and
Ro
(S' = co)
the writer is careful to state which of them are or are
not permissible in electrical work.
Altogether, this is an
R,
R
e =
rl
R,
(
r
3c)
extremely valuable little book; it is obtainable free of
(Ro = o)
charge from The Tin Research Institute, Fraser Rd.,
S' --- — µ,mp o
(
r4c), same as ( r4a) Green ford , M iddlesex
R. W. H
(
RO =

T
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ECONOMICAL 50- WATT AMPLIFIER
Taking Ad van t
age

ofNew Ratings for the KT66 Valve

By G. R.

WOOD VILL E

(M.-0.

Valve

Company)

ANODE SUPPLY FOR
EARLIER STAGES

Fig. 1.

Com pl ete ci
rcuit

W

diagram of 5o- watt amplifier using KT66 output valves with fixed bias:

HEN the KT66 vahe was
first introduced i
n
1937
it was give n maxi
mum
anode and screen voltage ratings
of goo an d 300 respectively. At
these voltages a pa i
r ofvalves will
provide an ou tput of 30 watts
with quiescen t anode and screen
dissipations
watts.

of

21.5

an d

0.75

ditions per pair of valves unless
otherwise stated are :

The circuit used to obtain 5o
watts output is shown in Fig. r, the
Auto Bias.

H.T. supply voltage...
Anode voltage

FO

450
425
415
390
300
275
104
125
5
18
500 ohms
30
8,000
21.5
9.5
0.75
2.5
35+ 35
525+ 525
49%

Fixed Bias.
535 V
500 V
525 V
480 V
420 V
385 V
80 mA
175 mA
3 mA
21 mA

FO
Screen voltage
Recent
investigations
have
shown that it is permissible to
Anode current
FO
increase the anod e an d screen
voltages to 5cto and 400 respec Screen current
FO
tively and the anode di ssipation
FO
to 25 watt s. Th ese new limits
Grid bias per valve ...
Power output
permit the design o fan economical
—45 V (appx.)
50 W
Anode load resistance ...
5o -watt amplifier.
Thi s Output
6,000 û
Anode dissipation per valve
represents an incre ase o f nearly
21 W
70%, which i
s o bta i
ned with an
FO
17 W
Screen dissipation per valve
anode supply vo lt age only 20%
0.6 W
greater than that requ i
re d for the •
FO
4W
Peak input voltage approx.
FO
45+ 45 V
3o -watt amplifier.
R.M.S. voltage to rectifier ( approx.)
Efficiency*
...
FO
600+
600
V
Under the quiesc en t condition
52%
the dissipation i
s b
el
ow the permitted maximum, th oug h, due to
@ = Quiescent or no signal condition.
the regulation of the supply, the
FO = Full output.
voltages are slightly higher than
Watts outp ut
the normal wo rki ng li m i
t.
No ill
x
100
* Effieiene Y — Watts Input to anode and screen
effects will be experienced from
Some small differences from the
this cause.
two KT66 valves being driven
above data are to be expected
The comparati ve operating confrom a low-impedance triode via a
with various pairs of valves.
push-pull transformer T1. _ The
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Economical 50-watt Amplifier—
latter is not essential since the
KT66 valves are not driven into
the positive grid current region,
and any of the recognized phasesplitting arrangements are suitable, but the D.C. resistance from
each KT66 control grid to earth
should not greatly exceed roo,000
ohms under the fixed bias conditions.
Independently adjustable bias
controls, 12. 1, R 2, provide a bias
supply variable from 30 to 6o
volts.
The bias circuit is somewhat unorthodox in that it is
taken from the anode supply
transformer T, via a small condenser C, of high working voltage.
The maximum bias voltage obtainable is determined by the capacitance of C1 and the resistance of
R,, R,, R, and R,. This arrangement has the advantage that no
TOTAL
200

50+50-

w 40+40

t• 30+30
o.

re 20+20
1.1

ce
e
a.
ca.
10+10

o

11111111111111111111111111MIUMBMamm
unimunimmummmvam
mum limaimuminrAiniza
miimmummummarmoraini
zumazummummvairawan
IS

Barn Man MMIIIIIIPMPARZIIMB
»BM IPAYInteMM
ANODE CURRENT o
n tide
.."....
d
11 :
MUM Man tIP.IBUZMIIIIIMM
ZIMIMIZZ MUM
1131/2.2 MIN» MI» MI MEW
M111111111111P.M11111111VAIMMIMM
Wan tItalltil » Mal BRIIMINIBIEM
MIIIIINIUM111111M1111/41111M MUUMUU»
MIMP21112B1111111.13W
MBZ
»MN
tilEM
BUM
NMI» MIIIIK1M1111111« BUM MUM
wsimmormummumma

ee

e

11111.111111MIIMIUMMWMIIV
20

175

150

put valves are not driven into the
positive grid current region. The
value of the condenser C, may be
increased or decreased to provide
higher or lower voltages for use
with other types of valves. It will
be noticed that the rectifier filament is earthed and may be run
from the 6.3-volt amplifier heater
supply with a resistance
R5
dropping the voltage to 4 or 5 for
the rectifier. Suitable resistances
values are U o-2.3 ohms, U 40.9 ohms, and U5ø—.65 ohms.
A considerable increase in anode
and screen currents takes place with
increasing signal input and a lowimpedance H.T. supply is required.
A choke input filter circuit using
two low - resistance chokes L1,
L,, provides a hum- free supply of
good regulation.
When a small
amount of hum can be tolerated
at full output, the second choke

50

25

0-

IMIIIIIMMIIIIMIIIIIM111111111M111111111
1111111p1UM11111131111.11MMIWIZMIll
Iml!..11111111M11111111MIIIIMMIIIIIIMM
111111111111»111111I 1.11111111•1111111111»11111111111111
»ANODE DISSIPATION 1.1.1111.1111IMM
_
5%
ZnalillE11111111 4!!!=mwrcie«uwwWwunIMIM
111
.
1.DIST° " 1" 1111111MIIIMIMM
0
10
20
30
40
500
POWER OUTPUT IN WATTS

Fig. 2. e-rformance curves of the amplifier operated in class AB, with
V0=480, V,,2 = 385, Vgi — 45, and an anode- to-anode load of 6,000 ohms.
special bias transformer is required
and that acomparatively low bias
voltage (of 6o volts) is obtainable
from a high- voltage transformer
without the use of resistances
dissipating considerable power.
This arrangement is suitable whenever a low- impedance bias supply
is not required, i.e. when the out-

and condenser L 2, C 3 may be
omitted.
Due to the large variation in
screen current between the quiescent and the full output conditions, a gas- filled cold-cathode
diode, type Sr3o, must be used to
supply the screen voltage. As the
voltage drop across this diode does

December, 1948

OUR COVER
The overall size of the chassis of
the Pye Bl8T television receiver,
in which the makers have dispensed with amains transformer,
is little bigger than a standard
broadcast set.
By using an
inclined chassis the 9- in C.R.T.
has been accommodated in a
minimum of space.

not change materially with varying
current, the screens are maintained
at approximately 115 volts below
the anode supply under all conditions of operation. This reduced
voltage is also used to supply the
earlier valves.
The screen grids
must not be connected directly to
the 500 volt supply.
The meter shunts R 12 ,R„ are
permanently connected in the
cathode circuits of the KT66
valves and the meter measures the
total cathode current of each output valve. The quiescent screen
current (approx. 1.5 mA) is mall
compared to the anode current
(approx. 40 mA), and may be
safely ignored when adjusting the
bias voltages by means of the
resistances R I, R 2. The actual
quiescent current is not important
and any value between 30 and 40
mA may be used. At lower currents
"crossover " distortion becomes
evident and at higher currents the
anode dissipation is increased unnecessarily. Both valves must of
course be set to identical quiescent
currents. A meter having a fullscale deflection with its shunts, of
100/ 150 mA is suitable.
The performance of the amplifier
is illustrated by the curves of Fig.
2, and is suitable for small public
address equipment and also makes
an economical modulator for low
power transmitters, being capable
of providing i00% modulation for
a 100- watt carrier. It has a high
efficiency and alower quiescent dissipation than many other 5o-watt
amplifiers. The use of fixed grid
bias instead of the more usual
cathode bias arrangement renders
the amplifier rather less foolproof,
and a meter is essential for adjusting the anode current and should
preferably be built into the equipment. How ever, it is not essential
that it should have ahigh accuracy
and one of the miniature type is
suitable.
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"SUPER FIFTY WATT" AMPLIFIER

r****1

All

types of

M1CROPHONES,
STANDS
and

SPEAKERS

available

from

stock including
12 in. GOODMAN
P.M.

SPEAKER

This AMPLIFIER has aresponse of 30 cis. to 25,000 c/s. within
ldb, under 2 per cent, distortion at 40 watts and 1per cent. at
15 watts, including noise and distortion of pre- amplifier and
microphone transformer.
Electronic mixing for microphone and
gramophone of either high or low impedance with top and bass
controls.
Output for 15/250 ohms with generous voice coil
feedback to minimise speaker distortion. New style easy access
steel case gives recessed controls, making transport safe and easy.
Exceedingly well ventilated for long life.
Amplifier complete in
steel case, with built-in 15 ohm mu- metal shielded microphone
transformer, tropical finish.
As illustrated, Price 36; Gns.

•
30- Watt RECORD
REPRODUCER
in

FOUR-WAY ELECTRONIC MIXER

metal case
PRICE 31;) Gns.

10- Watt

RECORD

REPRODUCERwith
MICROPHONE
STAGE,

in

case

PRICE 251 Gns.
•
CP20A AMPLIFIER
for A.C. Mains and
I2- volt Battery
PRICE £28.0.0

This unit has 4 built-in, balanced and screened microphone
transformers, normally of 15-30 ohms impedance. It has 5 valves
and selenium rectifier supplied by its own built-in screened power
pack : consumption 20 watts.
Suitable for recording and dubbing, or large P.A. Installations since
it will drive up to six of our 50 watt amplifiers, whose base
dimensions it matches.
The standard model has an output
impedance of 20,000 ohms or less, and any impedance can be
supplied to order.
Price in case with valves, etc., £ 24.

OUR FRIENDS OVERSEAS
are invited to write for Export Terms

*Met

LIMITED

257-261, THE BROADWAY, WIMBLEDON,
LONDON, S.W.19, ENGLAND •
TELEPHONES :

LIBerty 2814 and 6242-3.

TELEGRAMS: " VORTEXION, WIMBLE, LONDON."
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PHOTOCELL
CABE

VERY

LOW

CAPACITANCE

EXTREME SENSITIVITY. Perhaps the most noteworthy
feature of these amplifiers is their high sensitivity, which
allows wide-range pick-up with low-level high fidelity
microphones.
For example, the 25-watt has an overall power amplification
of 133 d.b. or twenty-million-million-times. This is mainly
achieved by the inclusion of ahigh-gain input stage completely enclosed in arubber-mounted magnetic screening case.

ELECTRONICS
SCHOLARSHIPS

OUTPUT. The output transformer of each amplifier is of generous

ELECTRIC & MUSICAL INDUSTRIES LTD.

size, and has an eight-sectioned primary in order that it can be
included in the inverse feed-back loop. The following outputs
are provided :Max. undistorted voltage ( R.M.S.) 100. 50, 25 volts.
Load impedance ( 25-watt) - - 400. 100. 25 ohms.
Load impedance ( 50-watt) - - 200. 50, 12.5 ohms.
These amplifiers are normally
intended to use with the toovolt-line system in which each
loudspeaker has its own transformer. This allows simple
parallel connection of the
loudspeaker load, the use of
long lines, and the rating of
loudspeakers in terms of
their actual power consumption
in watts.

1,12111Z

4511k

MICROPHONE INPUT
Input required for full drive
0.8 millivolts
Impedance - - 1megohm
GRAMOPHONE INPUT
Input required for full drive
90 millivolts
Impedance - - 0.25 megohm

PHILIPS ELECTRICAL
LIMITED

•
CENTURY

AMPLIFIER
HOUSE,

DEPARTMENT,

SHAFTESBURY

AVENUE,

LONDON, W.C.2

offered by
(" H.M.V.", Marconiphone, Columbia.)
There are two scholarships:
L 3-yr. WHOLE TIME DAY COURSES
commencing April 1949, covering City
& Guilds Full Technological Certificates
in Telecommunications Engineering and
including one year in the works at Hayes.
s. Group of four of our POSTAL
COURSES covering City and Guilds
Final Certificate in Telecommunications
Engineering.
Final date for receiving nominations from County
Education Authorities December 31st, 1948. In
addition to the 3-yr., there will be a 2-yr. course
commencing on the same date and a
few vacancies still remain on both
courses. Full particulars of attendance
and postal courses are contained
in FREE BOOKLET obtainable
from:

E.M.I. INSTITUTES LTD
Dept. I a.43 Grove Park Road, Chiswick, London, W.4.
Telephone CHIswick 4417/8
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INVISIBLE

T

HE ability to think out intricate problems mentally,
without external aids such
as written or drawn symbols, is
given to only a few great intellects. Most of us are obliged to
lean rather heavily on such aids,
though perhaps we do not always
realize how well they serve us.
If you want to get some :clea of
how much you owe to our system
of numerals, for example, try
working out asimple little " sum "
in Roman figures, say, dividing
MCMXI by XCI.

459

COMPONENTS

What the Circuit Diagram Fails to Show

diagram.
A year or so ago* I
showed ho;,
ir circuits that appear
to be unorthodox or even inexplicable can be accounted for in
his w ey .
Many—perhaps most
—of the snags that so often crop
up in new arrangements or modificatior.s can be traced to the " invisible components."
Out of
sight, out of mind.
Evei: when aware of their existence, one is often tempted to re •
gard them vaguely as " capacity
effects,"
and
either fail to
adopt
suitable
precautions in the
right places or go
to alot of trouble
to apply them in
unne cessary
places.
One of the first
places where
"capacity
effects" became
(b)
well known was
at the aerial leadFig. I. General rules about " lead-in capacity "
in. As long as a
that apply to the customary receiver input
circuit ( a) may not hold good with the alternative
quarter of a cenarrangement, ( b).
tury ago books
and articles for
wireless amateurs were emphasizThe circuit diagram is another
ing the importance of keeping the
example of a practically indisaerial lead-in well away from
pensable aid to thought; simple
walls—and still more from pipes
and effective. But the very effectiveness of such aids creates a and gutters—and as short as possible, to prevent a large stray
danger; the danger of handing
capacil y to earth bypassing away
over to them too much of our
the precious R.F. currents that
reasoning powers.
were so much needed in those
When some piece of circuitry
days of low-power transmitters
behaves unexpectedly, it is usual
and crystal detectors. With the
to place the circuit dagram on the
desk in front of us and gaze at it
type of input circuit commonly
intently, trying to arrive at a used ( Fig. Ia.), that was sound adplausible explanation of the action
vice. One had only to grasp the
in terms of what we see. But it
aerial lead and notice how signal
is a great mistake to assume that
strengt h fell off to demonstrate its
because a correctly drawn diatruth.
But it was one of those
gram, complete with values of
generalizations which, if accepted
components and any other necesblindly, might mislead. Some resary data, tells the truth, it tells
ceivers used the tapped-down inthe whole truth and nothing but
put connection ( Fig. lb), somethe truth.
times with only a turn or two beWorkers in megacycles are, of
tween aerial and earth terminals;
course, familiar with the importand such sets are almost immune
ance of such unrevealed details
from " capacity effects."
The
as inter-electrode capacitances.
"Tuning Circuits—Obvious and OtherSometimes they dot them into the
wise." u'ireless World, November. 1947.

By

«« CATHODE

RAY"

aeral lead can be wired all over
the house in lead-covered cable,
even, without much loss of signal.
The explanation, of course, lie::
in the impedance across which the
stray
capacitance
occurs.
A
"stray" amounting to roo pF,
at iMc/s, is a reactance of about
1600n.
In Fig. r(a) the input
impedance of the receiver is
probably tens of kilohms; in ( b)
perhaps only a few tens of ohms.
So the effect of shunting r600S)
across is likely to be disastrous to
(a) and unnoticeable with ( b).
As interest developed in the
direction of higher frequencies,
amateurs naturally became more
conscious of " capacity effects
than ever. And rightly so, seeing
that the shunting effect of a capacitance is directly proportional to
frequency. It would never have
occurred to those who rely on
second - hand
generalizations,
therefore, to invent the coaxial
cable, with its many pF per foot,
for these very high frequencies.
"A little knowledge" would have
rejected .such a proposal scornfully, as obviously having far too
much " stray capacty.'
Ful er
knowledge
took
account
of
another hidden component—d'stributed inductance—and found
C

d.
IC

9I -

k

Fig. 2. In a R.F. amplifier the
"hidden components " (dotted)
are quite as important as many
of those shown in the usual circuit
diagram.
that this exactly neutralized the
effect of the distributed capacitance.
A valuable
accomplishment,
then, is the ability to estimate
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Invisible Components—
the values of the uncharted quantities and calculate their probable
effects in the circuit. In a stage
of tuned R.F. amplification one
would not normally connect a
capacitor between the " live"
sides of the input and output.

Fig. 3. Another circuit in which
valve capacitance may play an
important part.
But it has long been common
knowledge that one exists, in the
form of the anode- to-grid capacitance of the valve ( denoted by
The screen- grid
Ca-9 ; Fig. 2).
valve was invented to reduce it to
a minimum; and then it became
necessary to look carefully to the
capacitance of the valve holder
and the wiring.
Even o.ofpF
could make all the difierence. At
the same time, much larger capacitances can be tolerated across
input and output ( namely, C.,_,
and
Ca_k),
because they are
neutralized by the tuning inductance and simply necessitate a reduction in tuning capacitance.
Ultimately, however, the possible
gain at a given frequency—especially a very high frequency— is
limited by these input and output
capacitances; gain is approximately proportional to coupling
impedance, which in a tuned cirL
cuit is rC
— so inversely proportional to C.
It is quite wrong to suppose
that such effects are confined to
radio frequencies. The " invisible
components"
can
sometimes
dominate the situation at audio
or even power frequencies. It is
well known that when a high resistance ( R in Fig. 3) is used in a
grid circuit, the fact that the
valve is biased and operated to
avoid grid current does not exclude voltage drop in R.
One
must take account of the valve
input capacitance, which combines with R to form a potential
divider that progressively reduces
the overall gain of the stage as
signal frequency is increased.

Wireless ' World
Part of this hidden capacitance
is doubly hidden; because in addition to the fairly straightforward
C pi _k there is Ca o ., which is by
no means straightforward, for the
"geometrical' or " cold " capacitance is multiplied by the gain
of the valve (" Miller effect"),
and in a highsi triode may
amount to several hundred pF.
An interesting example of how
stray capacitance can cause serious trouble, even at the lowest
frequencies, occurred in a piece of
apparatus where the cathode
potential of a cathode-fDllower
valve was adjustable over a
range of several hundred volts.
The valve makers generally refuse to answer for the consequences if the potential between
cathode and heater is increased
beyond foo V ; sometimes even
less.
At the same time they
recommend that the resistance between them should not exceed,
say, zo,000f.
2. So the heater could
neither be joined to a fixed potential nor left floating, and it was
therefore necessary to connect the
heater to cathode.
Since the

Fig. 4. Example in which a stray
capacitance may be vital even in
a zero-frequency power unit
apparatus was designed to give
only a D.C.
output at the
cathode, it might have been supposed that " capacity effects"
could be ignored, and precautions
confined to making sure that the
separate heater winding for this
valve was well insulated to stand
the full range of voltage.
In
practice, however, a very unsatisfactory result might have been
obtained. The power transformer
had another winding supplying
about 700V. If the heater winding had been laid on top of it,
the circuit would have been
equivalent to Fig. 4, where E is
700V, 5o c / s, and C is the capacitance between the two transformer
windings
Being
a
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cathode follower, the valve would
have an output resistance something less than f/gin ; assuming
g. to be in the region of 5mA / V,
that would be 20011. C might be
in the region of roopF; at 5o c/s,
foopF is about 3o MS2, which
seems large enough to be harmless. Yet assuming these figures,
the hum voltage in the output
would be about 5mV, which is
more than five times larger than
there was reason to expect it to be
from other causes.
But the position was likely to
be very much worse. If the output term:nals were open- circuited,
gin would be zero, and there would
be little to stop the - hum"
rocketing up to hundreds of volts!
A capacitor across the output
terminals would have to be 5o,uF
or more to be much good; excessively bulky and expensive for up
to 5oo V working!
The proper
solution, of course, was to cut out
C by carefully screening the
winding.
An
alternative—to
balance out the hum by capacitance to a point in opposite phase
—is in princ:ple and in practice
less satisfactory. It is better to
avoid
undesirable
effects
by
getting rid of the cause than by
balancing them out with arrangements that require critical adjustment and may leave substantial
"residuals."
The term " residuals " is a cue
to dilate on the extreme importance of the invisible components
in A.C. bridges. But dealing with
them is a special art and far too
long a story to tell here. So Igo
on to say a few words about the
more relevant problem of " earthing," in the sense of " tying
down" parts of the circuit that
one wants to have at constant
potential. Decoupling, and such
like. This too can be made quite
a long story, and I only give an
example of the sort of thing.
Suppose you have a high-gain
amplifier. One of the most important requirements in its design
is to prevent it from picking up
stray fields. The usual methods
are either to build it on a metal
chassis,
with
suitable
metal
screens for the more vulnerable
parts, or to enclose the whole
amplifier in a screen; in either
case the metalwork is intended to
be earthed.
If the common
negative lines of the circuit can l
connected to this metalwork it
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simplifies matters to do so. But
sometimes it is not; perhaps
because there is a necessity to
connect it to a point at a different
potential to earth.
If so, there
may be trouble.
Fig. 5 represents, say, the input to the first
stage, which, of course, is the
most sensitive part of the amplifier, so the grid lead has a screen
round it ( shown dotted) connected
to the earthed chassis. Suppose
now the common negative lead is
connected to some other equipment. Even if the other equipment is also earthed, the leads
between the two units or between
them and earth may pick up a
trace of hum or other interference.
This can be represented as a small
alternating voltage between the
two terminals in Fig. 5; and it is
easy to see that it is applied, via
the capacitance between grid lead
and
screen,
across
the
grid
resistor, and therefore right in at
the front door of the amplifier.
So one often has to think rather
hard to decide whether screens
should
be connected
to
the
"earthy" side of the circuit, or
to chassis, or what.
Up to now we have been concentrating mainly on the effects
of hidden capacitors.
But the
possibility of stray " pick-up,"
just referred to, is areminder that
transformers, too, are hidden in
most circuits; often in unsuspected places.
One is apt to
assume
that
the
alternating
magnetic field in a mains or audio
transformer is confined to the iron
core; but that is very far from
true, especially of those chokes
and output transformers whose
cores are interrupted by gaps.

Fig. 5.
A common dilemma;
should the screening be joined to
chassis or ' common negative " 1
Similar problems are particularly
prominent in bridge design.

Any leads within a foot or two
must be regarded as looselycoupled turns on the transformer,
and altl-ough the voltage generated in :hem may be small it can
be very troublesome when highly
amplified.
P.
J.
Baxandall
showed, in the February, 1947,
issue, how careful one has to be
about the loop formed by the
input lead to an amplifier, the
valve itsaf, and the return.
Another thing one tends to
forget when studying a circuit
diagram is that there is no perfect
insulator, so there is a conduct-

INTERFERENCE
SUPPRESSION

LINE EARTH, LINE

ADI
INTERFERENCE
SUPPREgOR
MODEL S.C.I .
00
25

vOLT WOPIING

ANTIFERENCr
Fig. 6. The leakage, shown here
as Re,may be serious in a valve
voltmeter or amplifier.
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6Z BÍRTANSil ST
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MAD
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E GLAND
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ance between every pair of points
in the circuit! In most places the
unintentional conductance is so
small as to have no appreciable
effect; for example, it may come
across a relatively low intentional
conductance. Or the effect may
nthe event of the Wireless
be apprcciable—for example, the
leakage of electrolytic capacitors
Telegraphy Bill announced
—but harmless or even slightly
in
the House of Commons
beneficial. There are sonic danger
points to look out for, however;
on October 29th becoming
one of the most important is a
law, it will be necessary to
coupling or blocking capacitor in
suppress any electrical plant
front of a high- resistance circuit.
Consider the input to a valve voltradiating interference.
meter ( Fig. 6). In order to avoid
loading the circuit being measured„R may be made very large,
Every radio and electrical
perhaps 5o MS2; but call it only
dealer should be in a posioMe. C will generally have to
be fairly large in order to cause no
tion to meet the heavy deappreciaole error in reading at low
mand that will arise. The
frequencies, say 25 c/s.
And it
condenser filter illustrated
may be there for the purpose of
enabling alternating voltages to be
is available from stock, list
measured in the presence of a
price 27/6.
relatively large direct voltage, say
up to f:coo: Even if the instrument is only moderately sensitive
it may well be desirable to limit
leakage
of this
unidirectional
voltage to, say, o.of V
Considering R and the leakage of C
(call it Rc)as a resistive potentialdivider, then, 12, must be not less 67 BRYANSTON ST., LONDON, W.1

NTIFERENCE
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Invisible Components—
than a million megohms. Which
means that no ordinary capacitor
will do.
Although this effect is generally
less acute in an ordinary amplifier,
neglect of it may lead to unexpectedly large anode currents and
distortion.
We have seen that small stray
mutual inductances may be important even at the lowest frequencies.
Self-inductances can
generally be neglected at audio
frequencies, but not at very high
radio frequencies.
It is easy to
draw a• bypass capacitor in a
circuit diagram and think you
have " earthed " that part of the
circuit; but what about the inductance of the leads?
What you
really have is not Fig. 7(a), as in
the diagram, but Fig. 7(b), which
is a low impedance at only one
frequency. Increasing the capacitance may actually increase the
impedance at the working frequency.
The best policy is to
reduce L as much as possible; the
"bushing "
types
of
bypass
capacitor are the most familiar

expression of that policy. A good
deal of ingenuity has been used in
devising still more nearly perfect
E.H.F. " seals."*

(a)
( b)
Fig. 7. What is shown as (a) on a
E.H.F. circuit diagram is likely
to behave more like what would
be represented as (b).

Another place where invisible
"coils" are a major problem is
inside a valve. The inductance of
the connections is a principal
factor limiting the frequency at
which the valve can be effectively
used.
While the usual simple
symbol for a valve is good enough
for most audio and moderate radio
• e.g. : " The Duct Capacitor," Alan Watton,
Jr., ¡'roc. ¡ RE., April, 1948, P. 55 0

NEW DOMESTIC
A NEW " Ambassador " radio-C-1 gramophone Model 4756, Type
S,
with storage space for 150
records has been introduced by
R. N. Fitton, Hutchinson Lane,
Brighouse, Yorks. The A.C. / D.C.
superhet ( 4 valves+rectifier) covers
six
wavebands with bandspread
tuning between 9.4 and 50 metres.
The walnut cabinet measures 33in x
t8in x r5lin and the price is £59 / 5s
including tax.
A built-in loop aerial designed for
efficient short-wave reception is a
feature of the new Ekco " Consolette "
A.C. / D.C.
transportable.
The four-valve plus rectifier superhet circuit is housed in a two-colour
plastic cabinet with finger-tip side
controls for tuning and volume. The
price is £ 17 175 including tax, and
the makers are E. K. Cole, Southend-on-Sea.
In the new Model 91G radiogramophone made by Invicta Radio, Parkhurst Road, London, N.7, a sevenvalve circuit ( plus C.R. tuning indicator) covers short waves ( with
bandspread tuning) from ii to 60
metres in addition to the usual
medium and long waves.
Individual calibrated bandspread tuning
scales are provided for the 16, 19,
25 and 31 metre bands. A push-pull
output stage delivers 6 watts undis-
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frequency purposes, it is seriously
misleading at E.H.F. unless replaced by quite a complicated
"circuit diagram."
The general conclusion, then, is
a resolve to cultivate the habit of
considering what " hidden components" may have to be taken
into account under the conditions
that apply. This may not always
be easy, especially when the
quantities in question are distributed around the circuit instead
of being conveniently localized or
lumped as the standard circuit
symbols represent. On the other
hand, some problems of this kind
that seem at first sight vague or
difficult can often be successfully
treated
as
an " equivalent
circuit."
The common " transmission
line"
is
a classical
example.
The intervalve transformer is another; Terman in his
"Radio Engineering" shows very
clearly how it can be treated as
three simple equivalent circuits,
valid respectively at low, middle,
and high audio frequencies. And
there are plenty of other examples
"in the literature."

RECEIVERS

torted.
Ihere is an automatic
record changer and storage space for
records in the cabinet which measures
4oin x3oin x2 in.
The instrument
is designed for A.C. mains 110-250V,
40-roo c / s, and the price is £ 120
2S 5d, including tax.
Bandspread
tuning
on
shortwaves and a C.R. tuning indicator
are features of the K.B. Model DR2o
receiver.
This is a superhet with

The K.B. Model DRIO
four valve and a rectifier.
The
output valve is rated at 4 watts
and there is an 8- inch P.M. loudspeaker. The price is £ 26 2S 6d in-

cluding tax and an A.C./D.C. version including a barretter is also
available.
Negative feedback on the pickup
circuit is an unusual feature of the
K.B. Models DRito and DRI5 which
are A.C. and universal mains versions of a new superhet using an 8inch speaker in a shallow large-area
cabinet. The price is £ 19 ros including tax and the makers are
Kolster Brandes, Footscray,
Sidcup, Kent.
The Model 848 " Town and
Country" receiver made by
Rainbow Radio, Mincing Lane,
Blackburn, Lancs, can be
operated either from A.C.
mains, or from a 6- volt accumulator, H.T. being provided
through the medium of a
vibrator.
The
set covers
medium waves and 9.8 to 98
metres in three short-wave
ranges. An R.F. stage precedes
the frequency changer and a
separate electron-coupled oscillator is employed. The bozoinch loudspeaker is fed by a pushpull output stage; with mains operations the output is 7 watts and
on batteries, 4 watts. Power consumption is 42 watts on mains or
27 watts (4.5 A at 6 V) from batteries.
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CONDITIONS
Forecast for

By T. W. BENNINGTON and L. J. PRECHNER

Decem ber

(
Engineering Division, 8.8.C.)

October, in
DURING
with the seasonal

accordance
the night-time working frequencies
trend for
will be as low as 7Mc/s over many
these latitudes, the average daytime
long-distance circuits, and they will
maximum usable frequencies inbe in use over longer periods than
creased very considerably, while the
in November.
average night-time M.U.F.s deBelow are given, in terms of the
creased somewhat.
broadcast bands, the working freOwing to the exceptional amount
quencies which should be regularly
of ionosphere storminess, daytime
usable during December for four
working frequencies were rather
long-distance circuits running in dif- .
lower than expected, particularly in
ferent directions from this country.
the second half of the month. How(All times are G.M.T.) In addition,
ever, long-range working on the 28a figure in brackets is given for the
Mc/s band was quite frequent, for
use of those whose primary interest
example with New Zealand, and
is the exploitation of certain fremany contacts were made occasionquency bands, and, this indicates
ally on higher frequencies.
As is
the highest frequency likely to be
well known, Alexandra Palace teleusable for about 25% of the time.
vision transmissions were received
Montreal
:
0000
7Nrcis
(11Mc/s)
in Cape Town towards the end of
1000
9 „
(12 „ )
October.
That this is a long1100
11 „
j15 „ )
distance record is due probably to
1200
17 „
(23 „
1:300
21 „
installation of a test television re1400
26 „
ceiver in South Africa, as otherwise
1700
21 „
(28 „ )
it is by no means an unusual dis1800
17 „
(24 „ )
1900
15 „
tance for propagation of signals of
(22 „ )
2000
11 „
(17 „ )
this frequency at the epoch of maxi2100
(14 „ )
mum sunspot activity. Indeed, such
2300
„
(10 „ )
results were anticipated in this
Buenos Aires : 0000
9Me s
(13Mcls)
column's forecasts for October and
0400
(11 „ )
0700
November.
Night-time
working
9
(16 „ )
0800
15
(20 „ )
frequencies were fairly high for the
0900
21
(28 „ )
time of the year.
1000
26
(:32 „ )
1900
Sunspot activity in October was
17
(25 „
2000
15
(20 „ I
less than in September. Two fairly
2200
11
(16 „ )
large groups were observed, which
2300
o
(13 „ )
crossed the central meridian of the
Cape Town:
0000
9Mc/s
(1331c:s1
sun on the 17th and 27th.
0200
„
(
11
)
The month was exceptionally dis0600
15 „
(20 ,.• )
0700
turbed, particularly so in the last
21 „
(
32
)
0800
26
(34 „ )
two weeks.
Ionospheric storms
1500
21
(29 „
were observed on 1st-6th, t5th-16th,
1800
17 „
(25 „ )
18th- 24th, 26th-31st, those occur2000
15 „
(22 ., I
2100
11 „
(16 „ )
ring on 1st, 15th, igth-21st, 26th2300
9 „
113 „ )
29th and 31st being very violent.
Chunking:
0000
Not very many
Dellinger"
7Mc/s
110Mc's)
0500
fade-outs have been recorded in
(14 ,; )
0600
(21 r,
October, but those on the 9th and
0700
(24 „
11th were fairly severe.
0800
(
29
„
0900
(33 „ )
Forecast.—Daytime M.U.F.s will
1100
(27 „
be probably rather lower in Decem1200
(19 „ )
ber than in November because of
1300
(15
)
1500
(12
the " midwinter " effect in the
)
1700
(10 „ )
Northern Hemisphere.
However,
daytime working frequencies will be
Ionosphere storms are not very
still relatively high, and long-disfrequent in December, but if they
tance communication on very high
do occur during periods of darkness
frequencies should therefore be posthey are
very
troublesome on
sible in all directions from this
account of the already very low
country.
The 28-Mc/ s amateur
ionization prevailing during the
band should be regularly usable at
winter night. At the time of writsiutable times of the day, but coning it would appear that such disditions on higher frequencies for
turbances are more likely to occur
long-distance contacts will not be
within the periods 4th-5th, 8thas favourable as in November. The
12th, r6th-r7th, rgth-21st, 27thnight-time M.U.F.s will fall to their
28th and 31st, than on the other
lowest values for the winter, so that
days of the month.
K
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"TIIINETTE "
Automatic Model
PORTABLE

ELECTRIC
GRAMOPHONE
This instrument is fitted with
the latest type Garrard Automatic Record Changer which
operates with ten min, or
records.
Magnetic pick-up,
first-class amplification and a
61in. dia, high-efficiency loudspeaker provide excellent quality
of reproduction with adequate
volume.
Volume and tone controls are
provided and the whole unit
is designed to operate on A.C.
Mains. The case is covered in
best quality leather cloth with
robber feet and rust-proofed
fittings.
All components are
tropicalised.
As an alternative there is a
Single record player instead of
the automatic changer.
Both these models have had an
enthusiastic reception in many
export markets and are now
available in limited quantities
for home buyers.
Send for illustrated lists and full
details.
THE TRIX ELECTRICAL CO. LTD.
1-5 Maple Plsce, Tottenham Court Road,
London, WE.
Phone: ML/Seum 5817.
Grams & Cables: "Trixadio, Wesdo. London."
AMPriFTERS • MICROPHONES • LOUDSPEMSERS
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Unbiased
English as She is
Spoke

R

ADAR is, without doubt, one of
It the major
developments of
radio and, apart from its wartime
uses, has already proved itself a
very present help in trouble to the

Technical phraseology.
fog- encompassed mariner nosing his
way cautiously along a crowded
estuary amid the raucous bellowings
of other ships under way and the
bell- ringing bedlam of those lying
uneasily at anchor. But it needed a
visit to the radar research station
at the end of Southend pier to convince me of the real marvels of this
new application of radio science. I
knew, of course, that I should be
able to see on the screen the
luminous representation of ships
moving over the face of the waters
in densest fog, but I little thought
that radar would also enable me to
see the ghostly forms of stationary
and firmly anchored buoys silently
and eerily passing up and down on
the broad bosom of old Father
Thames.
This sort of thing must surely be
very bewildering and disconcerting
to
sailors
of
the
old
school,
accustomed, as they are, to placing
firm reliance on these invaluable aids
to navigation to show them the fairway and keep them off the treacherous shoals and sandbanks. Yet they
must learn that in this atomic age
staid and stately buoys do move up
and down stream with all the careless abandon of a woman driver on
an arterial road; for one cannot cast
doubt upon the categorical statement of a beautifully prepared and
elaborately framed series of notices
which attempt to instruct the unlettered
masses
concerning
the
wonders that they will see when
they peer into the what-the-butlersaw type of viewer.

I must confess that I was so incredulous when Ifirst saw the notice
that Icalled the attention of a passing sailor to it.
He uttered an
astonished " blimey" and followed
it up with a graphic description of
his opinion couched in phraseology
which would, Ifear, be too technical
As it is I can
to reproduce here.
only quote the actual words of the
notice and leave it to you radar
experts to explain matters gently to
me: " Additional bright lights that
you see on the screen and which do
not appear on the [ adjoining] chart
are ships, buoys and other traffic
moving up and down the Thames."
Icannot help thinking that A. P.
Herbert, who is an old sailor himself
and has written such an excellent
account of the wartime history of
Southend pier, might have realized
what a dreadful shock this new idea
of moving buoys would be to us old
shellbacks and have broken it to us
in a less brusque manner. Perhaps,
too, he might have felt the same
irritation as I did at the use of the
totally unnecessary word " sited"
used in another notice which refers
to the apparatus " sited on the
roof." What a word! even if it was
used by Herbert Spencer and so is
in the O.E.D.

Things to Come

T

11E Editor and Ihave always set
our faces against the adoption
by the authorities of any systems of
broadcasting, such as the so-called
wired-wireless
or
carrier-current
methods, whereby listeners would be
denied the freedom of the ether and
be compelled to listen to piped programmes, no matter whether they
were to their liking or not. I am
sorry, therefore, to see a writer in
a prominent newspaper talking of
the possibility of high-level deliberations on, among other things, " the
control of the receiving range of
[television] sets manufactured for
sale to the public."
Such a control of receiver range
would, of course, be impossible unless the public were compelled to
buy a television volksempfanger in
a sealed box which it would be
verboten to open. If such a thing
did happen, let me say at once that
I should immediately take to the
Cave of Adullam and proceed to
make " maquis " receivers with
joyous abandon.
I hope many
W.W. readers would join me, not
with the idea of making money

World
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By FREE GRID
(perish the thought!) but of preserving the nation's freedom to
listen to and look at anything that
was ether- borne.
Apparently all the fuss has arisen
because the old idea or using a
central cinema to feed programmes
to achain of satellites equipped with
big-screen television is astage nearer
practical realization.
This newspaper correspondent seems to think
that pirate cinemas not belonging
to the chain might pick up the programmes and profit thereby. Surely,
however, the big cinema interests
have enough money and technical
talent at their disposal to obviate
this sort of thing by means of an
efficient " scrambling " system.
The next thing which apparently
disturbs the same writer is the
thought that home viewers might
attempt to pick up the programmes.
In this case he is not only disturbed
by the thought that they might
pirate the cinema transmissions but
that the programmes which they
filched might not be in good taste.
So our moral rectitude, which is not
sufficient to prevent our stealing
entertainment, is to be protected
against being offended by picking
up a film of doubtful moral tone.
He overlooks the fact that we could
in any case see it at the local cinema.
The price of this protection is to be
a restricted-range receiver, or in
other words, a Hitlerian yolksempfiinger.
As for the idea of distributing
films by television, Ipersonally look
forward to the day when they will
be sent out from a central transmitter, not for local cinemas, but
for the home viewer. Iwould much
prefer to see a film from the comfort of my fireside armchair than to

The local Amatorium.
turn out on a wet night and queue
in the rain in the hope of securing a
seat, which may or may not be at a
suitable viewing angle, in the local
Amatorium.
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Wireless World

TO

TIIE EDITOR

Controversy on Quality Receivers •
and Inter-modulation •
High-Level Detection
TN

querying the power handling
capabilities of the stages in my
high-level detection set your correspondent E. F. Good (your Nov.
issue) puts forward suggestions that
were actually tried by myself and
others as long ago as 1934 when you
published the first H.L.D. set.
At
that time I preferred the transformer coupling between the final
R.F. stage and the diode because it
simplified the design, provided a
very convenient means of permitting
paraphasing from a single diode,
and seemed to admit of greater
stability on the R.F. side. During
the intervening years I have not
found that there is anything to be
gained by varying my original circuit.
I have not tried an EF55 in the
third R.F. stage and use the Osram
KT6f because I have found it entirely satisfactory.
If instruments
are adequate indicators, this valve
is more than capable of fully loading
the PX25s but I agree that izo
volts RF is on the high side. Normally the output demanded from
the KTT6f is not more than 30 to
50 volts as, operating the PX25s
with 400V on the anodes and 600
ohm bias resistors, the maximum input (grid to grid) is 76V for the full
15 watts output.
It is pertinent to say here that the
set on which I am now working is
more in line with standardized practice in that six-volt Osram KT6fis
(triode connected) are in the output
stage. The operating conditions for
these are almost identical with those
of the PX25s.
Concerning feedback.
I quite
agree with Mr. Good.
In using a
small amount of negative feedback
I was bowing to the conventions of
some of my friends who ought to
know more about it than Ido. When
trying out a new speaker and using
an output transformer without a
feedback winding I found that there
was some increase in the top note
response and, as is well known,
there was a decrease in the required
voltage across the grids of the output valves which would naturally
result in lessening the danger of
overloading the KT6i.
Kensington. W. MAcLANACHAN.

Direct-coupled Amplifiers
T SHOULD

be most grateful it you
I- could find sufficient space in an
early issue of the Wireless World to

Distortion

Resistor Ratings

publish this reply to P. J. Baxandall's letter in your October, 1948,
issue.
Iam in a position to answer P. J.
Baxandall's query as to the conditions of comparison between N.
Bonavia Hunt's direct-coupled amplifier and other modern P.P. amplifiers.
Comparisons have been made by
me (on a twin L.S. system using a
folded bass horn and high-note diffuser for which the makers claim a
smooth response from 40 c/s to
zo,000 c/s) with a P.P. amplifier
using tetrodes with feedback on the
lines of P. J. B.'s amplifier ( W. W.,
Jan., 1948) and a Williamson amplifier (
W.W., May, 1947). Both these
were preceded by a tone control circuit of similar characteristics to
N.B.H.'s.
A quick switch over was arranged
and several enthusiasts have all
agreed that for complete absence of
any form of distortion, separation
of parts, and extreme clarity, the
N. B. H. amplifier could be picked
out every time.
The potentiometer referred to is
not, as pointed out, part of the tone
control network, but used as a preset load in connection with the 5kû
resistor in the cathode of the Mi‘T4
to ensure that the correct current is
passed.
Although as a matter of
convenience I am using an amplifier
of P. J. B. pattern, I think it is
most unfair to try to deter enthusiasts who are prepared to go to any
lengths to obtain the best possible
solution to this complex business of
Hi-Fidelity.
F. ASTIN.
Chorley, Lancs.

NT.

BONAVIA HUNT'S direct14 coupled amplifier is only a link
at the end of a long chain of amplifiers used by the B.B.C. from microphone to transmitting aerial.
He
would do well to ponder the fact
that as far as he is concerned the
only D.C. amplifier in the complete
chain to his loudspeaker is Mr.
Hunt's.
Ihave no desire, nor is there need,
to prove theoretically that a capacitance can deal with alternating currents of complex wave- form with
adequate fidelity; but, if capacitors
have not this property, the B.B.C.
are transmitting sounds of inferior
quality, which of course they sometimes do, due I am sure entirely to
other considerations.
Perhaps Mr. Hunt would be kind
enough to divulge the secrets of bis
loudspeaker system which can with

NEWS!
A

DUAL RANGE
TELEVISION
RECEIVER
Manual Tuning Control for

LONDON or BIRMINGHAM
Superheterodyne principle.
12 Standard Octal Valves. 9" Magnetic Picture
Tube (Black and White).

This is the lowest priced
Television Receiver
available
in Great Britain
Supplies limited at the moment.
Further particulars re demonstration,
price, delivery, etc., on application.

OUR AIM!
To help bring Television
into every Home

ALSO
A MIDGET

BATTERY

SUPERHETERODYNE
4-VALVE (Button

Type)

RECEIVER
Medium and Short Waves. 2!" P.M.
Speaker. Size 41" x5!" x4. In black
crackle case.
Further particulars as above.

SPECIAL
COMPLETE AUDIO FREQUENCY
FILTER UNIT
with attenuator control and adjustable
iron core, for use with infinite impedance detectors on all High Fidelity
Radio circuits.
Cuts out whistles.
Small, Screened, Colour coded.
Price

15/—

with circuit.

307, HIGH HOLBORN.
LONDON W.C.I. '
P/one • HOLéorn

463/
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Letters to the Editor—
so much accuracy reveal on the one
hand the perfection of his D.C. amplifier and on the other the defects
of a well-designed R.C. coupled
amplifier with feedback.
In all fairness it could be argued
that even distorted programmes
should be reproduced with the
utmost fidelity, and no doubt Mr.
Hunt will continue to use his wasteful D.C. amplifier regardless.
But Sir, is it worth it?
ALEXANDER SHACKMAN.
New Barnet,
Herts.
be allowed to put forward
MAYtheIfollowing
points in refer-

ence to Mr. P. J. Baxandall's letter
criticizing my amplifier?
(i) The circuit published in the
July issue gave only one form of the
amplifier,
mainly
intended
for
gramophone work.
(2) The potentiometer connected
in the grid circuit of the second A.F.
valve does not form part of the variable tone control network but is
intended to be pre-set to the optimum point and not altered.
(3) A later circuit incorporates a
fixed resistance with a choke in
series between grid and earth.
(4) A big undistorted wattage output cannot alone guarantee good
quality reproduction of orchestral
music; this amplifier can do so when
using PX4s in the output stage.
(5) Two or three watts is not
really a sufficient output for reproducing the lower frequencies without
distortion even in a small room.
(6) There is no question as to the
excellence of the Williamson and
the Baxandall push-pull amplifiers
recently
described
in
Wireless
World. But if used in the average
home, tone control filters are desirable for correcting at the lower
volume levels.
(7) Following orchestral performances with an orchestral score
quickly shows a musical listener like,
myself how much of the actual playing is lost even with the best amplifiers and loudspeakers. My amplifier was designed for the express purpose of picking up these missing
parts, one of the essential conditions of success being the elimination as far as possible of the blocking condenser. On this latter principle I take my stand against all
criticism.
N. BONAVIA HUNT.
Stagsden, Bedford.
The correspondence on " High-level
Detection" and " Direct- Co upled Amplifiers" must now be closed.—Ed.

Assessing

I

Distortion

T is remarkable, indeed, ' what
harm one single wrong article
can do. In your August issue (p.

299) H. S. Casey advocates the use
of A.F. amplifiers with very poor
low-frequency performances. I have
followed up the sources of this clear
disagreement between theory and
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linearity (e.g., in a transformer
core) is the modulation of middle
and high frequencies by low frequencies. A distortion test by the
intermodulation method ( e.g., zoo

LINEAR PATH

BRAUNMUHL - WEBER
FILTER

Fig.'
NON-LINEAR

practice, and your readers may be
interested in what I found.
Back in 1936 Dr. Fritz G. Lüchen
wrote about " Die nichtlineare Verzerrung in langen Fernsprechkabeln
und ihr Einfluss auf die Verstândlichkeit
der
Sprache"
(
Telegraphen- und Fernsprechtechnik,
Feb., 1936, p. 27). He used a distorting network consisting of two
paths, one linear, and one nonlinear, and mixed their outpitts to
get different amounts of non- linearity. Both paths were independent
of frequencies (
Fig. z).
This apparatus is used by Hans
Joachim
von
Braunmühl
and
Walter Weber. (" Ueber die StürMODULATED

PATH

MOD

Fig. 2
MODULATING PATH

fahigkeit nichtlinearen Verzerrungen," Akustische Zeitschrift, May,
1937; p. 135) for the production of
distortion dependent of frequency.
This is done by inserting octave filters in the non-linear path in advance of the distorting network.
However, such an artificial distortion bears almost no correlation to
the distortion encountered in an
ordinary amplifier. If, for instance,
the band 70-140 c/s is passed
through the non-linear path, intermodulation will occur only between
frequencies within this band.
But
we all know that the most disturbing effect of low frequency non-

PATH

and 2,000 c/s) would measure practically no distortion in an artificial
network of Braunmühl and Weber
even if it is set for very high nonlinearity.
Incidentally this phenomena is
taken use of for expanders (Audio
Noise Reduction Circuits, Harry F.
Olson, Electronics ; Dec., 1947; P.
1'8).
So Braunmühl und Weber are
wrong, and so is R. E. Jones. (Nonlinear Distortion of Music Channels
with Particular Reference to the
Bristol-Plymouth
System,
Post
Office Electrical Engineers' Journal,
April, 1939; p. 45); and H. S.
Casey seems to be misled by them.
If one wishes to synthesize frequency-dependent non-linearity of
the kind encountered in ordinary
amplifiers there is another more
realistic method (Fig. 2).
Like Braunmühl and Weber we
have two paths, one frequency independent and one path with filters
that pass frequencies in the band
that we want to make non-linear.
These frequencies then are caused
to modulate the whole complex in
the other path. The distortion thus
obtained has a good correlation to
the second-order distortion encountered in most kinds of AF apparatus.
For the production of
third and higher order distortion,
non-linear circuits must be inserted
in the modulating path.
K. SMITH.
LidingS, Stockholm,
Sweden.

Resistor Ratings
A S a footnote to the above article
£-1 in your November issue, the
following points may be of interest.
In commercial use a life expectation of some zo,000 hours has to be
envisaged, whereas Service requirements merely call for a minimum
of z,000 hours at the present time,
which has a large bearing on the
relatively high wattage ratings at
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71°C. assigned to the resistors by
the Services.
In addition, it is understood that
tests recently carried out indicate
that some increase in maximum
voltage ratings is possible in the
case of the high-stability type.
A. E. BENNETT,
Chief Engineer,
Dubilier Condenser Company.
London, W.3.

Reducing Heater Hum
method of reducing
THE
hum described by Dr.

heater
K. G.
Britten in your October issue may
be satisfactory for a high-gain
laboratory amplifier, but has disadvantages for ordinary practical
purposes.
For perfect cancellation the hum
neutralizing voltage must be in
exact antiphase to the hum and of
the same amplitude.
If the hum
which is to be removed is at all
large a slight unbalance in either respect will cause a serious increase.
In addition the hum introduced by
most valves is far from sinusoidal,
so that the hum- neutralizing voltage should properly be of a similar
waveform, which is difficult to
achieve in practice.
I would also
expect the setting of the controls to
alter as the amplifier warmed up.
An alternative to D.C. heating of
the early stages, not mentioned in
the article, is to supply the heaters
from a small R.F. oscillator.
As
only a few watts are required, this
can easily be obtained from a KT61
or KT66 valve in a Hartley circuit,
with only a few additional compo-

nents, compared with the bulky
equipment of a D.C. power supply.
The oscillator can be supplied from
the main H.T. line of the amplifier
without the necessity for extra rectifiers, chokes and smoothing condensers.
The regulation of the
oscillator output may not be very
good, and if one valve is removed,
the heater volts will rise on the remaining valves, but this is not
usually a serious objection.
However, with a suitable type of
valve in the early stages, and care
in the method of earthing, it should
be possible to keep the hum in the
neighbourhood of the level of tie
valve and circuit noise without resorting to complications.
Wembley Park,
R. TOWNSEND.
Middlesex.

Application Data Book, Issue 3,
giving technical details of Type roo
high-stability resistors, etc., from Erie
Resistor, Ltd., Carlisle Road, Hendon,
London, N.W.9.
Catalogue of W. B. loudspeakers and
components, including
radio sonde
apparatus, from Whitely Electrical
Radio,
Victoria
Street,
Mansfield,
Notts.
New leaflets dealing with the following products: Ref. SP7/2, Transmitting Valves; Ref. SP8.
/2, Receiving
Valves; Ref. A8, Valve Type DETr7;
Ref. SL.r / 2, Receiver Type CR.roo/2;
Ref. SL.4/2, Receiver Type CR.3oo;
Ref. SL.I7/2, Transmitters:
Types
TGS and TGM.57r; Ref. SI -35. Transmitter Type TGM.651; Ref. SL.36,
AXBT Microphone; Ref. SL.37, Airborne Receiver Type AD.86 from Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., Marconi
House, Chelmsford.

NEW
ECONOMICAL
A Two- Purpose
Loudspeaker which
Saves Capital
Expenditure

Mercury for Dry Cells
like to correct an erroIWOULD
neous impression in the last

paragraph of the article " Fresh
Progress in Dry Batteries" in your
October issue. First, mercury is not
scarce; in fact is is very readily
available.
Secondly,
comparatively speaking, mercury is cheap,
being the only metal that is today
cheaper than pre-war.
Mercury in
1939 was £17 per bottle of 761b,
whereas today it is only £15 per
bottle.
Of course, red oxide of mercury in
a dry battery is not necessarily a
cheap raw material.
W. J. TUFFIN,
Manager, Mercury Dept.,
F. W. Berk and Co., Ltd.
London, W.C.

MANUFACTURERS'
Illustrated leaflets gi . mg technical
details of the Type 412A pulse generator, Type 121oA frequency meter and
photo-electric pick-up, and Type 1.25oA
dynamic balancing machine from Dawe
Instruments, 130, Uxbridge Road, Hanwell, London, W.7.
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LITERATURE

Leaflet gi‘ ing technical details and
dimensions of the Type " A" automatic
record changer made by the Plessey
Co., Ilford, Essex.
Descriptive
lists
of transmitters,
accessories
and
components,
from
Radiocraft, Ltd., II, Church Road,
London, S.E.m.
Standard stock size list of aluminium,
brass, copper and other non-ferrous
metals from H. Rollett 8e Co., 6,
Chesham Place, London, S.W.r.
Leaflet B/ro describing electronic
balancing machines from Scophony,
Ltd., Wells, Somerset.
Illustrated catalogue of " Minirack"
oscillograph equipment and recording
camera, from Southern Instruments,
Femhill, Hawley, Camberley, Surrey.
Illustrated lists of sound amplifying
equipment from the Trix Electrical Co.,
1-5, Maple Place, Tottenham Court
Road, London, W.1.
-Illustrated
leaflet describing
the
Hughes supersonic flaw detector, from
Henry Hughes & Son, New North
Road, Barkingside, Ilford.

Pat. Applied For.

Always there has been the difficulty in many
applications, whether the Horn type loudspeaker with its high power possibilities, or
the Cone type with its greater frequency
range for the same size, is to be used for any
particu:ar installation. Both types have their
advantages and limits. This new design by
F.I. enables the major components of two
types to be interchangeable.
Main flare,
fixing device and assembling nut are common
to either al two assemblies.
Add centre
section and L.S.7. unit for acomplete reentrant horn type 42 REH, or add PAC 6and
special mounting to have a cone and
directional baffle system : 42 RC.
Whichever type suits you most, you have the
opportunity of acquiring the components for
the alternative assembly when you are in
need of them.

[L far T
1
.
T1

HORN
LOUDSPEAKERS
CONE
LOUDSPEAKERS
MICROPHONES

FILM INDUSTRIES LTD.,
60, PADDINGTON STREET, W.1
Telephone : WELbeck 2385
17,4 w.w.
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RANDOM

RADIATIONS
By " DIALLIST "

A Poser
A WHILE AGO I received from an
editor (
not of this journal) a request
for " a short account of the Vipuri
tube." Completely floored but feeling that it might be something I
ought to know about, I spent a
busy morning in searching through
text books, encyclopœdias and even
catalogues and in ringing up erudite
friends, all without the slightest
success. I was convinced at length
that " their ain't no sech thing"
(though it looks quite a likely name
or doesn't it?— for something in
the electronic line) and that the
Vipuri tube which had given me so
much hard work was in fact
nothing more substantial than a
typist's or printer's error; my correspondent had, so to speak, drawn
a bow at a Venturi.
The " short
account," however, must certainly
be sent and this is the form it
took:
The Vipuri tube, I wrote, was
invented by the famous Finnish
physicist Konstant Labilius and
named by him in honour of his
native town, Viipuri. The omission
of the second " i" in the name was
deliberate and is believed to be a
covert allusion
to
the coccide
nature of the invention. The apparatus consists of a glass envelope,
2.00625 metres in length and of inverted-0 section, which contains a
cathode, an anode, a hyrode, a
byrode and eighteen grids, connected in series—paranoia, in a
high-pressure vacuum. A length of
hoaxial cable, attached to the eastern end of the envelope is provided
to form the connection with a
source of unidirectional A.C. The
purpose which the Vipuri tube is
intended to serve is not known.

The Big Black- Out
THE RADIO BLACK-OUT on the
evening of November znd seems to
have been one of the most complete
that has ever happened.
The
North American short-wave stations
were just wiped rie out and not
even the most powerful transmitters could get their messages across
to this country. It must have been
an exasperating time for those who
were trying to get the latest elec-

tion news from the States. These
things so often happen at times
when you'd give anything for clear
reception. I recall the day when
Hitler was carrying out his greatest
pre-war purge and all communication with Germany was cut off.
During the day the only German
radio
stations
working
were
medium-wavers of moderate power,
which were sending out short news
bulletins at intezvals. Ihad a communication receiver in use at the
time with which I could normally
get intelligible daytime reception
from one or two of them. But on
that day atmospherics were simply
maddening,

At Last
THE PROVISIONS OF the new
Wireless Telegraphy Bill regarding
interference with broadcasting and
television reception seem to be just
what the doctor ordered so long ago
that he must almost have forgotten
writing the original prescription.
For about a quarter of a century
W. W. has been urging that the
Postmaster General should be given
authority to exercise something
more than his powers of persuasion
on those who operated commercial
or domestic electrical apparatus
which marred, (or even completely
wrecked) reception in neighbouring
homes. When the bill has become
an act, as no doubt it will, the
P.M.G. will be able to serve notice
on offenders to abate the nuisance
within 28 days. He's no longer tied
down to polite requests, which too
often proved ineffective.
Now he
can up and at 'em
And that's
what I hope he will do. The user
of apparatus capable of radiating
interference will at last be compelled to make sure that it does not
in fact do so. But I've always contended that the real fault probably
lay less with the user than with the
manufacturer of the apparatus. The
ordinary man or woman, for example, who bought an electrical
gadget for the home could not be
expected to think about its interference-radiating powers.
That was
an aspect which seldom occurred to
his or her non-technical mind. But
the manufacturers jolly well did
know and one of the queer things is
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that some firms making and selling
radio or television receivers also
made and sold other kinds of
domestic apparatus certain to spoil
the
enjoyment
obtainable
from
these.
I profoundly hope that
before long people will insure themselves against trouble by refusing to
buy apparatus that is not guaranteed to conform to the P.M.G.'s requirements.

Television in the U.S.A.
FROM
AMERICAN
INDUSTRIAL
sources comes the information that
the number of television sets now in
use in the U.S.A. is over half a
million and that it is confidently
expected that three times as many
as that will be working by the end
of next year.
I'm told that television is not getting so much into
private homes as into bars, hot dog
stands, restaurant lounges and so
on.
The reason given is that the
programmes are not often of the
kind likely to make a strong appeal
to the fireside viewer, but consist
too largely of prize fights, race
meetings and so on. As there is no
receiving licence in the States, and
therefore no direct revenue from
listeners, all programmes must be
provided ultimately by proceeds
from advertising. The system works
fairly well on the whale so far as
"sound"
broadcasting
is
concerned; but there is something of
an impasse at the moment in television. Business concerns won't buy
"time on the air" from owners of
television transmitters until they
feel that there are sufficient televisors in the homes of the service
area. The owners of these homes,
on the other hand, say that they
won't buy receivers until they are
guaranteed the right kind of programmes.
Matters will probably
sort themselves out in time.

Metering Programme
Appeal
Talking of programmes and their
popularity or otherwise reminds me
of an account I read recently of a
remarkable new method developed
in Denmark for ascertaining the
number of sets in use in a particular
area at any moment. At first blush
the method used appears to have a
distinctly Heath Robinson touch;
but its genuineness and the fact
that it works are vouched for by the
journal of the International Broadcasting Organization. The principle
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is this. The switching on of a radio
receiver connected
to
an
A.C.
supply circuit causes a minute distortion of the waveform in the circuit to occur owing to the action
of the rectifier in the set. The harmonics resulting from such distortion can be selected and made to
appear as a voltage proportional to
the number of sets in use.
Apply
this to a recording voltmeter of
suitable type and the result is a
graph showing pretty accurately the
amount of listening that was being
done at any moment.
Graphs
covering the period from the fourth
to the eighth of August this year
show, amongst other things, that
Copenhagen listeners switched on in
large numbers when commentaries
on the Olympic Games were being
sent out.
The system has a good
few limitations.
It can be used
only on A.C. mains and a separate
recorder is needed to keep account
of events in the circuit served by
the output of each transformer station. It does not indicate to what
station the sets are tuned. At the
same time it should give some very
useful information when the records
are carefully analysed. One interesting point is that the fact that each
recorder deals with only one supply
circuit is not altogether a drawback.
Such a circuit is likely to serve an
area the majority of whose inhabitants are of much the same social
type.
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BULCIN

SWITCHES
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D-0

o
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The a!ready extensive Bulgin Range is now still further
increased to a total of over 400!
These new long-bush' Toggle
Switches fix by 15/32m.0 hole to cabinets, panels, &c. ( or to
chassis behind thick fronts) of 9116m, thickness instead of the
standard 3/16in. A three-fold increase in mounting usefulness.
All types, as listed above, are for 6-250v. ,,circuits, with 3-1A,
ratings (based on Unity P.F.) at 250v., or 6-1A, at 6v. Threetimes working=test v., and guaranteed life of 25,000 four- a- minute
operations, on full load . .. 70 TIMES A DAY FOR A YEAR
HAYNES RADIO HR88 tablemodel television receiver with
1z-in. tube. The vision channel
has six RF. stages while in the
sound channel there is apush-pull
triode output stage. An E.H.T.
supply of 7kV is used and the
deflector coils, both line and
frame, are fed from the time bases
without transformers.
A table
is supplied with the set which
together cost £ 120, plus £26 P.T.

Wao&e
A. F. BULGIN & Co. Ltd., -

BARKING

-

ESSEX
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RECENT

INVENTIONS

A Selection of the More Interesting Radio Developments

Large-scale Television
TO avoid restricting the size of the
received picture to that of the
C.R. tube, it has already been suggested
to
replace
the
ordinary
fluorescent screen by one having a
point-to-point transparency which is
controlled by the electron scanning
stream.
Such a screen could be used
to modulate the light passed through
it from a powerful lamp, and so project the picture directly upon an external viewing screen.
A screen intended for this purpose
is prepared by depositing a thin layer
of potassium bromide crystals upon a
normally transparent surface in closely
set parallel lines to form a diffraction
grating, preferable through a wire
mask which is subsequently removed.
By
the
so-called Toepler-Schlieren
effect, a beam of light projected on to
the screen will then suffer diffraction
to an extent that varies from zero to
a maximum in accordance with the intensity of the scanning stream of electrons.
The screen is stated to give
a high contrast of light and shade in
the projected picture, and to have a
sufficiently quick rate of recovery to
cope with normal scanning speeds.
Scophony, Ltd.; G. Wikkenhauser;
and F. Okolicsanyi. Application date,
January 16th, 1945. No. 5975 80 .

which acts as a potentiometer having
a logarithmic characteristic, so that the
amplitude of strong signals is diminished, whilst that of weak signals is
not appreciably affected.
As shown,
when the strength of the signal applied
to the diode VI does not exceed 0.3
volts, the impedance of the diode V2
is so high that the signal is passed,
without loss, to the grid of the phasing
valve V4, and thence to the C.R. indicator.
For stronger signals, the impedance of the diode V2 decreases
logarithmically, and the signal voltage
is correspondingly attenuated.
The
diode V3 is arranged to come into
action, as and when V2 passes beyond
"Clutter " suppression circuit,

December, 1948

of the incoming signal. The coupling
is then broken, and is kept open until
the local oscillations are damped out
by the quenching valve. In effect, the
switching cycle maintains a one-way
path, which allows signals from the
aerial to reach the receiver, but prevents
re-radiation
of
the
locally
generated oscillations.
The switching
is performed by a valve which is controlled by blocking voltages derived
from the quenching oscillator through
a phasing device.
Patelhold" Patentverwertungs-and
Elektroholding A.G. Convention date
(Switzerland), September
1944.
No. 5988°7.

Panel Mountings
ffiHE
usual
circular
hole
bored
through the panel of a wireless set
to take the spindle of a rheostat or
similar control unit is replaced by a
slot which is expanded at one end into
an aperture of sufficient size to allow
the . internal component to be with-

TO C.R.
INDICATOR

Short-wave Aerials
HE so-called slot aerial is formed
T
by cutting out from a conducting
sheet or plate an aperture having a

length and width determined by the
wavelength it is intended to handle.
One of its properties is that of polarizing a wave passing in or out of it,
so that the electric field of the wave
is at right angles to the length of the
slot.
Conversely, the slot aerial is
opaque to waves where the electric field
lies parallel with the slot length.
The invention consists in combining
these characteristics of the slot aerial
with the directional properties of other
aerials, such as the wave-guide horn.
Various specific aerial embodiments are
described showing how the invention
can be applied to controlling the frequency and polarization, as well as the
relative phase relation and power distribution over the cross-sectional area
of a beam of short-wave energy.
H. G. Booker.
Application date,
October 31st. 1943. No. 600433.

Radar Indicators
HE echo signals returned to a
ground observation post by local
T
obstructions, such as buildings and
hills, are of large amplitude and wide
base.
They serve only to clutter-up
the near-range end of the time base,
and may thus mask the signals from
an aircraft that it is desired to detect.
According to the invention, this
source of error is reduced by passing
the incoming signals through a circuit

the logarithmic portion of its characteristic curve.
R. H. A. Carter and G. Bradfield.
Application date, August wth, 1945.
No. 597912.

Super-regenerative
Receivers

T

HIS type of circuit is very liable to
cause interference with neighbouring sets by radiating parasitic oscillations, particularly during the intervals
when it is not actually receiving
signals.
According to the present invention,
the receiver is coupled only intermittently to the aerial, the make-andbreak periods being substantially in
step with the quenching frequency,
though slightly de- phased from it.
Preferably the aerial coupling is established at the instant when the oscillations in the regenerative circuits start
to build up, and is maintained until
their amplitude is almost equal to that

drawn bodily, after the external fixing
screw for the spindle has first been
slackened to permit the necessary
sliding movement.
This enables the unit to be conveniently renewed or repaired from outside
the panel, and avoids any necessity,
say, for inverting a soldering iron inside the chassis. Where two or more
similar units are mounted on the same
panel, the respective fixing slots should
all extend into a common removal
aperture.
D. Jackson and Pye, Ltd. Applica.
lion date. September 27th, 1945. No
5999 85.
The British abstracts published
here are prepared with the
permission of the Controller of
H.M. Stationery Office, from
specifications obtainable at the
Patent Office, 25, Southampton
Buildings, London, W.C.2, price
2f- each.
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ACKNOWLEDGED
THROUGHOUT
THE WORLD
îMeee—lz
— • "
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RESISTORS •

CERAMICONS •

SUPPRESSORS •
Erie

VITREOUS
Resistor

Ltd.,

The

Hi- K CERAMICONS
ENAMELLED
Hyde,

London,

o POTENTIOMETERS

WIRE- WOUND
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England

Telephone
COLindale 8011-4.
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AN UNSOLICITED LETTER
NEW LOW COST
HIGH VOLTAGE

R.F. POWER UNITS
Designed for use in
equipment
requiring
a high voltage at low
current, this type of
power unit consists of
an H.F. oscillator and
transformer.
Fully
screened units are now available for outputs
between 5KV and 25KV, the illustration being
of the 8KV transformer, 5 in. high.
Amongst the more

07ViOUS

applications are :

Television, Paint Spraying, Dust Removal in airconditioning plant, Elec:ron Microscopes, Diffract on
Cameras, Nuclear Research, Radar, Breakdown
Testing.
Full design and production fac;lites are at the service of the Trade,
from whom enquiries are welcomed.

HAZLEHURST
186,

BROMPTON

DESIGNS
ROAD,

LONDON,

•Phone KE.Nsington 7793

LTD.
S.W.3.

Highcliffe-on-Sea,
Hants.
Oct. 18th, 1948.

Dear Sirs,

Regarding the " CIS Television Receiver " for which Iobtained
data from you Ithought you might be interested to know that I
have made up a receiver exactly to the instructions and the results
are to say the least amazing.
Ihave had the set working now for about three weeks and
have had quite worth-while entertainment every night, which
considering the distance from London (
90 to 100 miles) Ithink is
pretty good.
'You are quite at liberty ,e) quote this or refer anyone to me
who may be in doubt as to whether the set is apractical job as Ican
assure them that it is really worth while.
Yours faithfully,
M. Coundley.

Constructional data for the improved

MARK 2. version is

now

ready, price 76 post free.
All necessary parts are available ex-stock
but we advise you to order the three main items ( Radar Receiver
Radar Indicator and Mains Transformer combined ht. & E.H.T.)
immediately as these may become unobtainable later, and in any case
you should get started now if you want your T.V. Receiver finished
by Xmas. Trie price of the three -nain items is El 1 10s., plus I26
carriage plus 7;6 (returnable) packing case. A list of the other
additional items is included with the data.
A made-up receiver can be seen working during transmitting
times.
We are open on Sats. until 5 p.m.
Hire purchase
terms available on these and other goods. Send for our winter
list.

BULL'S
42-46

EX-GOVERNMENT

WINDMILL

HILL,

DEPOT,

RUISLIP MANOR,

MIDDX.
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At last a gramophone motor to match the
performance
of the
famous
Connoisseur Pick-up.
Specification:
Voltage: 2(5)-250 volts A.C., 50 cycles.
Him drive with speed variation.
No
governors and no gearing. Heavy nonferrous turn-table, machined to run
dead true, fly- wheel action — no
"WOW."
Main turn-table spindle
hardened, ground and lapped to mirror
finish, running in special phosphorbronze bearings. Motor runs in needlepoint, self-adjusting bearing Motor,

Board lin. plastic.
Pressure on Drive-Wheel released
when not in use, to obviate forming flats and noisy action.

Retail Price, complete with Pick-up £ 15 19s. Od plus £6 I8s. 2d. P.T.
without Pick-up ... £ 13 5s. Od „ £5 145.10d. P.T.
Coupling Transformer when required 13s. Od.

Made by:

A. R. SUGDEN & CO. (ENGINEERS) LTD., BRIGHOUSE, YORKS.

piclawyà

et1

PATIENCE

k"eli
de Led

1.„ (1.A

WHERE S
OLDERING'S CONCERNED

NO LONGER
A VIRTUE
AMATEURS! SERVICE MEN! ENGINEERS!
Don't be patient.
You are wasting your titre.
Use the Burgoyne
Seven Second Solder Gun and take the patience and waiting period out
of your soldering.
The wonderful clean heat which you get with
the Solder Gun will ensure that you do not get, dry joints, no fussy retinning required. Use like an ordinary iron but press the trigger
and solder immediately.
Send for fully descriptive folder free.
Sole manufacturers:

EXPORT ENQUIRIES INVITED.

BURGOYNE ENGINEERING CO. LTD.,
1-3, Robert Street, Hampstead Road, London, N.W.1
Telephone:

e.
c
ocl;

EUSton 6094
PRICE

COMPLETE

79 16

With Two spare Bits and 4 yards of
F55. Mosel S.471 for 100-130v. AC
Model S.472 for 200-2S0v. AC•

INDUCTION SOLDERING GUN

44 .4tivertisements

104 8

The

"Aristocrat "
Planned for the connoisseur requiring a high quality
cabinet suitable for a quality receiver. As good as
pre-war and embodying all that is best in British
craftsmanship and design. For export or for those
holding or who can obtain timber permits. Private
enquiries are invited and those interested will have
their names entered on our lists. Various makes of
pick-ups can be supplied as an extra. also Collaro
Gram. Units. No charge is made for fitting.
We shall be pleased to give any assistance and advice
you may require.
Dimensions: Length, 40in., Height, 32 in., Depth,
17,¡ in. Capacity approx. 12 cu. ft. Weight, Icwt.
approx. Concealed castors. Sloping baffle. Slag
wool and felt lining.
Felt lined lid.
Ample
accommodation for large receiver and amplifier and
heavy duty speaker.
luterv.ews by appoinunent;July.
Export Enquiries Invited.

e
iéci

enete4e,

LOCKWOOD
LOWLANDS

ROAD,
Ttiephone

&

CO.

HARROW,

MIDDX.

BYRce 3704

411 )û_e,

DdaCi

Ouctiii?
A

PRODUCT

METRO

OF

PEX

LTD

71, Queens Road,
London, S.E.15.
'Phone: New Cross 2442.

oil

Qefi.
a4t1
,
e1.7

MAINS TRANSFORMERS A. F. TRANSFORMERS
THERMAL DELAY SWITCHES
SMOOTHING CHOUS
POWER RESISTANCES
cMid,
C.,1111.10C.0

.4U
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• “ OOLWICH

•
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Success through constant research—can we help you ?

LOW

LOSS
TAYLOR

CERAMICS
TUNNICLIFF

TAYLOR TUSNICLIFF ( REFRACIORIES) LTD.
head Office: Eastwood, Haney, Staffs.

London:

12J, High Holborn, W.C.1.

Phones: Holbcrn 1951-2 & Stoke-on-Trent

5272-4.

TAS/TT 68.

H.P. RADIO SERVICES LIMITED, OFFER
THE

MOST

OUTSTANDING

BARGAIN

OF

Black Crackle Cabinet.

THE YEAR
NEW
BC454B.
6-valve
Superhet
complete with
valves.
Line-up :
3 12SK7's, 1 25R7.
1 I2K8, I I2A6.
All GT Types.
Frequency
range
34 Mc:s I.F. Valve
1415 kcs.

380 mA., 935 v.-370 mA.,
6-3 v.-2 amps.

X 8"

5'

Output 730 v.370 v.-130 mA.,

Fitted four 5RG (
similar U50)

Rectifying Valves.

Power Transformer makes

fine multi- ratio 200 watt Modulation Transformer Oil Filled 1,000 v. 4 mfd. Condensers.
1,500 v. 1 mfd. Condensers.
Heavy Duty

Power
Packs
Type P.P. 51
Brand
New.

Chokes, etc.

In original wooden unopened

crates, 30:-.

NEW BC455.
Same specification
but
Frequency range 6-9.1
mc,s. I.F. 2830 kcs.

Carriage paid per rail (state name of nearest
railway station). Available in Gt. Britain only.

ALL 25 - EACH.
Owing
to
very
low price please
add postage 13d.

BC456B 40 watt

Modulator Unit contains

1625 ( same as an 807 with 12 v. heater), 12)5
Triode and VT150 Neon Stabiliser.
sensitive

THE
DOUBLE
SUPERHET
FOUNDATION AT A SENSATIONALLY LOW
PRICE. Plan of basic connections free with each
order. Special press- in tuning spindle and knob.
26 (
precision medium wave coil assembly far the
453. price 10/. not suitable for 4548 or 455B).
(SPECIAL NOTE.

Size 20

Input 115 v., 400-2,600 cis.

Driver

relays.

Modulation

Transformer.

3 Super-

Transformer,

Output Transformer.

Precision Resistors, Condensers, etc.

Brand

New in original cartons.
PRICE 196 each, carriage paid.

Regret all BC453B now sold.)

:MMEDIATE SAFE DELIVERY ANC SATISFACTION GUARANTEED ON ALL THESE OFFERS OR CASH RETURNED WITHIN 7 DAYS.

H.P.

RADIO

SERVICES

LIMITED,

Britain's Leading Radio Mail Order House

55
Est. 1935
Staff Call Signs : G3DLV. G3DGL.

COUNTY

ROAD,

WALTON,

LIVERPOOL, 4
Tel. : Aintree 1445.
Managing Director : Mr. H. Panagairis
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Some Notable Selling Features of the

GRAMPOLA
AMPLIFIED

ELECTRIC

I. Strong, handsome cabinet, covered with
leather cloth wins immediate approval. 2.
Full sized 8" diameter loud speaker greatly
enhances tone. 3. Provision for storing a
number of records. Other important features

APPLY

TO

YOUR

WHOLESALER

GRAMPIAN REPRODUCERS LTD., Hampton

GRAMOPHONE

are: scratch filter to reduce needle hiss:
takes 10" or 12" records.
A.C. mains operated. Garrard Electric Motor
and magnetic pick-up connected to 2-stage
amplifier with 4watts output. Price 628 inc. P.T.

FOR

SAMPLE

AND

DEMONSTRATION.

Road, Hanworth. Middlesex. Phone Felthom 2657

Fe-towliIt.-

Why you should use...
Resistors produced
by the cracked carbon process remain
stable to ± I% of
initial value.
to

*Tolerance ± z%
z% ± 5%
Low temperature
co-efficient.

-8%eAltTieft
/ Maximum "Wetting ' Capacity.
2 Accelerated Fluidity.
3 Moderate soldering bit temperatures.

6 Residue sets hard, is noncorrosive, and of high dielectric
strength.

LATEST

5 Minimum amount
used per jonc.

/0 Approved by Air Ministry and
General Post Office.

Prices on

application.

Sole Manufacturers:

H. J. Enthoven & Sons, Ltd., 15-18 Lime Street, London, E.C.3.
'Phone: MARsion Reuse 4533. Works: Rotherhithe, Croydon, Derbyshire.

7;ehisigai reed/tweecombines with beauty and
ioundness of D ES ! G N in the

DIFFERENTIAL AIR
DIELECTRIC TRIMMER

* Width: 16-6 mm Length: 25 m/m
Heig •
1.5 to 8p1P-8m/m
1.8 to 21:4F- 101S m/m
2to 26, P-11.5 to/m
Type Approved Cat. A. No. 464.
2to 321.P-12.5 m/m
Law: Straight line Lataelty
OXLEY DEVELOPMENTS CO., LTD.,
Power Factor: Leta than .001
ITLVERSTON. N. LAICO.
Ulverstee33013
Inemlation: Over 2.000 megolum
Voltage: 500 D.C.

IN

KITS!
e

Suppiied in a wide range of Gauges and Alloys on 1lb and 71b reels, works
coils, or as required.

resistor

Complete in every datai'
including beautiful walnut
cabinet 13" x8' x
deep.
All
main
components
mounted on chassis and
wired.
Simplest i
nstructions for completing in one
hour. 3 valves + Rec. AC/
DC mains.
4 controls :—
Vol/off-Tone - W/C- Tuning
(slow motion).
for

8 Continuous, unvarying core.
9 Even distribution of activator
in core.

solder

THE

7 No harmful fume deposits.

4 Mechanical bonding and perfect
Electrical conductivity ensured.
of

cmOmm

WELWYN ELECTRICAL LABORATORIES LTD.
VV•slwyn Garden City, Herts.
Telephone: Welwyn Garden 38168

- 17 - 6
12 WATT QUALITY AMPLIFIER
C.O.D. C.W.O. and Enquiries from
LEWIS RADIO CO. ( DEPT. C.1),
322, High Road, Wood Green, London
N.22.
'
Phone: BOW 599.

(AC DC MAINS)

.8

for

J.,

A «Yew Constant Impedance

MICROPHONE
IMIXER UNIT
Permits
the
controlled
mixing and fading of microphone and/or gramophone
inputs.
Is valveless, and
requires no power supply.
Elegantly finished in matt
gold and black. Silent in
action. and ! ong lasting,

by LUSTRAPHONE

Standard Model-3Input Channels.
4 and 5 Channel models available.
Details on request from the makers.

LUSTRAPHONE LTD.

4, BELSIZE LANE.
LONDON N.W.3

0
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Rate 6 - for 2 linen or less and 3 - for eyes, additional
line or part thereof, average lines 6 words. Box Numbers,
2 words. plus 1,',
Press Day : January 1949 issue.
lest oust Wednesday, December 8th.
No responsibility
accented for errors

WARNING

Readers are warned that Government surplus
components which may be offered for sale
through our columns carry no manufacturer's
guarantee. Many of these components will have
been designed for special purposes making them
unsuitable for civilian use, or may have deteriorated as a result of the conditions under
which they have been stored.
We cannot
undertake to deal with any complaints regarding
any such components purchased.
NEW RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS
AKE the easy way with the Reveille clockradio; £ 12/12 retail plus tax; stamp for
leaflet.-Thames Valley Products, 29, Camden
Ave.. Feltham.
[ 1947
feeder units with R.F. stage and
Pan- spread, comp.etely aligned; send
2•/ect stamp for esustrated orocnure to: Cowphone Hectic,, Ormsdirit, Lancs. [ 2340
C45613 moduattor. 12.15, 1625. V11150/30,
easily converted into high- power audio
amplifier, instructions supplied; orand new, 21/eacn.-steaaman. ka(), Cnessaston
Deroy.
A MPLIFIERS, new 60- watt heavy duty P.A.
£1 moaeis, built for continuous rating and rack
motnittng; £45; ear.), delivery; send for spec.Broadcast and Acoustic Equipment Co., Ltd.
Tombsand, Norwich.
[ 1855
Atom quasity ampsitier and radio tuner un.ts.
fi 15 valve, 12 watts. 30 D.B. nasi and treble
lift;
send
for
specification.-Broadcast
Acoustic ..quipment s.,o.. Ltd., Broacicast House.
Tombland. Norwich 26970.
[ 9382
TELEVISION sound or vision units, 211r,
1
stages. 1 detector and 1 video amplifier
employing 3 EF60, 1 EA50. and adNistabse iron
cored cous, brand new. only 45/- each, carriage
paid.-L. Wilkinson. 204, Lower Addiscompe Rd..
Croydon.,
[ 2317
QPECIAL 6v6 A.C. amplifier for pick-up, etc.,
t.7
4 watts output with NFB, tone control,
modern style chassis, £4/15 complete; introductory offer for one month, 8.n P.M. L.S., free;
write for full catalogue coil packs, etc.-Midco
Radio, 19, Newcomen Rd., Wellingborough.
OST-WAR radio at pre-war price!
The
rt.H.S. eide.ity 5-vasve a.c./d.c. superhet,
on.
feednacx,
attractive
3- colour
amulet;
medium and shortwave model. 9'iens; medium
and long. 10gns.. MM. tax - and carr; leaflet
102, Parkhiu Rd.. Lendun, N.W.3.
463, tne QD Cr, orand new in masers' >Loking, 42/- each; BC603, FM. AM 10- valve
ruceivers, a7/10; 1154 Tx., ER; H.R. headphones, 8, 6; slit) Vis., 5/- each, dust iron cores
for tne
units, 6d each: 0.25mfd. 2 kvw. 1/3;
many other bargains in our 12- page catalogue;
write for your free copy to- day.-Torbay Meetric, 43, Colley End Park, Paignton. S. Devon.
A BK1 spares kit, including 32 valves intl. dividually boxed. 18x6sn7, 6X6H6, 28X
*1193, also many useful relays, resistors, condensers, and a dynamotor with extended spindie
which will work as a powerful motor on 200/250
a.c. mains without alteration, 145 items in all.
brand new, properly packed; special bargain
price 70/carriage paid.-L. Wilkinson, 204.
Lower Addiscombe Rd.. Croydon. [ 2316
ADAR receiver indicator units. R-31 APS- 2E.
Brand new American equipment emp.oying
40 useful valves. 2 cathode ray tubes Nos. 2AP1
2in. and 5FP7 6m. power pack, motor blower.
milliameters, etc. The following are the valves:
13-6SN7GT. 8-6AC7, 2-61.6. 6-6L6G. 3-VR150-30.
1-2X2. 3-5U4G. 2-6X5G, 2-6H6; special bargain price. £20. carriage 15/-.-L. Wilkinson,
204. Lower Addiscombe Rd., Croydon. [ 2318
A STOUNDING year end offer, to clear stocks.
Complete mains receiver kit, everything.
including valves, beautiful cabinet, all components, assembly drawing. etc.. right down to
the last nut and bolt; not an odd kit set, but
a first-class commercial 2- waveband receiver,
ideally suitable for resale; offered for one
month only at £9/10. carr. paid; never again.Radio Constructors. 28, Sprat Hill, Sheffield. 4.
.J.R.
ELECTRICAL
ELECTRONIC
DEVELOPMENT, Ltd., Hubert St., Birmingham, d ( Aston Cross 2440), the Midlands
specialist manufacturers of hie fidelity equipment, for " W.W. Williamson, • Electronola, •
and other quality amplifiers built strictly to
specification with finest components available;
also tone control stages, loudspeaker cross over
units, contrast expanders and radio feeders:
send 21hd stamp for full details and prices. [ 2233
ONNOISSEUR'S receiver-world-wide results
on highly sensitive 10- valve communication
receiver or. by change of switch, very high
quality reception of local stations on non- superhet high fidelity receiver; basis rebuilt R1155,
9-1.500 metres. PX4 push-pull quality amplifier.
bass and treble controls ( boost and cut), gram
input, new panel, and other refinements; write
for details, or call for demonstration; R1155
specialists. receivers repaired and re-aligned.
also modified as above, or to your requirements;
R1155 circuit and values, 2/- post free.-R.T.S..
Ltd.. 5, Gladstone Rd.. Wimbledon. S.W.19.
Tel. Lib. 3303.
[ 1266
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OCAL station high fidelity tuner units, £515;
6- watt push-pull h'gh fidelity amplifier.
£12/12; 12- watt ditto. £ 18/18; tone control unit.
will work with any amplifier, bass and treble
boost and cut. £ 6/6; all complete with valves;
technical details on request.-E. A. D." 13.
Bence Lane, Darton, Barnsley. ( 2183
A
SPENCER- WEST television preamplifier
.1.11- will generally effect a cons derab:e improvement in reception for users on the fringe of the
servicf area.
This unit, which is completely
self-etntained and can be used in conjunction
with any television receiver, enjoys great popularity. Several of these installed before the war
are still giving first-class results.
The latest
model employs advanced circuit technique to ensure the viewer consistent reception in regions of
low field strength; list price lOgns.. compete
with accessories: ask for leaflet SWTP. which
gives full techntal details.-Spencer- West. Quay
Works. North Quay. Gt. Yarmouth.
12041
ARTONS.-Brand new American B.C.F28C.
superhet push-button portable rece.vers.
complete with accumulator ( 2- volt). vibrators.
spare valves. etc.. uses latest 1.5v valves, with
built-in speaker. Ideal for car radio or use
as domestic portables, £ 10/10; B.C.342S.. brand
new, in carrying cases, £ 18/10: R.A.34. power
supply 200-250v, 50 cycles input. 800-1200v.
at 350 mas and 5-14v, 14a, Li... complete
with meters and variable control. £5/10. plus
carr.; T.U.6B. tuning units. 10/ -. carr. 2 /4
Please send for latest list with details of
these and many other items-Barton. 41. Bedminster Down Rd., Bristol. 3.
[ 2097
THE now famous Williamson amplifier as
1
manufactured by Radio Trades Manufacturing Co. ( Ealing). Ltd., is definitely acknowledged as the world's finest amplifier at a reasonable price ( vide numerous testimonials from
famous critics), built to specification from real
quality components on extra heavy gauge chassis
with cover, this amplifier constitutes the finest
product in the trade to-day: if you are genuinely
searching for quality reproduction your search is
ended as we can supply what you want; price
complete with cover £27/10; gram. motors.
tuners, pre- amplifiers, speakers and pick-ups
supplied; trade enquiries invited.-Write or call.
Re.m.c. ( Ealing), Ltd., Laurel House. 141.
Little Ealing Lane, W.5. Eal. 6962. [ 2025
[UNIVERSAL ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS , 36 .
Marylebone High St., W.1. Wetback 4058.
V
Specialists in the design and manutacture of
high grade fidelity gramophone reproducers and
radio units. If you are interested in obtaining
the finest possible reproduction from recorded
music we invite you to hear our equipment
demonstrated in conjunction with the Wilkins
and Wright coil pick-up and the Wharfedale
corner cabinet speaker. We will gladly give you
a quotation for the conversion of your existing
radio gramophone into a first-class reproducing
instrument, or for the design and construction
of equipment to your own special requirements.
Write for descriptive leaflets of our range of
fidelity amplifiers and radio tuning units.
• OODSELL. Ltd.. 40. Gardner St., Brighton,
Sx.-Send 64 for our new booklet giving
a few views on high fidelity and full details of the Williamson amplifiers with K.T.66
and PX.25 output, together with particulars of
tone control units and high fidelity tuners. PX.4.
version. at £ 17/17/6: also included are kit prices
and a complete range of components for the Williamson. plus a general range of useful mains
transformers, chokes and condensers, etc.; high
fidelity superhet, two- band only, with fourposition variable selectivity ( see W.W., Sept..
1942).
R.F.. F.C.. I.F. and special detector.
glass scale 9inX4in slide rule pattern
POWER CR AUDIO
FREQUENCY with
pointer, full details now available; the quality
of MU unit is equal to any straight feeder. Five
useful books: " The Brimar Valve Manual."
TO
2/6: • Loudspeakers." by G. A. Bldges ( Wharfedale). 5/-:
Partridge Manual.'" 5/-.• Denco
WITHIN
DELIVERY Bulletins. 3/- each: DBT. 1 ( Practical Design
of Receivers using Maxi- Q Coils). DBT.2 ( DeANY QUANTITY
ONE TO ONE THOUSAND sign and Layout for Turrets, including new
C.T.7 with 5 wavebands and R.F. stage): postage 3d; Denco C.T.6. £ 4/19/6: C.T.7. £71216;
C T 4. £ 10/10 ex-stock
rl q17
RECEIVERS, AMPLIFIERS - SECOND -HAND
ARTLEY latest T.R.F. tuner, unused, per[ 2200
fect; £ 12.-Box 2318.
.C.R.1 com. rec.. 20-3,000 metres. 97-250v.
a.c., d.c. £7/10.-Box 2608.
12291
ILLIAMS& P.X.4 aMp'r.. with 1 R.P.
tuner in cabinet; £ 18.-Box 2641. [ 2367
Gloa sale. Hallicrafters Sky Champlon.-Offers
J. to Maynard. Burnside. East Meon. Hants.
et.R.100 Marconi receiver, 60 kc/s-3 0 me's.
•
excellent cond.' £30 or offer.-Box 2 637 .
WATIONAL H.R.d. receiver, power pack, coils,
11 spare valves, spkr., exc. cond.; £45. Box _2609.
, m iss.,
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29, Bank St.. Braintree.
[ 2216
.C.R.1 19/2.000 metres, complete with power
pack, two sets headphones, £ 6.- Savage.
69. Yewtree Drive, Chesterfield. ( 2295
YE Invicta television receiver. T.L.5, complete with stand to match, good working
order; £40 or near offer.-Box 2392. [ 2222
A S new. Bendix R.A.10 8- valve aircraft receivers, 3 waveband. 2-10 mcs. 200-1.100
Ices. £4; converted 1155. £ 8.-Box 2235. [ 2153
'PEERLESS 1148 £52 receiver , perfect cond ..
.1
complete; offers? elect. gram. motor with
£6.-Booker, Oakenshaw Rd.,
Walton.
Waiefield.
[ 2003
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. W. SMITH at Co. ( RADIO). Ltd., offers
the following sound and guaranteed:TELEVISION,
ex-R.A.F.
R.3585
receivers.
brand new in sealed boxes, a complete 45mc/s
T/V strip using 5T.R.F. stages ( E.F. 50s).
1 diode
stage ( E.A.50).
and
video
stage
(E.F.50) in addition to the above there are
some 17 other valves, including EF50, VR54. 55.
Some recent letters of appreciation have 56 and 65, together with dozens of condensers
suggested to us that we don't say much and resistors, all of useful values, supplied complete with circuit, £ 5/10; ex-R.A.F. R.1355 reabout our attitude to the job we are ceivers for use with type 24, 25. 26 and 27 U.H.F.
complete with valves. 52/6, make an idea`
doing and our relations with our cus- units,
television
line-up:
ex- Admiralty
Responcer
tomers.
We have never thought of units, type W4790 B. brand new in sealed boxes
complete with valves, very little modification
doing so because these things are needed for a complete vision and sound pack
52/6 each; television Polythene '/.. in slugged coil
traditional with us.
formers with dust cores. 6d, 4/9 dozen; waveThe equipment we design, make, and meters, ex-R.A.F.. W.1191, brand new in sealed
boxes with spare set of valves. coverage 100.cc ,
sell is intended to give the best possible 20mc/s
can be used as signal generators, £7:
musical quality of reproduction.
We ex- Admiralty wavemeters ( Marconi). type G.93
very
limited
number, less valves. 39/6 each;
are constantly being told that we American crystal
multipliers, brand new in
succeed to quite an exceptional degree. sealed boxes complete with 2 807 valves and 'MINOR'
fitted with 0-10ma meter, 49/6 each; meters.
So far, so good ; but the thing doesn't 0-20v ac.. 0-20amp a.c.. 0-.5amp thermo. INSULATION
rest there, for it is, to our way of 0- lamp thermo.. 0-1.5amp thermo., 0-3amp TEST SET
thermo., 0-6amp thermo., 0-5amp d.e., 7/6
thinking, asilly sort of procedure to sell each; 0-20v 0-5ma. 4/9 each; 2- speed S/M dials Compact and Inexpensive
as fitted to the 27 U.H.F. units. 5/- each; silver without sacrificing accuracy and reliablbty. Weighs only
aman some goods and then forget about mica condensers and resistors, assorted values, 3/- "Slbs Height 8R0119 for full swing of gen..ratur handle.
doz.; ex-R.A.F. aerial coupling units, type 39. Ranges up to 20 megohnoi SOU volts.
him until he wants some more goods.
with 0-3 and 0-6amp thermo. meters and 100The mechanised way of avoiding this is watt dummy aerial, brand new, 7/6 each; rectiCONTINUITY
TESTER
to send out " sales letters," " brochures," fiers, 250v 60ma. 3/6 each; 250v 100ma, 4/6 each;
400v 100ma. 5/4; Westectors W.6. 1/- each;
This latest addition to
" mailing pieces " and whatever else the G. W. SMITH at Co. ( itAD10), Ltd.. 3, Lisle
the Record Ohmmeter
St., London. W.C.2. Tel. Gerrard 8204. Open
range is enclmed in a
advertising experts think of. We, how- 6
p.m. Saturday.
[ 2255
moulded bakelite ease of
ever, are allergic to mechanisation, UTIRELESS World 2 R.F. 3 valve quality
Plesaing
appearance.
Equipped with self-conVT tuner for use with quality ampaler; £ 6/10
because we are convinced that you can't including
valves: new and unused.-Box 1384.
tained drybattery. Sped.
ally
designed
teat spikes
rfk-watt
amplifier,
unused,
as
new,
3Ogns.
mechanise what is virtually a fine art.
offer; speasers. microphones, etc., availand : sad. cam be supplied
So when you make contact with Hartley- able.-11. Allandale Crus.. Potters Bar. Middx.
also a • test and carry"
OUND Sales D.X. Plus tuner, six watt quality
case in which the hairs.
Turner you meet a new idea-the idea
malt may be used withamplifier, tone control; £30; passed " as
that the manufacturer and the customer new " by makers.- 112. Chase Cross Rd., Romout removal Ranges:Essex.
[ 2071
WS-0/I:0 ohm. 0/50are partners in an adventure, where each ford.
10KCO portable, 4- valve, 2 waveband ( 1937
0;300 alums.
0/500model), new H.T. butt., and 2 accumu0,50,00a ohms. 0/1,000party makes his intelligent contribution
d •Slo,oao obra,
lators, £ 7.-White, 15. Brunswick Sq., W.C.1
to ajoint effort.
(no callers).
12320a
THE RECORD ELECTRICAL CO. LTD.,
YE television chassis with diagram s an d par t
s
The apparatus involved is only the
Broadheath,
Altrvricham,
Cheshire.
lists, almost complete with valves; best offer
A't r,nclIan, 3221 23. Grams: '•
Altrinchain
(necessary) means to an end ; the end over £ 12.-H. Sparrow, Ltd., Dept. M., Bishop's
LONDON 28, Viotoria Si.. S.W.'.
•
Plron, . Abbey 5148
F2285
is pleasure to the customer through Stnrtford, Her:s.
EBBS W.W. amplifier and radio unit in
music in his home, and pleasure to us
cabinets. B.T.H. speaker on baffle gram
motor and pick-up; E25.-36. Mymms Drive.
because we have pleased him.
We Brookmans Park, Hatfield. [ 2257
1155E 8- valve a.c./d.c. KT33C. modified,
should like to please you.
£113,• Universal radiogram with 8- valve ArmGOVT
SURPLUS,
UNUSED
strong chassis. new 1948, £55.-244. Ballards
Lane, North Pinchley, London. [ 2096
PRESENT PRODUCTS
RAMPIAN amplifier. AC.-D.C., complete
with pick-up. motor, 2 speakers and microThe Hartley-Turner 215 Speaker O.
phone, output 12 14 watts, excellent condition;
47. Royal College St., N.W.1.
The T.R.F. Unit £19 10 - (
Purchase tax MO.-Redman.
ALLICRAFTERS S36A AM/FM receiver. 27143mc/s, 145mc/s obtainab.e, excellent conin Britain £44,6).
dition, laboratory aligned, offers £40 or exThe 25- watt Amplifier £39.
change SX 28A or AR88.-T. Knight, Caxton
Complete catalogue of data sheets free House, High St.. Hoddesdon. [ 2294
watt quality amplifier ( Jeffery circuit,
on request.
W.W..
Aug.,
1947). £ 15;
W.W.Q.A.
We can offer, FOR IMMEDIATE
(P.X.4s) with spares, £ 12 10; Phil= 4-v ac dc
Home construction of the T.R.F. unit portable,
£ 6; Rola 0.12. £ 5; Ferranti P.M.
DELIVERY from very generous
and amplifier is quite easy with the aid speaker, with P.P.O./T, £4.-Box 2553. [ 2273
stocks, awide range of ultra- nigh
ALLICRAFTERS S-38 a.c./d.c. communicaof our Technical Bulletins ( 10 - each) and
tions receiver. 6 valves, 540kc/s to 32mc/s,
quality fixed paper Condensers,
acomplete understanding of the subject bandspread dial, 18gns; Eddystone " 640 " communications receiver, 31mc/s to 1.7mc/s. 9
from . 001 14F to EVF. Also STOCKS
of high-fidelity will be found, as its valves, latest model, £ 22/10.-City Sale de Ex( 1929), Ltd.. 90-94. Fleet St., E.C.4.
thousands of purchasers will tell you, in change-TUBE
of small, genuine MCA CondenMidwest radio, twin chassis. 3
speakers,
414,3,000
metres,
superb
" New Notes in Radio." Cheap reprint
sers from . 00001 ( 13 pf) to . 31 uF
, specially trimmed for ultra shortwave
now available at 28, post free anywhere. quality
reception ( beat oscillator built in). £ 30; fitted
(10,000p f). Prices are exceedingly
in de luxe giant console cabinet with auto record
changer, record space and cocktail cabinet. £ 110.
moderate.
-Parsons,
12.
Laings
Corner.
Mitcham
4296.
READY SHORTLY
124D R.A.F. receivers with 6 va l
ves.
easy
Enquiries are invited for manufacto convert for television- sound; complete
The Hartley-Turner Selected Record diagram
and gen for conversion. 251-. carr. Pd.;
turers requirements, wholesale
Catalogue, the final answer to the 1224A comm. receivers, brand new, E4/10, carr.
Pd.: 1155F latest, brand new receivers. £ 12.
and
export
only
for bulk
problem " Which records shall Ibuy ? " carr.
Pd.; 24- volt motor generators and rotary
quantities, and for scheduled dePrice about 25-. You cannot afford to transformers. 10/- each.-J. Rae, 39, Penn Rd..
Wolverhampton.
[ 2342
be without it.
rPELEVISION. H.M.V. model 900, radio and
liveries over aperiod, as required.
vision, in beautiful condition. 12in tube,
£70; television. Murphy model A56V console,
Condensers of close or very close
in tip-top order. £45; National NC120 receiver,
0.54 to 30 megs. noise limiter and S meter. the
tolerance can be supplied within
National opposite of the AK98. complete, £ 30;
Eddystone 5 and 10 convertor, as new, with
about one week.
valves and coils lor 5 and 10, £.8.-A. V. Spray.
Ninfleld Rd., Bexhill- on- Sea.
[ 2138
A .
R.88 receiver with spare valves. £ 65; B.C. Pease request our 4 sage bulle, in CO1VSEVEN 01114/
t1 348Q converted mains, modified triode audio
stage and 6v6 amplifier, £ 30, both with S meters.
heterodyne signal generator, converted mains.
125kc/s-20.000kc/s,
crystal
controlled, £ 15;
Radar Monitor. type 25. time cases 2.s and 25.s 180, Tottenham Court Rd., London, W.1
RIVerside 7387. and R.F. frequency. 150-260mc/s, with spare
4in cathode ray tube. suitable for convertion to and 76, Oldhall St., Liverpool 3. Lancs.
oscillograoh. £ 10; e rcuit d.agrams for au; offer;
considered.-Box 2493.
[ 2245
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ALLICRAFTER SX-28. 15 valves. 545 kcs43 mcs, £35; also R.C.A. AR-77. 10 valves,
550 kcs-30 mcs, £30; Halllcrafter S-20 ( Skychampion). 8 valves. 550 kcs-42mcs. £ 12, all excellent condition; AR- 88-D wanted.-Box 2240.
.C.342 receivers , as brand new, 110v A.C. ,
power pack. £14/15; 10-watt reflex horn
pressure type p.a. speakers, with 503-2,000-ohm
trans. £4/15; B.C.221 frequency meters, guaranteed accurate. £6/10:
IFF receivers.
ABK1, 30/-. carr. 3/6.-M. A. Weston. Harman's
Cross, Code Castle. Dorset. [2144
NEW LOUDSPEAKERS
RITE for details of the new Elexicone conversion which considerably improves reproduction of speech and music to existing speakers.
-Looker's ¡Quality Radio, 106, Davidson Rd..
East Croydon.
[ 1923
.S.A. make re-entrant horn public address
speakers, brand new, with built-in transformer 0-250-500-1,000-2.500 il. complete with
collapsible 8ft super tripod and universal fitting
bracket, nearest equivalent on home market over
£20. our price £8/8 c.p. These can also be
supplied in sets of four in special fitted transit
case for £30 per set. inc case, c.p.
FRITH RADIOCRAFT, Ltd.
69-71, Church
Gate. Leicester.
[2123
LOUDSPEAKERS, SECOND-HAND
R.K. 6v field, with mains energising
Fw unit; E5.-67, Dalmally Rd., Croydon.
Axiom 12, guaranteed perfect;
£5110.-Race, 38, Chaucer Drive, Lincoln.
A LMOST new, Acoustical SL15 Labyrinth
11 speaker; £ 12/10.-R. K. Wilson. Alnwick.
ITOILIT corner reflector cabinet. twin dia✓ phragm unit, rectifier, like new; best offer
over £45.-Box 2499.
[ 2266
ARTLEY-TURNER model 215, almost unused; nearest £8.-Dr. Baldwin, 13, Raleigh
Villas, Exmouth. Devon.
[ 2268
ITITAVOX K12/10. used one week; £6 or
✓ offers.-Hill, " South Berryclose," Doulting,
Shepton Mallet, Somerset. [ 2290
‘TOIGT domestic speaker, light twin, £50:
✓ W. W. Williamson amplifier, E20; dem.
Ve n.-5, Gloucester Ave., Slough 22052 . [ 2137
OIGT light coil twin. Lowther valve rectified
power supply. B.C. corner horn and bass
chamber by Voigt; all post-war, mint condition;
£37/10 plus carriage.-Redington, 101.
High
St.. Barnstaple.
[2048
‘7-0IGT domestic corner horn, with cabinet✓ makers' polished oak facing, complete with
Voigt speaker unit and large metal rectifier unit:
£65 or close offer.--Servorne. 10, St. James' Parade. Muswell Hill. N.10.
[ 2198
DARER super quality 12in triple cone speaker
.1U1 with Ticonal magnet, complete with infinite
baffle cabinet in veneered walnut. 15ohms
speech coil; £7/10; new and unused, half
original price.-Box 1383.
[ 1764
XTOIGT corner horn. special model, in natural
✓ light oak veneer, with horn mouth cover,
twin light- coil diaphragm, perfect. £55 or offers;
another, in dark walnut, French polished, £40.Brewer, Bethcar St., Ebbw Vale. [2098
.
A.E.C. dynamic corner deflector, £4; 4station pre-set panel. T.R.F. tuner. £4; Lexington Senior pick-up head for collar°. with
Nu-Metal transformer sapphire, £3; all as new.
-Trees. Lissoms Rd., Chipstead, Surrey. [ 2281
WHARFEDALE corner cabinet, nat. oak. dual
VV speakers, crossover 1.000 c.p.s., £35; Rogers
reflector type corner cabinet, walnut, less speaker.
£26; Goodmans Axiom 12. £6110: Connoisseur
pu., with trans., £3-Seymour. 19. Parkhurst
Court, N.7.
[2058
VALVES
'VALVES! Valves! Valves!-Almost every type
✓ of valve in stock; why wait for valves? All
of our stocks are brand new at makers' list prices,
no ex-Government stock; send no money, we will
send c.o.d, return of post.-Hansard, Market
Place. Spalding.
_
[2249
20/-; 807, 15/6: 7W7. G55, IS5, G003,
10/6: 6SL7(3. 6E5, 6(36G. 10/-; 6AB7.
0004. 12SH7. 65117, 6SN7G. 2X2, 9/6; WE713,
6/6; U.S.A. makes, new, boxed and guaranteed;
delivered registered post free U.K./Eire.-A.
Stansfleld, 62, Aireworth Terrace, Keighley.
DYNAMOS, MOTORS, ETC.
1? D.C. rotary converter. lhp. Input D.C. 210v
_I24 to A.C. 240v 546amps, 50 cycle; E8.-Youlden. 75, Darenth Rd.. London, N.16. [2237
ENIII
plug-on dynamotors for BC453 ,
etc, 14v in, 230v out, 12/6.-Lawrences.
61. Byrom St.. Liverpool. Cen. 4430. [ 2387
convertor, 50 volts D.C. input, output
11 230 volts 50 ca 400 watts, in cabinet, 230volt mains rect, for recharging storage accs. for
latter.-Aspinwall Radio Service, Windermere.
MILECTRIC motors.-Our famous range of
motors again available from stock; example.
1
4hp single-phase, 200-250v. 1.400 rpm. from
£6/16/6; send for lists.-John Steel. Bingley.
Yorks. Tel. 1066 (4 lines). [ 9968
MIX-GOVERNMENT generator for D.C. mains
14 200-230-volt, will charge 12volt car batteries at 2 to 3 amps, new, unused and boxed.
with automatic cut-out and moving coil ampmeter; 35/- complete, carr. paid.-Hughes Az
Sons, 28, Clarence Place, Newport, Mon.
lANAGSLIP from 20/-, send for list: B.T.H.
IT/ SM1406 Selsyns. 33/9 ea; geared AC.-D.C.
motors. 12-24 volts. 600:1 reduction drive, magnetic brake, ideal turning beams direct. 30/- ea;
all goods guaranteed post free.-Hopton Radio.
1, Hopton Parade, Streatham High Rd., London.
S.W.16.
Streatham 6165.
[ 2270
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LL types of rotary converters, electric motors.
battery chargers, petrol-electric generator
sets, etc.; rotary transformers. Input 12v d.c.,
output 600v at 250ma . price E4/10 each nett.
Post paid; J.A.P. No. 2A engines, 1.2hp at 2.600
FOR BEST BRITISH BARGAINS
rpm, complete and ready for use, £ 17 nett, ex
THE FAMOUS works.-Ward, Lordscroft Works, Haverhill. Suf[7503
LESD1X Boudoir crystal folk. Haverhill 253-4.
.C. to A.C. motor alternators, 200-250 volts
set in bakelite case with
D.C. input. 200-250 volts 50 cyc. 1 ph A.C.
wound perspex former, output at 200 watts. ball bearings, new; £ 12/10
var, condenser tuning, each; also new rotary converters with special
semi-perm. detector and smoothing equipment up to 500 watts output for
terminals,
17/6.
High television, radiograms. etc.: prices on aPPlicaresistance
headphones, tion.-Johnson Engineering, 319, Kennington
Rd.. London, S.E.11. Reliance 1412-3.
12191
.
tested for crystal recepANGAMO synchronous motors, self-starting.
tion, light weight, bakelite cases and caps. Metal
200-250v A.C. 50 cycle. consumption 2+,:,
headband and cord, 12;6.
watts. s.ze 2,!¡in diam. 2in deep. geared 1 rev 60
mina, can be reset to zero by friction drive from
ROTARY AERIALS. Positional remote con- front or back, to run clockwise. Ideal movetrol units for Rotary aerials, totally enclosed for ments for making electric clocks, time switches.
panel, 4in. knob and dial with position lock and etc.. nickel p:ated finish, complete with 12 to 1
geared turn indicator, geared 60/1 with 100 dial train. price 25/- ea. postage 6d: Sangamo
as above, final speed, one rev per min. less dial
division dial and folding handle, 15/., post free.
train ideal for darkroom, process timing. etc.
RELAYS. G.P.O. type 3000 as new, 150 ohms, price 22/6 each, postage 6d; hour meters, fitted
2 make 1 CO. contacts, 4/6. P.O. Telephones Sangamo synchronous motor, with gear train.
one rev 1/10 hours to 10,000 hours' recording,
relays 500 ohms 1,000 ohms or low resistance, in bakelite cases. Ideal for process timing. etc
30 ohms, 26. Strip of 20 G.P.O. relays in case, price 35/- each. postage 1,-; large quantities oi
surplus Naval, Army and Air Force radar, transELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS. 200 mfd. mitting and receiving apparatus. rotary converters, rectifiers, power units, cathode ray units.
12 volts, 12:6 doz. ; 75 mfd. 12 volts, 10/6 doz., relays, meters. motors. etc., etc.: a visit to
both metal cased. Extra high voltage fixed con- our premises will not be in vain; s.a.e. for lists.
densers, low capacity, copper cases, heavy H. FRANKS. Scientific Stores. 58. New Oxford
Si,, London, W.C.I. Tel. Museum 9594. [ 2243
terminals,
each, 106 doz.
charging switchboards, 12v- 32v 51:0
INDUCTANCES. 0.8 Henries, 36, postage 97/6 . and 1.260 watts, volts, amps, cut6d.
Terminals, brass, Mk. III, 4 B.A., new, outs, fuses, resistances. etc.. 4 take-offs. superb
76 doz. G.P.O. 10-way terminal strips, 9d. each, unit, in case, or send £5 carriage paid: 75/-.
24 volts. 1.000 watts, 9inX7in. 41t1
5'- doz. 60-way G.P.O. multi connection strips, dynamos,
spindle, or send 80/- carriage paid; 75/- 230vi
26, postage 9d.
1/50, Ilr,hp electric motors. incorporating 1.2eo
D.C. MOTORS. Newton 4 h.p. 420 v. 1,500 cycle converter, or send 80/- carriage paid:
mains transf,rmer switchboards. 230v ao
r.p.m , £5 10 -. Cuttings If h.p. 240 v. 1,500 58/-.
to 12v. 5 separate take-offs. complete distribur.p.m., £3 10 -. If h.p. Waygood 220 v. 1,000 tion panel, all switches, fuses, amps, etc.. brand
r.p.m., £3 10 -. Hobart 1h.p. 250 v. 1,800 r.p.m., new. or send 60 ,- carriage paid; 55/, elect.r'e
motors. I2v and 24v. 'dho. 4InX4in, with
In
£3. Keith Blackman If h.p. 200 v. 800 r.p.m.
£4 10 -. Cyclone If h.p. 200 v. 1,770 r.p.m., £4. spindle for drive. beautiful job, or send 60 'carriage paid; 45 ,-. dynamotor units, containing
Sugden I h.p. 220 v. 1,500 r.p.m., £3. Westing- 12v, 29v. 130v and 300v dc dynamo, or suitable
house 2f h.p. 600 v. 1,100 r.p.m., £5. Carriage as 6v. 12v or 24v motor, approx. 11411p. Ilinx
5m, with spindle to take small grindstone, mop
extra.
etc., also contain adjustable 24v cut-out autoDC/DC MOTOR GENERATORS. 210 volts matic voltage control. smoothing condenser, reD.C. input 23/29 volts 138 amps D.C. output sistances. and many other extremely useful fittings. beautifully made or send 50/- carriage
1,200 r.p.m., E3/10'..
paid; 38/-. radio wavemeters, adustment
MOTOR COMPRESSOR. 230 v. f h.p. 350-370 Mc/s. beautiful instrument in case or
Higgs motor belt driving Curtis compressor, send 40/- carriage paid: host other valuable
2f x21 60 lb. pressure, 400 r.p.m. on C.I. base, EIS. equipment: lists free.-Benmotors. SummerleY
Wim. 3833. ( 100 vd.!
MOTOR BLOWERS. Keith Blackman, AC' St., Earlsfie:d. S.W.18.
DC 24 volts with Sin, inlet and Sin. outlet, ES , S. Rly. Electric Line; 10 minutes Waterloo.i
TEST EQUIPMENT
MICROPHONES. The Lesdix table model,
A VO 7, as new, unused, complete with ease;
£15/10.-Box 2502.
[ 2271
bakelite case, carbon inset, metal grill, on polished
C.R.O. 339A, Blue Trace, good conbakelite base with transformer fitted, 12:6.
dit.on, packing case inc; £25.-Box 2231,
PHONES for the Deaf. S. G. Brown single rflAYLLut 538 sig. generators, almost new;
£12.-Hawkins, 88. Inderwick Rd., N.8.
Church phone on handle with lead and volume
ARCONI TF144 signal generator, amo.t
control, new, 15:-.
Few second-hand various
new, complete in case; £65.-Box 2617.
makes, 106, without control.
A VO R. Ac C. ° ridge and D.C. Ayo Minor; £8.son, 101. Harwood Rd., Rishton, Lancs.
SWITCHES. Dewar Key switch, 7-way C.O. 1-1 Daw OSSOR doub.e beam C.R.O..' almost nra.
flush, 5"-. Yaxley type 8-pole I-way, 31- ; 3- pole
£48 or offer; seen Esher. Surrey.-Box 2422.
3-way, 3 •. Toggle switch, S.P.C.O., 21., double
SCILLOSCOPE. Taylor 30, orand new;
pole C.0 , 26. 8-way Lucas switch box, 316 ;
--61, Broadstone Rd., Yardley, B'gham, 26.
6-way, 3 -.
EE Meager. 250v, leather case, as new; L..
-Lynss. Tunstall Rectory, Sittingoourne
FREQUENCY METERS. 250-500 volts Nalder
"VIM) television pattern generator; £ 10.Reed type 310-380 cycles 7in. dia., 66/10'-. Cromp- 124 Lash, 17. Westhurst Drive, Chislehurst.
ton Parkinson flush panel 45/55 cy. and 320/480 Imp. 1243.12234
QALE, test equipment. Avometers. Avominors.
cycles, needle type Sin. dia., 2in. scale ironclad, £8.
1.7
testers, signal generators. big reductions;
TRANSFORMERS. B.T.H. 200'230250 volts list s.a.e.-Young. 134. Old Shoreham Rd..
50 cy. input 2 volts 20 amps. and 75 volt 6 amps. Southwick. Sus(ex
f1931
OSSOR D.B. Oscillograph 339 ( new). best
with 15 taps output, 70/- C.P. England and Wales.
offer over £40; also ganging oscillator 343,
250-watt Cores with lams and wire for rewind,
best offer over £35.-Meldrum White Lodge,
Fyling Hall. Whitby.
12286
CUTOUTS.
Auto non- mercury in bakelite
20.000 O.P.V. analyser, complete with
case, 3x 3x 2}in., 18 volts 30 amps., 2I'-. G.E.0
_Ea case and booklet, £ 17; special crystal con12 volts 15 amp. non- mercury auto cutouts, 4'6:
trolled beat frequency audio oscillator. £45: details, sae.' 2 unused 12volt 2i,amp F.W rectiLIGHTING PLANTS. Stuart Turner and Pela- fiers. 15/- sch.-Box 2554.
12276
pone, slow speed engines and dynamo set on C.I. VOLTMETERS, 300 volt a.c. , moving iron
dia!, brand new. 17/6 each; also 15
bed plate. 500 watt single cylinder 2stroke water
cooled self-oiled engine, mag. ign., coupled to or 20 ions. 15/- each; thousands of other instruments in stock from 5/6 each.-L. Wilkin50/70 volts 10 amp. shunt dynamo, 1,000 r.p.m. £45. son, 204. Lower Addiscombe Rd.. Croydon. 12315
Villiers Portable plants If K.W. 35 volts, 35 amps.,
05SOR double beam oscilkgraph, model 339.
brand new, complete with hand- book, never
L22/110. J.A.P. 300 watt 32 volts 10 amp. lightweight, LIS.
Chore- Horse 300 watt 12 volt been used; Triometer plus meager, a.c./d.c. vo:tmeter,
as new; will accept any reasonable offer
25 amp. E14/10. All ex- Battersea Stores.
for both together or separate.-Hansard. MarPUMPS.
Suds motor pumps.
400 ,440 volts ket Place, Spalding.
[2235
LEAVERLAND. Ltd.. of 100. Leeds Rd..
3phase 50cy. 2,800'3,000 r.p.m.,
h.p.,240 g.p.h.,
.12A Bradford. Yorks, offer for sale one Coso
15ft. head, L4'10'-. 1'4 h.p., 10ft. head. 240 g.p.h., ganging oscillator 343 and one Cossor doub:e
£4 10 -. 1:12 h.p., 10ft. head, 600 g.p.h., £4.
beam oscillograph 339, as new, Cossera presentday price £ 104/5; nearest to £70 secures.- Full
Please include postage for mail orders.
particulars on application. [ 2226
IGNAL generator Model 999. 100 km-50 mcs
large scale 10X5 14 inches new type attenuator, special internal filtering individual calibra214,
Queenstown Road, London,
S.W.8. tion, better than 1%, £13/17/6. hire purchase
available; stamp for details.-Radio DevelooTe.ephone
MACnul,
59.
ment Co., Moretonhampstead. Devon. [2030
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Adverlisements

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT Co.
BRAND NEW GOVT. SURPLUS STOCK
INDICATOR UNITS TYPE SAL, contains VCR- 97
C.a. 61n. tube imitable for televielon, 7 valves, EF-50
(4), EB34 ( 3), many other componente, metal cam
1gtin. x 81in. x 7iin., brand new units, 66/-, carriage
7/6 extra. EE-G.P.O. TELEPHONE STANDS (
less
handsets), emulate of band generator, bell, dial ( numb/ re and letters), Sway cord and terminal block. 15/,
poet 1/4, two post-free. Ditto, less dials, 1211, poet
1/4. Dials only, 3/6, meet 64. HAND GENERATORS,
output Mv. at 5ainp., complete olth handles, collapsible tripod neat, charging leads, and clips, 25/-,
carriage 5/-. ELECTRIC PUMPS, centrifugal type,
self-priming, max. head approx. 25ft., delivery 10
e.o.m., ideal for neater supply, garden fountains, bilge
pompe, etc.. two models, 12 or 24 v. A.C./D.C., 25/-.
poet Pt ROVING CUL HEADPH /NEIL with moving
coil microphone fitted switch, 10/-, pont
HAND
BEARING MAGNETIC CalPASSES. Type 06A,
alcohol Magee, prism, take standard torch battery,
an exceptional fine instrument, supplied in wood
carrying cam, 2,5/, pont 1/-. AMPLIFIERS, BC-212-D,
complete with two fief, valve., input and output
tramformere, switch, etc., in smart metal came, sin. X
411n. x
operates from 6or 12 v. L.T., 220, 290,
or 350 v. H.T., with circuit. 20/, Post 9cL TELEPHONE SETS, consists of two combined phones and
mikes, 24ft. to-in p.v.c. connecting len, giving perfect
2- way communication, aelf-energi ed, no batteries
required, set complete 7/6, poet 9d. TRANSFORMERS.
input 230 V. 50 cy., output 50 v. 11 amp., or with
lit tle alteration, 100 v. at 5i amp., 2,18/-, carriage 5/,
RAINS MOTuRS, 200/250 v. A.C./D.C., takes approx.
amp., approx. 4,000 r.p.m., fitted twin Dn. shafts,
20/-, poet 1/.. Ditto, fitted fan blower and reduction,
approx. 25 r.p.m., 2,11/-, post 1/4. WALKIE-TALKIE
AERIALS, copper collapsible, 7ft. long, 9- sections',
tin, dia., tapers to 3/321n., also makes good fishing
rod, 2/6, post ai., 3 for 6/9.
ENAM.
CaPPER WIRE, 33 S.W.G., lb ox. reels, 2/6, poet 9d.
DIMMER SWITCHES with off position in bakelits
case. 1/-, poet 4d. KNOBS, black bakelite, all lin.
shaft fitting, radio and instrument type. assort. doz.,
2/6, post 6d. MIDGET VALVES, types 1T4 and 304
only, 7/6, post and packing 6d. CRABTREE « Lincola" and "Contingent" standard 5-amp, mains
on/off surface switches, 1/9, post 4d., sealed cartons
of 12, 113 ,-, pont IId.
Send for our current lists,
2d. with S.A.E. Orders over 30/. pool paid, carriage
charges are extra in all cases.
Our C.O.D. service
I. cancelled for the time being.

pou m.

G1OORPOOL CIRCLE, BIRMINGHAM, 17
Tel. HARborne 1108 or 2664

A VO valve tester complete, Ato oscillator.
.ti. mains model, Avo model 7 and case, Wee
megger, 500v. Cossor C.R.T. 23D„ all fairly I
new and in perfect condition; reasonable offers '
accepted.-10, Beatty Hall. Nr, Stone, Stalls.
WEST meters, complete with leads in leather
J.
case, with strap, surplus but absolutely new
and unused, made by A.V.0„ ranges volts 0-220-200-1,000-2,000 d.c.; amps, 0-20ma, 100ma.
200ma, 2amps, 20amps, 800ohms per volt; resistance 0-10,000ohms; an excellent present; only
LS/10 ea.; cash with order to.-W. Tombs
" Long Acre," Pendoylan. Glam. [ 2296
HE Nuplans calibrator, No. 5a, our latest plan
will check any tuned circuit, receivers,
signal generators, etc.; it provides a chain of
spot frequencies between 103Itc/s and 20mc/s,
and ends calibration troubles easily and cheaply;
plans, notes. etc., 2/6: have you built our personal portable yet?
Full plans. 2/6; szt.e• for
plan list to Bradley, " Whinnie Knowe," Sennen.
Cornwall.
[ 2293
.C.A. crystal calibrated wavemeters, condition as new in transit case with phones.
3 valves ( 11
/ v), 1.000kc crystal and instruction
2
book, type TE -149. 250kc/s-25mc/s, £ 6/15 ea..
carr. 5/-; BC906-D frequency meters. 145-250mc/s. brand new in transit case with valve.
tuning meter, and velvet vernier dial, plug-in
type telescopic aerial. unit is in black crackle
case with chrome fittings, calibration charts in
lid, battery operation. £ 6 ea., C.P. - H. Effggsh•
Rayleigh Rd.. Hutton, Essex.
(2232
EW ex- Govt. bargains!
Send Id sae. for
radio/elec. list! A few examples: All brand
new, boxed, m/coil, electrostatic voltmeters ( Elec.
Inst. Co.) 0-5.000 volts. 31,,in round dial, flush
fitting. flange 41% in. 30/-; ammeters ( R.I.P.)
0-20 amps. round 24in flush. 7/6: milliammeters
(Sangamo Weston) (5-350 m/amps. H.F. thermocouple, round 2in pre. 5/6: ditto ( Ferranti,
0-200 m/amps H.F thermocouple. round 2in
oro).. 7/6; microammeters. visual indicators No.
3 conte. 2 comp. Weston 300 microamp movements in bakelite case. round 25/in dial. 2 scales.
2 lamps with SBC holders complete. 7/6 ea. 12/pair. or 48/- doz: fuel content indicators contg.
a single movement with 2 tappings giving f.s.d.
0-300 or 0-500 microamps. 7/6 ea. 12/- peir, or
60/- doz: Wee Meggers. 250 volt, brand new,
comp. in leather case ( list £ 13). £7/10.-A.C..
Ltd.. 126. St. Albans Ave.. London. W.4 ( Chiswick
1601). or 15. Lawrence St.. Northampton. [ 1911
TRANSMITTING EQUIPMENT
ALE. 150w c/w, Tx.. 14. 28mc/s, 40w, 80m.
phone Tx.. both rack mounted, BC348 Rx.,
less power unit; £ 120 or nearest-Button. 81.
Woodbridge Rd.. Guildford. [ 2238
GRAMOPHONE AND SOUND EQUIPMENT
EXINGTON Senior pick-up. unused, £3.
Li
29, Thwaite St.. Cottingham, Yorks. [ 2046
A LMOST new Ferranti auto- radiogram; £69
.31. ( cost £ 95).-R. K. Wilson. Alnwick.
ARRARD RCIO record-changer in box with
lid; £ 16.-111, Rupert Rd., Roby, Liverpool.
TiLTIRE recorder, portable, excellent fidelity.
VP ready connect to your amplifier; £ 65.-Box
2500.
[ 2267
TXTILKINS Wright coil, P.O., with trans.,
VV unused; £ 5.-Willis, Westwood, Liskeard,
Cornwall.
[ 1956
Tiff HILLIPS radiogram. mod. 791A. good workMg order-H. Sparrow, Ltd., Dept. M..
Bisho 's Stortford, Herts.
[ 2284
Ardente lOw amplifier- gram, smart
cabinet. separate 12M speaker, sacrifice; nearest £28.-Box 2607.
[ 2289
A S brand new, boxed Garrard autochange
21. unit. R.C.65, reasonable offer accepted.35, Colebrook Ave., W.13. Perivale 2769.
rrRANSFORMERS,
tone control and
filter
J.
chokes for all " W.W." circuits.- R. Clark.
30. Langland Cres., Stanmore. Mdx. Wor. 5321.
.M.V. hysteresis motor, with long spindle
and mounting plate for record changer, just
overhauled by makers; £ 6.-MacGillivray. Rote.
Benson, Oxon.
[2258
RMOUR wire recorder in new condition with
230 volt transformer. Turner microphone
and 4 hours recording wire; £ 150-Terry.
Heatherside, Walton- on- the- Hill, Surrey. [ 2229
TWO robust " Astatic " Xtal diaph. mikes,
.3.
high quai., fine chromium desk stands, grip
switch, plug-in heads, 1/
2 to
5meg input. 7ft
cables; worth £ 10 each; offers?- Archway 1016.
MAGNETOPHONE tape. 3, 1,000m reels and
.17.1 2 sound heads, offers; S.T.C. 4021c Mike.
£4/10; Mete° Mike. £2,• all letters answered.R. W. Archer, 82, Beechwood Ave., St. Albans.
ENERAL Industries ( U.S.) disc recorder and
playback in portable case, auto- changer,
provision for mike or radio. 100-250v a.c.. in
first class cond.: £ 55.-Harris. 93. Warclour St.,
W.I.
ADIO gramophone comprising solid mahogany cabinet ( 3ftX2ftX2V2ft), two unused
Garrard electric turntable and pick-up units,
amplifier ( Ferranti Q.P.P.). H.T. eliminator,
etc., complete or would sell units separately.Rayner, 1. Firtree Rd., Banstead. Surrey. [ 2199
iliVEMBERSHIP of the British Sound Recording
111. Association ensures the profesional and
amateur recording engineer, and quality reproduction enthusiast, of all the latest information
in the form of monthly lectures, publications.
demonstrations and the official journal, " Sound
Recording." published quarterly; Vol. 3, Nos.
1. 2. 3, 4 available at 2/6 each.-Details of
membership and application form from Membership Secretary, Barrie J. King. 48, Mount View
Rd., N. Chingford. London. E.4. [ 2119

Q u alitY
TRANSFORMERS
and
CHOKES

Made specially for your requirements. All coils layer
wound and insulated between
layers.
Our modern factory is fully
equipped with vacuum and
pressure impregnators and all
the latest testing equipment.
POWER OUTPUTS
up to 4 K.V.A.
AUDIO RATINGS
3-200 watts

AUSTIN MILLS LTD.
LOWER CARRS,
STOCKPORT
_scatiohed 20 ce,",
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OPPORTUNITIES
IN RADIO
Get this FREE Book!
OPPORTUNITIE1"
• • vc,16
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vision Industry.

In zo8

pages of intensely interesting matter, it includes
full details of our up-tothe-minute home study
courses in all branches of

TELEVISION and
A. M. Brit.
T.R.E.,A.M.I.E.E.,City
& Guilds, Special TeleRADIO,

vision,
Film

Servicing, Sound

Projection,

Short

Fre quency, and
Wireless Courses.

Wave, High
General
We

Definitely Guarantee

"NO PASS-NO FEE"
If you're t
les, than ( to a week, this
enlighteniin; book is for you. Write for your
copy today.
It will be sent FREE and
without oh)4ation.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY
3881s, Shakespeare House,

17/
19

Stratford Floc, London, w.i.
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FREQUENCY METERS
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A special offer of these superb instruments. Rang,
125 heu 40,300 kcs, with aecuracy of better than . 01%.
Contains crystal.: controlled oscillator, heterodyne
mediator, and an audio frequency amplifier.
Each
instrument has been Individually calibrated, and la
complete with calibration book, instruction book,
valves', crystal, etc. A really Precision Instrument,
well within e.r.o. limit e. Illust rat ed leaflet available.

ONLY

£15

C. \A'.0. Please.

S.A.E. / or lists.

u
.
E
.
'THE RADIO CORNER

Corp.

138, GRAY'S

INN

ROAD,

LONDON,

W.C.I

'Phone: TEIttainus 7937.
openontli 1p.m. Saturdays, we are 2mine, rom High
liolbora, 5mins from King'. Crone.

December, 1948
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OR sale, Lexington Senior P.C. with transformer. 75/-' 10 2mfd, 2.000v Dubilier type
951. 9/- each; 2 E.D.C. rotary converters in
cases. 50v d.c. and 100v d.c. inputs, both 230v
a.c.. 180 watt output. £9 each; P.A. outfit with
8 speaters, details on request. £20.-Macrae &
Dick. Ltd., Academy St., Inverness. [ 2236
MOVING coil microphones, manufactured by
111. Lustraphone, emp.oying patented method of
diaphragm suspensicn reducing acoustic leakage
and distortion to a minimum, impedance approx.
20ohms, frequency response does not exceed
6db between 50 and 8,000c.p.s., 4M diameter,
21
/ in deep, microphone complete with 4- tier
2
telescopic stand and 4Veyds microphone cable;
£511716, packing and postage 2/6 extra; limited
quantity; cash with order.-Teleonics. Ltd.. 181.
Earls Court Rd.. S.W.5. Tel. Frobisher 0387.
A .C. gram. motors, 200-250v gin t.t.. 75/-;
Coliaro ditto with 12in t.t. and variable
speed,
Collaro ditto but with universal
autostop. £7/6/3; Collaro combined unit- motor,
mag.
pickup/autostop
a.c.. £ 9;
a.c./d.c.
£12/18/9;
ditto with crystal pickup ( a.c.).
£10/7/10; Plesey new model super quick- action
a.c. mixed record changer with magnetic pickup. £ 18/9/6: Collaro ditto, £22; 4watt audio
amplifiers, pickup and tuner inputs, volume.
tone and neg, feedback controls. £ 5/19/6; bargain list. 21,401.-N.R.S.. 102, Parkhill Rd., London. N.W.3. Gulliver 1453.
[ 2392
THE Enock pick-up incorporates a diamond
1
stylus,
precision
ground
and
highly
Polished
to
an
optimum
contour;
to
reproduce the full flavour of modern recordings
th.s contour must retain its shape indefinitely
within very close limits; diamond is the only
known material which satisfactorily fulfils this
condition; this, therefore, is the basic reason
for its select.on for use in the Enock pick-up;
where absolute constancy of shape can be relied
on, less weight is required at the needle point for
correct
tracking,
which,
in
turn,
permits
lighter " damping" of the movement; these
three features reduce record wear to an exceptionally low level.
THESE are only some of the reasons why the
Enock pick-up is the only possible choice for
the discriminating user who requires consistently the best possible results.
A DIAMOND stylus finished to such fine limits
is necessarily expensive and, in actual fact.
accounts for three-quarters of the price of
£29/5 for the Enock Pick-up ( Patent No. 538058.
others pend.ng).
TELEPHONE or write for a demonstration.Joseph Enock, Ltd. 273a. High St., Brentford.
Middlesex. Tel. Ealing 8103.
[ 2021
HARLES AMPLIFIERS. Ltd., announce that
their new 16pp fully illustrated catalogue.
" Living Music," is now ready; write for your
copy now, and enclose 5d in stamps. The K1 and
Concerto amplifiers are fully described, together
with the famous K1 amplifier kit ( blue print
2/
6 ).
To match these high fidelity amplifiers.
which have been gaining popularity month by
month since Radiolympia, 1947, we have two
tuning units, both being sensitive superhets or
simple TRF units at the turn of a switch, giving
the choice of highest fidelity or long range sensitivity.
Also the " Tricorne " corner speaker
chamber, available with or without speaker. Deferred terms are available, ensuring that the
cream of high fidelity units are available at
reasonable prices, without straining the budget.
We will be happy to answer your written enquiries or to see you between 9.30 and 6. Pets.
9.30 to 1 p.m.-Charles Amplifiers, Ltd., le.
Palace Gate. , Kensington, London, W.8. Tel.
Western 3350.
19244
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ADDITIONAL REFINEMENTS
have been incorporated in Armstrong
Model RFI03 for the Coming Season
as under.
2 stages of I.F. amplification with

variable selectivity, aremodelled coil
pack with permeability iron cored
coils and a tuning indicator of the
cathode ray type.
The chassis in
future will be known as :

Model RF103 Type 2.
10-VALVE
ALL
WAVE
CHASSIS
WITH
VARIABLE SELECTIVITY. iavalve
(including
C.R. valve)
circuit R.F. Preamplifier, 2stages I.F. with variable selectivity,
Wave band expansion ( short wave band
covers over 20"), large glass scale. 10 watts
push-pull output. For 200-250 v. A.C. mains.
Price 19 gns. plus tax.

SPECIAL NOTICE
EXP83 and UNI83 briefly
described hereunder now incorporate aremodelled coil pack with
permeability iron cored coils giving
increased selectivity and sensitivity
and a row tone compensating
circuit to still further increase
quality of reproduction
MODELS

Model EXP83.
8-VALVE ALLWAVE RADIO CHASSIS incorporating

waveband expansion. Large glass scale. Treble
boost control.
High quality push-pull output
A IRBORNE radar T.X. inc H.P. pulse magne ZS. tron, £ 5; 3 core 0.3A line cord. 1/2 yd.gives 10 watts audio.
For 200-250 v. A.C.
Mort, 42. Barn Lane, Golborne. Lancs. [ 2388
mains. Price EIS. 8. 8. Plus Tax.
QUPPRESSORS cont. 8 . lef 350v condensers.
Model UNII-83.
8-VALVE ALL1/- post free; quantities at reduced rates.Smith. Highworth Rd., Paringdon. Berks. [ 1850
WAVE RADIO CHASSIS incorporating
Ye resistors, 5/6; 0.15f. 3/- doz.; octal
A
waveband expansion. e.g. the 16-50 m band
holders, 3d.: mains volts panels and fuse.
9c1.-J. Sparrow, 28, Lancaster Gdns., Clacton.
covers just over 20 inches on the large glass
elHASSIS, undrilled durai, 21/
21n.
deep. gin.
scale, treble boost control, high quality pushX7in. 6/6, 12in.X8in. 8/- 14in.X9in. 9/-.
pull output giving 6wam audio. For 200-250 v.
20in.X 101n. 10/6, post free.- e`Vincent's," 22.
D.C. or A.C. mains. Price £ 5. 8. 8. Plus Tax.
Pine Grove, Sheringham, Norfolk. [ 2088
AK AKERS' surplus.-New t.r.f. coil assemblies.
Model EXP125.
14-VALVE ALL1V1 aerial and HET. 100-2,000 metres. selective. 10/- pair; h.f. chokes. 3/-.-Schooner
WAVE RADIO CHASSIS
giving conMarine. 51, St. Mary St.. Bridgwater. [ 2169
tinuous waveband coverage from 11.9 m.
UTPUT transformer, mains transformer and
upwards. Waveband expansion. R.F. Presmoothing chokes for Williamson amplifier
amplifier.
Two I.F. stages with variable
to exact specification, full standard range.-Send
for details to Dupley Electronics. Ltd., Cranmer
selectivity.
Electronic bass and treble lift
Av . W 13.
Ealing 5688.
[ 1934
controls.
15 watt push-pull output.
For
"v'OU'LL probably get it at Smith's. Edgware
200-250 v. A.C. mains.
1 Rd.! "
Everything for the constructor from a 1/10watt resistor to a radiogram
HOME MARKET
cabinet; lowest prices, biggest variety.-Near
A limited number of the above is available to
Metropolitan Music Hall. Pad. 5891. [ 8005
our friends at home, and we shall be glad to
LEARANCE offer, zotary converters. 7/6
send details and to give demonstrations at
post free; brand new boxed, ex- Govt. 12v
input 250v and Av output, or can be reversed.
mirshowroorns
limited
quantity,
cannot
reoeat.-JosiM
17. Southsea Ave.. Leigh- on- Sea. Essex.
12171
WERRANTI 7.5 kva moving coil voltage reguI
E
RL
EE
L
VEI
1:041.
C
.1: ,ators
input 200-250v+8%-12%, 45 66
cps. output 200-250v j 1
2 %. frequency compen/
WARLYERS ROAD, HOLLOWAY, LONDON. . d.7
sated, as new and unused, with handbook; offered
'Phone • NORth 3213
at a fraction of list price to clear; ( Herts).-Box
2031.
[ 2064
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WONDERFUL opportunity; moving coil micro,' V phone inserts, brand new. V- each; cash
with order; limited number evaileble..-WrIte now
to Dougas Benjamin. 1, White Conduit St., N.1.
V.H.T. transformers, mains transformers and
.1.:A chokes for electronic engineering homebuilt televisor; delivery ex- stock.-Metropolitan
Radio Service Co., 1021, Finchley Rd., N.W.11.
Tel. Speedwell 3000.
! 1678A
rVELEVISION scanning coil assemblies, as used
J.
in our own equipment, suitable for " Wireless World " receiver design, high impedance
trame coils, low impedance line coils; 32/- exworks.-Clive Courtenay & Co., Ltd., 5, Horsham
Rd.. Dorking. Surrey.
11579
OIL sets in container to plug into Model RU19
U.S.A. aircraft receiver; 65 sets. 850-1.330
kc, 9/6 each; 34 sets. 9.050-13,575 kc, 4/6 each:
20 sets, with switch, 540-830 kc. and 5.200-7.700
ks. 6/- each; cash with order-Bush, 14, Leigh
Rd., Worthing. Sussex.
( 2182
transformers ( real). primary 200/250.
secondary 47/51v: at 1.2 amps. screen
primary and shrouded. price 5i- each, postage and
Packing 1,-; in lots of 12, 4/- each.- South Waies
Engineering Supply Co., Pernhroke Buildings,
Cambran Place. Swansea.
[ 2241
HE pioneer manufacturers of the Williamson
amplifier offer finest quality set of transformers and chokes at £815. inc. car.; fully
shrouded, beautifully made and guaranteed.R.T.M.C.. Ltd., 141. Little Ealing Lane. W.5.
(See advert. under Amplifiers.) ( 2370
MAZING bargain.- 9/6, complete kit of parts
for 3 W.B. superhet coil pack. including
Yaxlee type, coils chassis, trimmers, etc., 1.1.t.s
465, 7/6 pr; droppers. 2/9; send for cheapest list
in England.-Sussex Electronics, Ltd. ( G.).
Bevendean. Brighton, 7. Tel. 4446. [2143
PANEL indicator lamps, blue or red. 9d; toggle
1
switches. 3amp 250v. 1/-; unspiliable accumulators. 2v. 9 6; rotary uniselector switches.
12/6: telescopic masts. 15ft. 10/6: control panel
of 16 switches. 5.6; post extra: list available.Stansfied. Aireworth Terrace, Keighley. [ 2298
T ITTLEWOODS.-Filament transformers, 61_J volt 11/
2
amps, 8/6; selenium rectifiers,
250v 40 mA. 3/6; both ideal for t.r.f. set; t.r.f.
coils, combined m.w. and I.w., 4/6 pair; i.f.
transformers, high gain, 465 kc/s. 9/- pair.G. Henson. Littiewood & Co., 27. Ballards Lane.
Finchley, London. N3. Fin. 3060. [ 2145
ELSYN motors for remote control of beams.
etc., wt 41b. torque 114in lb. as brand new,
in sealed tins, with instructions; set of 3 motors
to work direct from 230v a.c. ( in series). £ 3/10/6;
moving coil microphones, each with 1 pr m.c.
headphones, brand new, boxed, 4/6. post 9d.Logan, 1, West Alley. Hitchin, Herts. [2060
.L.G. RADIO offer high-class metalwork at
competitive
prices;
aluminium
chassis,
panels. etc.. plain or punched, bright. plain grey.
or alack crackle finish; single or repetition; trade
supplied; large stocks new and surplus components; lists ready: send stamp; Woden components from stk.-15. Halcyon Rd.. Newton Abbot.
SALE of surplus stock; valve- holders. moulded.
)..7
25/6 100: Paxolin, 16/8 100; multicore
sheathed cable. 5 to 9 core, from £ 7 1.000 yds;
1.000
yds;
7/36 ?. B., £ 1/10;
1.000 yds;
4- pole.
2- way
switches,
6/dos:
1- pale.
I2- way switches. 12/- dos; special 9- pin plugs
and sockets, £ 1 per 100 pr.; sleeving, chokes, resistors. etc.- Apply 40. South molton Lane. W.I.
Tel. May. 5833.
[2253
RANSFORMERS. special quality. tropicalised.
61
X 612in X71n, 230v primaries. secondary 350-0-350v at 300nia. 20-0-20v. 2X6.3v, 5v.
37/6; secondary. 2X350- 0-350v at 200ma, 2X6.3v
CT,, 25(5v. 6.3v. 55/-. carriage 5/-: Primary
tapped 200-250v, secondary 500-0-500v at 120ma.
3X4v C.T., 10v, 32/6: 350ma L.P. chokes, 20 -;
many other items. s.a.e. list.-Cross. Sherries,
Cross Lane, Grange. West Kirby. Cheshire.
for West Country amateurs:
Eddyston 640 Ham receiver, cash £27/10, or
terms; meters, ' ma mc 2in Rd. Pl. Weston. 9/6
5ma Sq. Fl. Weston, 10/-: 100ma do.. 10,iholders, Br. 5- pin amph.. 6d; Int. oct. pax., 4d
int. oct. amph.. 6d.; condensers. . 01-350v, 7d
.1-350v. do.. 8d: Solar oil- filled blocks. 0.1 or
0.25-600v. 1/3: 25pF ceramic A/S trimmers. 9d.;
50 pF ceramic tuning. 1/-; c.w.o, only: add
postage on orders under 30/-; s.a.e. for lists.G. N. Pill & Partners. 49. Cobaurg St., Plymouth.
rfaELRAD ELECTRONICS. 70, Church Rd..
1
Upper Norwood, London, S.E.19.-Brand
new 2- gang condensers, 0.0005mfd. 8/-; midget
with trim. 15/-; J.B. with trim. 13/3: 3- gang
0.00016 mfd with trim. 17/6; 4- gang 0.00036 or
0.0005mfd with trim. 26/6; loudspeakers, less
trans.. 314in. 12 ,6; Rola 4in, 18/-: 51.
n. 23/6:
tin, 23/6
614in, 27/6; Rola 8m, 24/-; 10in.
30/-; Celestion 8in. 30/-: 101n, 45/-; 12in P44,
75/-: M.E. with pen. trans.. 8M, 1.500 or
2.000ohms field. 36/-; 10in, 2.000ohms field. 54/-.
XTEW ex- Govt. bargains!
Send Id s.a.e. for
.1.1 our list before buying!
A few examples:
Headphones. double. Bal. Armature units. Reed
driven alumn. diaphragms, adjustable double
headbands with 8ft cords and jack- plug. d.c. resistance 60 ohms. but ideal for Xtal sets, note
these are brand new, boxed. super- sensitive instruments worth 2 guineas! Our price. 5/6 pr,
2 pairs 10,-; trade: 10 prs. @ 3/6. 100 prs.
3/-.
1.000 prs. @ 2/6; rectifiers, metal. 12 volt ramp,
brand new. 2 fcr 10/-, or 10 for £ 2; vibrators.
6 volt, non- synchronous 629C. 5/6 ea. 48/- dos,
£21 gross.-A. C.. Ltd., 15, Lawrence St., Northampton.
[ 1912
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MOVING COIL

AMMETERS & VOLTMETERS
ExGOVT., NEW, UNUSED & BOXED
Offered at a fraction of original cost

FINEST QUALITY PRECISION
INSTRUMENTS
by famous makers such as Ferranti, Pullin,
Metropolitan Vickers, Sangamo Weston, G.E.C.
AMMETERS
2in. Flush, 50-o-30 amps
VOLTMETERS
Sin. Flush, o-ao volt

All

at

3/11

sin. Plush, 0-30 volt

each.

Carriage paid.

Cash with order only.
Secure yours now-limited quantity.

H. H. LINTON &CO.., LTD.
340snaburgh St., London, N.W.1
clephone

BUSton

84
06

POWER UNIT TYPE 87
These unite comprise a 3 commutator rotary transformer
with a smoothing system consisting of screened ropressor
units and an L.F. choke and condenser. Input 24 V. D.C.
Output 250 V. 65 milt. WT. and 6.3 V. 2.5 amps. L.T.
Housed in sound- proof cabinet. Will operate continuously
at 30 m/a. H.T. or intermittently at 65 m/s. The rotary
transformer has ahi- polar permanent magnet field. These
have many uses, including that of a D.C. battery charge(
by using the WT, winding for D.C. mains input and charging
6v. batteries at one or two amps, from the L.T. side.
Brand new-ZNLY 10/-. (
Post and pkg. 216.)

AERIAL TUNING UNITS
'i Ilene brand new equipments were made for the Alt1 5206
installation and comprise a complete tuning unit covering
2.4-13 51es. ( 2bands) A0-3 amp. R.F. Thermocouple meter
le fitted , and the main rotating tuning coil comprises approx.
57 turns silver plated wire. A revolution counter is fitted
acting in association with the rotating pulley and coll.
Overall size 5M. x Sin. x Sin. The tuning handle may be
iocked In any desired position. Each equipment is despatched
in a wooden tramit case. Only 211- carriage paid.
Terms : C.W.O. Remittances payable to E. and O. Distributing Corporation Limited.

M.O.

MAIL ORDER SUPPLY CO.,
Dept. WW.
3, Robert St. Hampstead Rd. N.W.1
•
Stepney Green 2760-3906.

CALLERS to 24, New Road, London, E.1

AYMAX are your suppliers for radio teleRA vision and gramophone equipment, components kits and chassis; all at prices you can
afford; all necessary items, including cabinets.
for player or auto table radiograms; stamp for
general list or state your requirements.- Raymax Elec. Co., Ltd., 126. Norwood Rd., 5.5.24.
TELEVISION pre- amplifiers. R.F.1 6F.12, 2
tuned stages coaxial coupled, 40-48mc/s.
flying leads. 6.3 heater, 200 ht.. E2/12/6; R.F.2
6 F.12s, 3 tuned stages, E3/1216; E.H.T. transformersi pri. 200-250sec. 2-4-6volt taps. 5.000v
d.e., 5m.a.. £ 3/6;
power trans., 350 X 337.W.
280m.a., 6v 6a., 4v 8a. E3/18/6; choke 1, 250m.a.
511, E215; choke 2, 80m.a. 10h. E115; coax. cable
B.1 television, 1/3 per yd.; anti- static coax.
%in diameter neoprene with copper braiding.
1/2 per yd.-Boscombe Radio .3o Electric, 595.
Christchurch Rd., Boscombe. [ 2341
MATEUR has surplus to requirements.Genuine B2 ceramic coil formers. 1/6;
0.0001 V/condensem with long spindles, ideal
C.O. or buffer. 3/6; R.F. meters. lamp. 4/6;
E.F.50 valve holders. micalex, 64; 5- core metal
shielded maroon cotton covered cable. 1/6 yd;
h.t, cable, as used sparking plugs, 64 yd; 250ohm
25w vitreous resisters, 6d; round jack plugs.
3d; Nile batteries. 11 units delivering 26 volts
at 125amps. weight about 2cwt, £ 26; small single
units delivering 1.3 volts, size 6inX1Nin sq.
weight about llb 2/6 each; please add little
for carriage; large batteries to be collected by
Purchaser.-G2FXK, 82, Walsall Rd., Aldridge.
T_TARRY JAMES PRODUCTIONS, 270. Leith
Walk, Edinburgh, 6.-Mall order specialists,
c.o.d, or cash with order; electrolytics. new. not
W.D. surplus, 8mfds 3/2, 16mfds 5/3. 16+8mfds
6/3, 8-8mfds 6/-. 4mfds 2/9, 25mfds 25v 2/-.
50mfds 50v 2/9; T.R.F. chassis. 3/6; T.R.F. coils.
M. 85 L., 7/9 pair' condensers, 0.1 0.01. 0.05,
500v 8d each; variable 2 gang, 0.0005. 12/-, with
trimmers, 13/6; loudspeakers, 5M P.M., 19/6;
ut 2in energised 1,000 ohms. 29/6; 8M P.M.. 25/-:
volume controls, long spindle. W/S. 5/6; L/19,
3/6; mains transformers, 350-0-350 6.3v and 5v
,a• 4v heaters. 30/-; output multi ratio, 9/-; valve
holders, 5- pin, 7 and octal, 7d each; amphenol
uype, 9d each; voltage droppers, 0.2 amp 1,000
ohms. 3/9; 0.3 amp 800 ohms, 4/9; line cord, best
quality, 0.3 amp 3- core. 9d per 1t; special offer,
0-1 milliamp, metres. suitable for multi meters,
etc., price 12/6; enquire for anything in radio;
s.a.e. for lists.
[ 1553
ELENIUM rectifiers, charger kits, etc., new
goods, not surplus; add 7d. postage up to
15/-, 1/4 above; latest type selenium rectifiers
for L.T. packs, chargers, etc., data sheet supplied with each rectifier; 15v lamp 10/6. 15v
2amp 12/6. 15v 3amp 21/-, 15v 4amp 25/-,
24v 2.5a 35/6, 24v 5e 45/-; also trickle charger
types, 6v 0.5amp 5/6, 6v 2amp 9/6, 15v 0.5amp
7/6; giant finned type rectifiers, 15v 6amp
33/-, 6v 10amp 26/-; H.T. types, 250v 60ma.
small space selenium for a.c., d.c. sets. 7/-;
ditto 110v 60ma for U.S.A. midgets, 7/-; 120v
2Orna el:minator recto.. 7/-; 350-0-350 80ma,
13/6; 250v 100ma, full wave bridge type, 13/6;
de luxe, high quality charger kits, data sheet
supplied, fully guaranteed standard kit. 15v
3amp S.T.C. rectifier with 50- watt interleaved
and impregnated transformer and ballast bulb
for 2v to 12v charger, 45/ -, or with specially
manufactured, black crackled, louvred, steel
case and all small hardware, 62/-; ditto but
12v 2amp rectifier. 40- watt trans. and ballast
bulb. 36/6. with case and hardware 52/-; ditto
6v 2a rectifier, with trans. and ballast bulb,
36/-, or with case and hardware, 50/-; medium
duty kit. 15v 4e rectifier. with 75- watt transformer and ballast bulb for 6v 12v charger.
62/, or with handsome steel case and all small
parts, 80/-; heavy duty transformer. 140 watts
with 15v 6amp rectifier for 6v, 12v charger.
75/, or with slider resistance and high-grade
0-6 ammeter. MS.-Champion. 43, Uplands Way.
London, N.21. Tel. Lab, 4457.
[2384
A ERIAL insulators. 2 link, 44, 3/- doz; 3
/1. link 6d, 4/6 doz; Pyrex 1/- ea.. 9/- doz;
crystals. 3.780. 3.720. 3.760, 4/6 ea.; 8+16 electrolytics. 450/350 V.W., 2/6. 24/- doz; lead acid
hydrometers, 1/6. 12/- doz; condensers. 0.01
tubular. 2/- doz, 18/- gross' 0.01 mica. 44, 3/6
dcz; lmfd. 1/- doz.; 0.5mfd. 2mfd, 1/6 doz.;
0.1 350 V.W.. American metal tubulars: 5 for
2/6, 5/- doz.; ditto 200 V.W.. 3/6 doz.; lOmfd.
600 V.W. compact American oil filled, 5/-; 2mfd,
4,000 V.W. ditto. 7/6: 2mfd. 2,000 volt ditto.
3/9; ceramic variables. 75 p.f., long spindle.
1/9; 5 p.f., 15 p.f. split stator. 1/9; rectifiers.
12v
6/-; transformers. 100-250 volt in, 1
to 26v out. 7 amps, 25/-; iron selenium rectifiers.
12v 6e. 15/-; bakelite enclosed M.E.S. panel
lamps, 4/- doz., 36/- gross; S.P.S.T. toggle
switches, 1/-; U.S.W. chokes. 3d; boxed meters.
5 me., 21
/ in, 5/-; 9 amp 3,,in. 4/-; E.F.50
2
holders. 44; pots 50K w. wound. 500K long
spindle. 2/6 ea.; co-ax. plugs and sockets. 9d
Pr.; 2p 6- way miniature Yaxley types. 1/3: 5246,
GTIC. 5R40 ( selected 5U4). 6'- ea.; VR137.
Epso, 4/6; 2%in vernier dials. 0-100. chromed,
2/6; multi- purpose 50 cy. transformers, 220v.
45v. 6.3v. 5v windings. bargain price, 4/6; 6
new assorted tag panels. approx. 30 useful components. 3/6; new 1/.2-2 watt resistors, our assortment. 2/- doz.; ditto, good used, 1/3 doz.; condensers including 0.1mfd. etc., new assorted.
2/- doz.; condensers, good used. 1/3 doz.; Westectors. W6. WX6. 6/- doz.: 2L.in voltmeters,
9-16v. scaled for 12v ace. charging, moving coll.
2,-, 18/- doz.; money refunded if not satisfied: .
mclude postage under 10/-.-The Amateurs Den.
181. Lake Rd.. Portsmouth. [ 2264
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METRO-VICK

Oil Filled Transformer.
4kVA. Input 230 volts,
socycles, output 18,000
volts. Cont ents approx.
56 lbs. copper, Ira las.
laminations, 13 galls.
transformer oil.
Li g ea.11. Packed in
original crates.
Carriage 2/6 extra.
Brand New
sad Unused
ROTARY
TRANSFORMER
(Type 79)
Tropicalieed packing. se
Input 26 volts, out- l
put 300 volts, 320 MillS.
plus r3c) volts, 6
MA.
POST FREE

10

VALVE,

II

METRE

SUPE R-H ET

7Gns.
Plus 8/- for
carriage and packing.

Ideal for
conversion into
television set. Comprises
pre- amp. Ow., mixer, 5 I.F.'s Det., Video amp.,
I.F. frequency is megs. Band with 4 megs.
Co- axial, input and output sockets, to mains type
valves, 6.3 volt fitments. Brand new and unused.
WIRELESS INSTRUMENTS ( LEEDS) LTD.,
54-56, The Headrow, Leeds, 1.
Tel.: 22282.

-MAINS TRANSFORMERS

15 6
and Packing tG ' tira
Now Goods, Fully Guaranteed, Not Surplus
Standard Replacement Types. Droiwthrough chassis
type with top abroad.
Impregnated.
Primaries
2
(
a°)°212530°
-

'if vii8 init. 6.3 v. 3A. CT., 5r. 2A. 15
(b) 250-0-250 v. 611mA. 4v. 4A. CT,, 4v. 2A. 16
(e) 250-0-250 v. 80 mA. 0/4/6.3 V. 4 A. CT,
(0
0/34
0
/
5-v
0
0.
42
0.4
0.
v. 80
...A.
18
.6/4/6.3 v. 4 A. 0.T..
18
(e) 350.0.350 v. fin mA ..0/4/6..3
.
.v. 4.
i. CT.,
18
1410
5-0
v.
2
22
A
dv. 1.6
. .. v...
(0°25
0Da 0/4/6.3
4A. QT .,
.
21
(10°13
40
10
57
0:320
A
0.V. 1
.
00 mi .0/4/6..3 v. 4.i. CT...,
22
0.)013
430
5.7;.3
22
A
0.y. 100 mi .0/4/613 v. 4"
0/4/5 v. 2A. ..
23
(I) 350-0-350 v. 150 ma. 0/4/6.2 v. 6

(j)°14
42
1
5
5
-ov:432
A
5'y. 166 mA.. 6.3 v..4.A.

6
ti

o
o
o
o
o
0

C.T ., 6.3
38
4A. C.T.. 5v. 3A. ..
43 6
(k) 425-0-425 v. 180 na. 4v. 8A. C.T., 4v. 4A.
CT..4 v.4 A. .. .
43 6
il 4I5s0 425 v. 180 mA. 6.3 v. 4A. CT., 4V.
2A.C.T..4 v.2 A.C.T..5 v.3 A.
46 0
Types ( 1) ( I) ( I) are fully shrouded upright type.
WILIJAMSON OUTPUT TRANSFORMER
"LAH" precision type to author's specification.
Upright type. Tropical finish. Super Job, rot&
1949 RADIO FEEDER UNITS
Tuned R.P. Stage. High performance, appearance and
workmanship. Completely aligned and ready for connect Ion to audio amplifier. High" Q " collsthroughout.
Model A. Wave ranges 16/50, 200/550, 800/2,000
metres. Colour printed glass dial 8in. x81n. Switched
pick-up sockets.
Volume control.
For use with
657, 6K8. 6K7. 0Q7 valves, 810/8/8.
Model B. A de.luxe feeder unit for the connoisseur.
Wave ranges 45/145, 200/550, 800/2,000 metres, plus
six electrical bandspread ranges covering 13, 16, 19,
25.30 and 41 metre bands. Colour printed iiisuie dial
101n. X81n, with wave range indicator and provision
for magic eye. Volume and tone controls. Switched
pickrop sockets. For use with EF50, ilKS, 6K7, 6Q7
1(63 valves. 818/7/6.
Send Old. ammo for illustrated leaflet on Feeder Units.
and
32
page
Catalogue.

COULPHONE

RADIO

" The Return of Post Mail Order Servie.
ORNISKIRK, LANCS.
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MIX- GOVT. switchboxes,
7X4X2, with 16
12a on/off snap toggles, mes, holder, etc.. 4/9;
control panels. U.S.A., black crackle, contain
2 high-grade on/off plus 6- way switch. 5 multiway sockets, complete with plugs. 3/9: heavy
duty 3- position rotary switches, pointer knob.
7/6 dozen; miniature 12volt electric motors.
a.c.-d.c., roller bearings, 7/6; lampholders. 1/6
dozen; 6.2v 0.3a bulbs. 4/6 dozen; Mk III reflector gunsights, contains 3 lenses. lamphouse
with rheostat S.B.C. lampholder, 4/6; no lists.Passingham ( Dept. W.W.), North St., Keighley.
ERAM1C condensers, most sizes, 2 pf to 350
pf, silver and standard mica most sizes to
6.000 pl., all at 2/3 per dos; type 577 0.01/2.000v
mica plated cases, metal case electrolytics.
50mf/25v 20mf/50v micropacks, lOmf/25v. all
at 9d. 7/6 doz; U.S.A. metal tubulars 0.1/350
0.01/1.000
waxed. 0.15/450. all at 3/- doz;
0.1 / 1.030, 4/- doz; wafer switches, silvered double
contacts. 2p 4w 4b 2/6. rotary DPST.1/6, grout,
boards. 21 way. 1/3. 4- way 3/6 dos: Mansbridge
condensers.
2m 1/400.
12/doz,
4mf / 700v.
8mf/400v, 2/6. Please add postage.-J.E.L. Postal
Supplies, 133, St. James Rd., Blackburn.
HY convert surplus gear? 30volt primary
tapping with selenium bridge rectifier gives
24volts d.c.: any bridge assembly possible at 2d.
per watt. Examples: 24v la 4/, 10a 40/, lita
600v 25/-, 1.200v 50/-. New vitreous resistors,
1 to 75k ohms: 30watts 1/3, 75w 1/6. 100w 1/9.
200w 2/-, 300w 2/3. Type 4 power buzzer and
suppressors, 3/6: junction boxes. 8X3X2in. 9d.;
brass side entry terminals, llhd.; modulators,
type 16, 100w, 5KT44, etc., g3; switchboard.
10 line. £ 3; B.S.R. P.A.10 amplifier, as new,
£15; 24v 6a charger, 2 meters. etc., £6, c.f.;
control panels, type 363, 7/6; Fairylite sets,
25/-; mains suppressors, 4 section cast case, dust
iron cores. 16s.w.g., 4 conds., 5/- ea.; 10X8nif
750 wkg. oil conds.. 3/-: 30v bias packs for
AB2 modulators. 55/-; no c.o.d.-69, Allerton
range Way. Leeds, 7. Tel. 66146. [ 2369
ADIOELECTRON, 22, Frances , St., Scunthorpe. Lincs.-New goods only. no W.D
surplus goods; Belling W:nrod aerials. 19/6
condensers tub, up to . 0005 7d, up to . 005 8d
up to . 1 Ild. lmfd 2/2, 2 mfd 2/9. 4mfd 3/4
electrolytic, 8mfd 3/9, 8-8mfd 5/9, 7-16mfd 6/3
50X50V. 2/9; 25X25V, 2/2: tuning conds. 1 gang
4,3. 2- gang 11/-: drum drives with spring and
cord. 3,-; epicyclic drives, 3/-; volume controls.
lg spdls, L/s
W/s 5,-; resistances. carbon.
'4-watt 5d. 1- watt 8d; mains droptiers. . 2 amp.
1,000KO. 4/4; . 3 amp. 80011, 4/11, all with
ft and 2 sliders: loudspeakers. P.M.. 5in I4/-,
Sin 17/-, Win 25/-: mains transformers, interleaved and impregnated. 200/230/250v mains.
250-0-250v of 350-0-350v. 100ma. 6.3v and 5v
or 4v heaters. 29/6; output triode and pen.
5'6: universal. 7/3; valve holders. Ene 5- and
7- pin. 6d: Oct 7d. U.X. 4-, 5, 6-, 7- pin 6d.
Mazda Oct 6d. side cont 1/-: Nylon drive coed,
7d yd; Westinghouse lma rectifiers. 10/6: Pifeo
all- In- one test meters. 25. ,-; terms, cash with
order; orders over 10.'- post free, under add 4d
c.o.d. extra; 21,:,d stamp will bring you a copy of
our latest list. [
2035
ELENIUM rectifiers. 600v 40ma. 3/3 ea., 30/doz.; 500v 80ma. 5/6 ea.. 52/- doz.; 250v
50ma, 3/6 ea.. 33/- doz.: 90ma. 5/3 ea., 49/6
doz.; 100ma. 5/6 ea.: 6-12v 1 ;amp. 1/6 ea.. 14/doz.; electrolytics. 32mfd. 350v, cans 3/3 ea.,
33/- doz: 8-16mfd 450v. cans 5/- ea., 47/- doz.;
8-8mfd 500v, cans 4/3 ea.. 43/- doz.: 8mfd 500v
tubulars 2/9 ea.. 27/- doz. 12mfd 50v tubulars
12/- doz.; 25-25v micropack. 1/4 ea., 11/9 doz.:
tubular condensers. . 0Imfd 350v. 3/- doz., 32/gross; lmfd 500v. 4/6 doz.; vibrators, 6 and 12v
4- pin, 4/6 ea.. 42/- doz.; smoothing chokes. 6070ma 350ohms. 4/3 ea.. 43/- doz.: midget pentode output transformers. 40:1 35ma. 3/- ea..
30 ,- doz.: mains transformers ( fully shrouclndl,
screened primary. 200-250v. secs.. 350-0-350v
100ma 6.3v, 3a. 5v 2a. 22/9 ea.: half- shrouded.
275-0-275v 6.3v 3a, 5v 2a. 18/11 ea.: mains
droppers. . 2a 950ohms. 3/6 ea.. 33/6 doz.: metway fully shrouded. . 3a 750ohms. 3/11 ea.;
P.M. sneakers. 2-3ohms, 1.t. Sin. 10/11. flin 15/-.
10in 18/9; all best makes: c.w.o, or c.o.d.; postage extra under £ 2: send 21/0c1 stamp for bargain
list: trade suoplied.-Racifo Supply Co.. 15
Queen Sn.. Leeds. 2.12319
0b1 > ODING LABORATORIES ( ELECTRONICS).
IL -Following numerous requests for coil
packs. I.F.T.s. gangs, dials. etc.. to be aligned
and matched, we are offering the famous range
•of L.T.C. products either ( a) wired and tested.
or ( b) completely aligned end gain tested ( 4165 Kr
I.F.); Model 30.3 wave s'het coil neck. 21/- or
24/-. aligned and gain tested: PB30-same with
pushbuttons incl, gram. switching. 30/- or 35/a. and g.t.: Model 40 as 30 but with r.f. stage.
2gns or 49/6 a. and g.t.: the new midget pack
(1 1,41n cube!) 2-wave with gram.. 21/- or 24/a. and g.t.: I.F.T.s. 5/- ea or 5/6 a. and g.t.:
0.00052 gang ( matched). 8/6: 3 colour dials. 3/6:
whether beginner or " old sweat " you will find
something of use in the famous
Home Constructor's Handbook "-the 2/6 book we
offering for only four 2144 stamps!
Contain
valuable circuits, data, hints and tips, et,
Special offer manufacturers' surplus. as ne,
cannot retest! 'lin Truvax P.M., 10 ,-; 61!.in
Plessey P.M. with T.. 12/6; Etin MX. ( 1,250
ohms), with T. 15/-: 10in Plessey MX. ( 1.250
ohms) with T. 21/-: bolls. glass dials. 10/- dos:
L.F. trans.. 11/6 doz: etc.. etc., hundreds of
items; send stamp for list: ol. incl. postage
under £ 2; mail order only.-Roding Laboratories.
Dept. W, 70. Lord Ave.. Ilford,
12380
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As from Monday, November 8th,
1948, list prices of most
Erie electronic components
are reduced by a minimum of
3d. in the shilling, e.g.

CARBON RESISTORS
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type

9
8
2
1
0

Standard types.
Old price

Insulated

Non- insulated

6d. ea.
6d. ea.
I'- ea.
I'6 ea.
2 6 ea.

New price
4d. ea.
4d. ea.
8d. ea.
I,- ea.
1/8 ea.

CARBON RESISTORS
Miniature types.
Type 58
Type 16

Non-insulate4
Insulated

18.48
18.96

(48 type 8)
(96 type 9)

16 ea.
16 ea.

9d. ea.
9d. ea.

24 - ea.
48 - ca.

16%. ea.
32"- ea.

CARBON TRACK POTENTIOMETERS
Type MM.
SKC.2061
SKC.2062
5KC.2063

Non- switch
Single- pole switch
Double- pole switch

4'6 ea.
6'6 ea.
7'6 ea.

rrUNING scale assembly, glass scale 8X5
J.
marked 3 wave in 3 colours, back plate to
mount on chassis, drum, drive spindle and
pointer, 15/6 complete; wafer switches, 3- wafer,
1p 6w each wafer, short spindle. 1/- each. 9/doz.; 2- wafer 3p 3w each wafer, 214in. spindle.
2.'6 each; 5- wafer 2p 3w each wafer. 7/6 each;
condenser bargain. Micamold metal- cased tub..
0.1 500v 1/- each, 10/- doz.; 0.25 500v 1/3 each.
12/- doz.; 0.5 600v block type 1/9 each. 18/doz.-Stamp for full list to Will Owen ( RocHol.
Ltd.. 538a, Mansfield Rd., Nottingham.
12106
"PRITH RADIOCRAFT. Ltd.. Leicester, offer:
HRO coils, complete sets covering 50kc/s
to 30 me/s. with bandspread ham bands, £ 15:
general coverage all coils, £ 12, c. Pd.; U.S.A.
field telephones complete with streamline mike ,
tel handset, 35/- plus 1/3 post; IF. transformers
dust cores. 455kc/s. 7/6 pair, plus 6,1 post; 4gang tuning condensers, . 0005 small size. 5/- . plus
9d post; 2- gang ditto. . 0005 midget for personal
sets. 12/6. plus 6d post; Thordarson chokes.
12H 175ma. weight 111b. 2l/-. plus 1/6 post;
ditto, 12H 400ma, weight 281b, 30/, plus 4,6
carriage; R.C.A. chokes, 5011. 670ma, weight
2001b, £ 5, carr. for.; Universal selector switch,
16 pole. 16 ways on each pole, similar to AVO
valve- tester
switch.
16
independent
roller
switches will make any combination. 5/-, plus
9d post; 8mfd 600vw paper condensers, metal
can type 4inX2inx4I. ,in high. 5, -, plus 6d post;
miniature tubular electrolytics. all one size.
2s(anXlin, 8/450vw, 4/6: 16/450vw, 5/9: 8+8;
450vw, 6/-: 16+16/350vw. 7/-; 32+32/250vw
7/6; post 3d each or dozen lots. asstd.. post
free; latest lists free on request; satisfaction
guaranteed or cash refunded without question.
FRITH RADIOCRAFT. Ltd., 69-71, Churchgate. Leicester.
12389
TELEVISION branded components exact to
J.
E.E. designers specifications, vision chassis
fitted valveholders. coil formers, 22/6; sound
ditto chassis, 18/6; time base ditto, 18/6; power
ditto chassis, 25/-; set Gantrys, clips. control
panel, 10/-: complete chassis assembly with
gantrys. etc.. £4/14/6; Aden deflector coil assembly. 32/6; line transformer. 32/6; focus coil,
32/6; set 8 coils, fully wound, 15/-; Hunts 0.1
mfd tubular condenser with clip. 7.000 v.w.
14,000v test, 19/6; rubber mask for WTI tube.
11/-; Magnavista screen enlarger. 6gns; coaxial cable, 1/3 per yard: Ultra midget 2- gang
variable condenser for personal portables. 10 ,-;
glass, s.m.l. dial, 6X8in 4/6, pan 4/6. escutcheon
5/6: 8in P.M., less trans.. 17/6;
P.M..
with trans., 22/6; P.P. output heavy duty trans.
for 6L6 valves, tapped output 15 and '/. 5 and
ditto for 6V6 valves at 21/- each; American
throat microphones. boxed. 3,-each; eondnniers.
mfd 450v at 2/6. 8 mfd 350v V-. 8 plus 16 mfd
450v 5/6; trimmer kit in smart case. 17 tools
Qualrad. 45/-; heavy duty variable resistance.
300 ohms. lamp. 15/-; rotary trans. In 6-12v,
out. 200-480v 50 Ma, or as motor d.c. mains,
15/-; Collar° a.c./d.e. gram. motor and P.U.
on plate, £ 12/17/6; 4- pin vibrators. 6v, 6/-;
switches. Yaxley type 3- pole 2- way 2/, 4- pole
3- way 3/-, 4- pole 4- way 3/6, 6- pole 4- way 4/6:
14- pole 3- way 7/6: midget switches 4- pole 3- way
3/-,• 4- pole 2- way 3/-; enamelled copper wire,
various gauges in
reels: tinned copper u, re.
18, 20, 22 at 1/6 per 1,1,1b reel; full list at 214d
postage all orders.-0. GreenlIck. Ltd., 265,
Whitechapel Rd.. London. E.1, Bis. 5079. 12377
UPREME RADIO. 7465 Romford Rd.. Manor
Park, London. E.12. Tel. Ilf. 1260. Est. 15
years.-Television
components
as
follows:
E.H.T. k/v or . 5k/v. 2v M. tested at 20k/v. 55/ea.; scanning coils. 25/6 ea.; line transformers.
27/6 and 21/- ea.; focus coils. 30/- ea.: H.T.
transformer. 350-0-350v 6.3v &imp. 4v 8 amp
4v 3 amp, 0-2v. 63v 2 amp. 250ma. with
screen. 713/- ea.: SHY choke.. 250ma. 18/6 ea.;
10HY 80ina choke. 8/6 ea.; valve holders for
E.F.50 valves, ceram.c type, 6d ea.; retaining
rings for E.F.50 valves, 9d ea.; valve holders
for E.A.50 valves. bakelite. 11- ea.; antiCordna caps. 8d ea.: co-axial cable or balanced
twin feeder, 800. with screen, 1/- yd, 11/- doz.
yds. only: co- axial plug and socket, 1/- complete; these components for the E.E. television
receiver; also all values of resistances, variable
controls and condensers, etc.. for the E.E. television receiver in stock at the keest prices;
tubular condensers. 25mfd 25v and 50mfd 12v,
1/- ea.. 11/0.01mfd 1.000v. 0.02 750v.
0.05mfd 500v, 5/6 doz.: 0.1mfd. 500v. 6,6 doz.:
0.1mfd. 350v, 5/6 doz.; 0.001mfd and 0.0005mfd
midget. Wu.. 5/6 doz.; Metalmite condensers,
0.002mfd 500v. 6,- doz.. and 0.01mfd 350v
7/6 doz.; screw base tub metal cond.. 0.5mfd.
350v, 6/- doz.: 8mfd 3.50v tub. cardboard. 26/doz.: 8mfd 350v tub, metal tag end cond.. 22/doz.:
16+8mfd. 350v can type.
46/doz.;
16+8mfd 450v midget ' ubular condensers. 56/doz.; (Judd 550v screwbase can type tub. cond.
15/- doz.; double trimmer type rend.. 140 pt.:
12/6 doz.. and double trimmer tvne cond.. 50
pf. 11/- doz.; fixed mica cond., 500 pf, 325 pf,
590 pf. (1550 of and 305 pt. all at 2,6 doz..
or
assor t
ed. 2 _
dos.; 21/- gross only: also
10(1. 220. 2711. 470 821) 120 0 . 18 1
312 .
. 3900.
(1200. 2.2KO, 111C(2. 39KO. 470K0. lOmeg.
1/2 doz.. 18/6 gross only. or assorted: Vo -watt
resistances. 1001).
15012. 2000. 400(2 -50011.
2KQ.
2.2K11,
10KO.
16Kft.
18KO. 150KO,
20KfL 5001(0. 1.5M0 and 5megfl: these In doz.
or assorted, 2/- doz.. 21/- gross only;
also
most other values at 3/- doz., 31W- gross only;
trade enquiries invited: terms, r.w.o., no c.o.d.:
send 6d. extra for postage order under £5
sae. all enquiries and list.
12382

S

RESISTOR KITS

3 - ea.
5 - ea.
6 - ca.

hut, wholesale and
retail discoulits
reina in mialtered
A full list of the reductions can be
obtained from all leacUng wholesalers,
or direct from the manufacturers.

ERIE RESISTOR LTD
Carlisle Road, The Hyde, London, N.W.9.
Factorie.:-London & Gt. Yarmouth, England.
Erie, Penna. U.S.A. Toronto, Canada.
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A STONISHING bargains in Supacoils! 3- wave
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bit or round pencil bit
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240 watts
Fitted with oral tapered
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Electric Soldering Irons
Write TODAY for folder Y. 10
W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co. Ltd.
Engineering Department,
SI 53,

Hatton

Garden.

London,

E.C.I.

Specialists
in
HIGH POWER - HIGH QUALITY

PUBLIC ADDRESS
SYSTEMS
AMPLIFIERS
from 150W to IkW
•

W. Bryan

Savage Ltd

WESTMORELAND ROAD, LONDON, N.W.9
Telephone

Colondole 7131

11. superhet permeability- tuned coil packs, only
21/-, with R.F. stage £2/2! Push-button- coil
packs with gram switching now only £ 1/10!
Tuning condensers. 2- gang. 7/6; fixed condensers, 6d ea.; resistors, 4d ea.; special offer of
miniature superhet coil packs with mediumwave, short-wave and gram switching. only 21/-!
These packs are the last word in high efficiency
miniature tuning units; comprehensive range of
radio and television components in stock at
lowest prices; full range of permeability tuned
iron- cored coils at 2/- each; mains transformers
from 25/-; complete superhet 4- valve plus rectifier, 3 wave- band a.c. radio only £9/7/4! For
the television enthusiast we can now supply a
full set of television tuning coils and chokes at
El; our illustrated catalogue and Home Constructor's Handbook is crammed full of useful
information, circuits, colour codes, hints, etc.;
send 3 21/
2d stamps for
this booklet straight
away; please add postage on all orders under £2;
mail
order
only.—Supacoils,
98,
Greenway
Ave.. London. E.17.
[2320
OUTFIERN RADIO'S Wireless Bargains. — Sendix Command receivers:.BC453 ( las 85kcs).
190-550kcs. 20454 ( las 1.415kcs), 3-6megs,. and
BC455 il/fs 2,830kcs). 6-91megs; valves, 12SKI
(3). 12SR7 ( 1), 12A6 ( 1). and 12K8 (1). new,
any set 35/- each, post 1/6 extra; few only
BC455 (modified) 28-41 megs ( las 2,830 km).
Ideal for television sound or 10- metre work, valves
as above 50/- each, post 1/6 extra. Command receiver control boxes for B0453.
SC454 and
BC455, three slow motion dials and drives, three
volume controls and six rotary switches, in
makers' sealed cartons, 12/6 each, post 1/-.
Contactor time switches by Venners or Smiths.
precision 10hr. movement giving two impulses
per second, brand new in soundproof box with
thermostatic control, ideal for darkroom work,
15/-. post 1/4.
Throat microphones, low impedance. with 3ft lead and jack plug 3/6, post
6d. Deico hand generators. 6 volts 4amps, brand
new with spare brushes. 17/6 post free. Indicator units, SC1151A. two persistant 41/
2in tubes
type 5FP7. two 6H6 valves. 8 volume controls.
brand new, black crackle finish case, 55/- each,
carriage and packing 7/6 extra. VCR97 tubes.
brand new 42/6, carriage and special Packing 5/extra.
Fifteen foot copper aerials, in seven
interlocking sections 3/6. post 4d.
24- volt
motors with slow motion gearing and smoothing
circuit, brand new in makers' cartons. 10/, post
9d. Permanent crystal detectors, 2/6. post 4d.
SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY. Ltd.. 46. Lisle
St.. London. W.C.2.
Gerrard 6653. (2301
STOUNDING bargains in ex- Government
it. radio and electrical equipment; we still
have a few clearance lines at the lowest prices
ever; just received: a very large consignment
of metal- cased paper and oil- filled condensers.
high or low voltage; all detailed in our list
Con/l; rend s.a.e. to-day!, remember, we pay
all carriage on orders to any part of Great
Britain; here are a few items picked at random from our varied selection: transmitter
racks, attX20 1
/ 1nX14in. detachable side panels,
2
weight approx lcwt. 32/6: air thermometers.
reading 30' to + 50° cent. 12/6; oil thermometers, reading 0° to 100° cent. 10/6; 230v
a.c. motors, 1 11p, 79/6; 6H series radar units
Include 6in tube VCR97. 8- valve. etc.. new.
70/-; single flex, in 12- yd coils, 1/3 per coil;
co- ax cable. 6/- dol yds. £2; 100 yds coil.
single headphones. 1/6 each; ex-R.A.F. carbon
microphones. 2/6 each; control panel Mk. IV,
containing useful accessories, Including one 0500 microammeer. one centre reading microammeter, volume contruls. Yaxley type switches.
transformers. etc., 21/- each: selection of 4
meters, 12/6; selection of 6 aircraft instruments. 21/-; send s.a.e. for all our latest lists.
—Walto 1; Wireless Stores, 203, Staveley Rd..
Wolverhampton.
Or callers only: 48. Stafford
St.. Wolverhampton.
[ 2339
XTEW STC selenium rectifiers. makers' current
.1.1 products, not surplus; circuit and tech. details with every rectifier; from stock 004/200
EHT for W.W. Televisor, 28/- ea, p.f.; hat!wave. 16v Y.‘a 6/8. la 8/-, 2a 9/6, all p. 6d; 3a
I7/-, 4a 18/-, 5a 21/6, 6a 22/6. 10a 24/6, all p.
10d; 30v 2a 14/, 5a 35/-, 8a 38/6; 45v 5a 4.8/-;
103v 2a 34/6. all p. 1,-; full- wave bridge-conn.,
17v 1.5a 12/1, 2a 15/5, 2.5a 20/6. 3a 21/6. 4a
25/-, 5a 27/-, all p.f.; 33v 3
/ a 28/6, la 21/3.
4
1.5a 28/-. 2a 29/6, 3a 35/-, 4a 42/-. 5a 43/6:
100v 1.5a 72/-, all p. 10d; heavy duty type,
7in sq this, 16v 10a 43/8, 20a 80/-, 17v 6a 34/1,
33v 6a 64/-, 10a 71/-; 54v 6e 90/-; 60v 10a 130/-,
all p. 1/4; industrial rectifiers, funnel cooled,
17v 12a, 76/-: 15v 30a, 188/-; 33v 6e, 114/-;
90v 10a. 192/-; 100v 6e, 160/-, all p. 1/6; valve
chargers, conversions to metal rect. from stock.
Philips 328 and 367, Tunear 68504, 68530. 17600,
etc., fitted in 5 mirs; charger kits, trans..
rect. and rheo. 54v 6e, £ 11/10, Incl. tapping
switch; 33v 6e. £7/1916; 16v 10e, £6/12/6; 17v
6e. £4/12/6; 16v 5a, £3/10; vent, steel case. 7/6
extra; 16v 4a. £3, case 7/6; 16v 2a. 38/6, case
7/6: transformers, 200-250 in, 16v 10a. 65/-.
p. 1/4; 17v 6e, 47/6. p. 1/4; 16v 5a, 41/6, P. 1/-;
I6v 4a. 35/6. p. 1/-; 16v 2a, 23/6. p. 10c1; slider
res., all values, from 24/6, p. 1/-; chargers in
st..ck, the new STC portable charger as advertised
in " Autocar," etc., fully automatic and guaranteed one yr. charges 6-12v batteries at 3-5a from
200-250v a.c., £ 10 carr. free, send for leaflet;
terms c.o.d, post goods only; others c.w.o. or proforma invoice; wholesale or retail.—Pearce. 66.
(
It Percy St.. London, W.C.1. Est. 16 yrs. 12383
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LASKY'S

RADIO

X -MAS SPECIALS
BRAND NEW AND UNUSED. IN MAKERS' WOOD
TRANSIT CASE.
Es-AM. FREQUENCY METERS.
TYPE WI191. Frequency range 100 kris to 20 mete.
In 8 switched bands.
Utilises 4 valves and 100 kcit•
,rystaL Unit contained in smart grey enamelled
,arrying case with hinged lid and leather handle.
size; lain. x10in. a10in. Weight 30 lbs.
Battery
..pouted, L.T. 2 volts B.T. 60 volts. Supplied complete with calibration chart and working instructions
This wavemeter is accurate to 0.1% and with crystal
ontrol . 01'!.. LASKY'S PRICE 25/19/6. Carriage
,n crate 10/. extra.
Spare kit ol matched valve. 20/- extra.
IF IT'S A WAVEMETER YOUR NEEDING, THIS IS
TEE JOB.
BRAND NEW AND UNUSED. Ex-A.31. RECEIVERS
TYPE 3018. Contains 8 new valves; 4 8P41, 2CV6,
ti LASO.
Dozens of resistance., condensers, switches
valve holders etc.
Also motor generator Input
12 volte D.C., with an output of 400 volte. This
,nerator can easily be converted to a small motor
running off 230 volts mains. LASKY'S PRICE 25/,
I',mace 4/6 extra.
BRAND NEW AND UNUSED. EuAM. RECEIVERS
TYPE 3078. Contains 12 new valves; 2 £F50, 6
sP41, 1LASO, 1two, Dozens of various componente,
motor generator having a 24 volt input and 460 volte
output. The motor generator in this unit can also be
easily converted to a fractional horse power motor
running of 230 volt mains. IJiltRY'S PRICE 29/6.
Carriage 4/6 extra.
RAINS TRANSFORMERS.
Input 230/210 volts
tO c.p.s. Output 320-0-350 volt, 100 m/A. 0.3 volts
3 amps, 5 volt,. 2 amps. LASKY'S PRICE lie-.
Postage 116 extra.
SPECIAL CONDENSER BARGAINS.
8x16 mfd.,
450 v.w., electrolytic, aluminium can type. PRICE
4/11 each. 50/- per dozen, post extra. 25 med., 25
v.w., bias electrolytic , emall altuninium can, 1/6 each.
161- Per dozen.
Post extra.
300 pf., (.0003 mfd.),
feed through capacitors, 6d. each, 5/- per dozen,
poet extra.
We publish acomplete bulletin of our Ex-Government
stocke of radio arid radar equipment. Pend a 2Id.
'damp with your name and address In block letters, we
will send you a copy of this publication, by return.
We guarantee satisfaction.

LASKY'S
RADIO
370, HARROW RD., PADDINGTON
LONDON, W.9. (Opp. Paddington Hospital)
Telephone: CUNNINGHAM 1979

THE

BRITISH NATIONAL
RADIO SCHOOL
ESTO. 1940

for
New World Ideas and Old World
Ideals !
The Urge to Serve and the Knowledge How!
Home Study Specialists with the
Personal Touch.
Radio,

Radar,

Maths., Physics.

The B.N.R.S. FOUR YEAR PLAN
covers the full syllabus of :
A.M.I.E.E.,
CITY

and

A.M.Brit.I.R.E.
GUILDS

Radio

and
and

Telecommunications Exams.
Six months' trial period
obligation to continue.

without

Send for free booklet to :—

STUDIES DIRECTOR

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL
68,

ADDISCOMBE

ROAD,

CROYDON

Phone : Adducombe 3341

December, 1948
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A. RYALL. 65, Nightingale Lane, London.
G.S.W.12;
mail order only; postage or carriage
extra; c.o.d. £ 1 or over; full list, large s.a.e.

please; U.S.A. tubular metal cased wire ended
0.1m.f. 500v 7/6 doz., 350v 5/6 doz; U.S.A. tubular metal cased wire ended 0.5m.f. 350 7/6 doz.;
Mansbridge lm.f. 500v wkg. 3-2/-; Mansbridge
4m.f. 400v wkg. 2,3 each; silver mica 10p.:..
40131., 200p.f., 300p.f.. 400p.f.. 500p.f 3/6 doz.;
mica 0.01m.f. 3-1,3; all condensers guaranteed;
Amphenol type
British 5- pin chassis valve
holders 3/6 doz.; international octal chassis
valve holders, paxolin, 4,- doz.; bar type 3gangs Si-; bar type 4- gangs 5/-; resIstors I/2watt
and '/, watt assorted 100 ohms to 2 meg. level
assortment 40- 5,-«' switches, SB. 2P 6w miniature
1/6, 3B, 2P 6w, five poles total 2/3 each, SB.
9w 2/, 2B SP 6w 1/6, SB. SP. 3w 1/-, 2B. 3P.
3w 2/, SB. 2P. 4w 1/3; twelve- way group boards
with 9-1w and 1
/ w resistances, etc., 2/- all
2
new; twenty other types in stock; octal plugs.
cap and chassis socket, 3-3/, with tags 3-3,6;
THE " FLUXITE QUINS" AT WORK 1 high resistances, phones with sponge earcaps.
with good class microphone, all wired into plug
type 10H/10991. 10/9 pair; metal boxes, blacs
If you all stop staring at me
finish with quarter inch paxolin panel, fixing
We'll get something done", shouted EE.
lugs and corner sockets, size 81/
2 X7l/2 X3 1
/
2 deep.
6/9 each new; 10,000 ohm bakeute cased volume
No more broadcast tonight
controls medium spindle 1/6; metal cased mini'Til we get some Fluxite.
mum depth i...meg vols., short spindle 1/6 each;
special fist for trade.
[ 1613
There's a technical hitch, don't you sre."
Tie ADIO CLEARANCE, Ltd., 27. Tottenham
./1.4 Clout Rd., W.1.
Mus. 9188.-144 mc/s
receivers; 10- valve rec., R28/ARC5; this rec..
100-150 inc,s, remotely controlled to 4 selected
channels. A.M. by internal 28v motor driving 6
and 4 gang midget tuning tonds., the relays,
etc.. being readily detachaole, line-up, RP/Ida.
mixed
717A.
Xtal osc
125117, osc.
treble
717A. 2nd osc. trebler, 717A, 2 I.F.s, 12 SH7s,
2-12 SY7s, 12A6 output; size 14inX7inX5in.
zear
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See that FLUX ITE is always by
you — in the house — garage —
workshop — wherever
speedy
soldering is needed.
Used for
over 40 years in Government
works and by leading engineers
and manufacturers. Of all Ironmongers—in tins, 10d., 1/6 & 3/-.

•

TO CYCLISTS!
Your wheels
will NOT keep round and true
unless the spokes are tied with
fine wire at the crossings AND
SOLDERED. This makes amuch
stronger wheel.
It's simple—with
FLUXITE—but IMPORTANT.

•

The FLUX ITE
FLUXITE
where you want
it by a simple
pressure. Price
1/6, or filled, 2/6.
ALL MECHANICS Will

W

GUN

puts

VE

FLUXITE
Write for

Book on the

HARDENING
TOOLS

with

IJ

i*t

IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING
SOLDERING

ties for 144 Mc/s. modified, or by using converter fashion into another rec. on 10 Mc/s,
suppl.ed with valves less Xtals. £311916, carr.
paid; master oscillators, V.P.O., by WilcoxGay, type MI, 19467A, uses 807 electron COup.ed
osc., well screened, very stable, employs two
circuits, ( a) using cath. ' grid and screen, tuning 1-5 Mc/s in 6 bands, ( b) plate circuit, as
multiplier tuning 2-10 Mb/s in 3 bands. incorporates grid choke, grid leak, and grid current meter ( 0-10 ma) for intermediate amplifier, supplied brand new in original cartons,
complete with spare 807, installation accessories and instruction book. £5/15, carr. paid;
Xtal multipliers, Wilcox-Gay. M.I. 19468; this
is a Xtal oscillator using 807 frequency range
2-7 Mc/s; also incorporates 0-10 ma grid current meter, etc.; supplied brand new in original
cartons, complete with spare 807, installation
accessories and instruction book, 45/-, carr.
paid: receivers R.17.17-19. 6- valve, straight rec.
with 3 R.F. stages. using plug-in coil packs.
H.R.O. type. valves 3-78s, 2-77s. 1-1642. black.
crackle case. 15inX8inX8in, provision for local
or remote control, dial cal 0-100, supplied new,
complete with valves, and 6 coil packs covering
0-187-305; P. 281-455; Q. 524-844; E. 1285-2155;
G. 2960-4620; H. 3865-6265; M. 5075-7780: K.
8750-13950 kc/s; heaters wired for 26v operation, £4/10, carr. paid.
[2381
WANTED, EXCHANGE, ETC.
QOUND-SALES super ( energised) or H.T. super
diode.-53, Manor Drive, Ewell.
IXTANTED,
coilwinder,
hand
or powre
2r
2.
0
-7
Roberts, 37, Broadmead, ChippenhaM.
ANTED, Goodman's infinite baffle or other
good speaker.-53, Mostyn Rd.. S.W.19.
TRADE supplies W.D. and surplus lines.—Hud1.
son. 3b, Winner St., Paignton, Devon. [ 2158
RGENT. — Purchase or loan of service sheet
for Philco 450 battery superhet.—Box 2556.
IXTANTED. B.C.610 for cash, or would exVV
American sound projector, 16mm.
with cash adjustment.—Box 2232.
TITANTED, coil pack CC ( 250 to 550 kc/sr)21f4o8r
YY Eddystone 400X receiver; dig one out someone. please.—Lavin. Old House, Sonning. Reed-

ART OF " SOFT"

and for

Leaflets

STEEL

and

FLUXITE.

on

CASE-

TEMPERING
Price

Id.

cad>

FLUXITE LTD.
(Dept. W.W.), Bermondsey Street, S.E.I

[2154a
E nay too prices for used test «ai
lment,
all
types.—University Radio. Ltd.. 22. Lisle
St. London. W.C.2. Tel. Ger. 4447 and Ger.
8542.
f9992
IXTANTED, resistance bridge to measure within
VV 0 1%, also resistance decade boxes to similar
accuracy.—Detalls,
prices.
to
Brecomin
Laborator es Gads Hill, Gillingham. Kent. Te'.
Gillingham 59095.
[ 2076
EDUNDANT radio components, materials
and equipment of all kinds urgently required in large quantities; immediate cash available and fair prices paid.— Radio Agencies. Ltd..
157 Wardour St.. W.I. Gerrard 2640.
12208
'TVE buy for cash. new. used, radio. electrical
VV equipment, all types; especially wanted,
radios,
radiograms,
test
equipment,
motors
chargers, recording gear, etc.—If you want to
sell at the maximum price call, write or ' phone
to University Radio, Ltd.. 22. Lisle St., Leicester
Sq.. W.C.2.
Ger. 4447.
REPAIRS AND SERVICE
T OUDSPEAKER repairs. British, American,
▪
any
make,
moderate
prices.—Sinclair
Speakers. 12, Pembroke St.. London, N.1. Terminus 4355.
[3308
T OUDSPEAKENS
repaired;
clock
coils,
▪
chokes rewound; prompt attention; prices
nunted.—E. Mason. 5. Balham Grove, }
Wham
London, S.W.
[7667

R
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ELECTRICAL STORES
HIGH ST., LEWISHAM, LONDON,
S.E.I3.
Telephone Lee Green 0309. Near Lewisham Hospital.
TERMS:
CASH
WITH
ORDER.
NO
C.O.D.
EX-R.A.F. I.F.F. UNITS 10 VALVE SHORT
WAVE complete with Valves and Motor Generator, 12 volts input, 450 colts 40 m/a output, 35'each, with 24 volt Motor Generator, 30/-. The
latter can also be used as an A.C. Motor direct
from 200/250 v. mains.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, all 200/250 volts
50 cys. I ph., input, output 700/0/700 v.. 70 rnia.,
4 v. 2} a., 12 v. Ia., 30/- each. Another 525/525 v.
150 m!a. 6.3 v. 5 a., 5 v. 3 a., 37/. each. Another
350/0/350 v.250 m/a. 4 v. 8 a., 4 v. 3 a., 6.3 v. 6 a..
6.3 v. 2 a. tapped at 2 v., 6S/- each.
Another
500/0/500 v. 300 mia. 6.3 v. 6 a., 4 v. 6 a. 5 v.,
62/6 each. Another tapped output 6. 12, at 2
volts at 10/12 amps., 47/.. Another 350/0/350 v.
180 m/a. 4 v.4 a., 6.3 v. 4a., 5v. 3a., 351/.. Another
2,350 volts at 500 m/a., 85/- each. Mains Smoothing
Chokes, 10 Hy. 100 m/a., 6/-; 150 mia., 8/6 ;
350 m/a., 25/- ; 5 Hy., 250 ma.. 17/6.
EX-GOVERNMENT ( G.E.C.)
ELECTRIC
FANS.
12 volts, A.C./D.C. laminated field,
complete with Sin. impellor. New, boxed, 20'each, post 1/-. Transformer to suit, 230 volts
input, 12/16 volts at 4 amps. output, 32/6 each.
MAINS VARIABLE RESISTANCES (
slider
type), new, ex- Govt., 14 ohms., carry 1 te 4
amps., graduated, useful as dimmers, etc. 17'6
each ; another 0.4 ohms., carry 25 amps., 17;6
each, post 1/6. Ex-Govt. Moving- coil Cell Testers,
3-0-3 volts ( new), 20r- each.
EX-R.A.F. MICROPHONE TESTERS (new).
These consist of a Ferranti 0 to 450 m/amp.
scale meter shunted to I m/a. incorporated
Westinghouse Rectifier, the whole encased in
polished teak case, calibrated at present 0 to 10
volts, 27/6 each.
EX-R.A.F.
CRYSTAL
CALIBRATORS
UNITS. Type 18, R.A.F. serial No. 10a/15237.
These units contain 100 kcs. xstal, 2-EF 50 valves
and numerous other items all new and unused
35/- each.
ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS (
Watt
Hour). A.C. 50 cys., 200/250 volts, 5 amp. load,
18/6, post 2/.. 10 amp., 21/-, post 2/- ; 20 amps.,
25/-, post 2/- ; also a few only Pre- Payment
It- slot type, 20 amp. lead, less coin box, complete
with synchronous Motor, 35/- each, carriage 3/6.
EX-R.A.F. INDICATOR UNITS, type 4Es,
as new, boxed, consisting of 2, 3}in. tubes, type
I38a, also time base, 50 - each.
MOTOR ALTERNATORS, EX-R.A.F., as
new, 230 volts 50 cys. I phase input, 250 volts
625 cys. I phase at . 24 amps. output, 75/- each.
Ditto, 1,725 cys. output, 85/- each. CIF.
EX- NAVAL sin. SPARK COILS, approx.
3,000 volts, from 6 volts supply, 8,6.
G.P.O.
Galvanometers, reading 30/0/30. vertical type,
8/6 each. Ex-R.A.F. Impulse Transformer ( Magnetron), output believed to be approx. 15,000 volts
at 3 kw., for 1 m/a., 7/6 each.
Variometers for
No. 19 Mk. II Receivers, 6/4 each.
EX- NAVAL ( CROMPTON PARKINSON)
PRO NG-TESTERS, 0 co 100, and 0 to 400 amps.,
new, in leather carrying case, 90i- each.
A.C.
V/Meters, 0 to 300 6in, scale, calibrated 50 cys.
37/6 each.
SPECIAL OFFER METERS, all new boxed.
Moving Coil, first grade instruments, 0 to 20
volts, I0/- each, or 3 for 25,- ; 0 to 40 volts, 12/6
each ; 0 to 10 amps., 15 - each, all 2in. scale.
0 to 20 volts, A.C., calibrated, 50 cycles, 25/- each,
0 to 4 amps., thermo-coupled, 25/- each.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, as new, input 230
volts, 50 cycles, output 12 volts at 8} amps.,
A.R.P. shelter transformers, 25 - each, post 2/-.
CHARGING SWITCHBOARDS, size Inin.
x 16}in. x 8in., containing 5 circuits, 5 Moving
Coil 0 to 15, Ammeters, 10 to 50 V/Meter, 4
I Ohm 12 amp. Resistances, 1 14 Ohm 1-4 amp.
Resistance, all variable, also.Switches, Fuses, etc.,
Condition as new, £4/10/- each, carriage 10/-.
SWITCHBOARD METERS, 6in. scale, 0 to
500 volts A.C., 50 cys., 42/6 ; 0 to 50 amps. A.C.,
50 cys., 37/6 each.
EX-R.A.F. CRYSTAL MONITORS, type 2,
complete in wooden carrying case, the frequency
depending on crystal used 5/- each. Short Wave
Aerial Coupling Units ( Wavemeters), 5j.. each.
LARGE TYPE RECTIFIERS. Output 50 volts
at Iamp.
wave, input voltage 70/75 volts, 17/6.
Tannoy P.M. Speakers ( Small Hailers), 7 ohm
speech coil, complete with output Transformer,
408,
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AINS transformers rewound, new transformers to any specification.
MOTOR rewinds and complete overhauls; firstclass workmanship, fully guaranteed.
F.M
ELECTRIC Co., Ltd., Potters Bides..
Warser Gate. Nottingham. Est. 1917. Tel. 3855.
"%JAC. armatures, etc.. rewound, 14/6: work
V guaranteed; good deliveries.-Details. write

December . 1948

THE HEART
OF A
FIRST-CLASS

transformer rewound and [2099
constructed
Box
LYS,
to any specification; prompt delivery.Brown. 3 Bede Burn Rd.. Jarrow.
f3460
A SSEMBLY/DEVELOPMENT audio amplifiers.
11. any sine - Bernarda, 33. Goldhawk Rd..
W.12. Rin. 3519. Postal 84 ' phone enquiries only.
11111 1 EWINDS and conversions to mains and out.LL put transformers, from 4/6; pp equipment
a speciality.-N.L. Rewinds 4. Brecknock Rd.
N.7.
Tel. Arnold 3390.
[ 6283
ADIO
MAINTENANCE
SERVICE,
radio
It speaker, transformer and motor repair
The ACOS G.P.12 Crystal Pick-up
specialists; no delays.-139, Goldhurst Terrace.
(with permanent sapphire stylus) is
London. N.W.6. Mal. 6133.
[ 9925
ULECTRICAL measuring instruments skilfully
intended only for those who demand
.12.4 repaired and recalibrated.-Electrical Inperfection in recorded music.
strument Repair Service, 329, Kilburn Lane
London, W.9. Tel. Lad. 4168.
[ 6935
Editorial reviews in the technical
A REWIND service which duplicates or modiradio press have been unanimous in
It. fies as required; transformers, loudspeakers.
etc.; prompt returns.-Raidel Services, 49. Lr
their endorsement of the superlative
Addiscombe Rd.. Croydon. Cro. 6537.
TYPE 1148
reproductive qualities of this remarkERVICE with a Smile."- Repairers of all
Radio- gran Chassis
types of British and American receivers;
able pick-up. It can be obtained from
coil rewinds; American valves, spares, line cord.
Developed from the popular type 104., this
-F.R.L. Ltd., 22, Howland St., W.I.
Museum receiver will form the basis for a Radio- gram
leading radio dealers for 104/- inc. P.T.
5675.
[ 1575 of unsurpassed performance, and at meat saving
FREE ILLusritarleD
'fl EPAIRS to moving coil speakers. cones,
in cost. Principal features include:
it coils fitted, field rewound or altered; speaker
FOLDER describing the
12 stage superhet circuit • 11 valves with magic
transformers, clock coils rewound; guaranteed
G.I'.12 ( and also crystal
satisfaction, prompt service; no mains trans.
eye indicator • 4 wavebands ( 11-2,000 metres)
and magnetic models
accepted. Closed Sat.
• R.F. Amplifier • 2 1.F. stages • 4 stages
for the less exacting)
L.S. REPAIR SERVICE, 49, Trinity Rd., Upper AVC • 10 watts push-pull output • Separate
may be obtained by
Tooting. London. S.W.17. %them 2359.
treble and bass controls • Tropicalised comA SECOND to none rewind service, reliable,
returning
the
-el clean, neat, return of post, new trans- ponents,
coupon below.
formers, standard or to specification, EHT, Other Peerless equipment of interest to the enthusiast
2HT, choke; stamp quotations.-R.E.F.. 137A, includes: 16- valve Communications Receiver Type
TO COSMOCORD LTD.,
Ashton
Rd., Oldham.
[ 2379 1346 • RIF Feeder Unit ( comprising RIF portion
ENFIELD, MIDDX. I
EWINDS, mains transformers, speaker field
of Type 1148 Receiver)• AIF Unit and Power Pack
Please send folder of ACOS Pick-ups.
coil, chokes, high-grade workmanship, 7day
Type 1. All details on request.
delivery; new transformers constructed to customers' specification, singly or in quantities.NAME....
Metropolitan Radio Service Co.. 1021, Finchley
ADDRESS..
Rd., N.W.11.
Speedwell 3000.
[3719
OIL specialists.-Tuning and oscillator coils,
374 KENSINGTON HIGH STREET, LONDON W.14
VV.W. I
if., 1.f. and mains transformers rewound
Telephone: WEStern 1221
and wound to specification; wavewinding specialists; 1.s. repairs, new cones, speech coil rewinds,
etc.-Rynford Industries. Ltd. ( formerly Electronic Services. 17, Arwenack St., Falmouth.
COPPER WIRE, Enamelled, Silk, D.C.C., etc.,
Cornwall.
[ 9988
1101*EWINDS and repairs, mains transformers.
all sizes. TRANSFORMERS & CHOKES made
1.1, 0/P trans. clock coils, field coils, pickto
your
special
requirements.
SMALL
ups; vacuum and gram, motors; new transMOTORS 1/200 to I H.P. a speciality. ALL
formers to any specification; guaranteed work;
COMPONENTS for the Radio and Television
competitive' prices;
delivery
2/3
days.-W.
constructor.
Groves, Manufacturing Electrical Engineer, 154.
Ickneild Port Rd., B'ham. 16.
[ 1482
Send S.A.E. for list to :
A .
W.F. TRADE SERVICE offers you speedy
The wave- change switch with silverIL loudspeaker
repairs,
loudspeaker
cone
STAN. MOLT,
plated double contacts.
assemblies, mains transformer rewinds from
I5/-; new transformers at keenest trade prices;
A.B. METAL PRODUCTS LTD.,
349, HIGH ST., SMETHWICK, STAFFS.
transformers built to your own specifications;
Great South-West Road, Feltham, Middx.
lists ld.-A.W.F. Radio Products, Ltd., Borough
Mills, Bradford, Yorks. Tel. 22838. [ 1164
XTATIONAL RADIO SERVICE 8s TELEVIolON
Co.-Trade service engineers; immediate
,ervice any district; rewinds to all types transformers, armatures, motors, loudspeaker cones.
speech coils fitted. British and American components and valves; enquiries invited for contract trade service; multiple transformer windEx. U.S. Army Keyer
ing.-63. High St., St. John's Wood, N.W.8.
TG. 10. Input 100
Primrose 6725.
16752
A MPLIFIER Testing; we have all facilities for
110v 50 60 cps. Outis a supreme rejuvenating elixir
.t1. testing and adjusting high-cuality ampliput 4, 8 and 15
for most commercial radiograms,
fiers. no push- null feed-back amplifier will
ohms. Valves,
operate really properly unless rigorously tested
record players and consoles. It
2-65)7,
and suitably adjusted-with its speaker system.
We take a keen personal interest in this work.
is also the ideal unit for wide
and gladly co-operate with you in obtaining
band FM and television sound.
absolutely optimum performance
We also have
facilities for light assembly, construction and
The natural feed-back provided
production testing of note magn:fiers and specialised electronic equipment.- Donald Dun. Ltd..
by the exclusive patented coil
12. Hollywood Rd.. S.W.10
Tel Flaxman 5705
system corrects final pentode
WORK WANTED
WE make wireless and radiogram cabinets for
stages of the older type ; the
VV home and export; immediate deliveries.clean transients and extended top
Radiac, Ltd., 26, Brondesbury Rd., London.
N.W.6.
Maida Vale 8792.
[ 8025
bring fresh naturalness and the
De i ADIO mfrs. can undertake development and
2-6N7, 2-6L6, IIL assembly of radio or electronic equipment;
absence of the usual bass cone
winding shop with vacuum impregnation plant;
5U4G. Useable immediresonance
removes " boom."
ample space and labour available.-Box 685.
ately from phase splitter.
TJALITY enthusiasts!-Are you contemplatMOREOVER
With minor modifications can be used as mike
ing a new set this winter7-BCM/HIFIDEL.
and gram amplifier and incorporate wide range London. W.C.I. is the address to remember for
with a Williamson or similar
tone control. ( Details available.) Ideal for Youth
all types of radio and electronic apparatus built
amplifier, one of the few really
to specification.
f1791
Clubs, dance bands or as hi- fidelity amplifier for
WXTRA high grade receivers and amplifiers
good pickups and a t.r.f. tuner
home use.
Amplifier
in smart black crackle
J.I1 designed to any specification; we design to
finished cabinet complete with valves 0 12 6 your own requirements; precision workmanship;
148 is the nearest approach to
plus 10,- carriage and packing. 5/- refund on
write for quotation.-Dennis Bryan, 30. Windsor
absolutely NATURAL reproducDrive, Timperley. Cheshire. [2180
carton. Auto transformer to work amplifier from
RAWD/0 and tracing work for radio and
tion of records and radio.
210'230 mains, 21/- extra.
electrical engineering, jig and tool and
Write for details to
light engineering. photoprinting; full sets of
drawings undertaken to commercial or Ministry
BCIVI/AADU, LONDON, W.C.1
28. Bedminster Parade, Bristol, 3. Tel. 64314 standards.-Drawing at Tracing. Ltd.. 456a,
Ewell Rd., Tolworth. Surbiton. Elmbridge 7406

For CONSTRUCTORS
and CONNOISSEURS
only, please....
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BARGAINS

ELECTRICAL
..

,,>--5- UNIT SWITCHES

HeavyRELAYS
duty Double
contacts of special
alloy to
withstand
high amperage
corre nt.
Will
operate on 6 volts.
Brand new.
Our price
1/
6
Post 9d.

Ex-R.A.F.
assembled
in a baitelite case.
Many uses in the wireless and electrical field.
An absolute bargain.
Our price
Post 6d.

3/9

ELECTRIC SOLDERING
IRONS
For mains voltage, comprete
with cable and switch. Outstanding value. Our I a ' a
price '"
ei l'
.
Also 12-volt Soldering Irons
with cable and switch. 1 0 /6
Post 9d.
Our price • g"/

I

AMMETERS

AERIAL RODS ...------

20 020
Fine quality
New, exR.A.F. moving coil, flush
fitting. 2" dial,
brand new. Our
price
A/
6
post
p 9d. "r /

Flexible coppered steel
aerials, length 7ft. 6in.,
tapering from 11132in. to
1/8in• Our price 0
Post 9d. ‘.1

/6
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MISCELLANEOUS
ADIOGRAM cabinets, mfrs, samples; stamp
details.- 123, King St., Wallasey.
'TJ(j.W' 1942, 1944 ( part), 1945 ( part). 1946.
VV
1947.-6, Pinfolel Lane, Wolverhampton.
IRELESS WORLD," Jan., 1944 to Oct..
1948, less three; offers.-Box 2246. [ 2166
W
ITZ, quantity 27/38 EDRC for disposal;
cheap.-Stanwell &
Leatherbarrow,
6,
Stanley St.. Liverpsol.
[ 2155
'AJALNLiT radiogram and television cabinets.
VT mania. samples, few only; stamp details.Walters, 501, Hale End Rd., E.4.
[ 1763
[' ohm co- axial cable, 30ft lengths, with Pye
1,
connector;
10/-,
post
paid.-Electron
Worm, 92, East Ham, London, E.6. [ 2168
'TIRADE transfers, gold and black, your wording, 7 days' delivery; also decorative transfers; list free.-W. W. Axon, Jersey, CI. [ 2160
OUND volumes " Wireless World," 1936-1942
(12 vols); also Pye twintripie battery portsole radio, excellent condition.-Box 2495. 12248
ADIO cabinets, mfrs.' surp., quai. timber.
high gloss, 11 1
/ 1nX8inX6in approx., 9/6. P.
2
free.-Hugnes Radio, 194, Mill St., Liverpool.
AYEW1NDER. Labgear, new, £ 10/10; or
with reel stand and two reels, E15/10. Advertiser, 6. Church Lane, Amesbury. Wilts.
QMALL neon lamps and holders, ideal Christmas tree decoration or indicator lamps;
15/- dog.-Lucas. 22, Hengrove Rd., Bristol, 4.
T. MARCUS, Ltd.. 75-74, East Rd., have for
disposai a number of radiogram caoinets,
6-valve chassis and Garrard player units yeah
pick- up.-Tel. Cle. 2462.
f1977
rrELSVISION cabinets, floor console model for
J.
12M tube, new, manufacturers' surplus, few
only; E16/10.-Clive Courtenay ds Co., Ltd., 5,
Horsham Rd., Dorking, Surrey. [2139
ADIO cabinets, hand made. French polished ,
latest veneered front. undrilled. 12X7X6
internal, 32/6 each, inc. latest dial.-Burman.
64. Reighton Rd.. Clanton, London, E.5. [ 2038
lliAssIs , panels, cabinets, 16 g and 14g all..
best quality, good delivery; keen prices;
gocd sUcks below list new components; lists Id.;
quotes free.-Hudson. 3b, Winner St., Paignton.
'SITE stock 'tele -Gen 97 first-class blue- prints
VT
for a cheap ex-Govt. televisor; send 15/for prints and complete easy Instructions-The
Radio & Television ShOp, Magdalen Green,
Clacton-on- Sea.
[ 2275
" TELE Gen 97 "; send 15/- for the best yet,
J.
6 large prints. sound and vision, 6M surplus tube, remainder surpius or standard 4- stage
Vidio; post free.-Archway Radio Service, 11,
Archway Rd., Highgate, N.19.
[2329
Q PARKS' data sheets provide complete constructional details and full-size draughtsman- prepared prints showing drilling, assembly
and wiring plans of tested and guaranteed designs by L. Ormond Sparks.
LATEST release.-The Challenger portable, an
ac/dc 3- valve ( plus rect.) T.R.F. circuit having
an exceptional performance on med. and long
waves, the ideal set for radio in any room, no
aerial or earth; 6M Stentorian speaker gives
amazing power and quality;
no complicated
switching or adjustments; data sheet 2/9.
COMPONENTS can now be supplied; send a
stamp for list giving full details of the 34 designs available.
SPARKS' DATA SHEETS ( W ). 9. Phoebeth Rd.,
Brockley. S.E.4,
Tel. Lee Green 0220.
MILUORESCENT lighting: 80w components as
Oct. issue, p. 52. 30/-; 80w 210-240v A.C.
control gear, in metal box, ready for use, less 5ft
tube, 47/6.-Malden Transformer Supplies, 39,
Malden Rd., New Malden, Surrey. [ 2073
L'ULTEEtS.-Field-free. Hi-Q. toroidal windings
.12 on Permalloy cores; high, low and bonapass, whistle and scratch filters. individual inductors to spec.-Lyncar Laboratories. Camborne Rd., Morden. Surrey. Liberty 3247. f2194
ADIO supervisors and technicians should join
their appropriate trade union, the Association of Supervisory Staffs. Executives and Technicians.- Write for free pamphlet to ASSET.
110. Park St., London, W.I. Tel. Mayfair 8541-2.
END
15/- for Tele -Gen 97 6 blue -prints
20inX14M, giving complete instructions for
an ex- Government televisor using mainly standard
components. - Arr
Bros.,
R.S.G.B.,
W.W.R.. S.W.N.R., 30, Berkeley Rd., Clactonon-Sea.
[ 2274
OPPER wires, enamelled. tinned. Litz. cotti n,
silk covered, all gauges; BA screws, nuts,
washers, soldering tags. eyelets; ebonite and
laminated bakelite panels, tubes, coil formers:
Tuf fol rod; headphones. flexes, etc.; latest radio
publications, full range available; list s.a.e.:
trade supplied.-Post Radio Supplies. 33, Bourne
Gardens. London. E.4.
11454
A LUMINIITM chassis and panels, any size
prompay made; holes punched for valveho'iders, etc.. finished in black crackle or grey
cellulose if required; we can also finish your own
panels and cabinets in these mater.als; T.R.F.
and superhet coil units from 12/6; gang condensers. I.F.T.s, •etc.; lists free.-E. A. D.
13,
Bence Lane, Darton. BarnsieY.
f2184
ITOU can now engrave on anything. even the
hardest metal, plastic, glass, wood, leather.
jewellery, etc., with the electric Vibro -Tool.
which pugs straight into the light socket; every
user enthusiastic, pleasure to work it; profitable. too; easy instructions; no maintenance cost;
fully guaranteed ( money back); complete, 52/6
only, post free; remit by crossed postal order.
money order or cheque, or pay the postman c.o.d.
-Bulls ( WW), 246, High St., Harlesden, N.W.10.

CHARGING
DYNAMOS
Ex-R.A.F.
battery
charging dynamos
as shown. Output
14-32 volts, 9 amps,
D.C. charging
board motmted on
top incorporating
20-0-20 ammeter,
hand operated
voltage regulator,
separate cut-out,
etc.
Approx. 15m.
high xIlin. wide at
base. Our
8.
5i
price
Dynamo only 45,-,
Carriage extra.
ROTARY
CONVERTER3

Input 24 volts D.C..
output 230 volts A.C.
50 cycles. Complete in
metal case.
Outside
."--------,
Ct ¡ spot and output tuts
and switch.
Long
.:.:\,
3,e• ,.. -flexible lead and plug.
----- • c• .-"•
Size Ilkin. xil I
in. x8in.
N. ,
Our price
_
Carriage extra.

50/-

ELECTRIC WIRE

New unused electric wire
of the finest quality.
suitable for car or house
lighting. etc.
We will
be pleased to send
samples of any type in
which you are interested.
yd. 100 yds.
Single rubber covered, 4amp. ... 3d. 17 6
Single rubber covered, 7amp. ••• 4d. 22 6
1/. 85 3-core rubber covered. 7amp. •••
II80 -6-core, petrol resisting ••• ...
3-core, petrol resisting, 4amp. ••• 9d. 57 -6
Rd. 55Twin flat, 4amp.
••• ... 9d. 571
Twin flat, 7amp.
Postage extra. Quotations for larger quantities
with pleasure.
ELECTRICAL GENERATORS
LARGE STOCKS OF ELECTRICAL GENERATORS FOR ALL VOLTAGES.
PRICES
FROM AS LOW AS £22110-. SEND FOR
OUR LISTS OF ELECTRICAL BARGAINS.

MARBLE ARCH MOTOR SUPPLIES LTD.,
302 CAMBERWELL ROAD, ELEA
'Phone ROD /1181
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TELEVISIONValves

6D1, 6102, 6L18, SP41, 8P42, DD41, PEN44, PEN45,
PEN46, P41, HL41DD, DI, T41, UU7,
U22.
ACOPEN, ACP4, 6F12, BP'S, 61714, 6P28, P61, P42.
D43, 94131.41, KTZ41, X410, KT41, U16, 1717. GT1C,
111750, KT44, IC.145, 1719/23, U39, Z06, Z77, X81,
MASO, HVR2, IIVR2A, EF60, EF6, TSP4, EL50.
10E4, EB91, PLIS, PL38, PY31, P290, ,ITSP,
4THA, 4TPB, 4T8A, 41MPT, 41MTL, 41MTA.,
41MTS,•202VPB, 202VP, 202DDT, 203111A, 405BU,
225DU, 42SPT, 42MPT, 4511.1. DDL4, 8130. 0130P,
807, GDT4B, SU2150 and 101 more types of Radio
Valves. Please enquire for any type not Voted. Also
obsolete and rare valves.
Replacements for such
difficult typez as 47, 12A7, 25A7, 32L7, 70L7, etc.
All at B.O.T. prices.
TELEVISION Construction Book,: Wireless World
Telev. Conos r., 2/6 ; Electronic Eng. Televisor, 2/6
Telev. Constr. Manual, 3/6 • Telev. Parts: Violon
Unit Clissais, 22/6, or completely wired, 17.15.10.
Bound Unit Chassis, 18/9 ( compl. wired, 15.5.5 1.
Time Base unit chassis. 17/6 ( 28.14.2). RIOT.
Combined Power Transformer. 5,000 v., 24-6 v.,
91/8. 2,000 v. 2-4 v., 54/9, Footo, Coils for 35
Tubes, 32/6. Deflector Coil., 32/6.
Line Output
Transformer, 32/8. Varley Choke, DP52, 5.5 Henries
at 250 mA., 18/9. Rubber Masks ( cream for 910. C.R.
Tubes), 11/-. Co-axial Cable, white, brown or black,
1/3 per yard. Screen Enlargers, £
6.6.0.
RADIO.-Burgoyne Table Model Sets, medium wave,
a few left ( then discontinued), reduced to 29.17.6.
Waymonth, pair of T.R.F. coils with beak circuit,
9/6. Aerials, ex•Govt., 7 extensions, lift., collapsible
(suitable as fishing rods), 7/6. " Radlocraft."
American Library of Ten Books (last import quota),
35/-. Fabric for speakers, etc., modern weave, sq. ft.,
3/6. 2im Radio Extensions ( atoo suitable for MCRI),
7/6.
Radio Extenalons in modern plastic cabinet,
151e/e
- .Service Sheet'', Amer. and Brit., oar beet
.tion. loni per doe. Amplion Pocket Volt and
Milkman Meter, 0.25 v., 0-250 v., 0-25 mA, 21/-.
Trimmer Tool Kite ( re- designed>, 30/,
Avreminor
Universal, £
54.1D0. Taylor Meters on EASY TERMS.
Midget Soldering Iron, " Pencil" type, works off 6 V.
ear battery. 10/6.
Gram-motor with Rim drive
Turntable, 14.19.3.
ELECTRICAL.- Vibro Engraving Tool, plugs straight
into light socket, engraves metal, plastic, glass, wood,
leather, jewellery, etc., 52/6.
Electr. Mixer and
Whisk, with 3different attachments, 30/10. Pressure
Cookers for rapid cooking, takes minutes instead of
hours, 77/6.
Soldering Irons, heavy duty, on/off
switch, 230/50 v., ex-Govt., 18/9. Vidor Portable
Elec. Cooker, with oven ( no tax), 42/6. Mouse Traps,
Elec., Hygienic (
no wattage), 12/6.
MISCELLANEOUS: Photo.Magle Camera for brilliant
pictures ( films available), 57/5.
Compass ( liquid,
ex- Govt., 4m. dial, precise instrument. 15/9. Kellerman Tool Kits, complete with Tool Lubricant, 250
Assorted Sleeve and Cable Markers, 25/6.
STOP PRESS: 4 add. 500 v. Condensers, 1/9. Piteo
All-in-One Radiometer, AC/Da. 25/,
Test prods,
red and black, plastic insulated, pair 3/6. 20 mold.
25 y. Condensers, 1/9. 0.5 mid. 350 v. Condensers,
1/6. Wonder Crystal Set with pair of headphones,
25/-. Rota: Ammeter, 30-0-30 ampo, 19/-. Cryyton
0-6 Ammeter, 15/-. Sin. Speakers, Goodman, etc.,
15/- " Door Light." new Varley product, with auto matic switch, 11/10. " Tiny Tim " one- valve Battery
Receiver Kit. 25/..
T.M.C. Headphones, rubber
cushioned, ex-Govt., pair 2/6.
Vibre-Are Natal
Engraving Tool for mains and/or a.ccumulator, 15/•
BOOKS •. Radio Reeeiver Maintenance and Servicing.
8/6.
Radio Upkeep and Repairs, 7/6.
Wireless
World Valve Data. 2/-. Chassis Cutters, li, 11, liim,
each 12/6. Unifies Wax Polish for cabinete. etc., 1/3.
0-Ceder Polish, bottle, 1/,
Meo Soldering Irons,
(state voltage), 10/, Parley V40 AimumulatOrs, 16/8.
Flat Irons, new and boxed (
a few to clear), 10/-.
B.P.L. Universal Meters ( a few to clear), £15 Si.
Servisol, switch cleaner, per tin, 5/-. Cement, per tin.
9/,
Mains Resistance, 1,000 ohms . 2 amp., 4/..
8 mid. 500 v. Electrolytic Cams Condensers, 6/-. Line
Cord, . 3 amps ( 60 ohms per foot) per yard, 2/6.
Holders: Mazda octal, 5- pin British, 5-pin UX,
4.pin, per dozen 9/-. " Radio craft," new improved
American Radio Reference Library of ten illustrated
books, clearing at 35/..
Goldring" Pick-up Head,
gives old gramophone,radlogram quality reproduction,
31/6. Record player " Merrigram" in veneered and
polished cabinet, fitted collar° auto-stop and magnetic
pick-up 18.17.8. •• Television Technical Terms and
Definit'ons" by Lewis 5,-. ",giu Television" construct:on manual, full diagrams, 719.

Please write immediately to
Bulls ( W.W.)
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PINE switches, partly used, 14- day, 5-amp.
1 0 to 250 volts a.c., clockwork time switches.
excellent condition. £2; mercury sealed tube
10-amp type, £2110; cash with order.—J. Donohoe. 2. Upper Norfolk St.. North Shields. [ 1172

I

Radiogram
Equipment

"11111ROCEEDINGS
"
ElectronicsIRE."
" (14;
N.Y.),
( N.Y.).
March.
1941-47,
1943.£ to
December. 1947, £ 9110. Of interest as a record of
tel. development: " Television." later " Electronics and Television," 1934-40, £7; " Practical
Television." 1934-35 ( only 15 numbers), 15/-:
" Journal Television Society," 1939. Vol. 3 to Vol.
5. No. 3 ( current), £ 4/10. unbound.-31, Wilmon Way. Brighton, 6. Sussex. [2089
ifELEVISION hams make a neat job of that
VCR97 receiver; we offer VCR97/1 chassis
size 16 X1.2 X2 1,4 fitted 6 EF50 valveholders with
space for tube and strip type vision and sound
panels. price 17/6; VCR97/2, as above. but for
use with separate receiver size. 16X 12 X 2,,Z. 15/-:
send for our lists of television and radio corn•ponents.—Television and Radio Developments,
3, Saracens Head, Newark. Notts. [ 2372
MECHNICAL information and advice.—Enquiries are invited from those requiring
information or advice on technical matters relating to radio and light electrical engineering:
The Latest COLORING Pick-up
bibliographies, abstracts and reports prepared on
No. 121 has many great advanall technical subjects; recommendations made
tages, including :—
to those wishing to obtain standard or nonstandard equipment and components: overseas
Full Frequency Reproducenquiries are particularly invited.—Michael C.
tion in combination with a
Johnson, Assoc. Brit. IRE.. 110. Norbiton Hall.
standard Wireless Set.
Kingston- on- Thames, Surrey. [2254
SITUATIONS VACANT
Will abolish constant needle
Vacancies advertised are restricted to persons
changing.
or employments excepted from the provisions
of the Control of Engaoements Order, 1947.
Will
safeguard
records
ADIO and television service engineer rethrough reduced wear.
quired; good salary and permanency to
capable man.—Killbourn, Abingdon, Berks.
Write for full descriptive leaflet
ADIO and television service engineer, age
20 to 25 yrs., able to drive, required for
London S.W. area; state qualifications and salary.
—Box 2320.
[ 2204
49-51a, De Beauvior Road,
EQUIRED for S.W. England, engineer loi
des gn and production of e.ectronic apparaLondon, N.1
tus; wide knowledge of C.R.T. practice essential.—Box 2498.
[ 2262
Telephone: CLIssold 3434
UNGINEERS required. with experience (
n
all branches of television transmission and
reception; specialisation in some of the followowing subjects is essential:—
(I) Wide-bandy/1th, medium and low power
transmission.
(2) Video amplifier design.
(3) Sync and scanning generators.
APPLICANTS should have had some years'
laboratory experience in the subjects outlined.
and preference will be given to those holding
recognised
academic
qualifications;
London
area.— Apply in confidence, giving age. detalis
of education and experience, and salary required.
to Box 1375.
[ 1738
SALES engineer required with experience
COMPONENT SPECIALISTS SINCE 1925
•
of modern air radio technical and operational practice and a sound knowledge of I.C.A.O.
reqs.—Write, quoting Ref. 148, to Box 2388.
lijelADIO service engineer required for N.W.
AL London, television experience, able to drive,
must have considerable experience of servicing
domestic receivers.—Give full details in reply to
Combined Radio Component Catalogue,
Box 2239.
[ 2164
Service
Valve
Equivalent
Chart,
SENIOR electronic engineer required for circuit work on industrial equipment in the
Midlands; salary range £ 600-£ 1.000.—Send deResistor Chart and Colour Code
tails of age, qualifications and experience, quoting ref. 144. to Box 2234.
[2151
Price 9d. Post Paid
WLECTRICAL engineer, with a good degree
or equivalent and experience in design and
FOR ALL COMPONENTS, PROMPT SERVICE,
development of electronic equipment, required
COMPLETE SATISFACTION, TRY
by N.E. London firm; salary according to ability
and experience.—Box 2557.
[ 2282
ATTERY charger designer/engineer required
on development work for production and
special types, both valve and metal.—App.y.
DUNSTABLE ROAD, LUTON, BEDS.
Personnel Manager, Edison Swan Electric Co..
Phone : LUTON 2677
Ltd., Ponders End, Enfield, Middx. [ 2336
ENIOR design draughtsman required for rad.o
and television, previous experience on advanced development and design work essential.—
Apply Personnel Manager. Dynatron Radio, Ltd.,
Ray Lea Rd.. Maidenhead, Berks. [ 2176
1). USH RADIO. Ltd., require engineers for development work in their test gear dept.;
applications in writing only, stating experience,
qualifications, salary, etc., to Labour Manager,
Bush Radio, Ltd., Power Rd., Chiswick, W.4.
ADIO draughtsmen required by large light
11, engineering company, North London; appliThere are Candler
cants with knowledge of electronics equipment
Morse Code Courses
design preferred, but practical shop and drawing office experience essential.—Write Box 2229.
for
ENIOR mechanical designer with experience
BEGINNERS AND
of electro -mechanisms for work on industrial electronic equipment in the Midlands; salary
OPERATORS
range E600-£ 1.000.— Details of age. qualifications and exp. quoting ref. 0.0.23. to Box 2233.
Send for this Free
'PESTERS required, experienced in receiver.
.1
transmitter or electronic instrument test"BOOK OF FACTS"
ing, for work in S.W. London area; commencing
It gives full details consalary according to experience and ability.—
Apply to Box WW823, L.P.E.. 110, St. Martin's
cerning all Courses.
Lane. W.C.2.
[2152
LARGE
engineering
group
requires
draughtsmen of senicr and } tinier grades THE
CANDLER
SYSTEM
CO.
in several parts of the country.—Men with sound
(Room SSW), 121 Kingsway, London, W.C.2
electrical or mechanical drawing office experience should apply to Box 1933
All replies are
Candler System Co., Denver, Colorado,
acknowledged
[ 1960
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PICK-UP

WITH JEWEL POINT
SAPPHIRE NEEDLE

•

MODEL A70.
6 valve all wave modern
superhet chassis with tuning indicator, tone
control and radiogram switch.
The ideal
rep!acement chassis. £14 14 Od. plus £3 3 3d.
Purchase Tax.
MODEL 70 TU. As above but as 3valve tuning unit feeding model 77 ampl:fier E8 O Od
plus 34/I0d. Purchase Tax.
MODEL 77. 4 valve push pull amplifier with
2 6V6 fed by phase i
nvertot. Approx. 8 watts
output EV S Od.

Send for leaflet to;

THE TELERADIO CO.,
157, Fore St., Edmonton, N.18
also at 224, Chingford Mount Rd., E.4
and 668, High Road Tottenham, N.17

EDDYSTONE
640'
£27 10s. 9d.
H.P. Terms available.
Full range of components.
All C.O.D. orders promptly executed.
Send for Catalogue, I /- post free.

SPECIAL OFFER
P.M. Speakers
Goodman's, Truvox, Rola ( as available).
5 inch I3/- ; 6 inch I4/- ; 8 inch 16/including packing and postage.

B .T. S .

THE Radio firm of the South.
63, London Road, Brighton I, Sussex.
'Phone : Brighton 1555

OPPICIF/TLJP4111-11ESi
his uni que handbook
shows
the easiest way
to
feCU re
A .M.1 . Mech. E ,
A.M.1.E.E.,
City and Guilds, etc

WE GUARANTEE—
"NO PASS—NO FEE."
Details are given of over r5o
Dipl-ma cour ses in all
branches of Civil, Mech.,
Elec.,
Motor,
Aero.,
Radio,
Television
and
Production
Engineering, Tracing, Building,
Govt.
Employment,
R.A.
Maths., Matriculation, etc.
Safeguard you. future; send
for your copy at once— FREE.
8.1.E.T., 387, SHARESPZARE HOUSE,
7, STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON, W.1.
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COVENTRY RADIO
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-towards perfectionLOWTHER TUNERS
D.T./4 famous dual.'
D.T./5 details shortly.
L.E.I./2 T.R.F. unit.
L.E.S. Superhet unit.
F.M.! Experimental.

LOWTHER AMPLIFIERS
B.5.F. 5 watts, f.35-30 Kc.
A.10.F. 8 watts, f.35-40 Kc.
A.15.F. 15 watts, f.35-35 Kc.
A.50. 45 watts, f.35-30 Kc.

f

LOWTHER P.M.1 UNIT
High flux, 18,500 - 19,5010 gauss
(average) drive unit fitted with Voigt
light coil diaphragm.

LOWTHER-VOIGT'
Corner reflector type speaker P.W.1,
white wood or veneered.

LOWTHER PICK-UP
Moving Coil (licensed under Voigt's
Patent) fitted with Tungsten - Carbide
or Diamond Styli.

VOW'. CORNER REFLECTOR
type horn in white wood, veneered or
de luxe finish.

MORDAUNT
Duplex Reproducer.

LOWTHER
Bass and Treble
Corrector, Pre Amplifiers, Het-Whistle Filters, etc.

EXHIBITION
daily al
LOWTHER MANUFACTURING CO.
BROMLEY
continuing until Dereenber 31.
I ? AT . 5225

KENT

RELAYS
or A.C. and D.C.
2 VA Coil consumption from 2 to 603
volts and tested to
2,000 volts,
Aerial
Change- over Relays,

Multiple contact
Relay LF.

Mercury
Relays,
Measuring Relays and
Time Delay Relays.
Ask for leaflets
RE NW

LONDEX LTD.
Manufacturers

of Relays

207 Anerley Road, London, 8.E.20. SYDenhaM 8258

Advertisements
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ENIOR design draughtsman requ:red for work
in connection with commercial radio rece.vers and e.ectron:c equipment.- Write. giving
full particulars of experience, salary. etc.. to the
Labour Manager, Bush Radio. Ltd.. Power Rd.
Chiswick. W.4.
[ 200g
L'ILECTRONIC engineer.-A vacancy exists in
J-'.4 the West Country for an engineer having
good technical knowledge and considerable experience in the television and general electronic
development fields; salary according to expertente - Box 2244.
[ 2189
T‘RAUGLITSMEN required for work on electrical and radio test instruments; excellent
opportunities and good rates of pay.-Write.
giving full particulars of experience. to Taylor
Electrical Instruments, Ltd., 419-424. Montrose
Ave.. Slough. Bucks.
12263
%KALE technical assistant required for examination and analysis of reject cathode
ray tubes, previous experience essential. London
area.-Applicants
should
include
details
of
qualifications experience and salary required.
and be addressed to Box 2241.
[ 2173
riPECHNICAL sales assistant required by Lone.
don marine radio manufacturers, work includes preparation of installation schedules,
estimates, contract specifications, correspondence; young ex-operator with some office exence suitable.-Write Box 2558.
12287
HE MORGAN CRUCIBLE Co.. Ltd. ' Battersea. S.W.11, require a technical assistant
aged approximately 25, with B.Sc.(Eng.); should
have some experience of electronic development
work.-Write, giving details of age, quals., exp.
and salary req., to the Staff Manager.
ARGE manufacturers in North London require radio engineer for service department.
- Details of education ( not below School Certificate standard), technical training and experience, age and salary required, to Box 321. c/o Era
Publicity. Ltd., 7, Fitzroy Sq.. London, W.1.
ITALIFIED engineer required for leading firm
in London area; must have had several
years' electro-mechanical design experience in
electronics;
salary minimum £ 650. or more,
depending on experience.-Write Box S.5273.
A.K. Advg., 212a, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.2.
QENIOR and junior experienced development,
)7. research engineers and draughtsmen required
for radio, television, electronics, speakers. preference those with IS.Sc. ( EL.); radio/television
testers, inspectors, repairers service required.
- Technical Employment Agency 179, Clapham
Rd., S.W.9. ( Brixton 3487..
2272
MILECTRONIC circuit development engneer.
124 25 to 30 years, B.Sc, standard; previous
laboratory experience essential; knowledge of
servo systems desirable; must be practical and
capable of bringing projects right up to the
production
stage.-Write
or
Tel.
Furzehill
Laboratories,
Ltd.,
Boreham
Wood,
Herts.
Elstree 1137.
[2297
rrWO senior development engineers required
I.
by well-known company in Essex; considerable experience on theory and design of V.H.F.
transmitters up to powers of 200 watts or on
V.H.F. receivers is an essential requirement.Applications, giving age, qualifications, experience and salary required. quoting Ref. No. 133.
to Box 1392.
f1782
EILECTRICAL
inspector,
fully
qualified,
.1:4 urgently required for progressive light electrical engineering company in South Wales, must
have experience in inspection and testing of
small fractional horse-power motors, transformers, etc., excellent conditions.-Please reply,
stating fully previous experience, age, salary required. to Box 2236.
[2154
D ADIO engineer required for test gear dell, veiopment and maintenance. Vacancies also
exist for technical investigation on radio and
radar production.
Sound theoretical knowledge
required and practical experience essential.Apply in first instance by letter only. to Personnel Department, C/S., E.M.I., Ltd., Blyth
Rd . Hayes Middiesex.
[ 2227
UlLECTRONIC engineer required as head of
department engaged on the design and
manufacture of special purpose electronic test
gear; a suitable applicant must have an Honours
Degree in Electrical Engineering or Applied
Physics and wide experience of electronic engi
neering.-State age, qualifications, experience
and salary required. to Box 2494.
f2246
ADAR engineers required to operate from
_Lb London headquarters for installation and
maintenance of marine installations home and
overseas; the essential qualifications are: practical knowledge of electronic circuits and equipment, ability to work without supervision after
training, and resourcefulness; initial salary according to experience-Box 1377. [ 1751
EVELOPMENT engineer required for work on
experimental types of cathode ray tubes;
applicants should possess a physics degree and
have had practical experience in the design, development and manufacture of cathode ray
tubes; London area.-Applications should include
details of qualifications, experience and salary
required, and should be addressed to Box 2242.
A LARGE corporation requires an electronics
▪
engineer to take charge of new prefect;
applicant should have a good degree in physics
with laboratory or Government establishment
research experience in television or, preferably,
radar; must be good organiser capable of controlling staff and, in particular must have _practical experience of making circuits work; should
not be over 35 years of age; substantial salary
according to ability, age and exp - Box 2555.
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«ou'Ie SURE to get it at

I ESTABLISHED 25 YEARS e_
Resinances-lipeeiel Offer.
Parcel containing I
,
popular unsorted values 5-watt type 8/6 per
0- watt, type 11/6 Per 100 ( Trade enquiries invited,
10 in:
.
Mitod 3
,ri
peta
hkers
vi..
.. 27
wne
gi;ice
sin.
o.n.
p.m
x,r
tts2/3 ohm... 17/6
65in. P...1L, 2(3 ohm.. 16/6; Sis. P.M., 2/3 ohms.
10(11. 3m. P.M..2/3 ohms. 13/£1.
C.1
121n.
1"° Aeri.
emm
tie, 11
26
.
718
11/
.
4.1"-135

200-250 v., wi th
Entitled 111.Cuil A.C. Meta. 0-300 v., 25ln. 11/9.
Tuning Cond. ( Twin gang). ,0005 mid. ceramic, 7/6
(with Trim., 8/61.
.
0003 raid. with Trim., 8/6.
Midget .0061 mfd.,
Midget . 0005 mid, with
Trim., 14/6. Midget . 00035 mid. lila,. X lila.
x gin., 124. 4gang . 0005 mid., 5/9.
Oeils.T.R.F. Matched pair, M. & L., 81. Weymouth
ditto, 9,6 pair. S'Ilet. matched, s.s. a L., 8,9.
10'6 and 1.16 pair. All Wearite " P " Coile. 30each. Dem o Iron oore Maxi "Q" Coll., complete
range available from 3'9 each.
Vibrator Trust. 6V in, 230-0-260 v., 100 mat out
(also available in 12 v.). 8/6.
Potentiometen. Centraleb. 511, 10K, 25K, 50K,
100K, 5, 5, 1and 2 Meg., lem Switch, 4,3. With
Switch. 64. Midget with Switch I and 1 Meg..
6/.. Specie( . 75 Meg., with Switch, 4/9.
lierntelyties. B.EH.. Midget, 8-8 mid. 450 V. lib,,
x iln., 6/0. and 32 mid. 350 v., 5510, X lin., 5/-.
T.C.O. 16 mid. 150 v., 251n., x fie., 3/3. Dabiller
Omid. 500 v. 251a. x ¡In., 4/-. And all make, and
types. T.M.C. 8-16 mid. 460 v. with clip, 7/6.
Meter itomilleri. ViestInghome.
0-5 m/s., 3/11
0-10 mix, 7,6 ; 0-1 m/a., 10/6.
Selenium Roofless. H.T., h(wave 250 v. 00 m/a..
5/9 ; 200 v. 100 m)a., 5/(5 ; 250 v. 100 m/a., 7/6;
250 v. 300 ma., 12/9 ; Bridge Rect.; 6v. 15 amp.
6/3; 12 v. 15 amp., 12/6; 12 v. 3 amp., 24,-;
12 v. 6 a., 37/6; 36 v. 1; a., 23/6; 70 v. 15 a..
37/6. Also L.T. 2/4 v. 1a., h/wave, 3/6.
Television TransI.E.R.T. 4,000 v. 3mla., 2v.11 amp.,
45/-; 1oo-n-soo v., 250 m(a., 4v. 5a., 6.3 v. 8a.
75/.; 350-0-350 v. 260 m/a.. 6.3 v. 6a., 4 V. Oa.
4v. 3 (1., 0.0 e. (tapped 2v.). 2a., 72/6.
Charger Trans!. Input 2C0.230-250 v., outputs 4 v.,
8v., 15 v., end 24 v., at 3 amp., 27/6.
Filt
i.r
i9e
lltp,b,7r
.(837166
ans I..
: ;1dirp
4os
y. 2o0
15 ..
25p0
., v
8.
1
,
6.outPut 6.3 y.
EmGavt.

T.M.C. Reed-type Headphones. 70 ohms.
with leade). Single earphone.,
70 ohms, mth adjostable Headband, 16. Midget
(rout Tram., 32-1, and Forefeet) Tfr., 4-1, both
lin. x tin, r /in., 3'- each. P'Pull Intervalve
2.5-1 each half, and O'put Tfr. 60-1, both Ills.
x 151n. X 151n., 3'- each. Tannoy Tranever.e
Carbon Bike inset 8'-.
L.F. Choke 16 lino.
300 ohm., 175 mat., 1243. 31'0011 Mike, 2,6. L.P.
Trans/. 6.8
pr. Midget Intervene Transf.
3-1, 6-1 or 10-1, 3,9 each.
Multi-ratio Matching
Tramf., 4windings (2 C.T.) over 10 ration between
10 mad 100-1, 21n. o 15m. x 151n., E(51. 12 volt D.C.
motor Imitable for model., 19/6.
Television. In stock complete range of cOmtionento
a. specified ior " Wirelese World " and " Electronics'
television coastractore' kit..
_I_Send 2;d. stump for very full Stock List.. 'When
7Ç ordering pantie °over packing and postage.

STERN

RADIO

LTD.

109 & Ies, FLEET STREET, E.C.4.
Telephone : CENtral 5814 and 2280

CRYSTALS
FOR

AIRCRAFT

J)

MARINE
AND

AMATEUR
TRANSMITTERS
ALL LOW TEMP. CO -EFE. CUTS.

BROOKES CRYSTALS LTD.
10,

STOCKWELL

GRE. 1828.

ST.,

GREENWICH,

LONDON, S.E.10.
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ELECTRONICS

LTD.
CRANMER AV. EALING.W 13.d
Ng.
PHONE EALING 5688

WILLIAMSON
AMPLIFIER
COMPONENTS
OUTPUT
TRANSFORMER
TO

DESIGNERS'

December, 1948
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SPECIFICATION

MAINS TRANSFORMER

£4 26

CHOKE, 15 HEN. 150 MA.

£176
96

CHOKE, 30 HEN. 30 MA.

Send for details of above and full range
of standard transformers and chokes.
Manufacturers' enquiries invited

ULECTRONIC engineer or physicist for development or microwave radio required by
iarge company in the East London area; suitable applicant should have technical education
to degree standard and experience in development of electron:cs.—Full details, including age
and salary required, to Box 2395. [ 2225
1PLECTRONIC draughtsman required by large
LA manulacturer of radio and allied equipment
situated in the East Limdon area; suitaoie applicants should have previous experience of this
work and technical qualifications to National
Certificate or equivalent.—State age, experience
and salary required. to Box 2497. [ 2259
ULECTRON1C engineers are required by works
.E.4 situated on the Treforest Trading Estate,
near Cardiff, preferably with factory experience;
men with service training will se considered, but
gnowledge of the basic princip.es of design is
essential.—Applicants should give full details of
training and experience to Box 2228. [2134
eaUALIFIED electrical engineer or physicist
‘08 required for leading radio firm in the London area; must have had several years in responsible position on design of radar equipment;
salary minimum £ 1300 per annum,
or more
according to experience.—Write Box 55266, A.K.
Advg.. 212a, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.2. [ 2211
T ECTURER in telecommunications and !nettle..L.4 mattes to City and Guilds Final standard
for radio engineering school; qualifications:
degree in telecommunications or similar; preference to recent graduate with teaching ability;
salary according to qualifications and expe,rience,
on scale from £ 450 per annum—Applications to
Commandant, Air Service Training. Ramble.
Southampton.
[ 2165
QEN1011 develeprnent engineers requ:red. Mtlit
have good technical training, preferably
with Hone Degree in Physics or Engineering
and radio laboratory experience; able to carry
through development, with assistants, to Production stage; salary up to £800 according to
qualifications.—Apply in writing to Personnel
Department, Murphy Radio, Ltd.. Welwyn Garden City. Herts.
[ 2105
RADUATE in electrical
engineering
or
physics with radio required by company in
S.E. London to take charge of a small section
designing and building electronic equipment for
specialised high- frequency measurements; experience with circuit techniques for frequencies
above 100 ma essential; • salary
8500-700.
according to age and experience.—Full particulars to Box 2391.
[ 2220
1-‘ESIGN draughtsmen are required by the
English Electric Co., Ltd., Stafford., for
research and development work on electronic
equipment; applicants must have higher national
certificate or equivalent, and shop experience;
salary
according
to
experience.—.Send
full
details to Central Personnel Services. English
Electric Co., Ltd., Queens House, Kingsway,
W.C.2. quoting Ref. D0.25.
[ 2192
EVEWPMENT engineer with experience in
design of audio frequency equipment, transformers and kindred apparatus; experience in
telecommunication equipment an advantage, engineering degree an advantage.—Apply in writing. stating full details of experience, age and
salary required, to Truvox Engineering Co.. Ltd.
(Ref. PC/4), Hirwaun Trading Estate, Aberdare,
Glamorganshire, South Wales
12278
RADITATE in electrical engineering required
by company in S.E. London to take charge
of work, mainly on cable accessories; no previous
experience in this field necessary, but a know
ledge of high- frequency phenomena and workshop methods desirable; salary 2500-700. according to age and experience; candidates with
experience in an industrial electrical laboratory
will have preference.—Particulars to Box 2390.
raRAUGHTSMEN, electrical ( experienced and
also trained junior) for layout of radio installations. previous drawing office work essential, experience of installation planning, switchgear, power distribution and wiring required;
radio knowledge not vital; applicants of Nat.
Cert. grade preferred.—Apply to the Secretary.
Marconl's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd., New St..
Chelmsford stating age, education, experience
and salary required.
[ 2163
WO electronic engineers. technical qualifications equal to City and Guild Final ( Radio
Communication), preferably with manufacturing
experience of audio and/or recording apparatus.
required for large organisation with overseas
branches; position calls for executive ability and
involves control of specialist staff; operational
bases in England and Canada; substantial salary
in accordance with qualifications and experience.
—Renly to Box 2389.
( 2218
XTALVE engineer, well-known London firm has
V
a vacancy for an engineer in the transmitting valve department; successful applicant
must have had practical experience in all
branches of the manufacture of valves up to
20gw of anode disnpation, and must be capable
of conducting and supervising development of
new types; some experience of circuitry an asset.
—Write, with full details of qualifications and
experience. to Box 2635.
(
2335
EQUIRED immediately by a company in the
East London area, an engineer experienced
in the design of inductances for radio communication work; only applicants having considerable
experience of the design of R.F. tuned circuits.
I.F. transformas, wave filters
and
similar
devices will be consIdered; this vacancy is in
connection with a long-term project for the
development
of
high-grade
communication
equipment.—State full details to Box 2394. [2224

SETS and COMPONENTS for

WEST COUNTRY
AMATEURS
THE RECEIVER

Fok THEl1LyI\S1.

EDDYSTONE 640
COMMUNICATIONS

RECEIVER

Cash £27 10 0
or Terms to Approved Purchasers.
We have the full range of Eddystone Components.

144 McIs Tuning Assembly, 17/6

Eddystone. Denco. Woden. Atkins, Wearite.
Belling Lee.

Clix.—We .have them all.

SEE OUR LIST.

G. N. PILL & PARTNERS
49, COBOURG STREET, PLYMOUTH
Tu1.1,11011,•

G

LOOK
Mains Transformers,
Screened,
Fully
Interleaved and Impregnated.
H.S.63. Input 200250, Output)
2500,;250,60 rn/A.6.3 v.at 3amp., 1
IS 6
}
Half
5v. at 2amp.
H.S.40. Windings as above, 4 v. j Shrouded
at 4amp., 4v. at 2 amp.
F.S.2.
Input 200/250, Output
250'0 250, 80 m/A.
j
19/6
F.S.3.
Input 200/2.50, Output
Fully
350d/350, 6.3-4-0 v. at 4 amp.,
Shrouded
5-4-0 v. at lamp.
H.S.2. Windings as F.S.2, 80
17/6
m A.
Half
H.S.3. Windings as F.S.3, 80
Shrouded
m A.
C.W.O. ( add 1'3 in the
Over £ 2 Carriage Paid).

C for

Carriage.

H. ASHWORTH,676 Great Horton Rd.,
Bradford, Yorks.

.3(e(3000 [Venal
SPECIALISTS IN SHORT WAVE
receiving and transmitting equipment, high quality broadcast
receivers and Gramophone amplifiers.
Our Mork includes :—
Aerial Equipment: Enamelled, Stranded and Insulated
Wire, Twin Feeder 80 ohms and 300 ohms impedance,
Coaxial Feeder, Insulators, Television Aerials, etc. Cella
and C311 Farmers : Wearite and Eddystone Coils, Ceramic
and Polystyrene Coil Formers, Iron Cored Formers, V.H.F.
Coils. IF. Transformers and B.F.O. Coils, Traninnitting
Inductor..
Capitation : Fixed, Electrolytic. Paper and Him. types,
Variable Receiving and Transmitting, Neutralising, Preaet
and Trimmer typea
Valves:
Receiving and Trarumitting types Including
V.H.V. and Voltage Regulator Tubes.
Books: A full range of books on all radio subjects.
Television Components, Deflector and Focus Coils, Trans.
formers, etc.
Loudspeakers, Pickupa, Headphones—a large selection
available.
Communications Beoeivers:
The Eddystone 640 at
227/0/. is to-daya best value in new Ham receivers.
We can usually offer a good aelection of second-hand
Communications receivers.
Transmitting Keys: we recommend the new Eddystone
"Bug" pattern Key at £3/1718. Standard pattern Morse
Keys alce in stock at 516 each.
RadiOeralt Transmitter., Exciters, Converters, Frequency
Metere, etc.
Our new Catalogue gives full details of our entire stock
ioda copy will be gladly sent on ropo,t . 1.('.S. R.4 Df0

44 WKANORE RP BROMLEY, KENT
Phone fflénsboufne 0/56

D

G

T

R

WE OFFER
A large range of used and new Test
Equipment, Converters,

Recorders,

Amplifiers, Motors, Transformers,etc.
All guaranteed and at very attractive
prices.
We buy good modern used equipment of all types for spot cash.

UNIVERSITY RADIO LTD.
22 LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2.
Tel.: GER 4447 & 8582.

HILL & CHURCHILL LTD.
BOOKSELLERS

SWANAGE,

DORSET

Available from stock
" Radio Engineers' Handbook," Terman

42'-

" Radio Troubleshooter's
A. Ghirardi

37 6

Handbook,"

" Radio Physics Course," A. Ghirardi

37'6

" Frequency Analysis Modulation
Noise," Stanford Goldman ...

36'.

and

" Principles of Radar," M.I.T.

30 -

" Inside The Vacuum Tube," J. F. Rider

30 -

" Elements Of Radio Servicing," Marcus
27 -

Postage Extra.
CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION

December, lye

POTENTIOMETERS

RELIANCE
Type T.W. Wire

Rating

(linear)
3

Watt

Wound

RANGES

5 Watt Max.

Max.

(graded)

3-1°° .
°C3° Li Max '

(linear)
50-50,000, fI Max.

,..., (
cf e et Non.
inductive

Type S G. Composition
IWatt Max.

Adverttsements

Wireless World

2,000 ohms to 5
megohmi

(
both types) linear
loe.,semi-log..inyerse log., non- inckictive, etc

CHARACTERISTFCS:

FULL DATA FROM:
RELIANCE
Manufacturing
Co. ( Southwark)
Ltd.
Sutherland Rd., Higham Hill, London,E.17

Telephone: La4<swood 3245

METERS. 0-1tn.. Moving oil, 2
Fit/el-1count Mc,'
15., 0-300 volte A.C. rectified, 1110 , IIIIZ ‘• oil,
pmel-mounting, 25/ -. Multi -range, 0-5,0e0 ohm,
Iola.. 0-1.5 volts., 0-2 volts. moving coil, 21m.
Itnel mounting. There ranges may be extended wit h
aiitable resistances. 17/6, 0-5/ 000 8- E,K11.8 e.tie
Panel mounting, 615/-. All of these meters arc
guaranteed brand new and individually boxed.
CATHODE RAY '
CUBE. FCR97. A limited number
..1 tliege very popular tubes can be supplied to callers
only, at 35'Brand new.
E.H.T. TRANSFORMERS.
By SCANCO.
Fully
guaranteed.
4 kV. 10 mía., 2.0.2 v., 2 a., 598.
5 KV. 10 m/a., 2-0-2 r 2 A. 65/ - only.
TELEVISION. Complete get of 9 R.F. Chokes, and
coils for sound and radar. panels, wound exactly to
" Electronic Engineering" Specificat:on.
18/8 the
t/.t only.
THE NEW WEYMOUTH MIDGET COIL PACES.
soperhet, Type Bil, 16-50. 200-550.80g-2,000 m., also
Type B8, 12.5-r, 33-100, 200.3.50 to.
Iron- cored.
for . 0005 mid. tuning. 465 Kim, These Coil Packs
.i.re completely screenal, eke 31 o 21 x 1fin. Coco
plete with basic strenit, price 35/6, plus 7/18 P. Tax.
In addition to the above, we are ahle to supply from
stock, Coil Pack. and Turrets by Deno°, WearLe,
ismnr, Atkins, E.T.A., etc., etc.
EXTRA SPECIAL ELECTROLTTICS.
Midget Can
sire, 11 x lin. only. 8
mfd. 430 v., 4/6 ; 16, P
mfd. 450 v.,15/6; 32 mid. 350 v., 4/6. Also 32/32 no'd.
250 v. midget can, 7/8
sn x50 mid. 250 o, mall can
t 9/-.
Many others foe all purposes, at equally
.•otopetitivs Prie.e•
COLLAR() AUTO CHANGERS. A.C. 2008/50 volts,
ktest type, complete with pick-up, few left, only at
R18 ,18/, including Purchase Tax,
MIDGET TWO GANGS. .
00036 Ceramic insulation,
lice otay Sin. x
111n., 9/ - only. . 000375 mot.
with trimmers, vane& covered PersPec, ciar Sin. s.
Ilin. X 111n., 10/8 owl. Both above are standard
length lin. spindle.
TRADE SUPPLIED
Send stamp 10r current Comprehensive Lie.

HENRY'S
5, HARROW ROAD,W.2
PADd,ngton

1008.9

MEE MORGAN CRUCIBLE Co.. Ltd., Batter-

"
sea, S.W.11, require maintenance engineers,
aged approximately 21;
successful applicants
should have higher
national
certificate
or
equivalent and some experience in service and
maintenance of electrical control equipment.
particular reference to programme controllers and general electrical furnace control
equipment. Write, giving details of age, quais..
exp. and salary req., to the Staff Manager.
"VLECTRONIC engineers with honours degree
.22.1 or equivalent are required for research and
advanced development work by the Nelson Research Laboratories. English Electric Co., Ltd.,
Stafford,' preference will be given to men with
sound electrical engineering experience; salary
according to qualifications.--Apply by letter to
Chief, Administration, Nelson Research Laboratories, English Electric Co.. Ltd., Stafford, stating age, experience and academic qualifications.
EQUIRED as technical assistant to chartered
patent agent in patent department of the
General Electric Co., Ltd.. at Research Laboratories. Wembley. Middx., a young man with an
Honours degree or similar qualifications and preferably with some experience or knowledge of
radio engineering and electronics; the assistant
would receive training for qualification as a ,
chartered patent agent.- Apply by letter to the
Director, stating age, academic qualifications
and experience.
[ 2172
ARGE electrical organisation
requires an
assistant engineer, capable of . writing specifications, dealing with tenders and contracts for
sound installations; design wore on special am- ,
plifier and electronic circuits; successful ape- ,
cant would be required to assist in special surveys ,
of factories, etc.; some general experience of '
office routine: B.Sc. and/or A.M.I.E.E. qualifications preferred, but not essential.- Write.
giving full details as to age, previous experience
and salary required, to Box 2231. [ 2142
MILECTRONIC engineering.-The S.W.
sion of leading radio company invites applications for past in development laboratories
engaged on radar and allied equipment; candidates should have at least 3 years' industrial experience in this type of work and show educational qualifications equivalent to A.M.I.E.E
examination standard; the post offers considel•able opportunity for advancement; commencing
salary will be commensurate with qualification-.
and experience; forms of application may be obtained on request.-Box 2238.
[ 2162
MECHANICAL designer with production engineering experience required as deputy
chief of a development department in a wellestablished company employing 2.000 people: .
applicant must have experience of the design •
of small semi- precision mechanical assemblies ,
and have had adequate technical training; an
engineer with outstanding drive, experience and
initiative will obtain a permanent and progressive position; our own staff have knowledge of
this vacancy.-Write,
stating age, details of
experience and qualifications. to Box 2245. [ 2190
RAUGHTSMEN required in design depart ment for laying out small electro-mechanica 1
equipment, capable of preparing detail drawings
in development stage and final manufacturing
drawings for production, experience in telecommunications or small electrical equipment an advantage; vacancies exist for mechanical and electrical draughtsmen with design experience, also
juniors.-Apply in writing. stating full details
of experience,
age and salary
required,
to
Truvox Engineering Co.. Ltd. ( Ref. FC/31. Hirwaun Trading Estate, Aberdare, Glamorganshire. South Wales.
12279
fin .13.C. invites applications for an engineering
L/ P post in the Acoustics Section of the Research Department based initially at Balham.
S.W.12, and later at Kingswood. Surrey. Candidates must possess a University degree in Physic,
or Electrical Engineering, or equivalent qualifications. such as graduate membership of the
Institution of Electrical Engineers. The duties
consist of research on acoustic design of studios
and involve investigation into acustical properties
of materials and structures.
A knowledge of
physics and of electronics is necessary. A good
Knowledge of music and some workshops' experience would be an advantage. The salary is in
a grade with annual increments of £ 25 rising to a
maximum of £580 per annum.-Applications.
stating age, qualifications and experience, should
reach the Engineering Establishment
Officer.
Broadcasting House. London. W.I. within 7 days
of the apoearance of this advertisement. [2247
ROWN Agents for the Colonies.- Applications from qualified candidates are invited
for the following post: Wireless technicians
(aeradio) required by Hong Kong Government
for 3 years; salary $1900 a month, rising to $800
a month, plus expatriation pay $ 166.67 a month,
cost of living allowance between $216 and $ 360 a
month, according to dependants 161-1s. 3c1.1.
free passages; candidates. under 35. must hold
P.M.G. 1st or 2nd class certificate of competency or air operator's certificate with appropriate ground operating experience; they must
be competent to maintain modern ground communications. transmitters and receivers; radar
experience essential; merchant service operating
experience an advantage: R.A.F. type maintenance experience desirable-- Apply at once by
letter, stating age, whether married or single.
and full particulars of qualifications and experience and mentioning this paper. to the Crown
Agents for the Colonies. 4. fvfillbank. London.
S.W.1, quoting M/N/23617(3B) on both letter
and envelope.
(2175
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ALEC DAVIS
SUPPLIES

LTD.

Shop hours Monday-Friday 9-5.30.
Saturday 9-1.

SHORT WAVE
COMPONENTS
We are now able to offer a wide range of ltnyrnart high
quality short- aare componente of which the ° Howl,/
Ji representative selection -Coils. Plug-in type wound on RD4 low loas dielect
formera. liot h4- and 6- pin typea being interchangeable
with competitive makes.
'overage with . 00011i Mid. Variable Condenser B. / I.
Type CA
1pin
11-25 met litel • • 4 0
Type CB
4pin
20-45 metres • • 4 0
Type Cc
4pin
44-100 metres • • 4 6
Type Cl)
4pin
80-180 metrea .. 4 9
Type CA6
6pin
11 -25 metres . • 4 3
Type CB6
6pin
20.45 metres . • 4 3
Type CC6
6pin
44-100 metres
4 9
Type C116
5pin
80-180 metres .. 4 9
Type CE6
6pin
110-250 metres .. 5
Condensers. All Microvarlahles are of the allbrass construction type, using ball- bearing
spindle and ceramic insulation.
Single hole
fining and double ended for ganging purposes.
Type VC 15E
.
023 in. gap. 2.5/15 I/6
Type VC 40X . 053 in. gap 2.75/40 pF
Type VC 100X . 023 in. gap 3.8/100 pF
Type VC 160X . 023 in. gap 6/160 pF
Type VC 250E . 023 in. gap 7.3/250 pF

3 9
o

4
5
6
7

Insulators. Aerial insulators type AG. 311n.
rthtied pyrex glass
Stand-off insulators type OX
31 in. high (exterminals)
and- off Insulators type SM
lila. high (ea-

tersnninialat

/stand-off insulators type SS
terminals) ..
stand-off insulators type ST

9

1
O
9

lisa, high (ex-

7

high ( ex-

6

Knobs and Dials. Large skirted bakelite knob,
with 4M. graduated metal dial, III too deg. Type
.. .. .. .. .. 6 6
M
it with 21in.
r.
dial. Ty TXJ .. 1. 11
3
*
T.1‘.0eXi'll'll'eoryeK. 11011A . 2/in. long. Type LPli ..
Miscellaneous
Two-piece Ceramic Feed- through bush.
411A
.. .. .. .. .. ..
hole
Twoltiece Ceramic Feed-through bush.
2BA
.. .. .. .. .. ..
1,ole
I 'ceder spreader. Ceramic, 61n. side . ..
Transpoaltion Block in rayrnex ceramic ..
Aerial" T " piece insulator ceramic .. ..

0

al

0
0
0
1

5
7
6
3

ALEC DAVIS SUPPLIES LTD.
18 Tottenham Court Rd., London,
\NJ.
Tel. MUS. 4539 and MUS. 2453

INDIVIDUAL TRANSFORMER
REWINDS
SEND YOUR " BURNT OUT"
TRANSFORMER TO BE REWOUND.
NO TECHNICAL

DATA

REQUIRED.

OUR TRANSFORMER WINDINGS
ARE DOUBLE WOUND
AND BACKED BY A

SPECIALISED SERVICE
LOUDSPEAKER

REPAIRS,

FIELD COILS.

SOUTHERN TRADE SERVICES LTD.,
297 299, HIGH STREET,
Telephone :

CROYDON 4870.

62

Advertisements

Wireless World

11.11•SII/1 N STOCK

ADIO and electronic senior engineer required
lb by leading firm of manufacturers; applicants must have extensive practical experience
11
CASH or EASY TERMS
in techn:cal development of electronic equipment, with special knowledge of circuit techniques; post is within 20 miles' radius of
:oodMans " Axiom Twelve'
Speaker Uni
London and is prsgressive; recognised qualificaOne of the finest quality speakers available
tions are desirable, but practical ability is the
to-day.
Cash price 88 8 0 essential factor, age preferably not over 35 years;
Roo Model 7 ...
Cash price £19 10 0 fares paid for interview; salary approx. £450
p.a., according to qualifications and experience.
Valve Tester, complete
£16 13
-Written applications, giving date of birth, full
And practically the whole AVO range.
details of qualifications and experience, etc., and
Eleetrix A.O. or D.C. Spray Unit for spraying quoting reference 439M, should be addressed to
Regional
Appointments
Office.
Ministry
of
Paint, Distemper, Creosote, Insecticides, etc. Labour 2r Nat. Service, 23, Valpy St., Reading.
Most efficient.
Complete outfit SS 10 0
INISTRY OF CIVIL AVIATION-Applications are invited for appointment as radio
Specifications of the above on request.
operator, Grade II; candidates must be prepared

1
101

."

M

We can supply on convenient terms
much

of

the

Equipment

at

transactions

Radio

and

present

being

Electrical

available,

strictly

all

between

customers and ourselves.
Please let

us know your

requirements

and whether for cash or on easy terms

The LONDON RADIO SUPPLY CO.
Est. 192o

WILICIYI BE,

SUSSEX

After yéars of experimenting Mr. Voigt
has designed a P.M. unit of the open, low
leakage

type,

up to the standard of his

excited fields.
It is demountable for assembly with pole tips and/or
magnet blocks of varying dimensions and materials.
This provides for future metallurgical and other
developments. More expensive than an inflexible design
t4E
Wl
but justified.
MAN
Anticipated prices withBUYS
2mm. gap and twin
diaph.
E36
limm. gap light coil
twin
and
B.B.C.
corrector ...
E40
Re Horns see Nov. advt.

e

V OIGT PATENTS LTD.
LONDON, S.E.26
P.S. Mr. Voigt is not yet fit .

10,003 VALVES IN STOCK
AT B.O.T. PRICES
We probably have that valve you are
finding it difficult to obtain.
SPEAKERS.-815. P.M. with multi- ratio trans., 12'.
Without traps. (111n. P.M. 12/6; din. P.M. 10/6. An
'
,makers are of well known makes brand new and
guaranteed.
VOLUME CONTROLS.-( Lam switch) 251C Gd.
3K, 50K and 75K 1/6; 1 meg. 2/6; 2 meg. 2/-;
(D.P. switch), 5K. 2/125K 1/9.
VALVE HOLDERS.-( Paz)
B.V.A. 4-pin, 2d.;
Gd.
Inter. Octal 5d.; (
Amphenol), Mazda
Octal. bd.: infer. Octal ,64.
TABLET TYPE SWITCHES. 4-pin 2- way 24; 0-pin
2- way 2/8; 2- pin 2-way 2- bank 1/6; 2- pin 6- way 3/-:
4wat' 3/- ; 3-pin 3-way 2- bank 213- 1
9.
3.way 3.,ink 2/6.
C31101:218B88.-Gort.eurplus In Brand New condition.
.01 1.000 v. 7d.; . 02 750 V. 7d.; . 05 500 v. 4:1.;
.25 500 v. 1./.; . 6350 v. 1/2: . 1800 V. 9d.: 1mId.
450 v. 1/5: 2mid. 150 v. 1/8 ; Midget 8mid. 450 v.
2/11 ; Midget 32 mtd. 350 s. 5/9: 2 mId. 350 v.
oil tilled 1/6: 4mtd. 000 v. oil filled 4/-; 75 pt. mica
Gd.; 100 pt. ceramic (
id.
KNOBS.-Pointer red and black 3d.; Good manly
(tuck Itin. and 21n. fin. enindle ed.
T.' OGLE swrrea.-8.P.D.T. 2amp. 1/- each.
MAINS DR3PPER.-.3 amp. 800 ohms. 3/6.
TUNING CaNDENSERS.-.0005 with transformer tu In
guru; 9/- each. SLEEVE140.--1 mm. 12 yds. 1/,
TERMS : C.O.D. Or C.W.O. alas 64. postage.
34.
ND STREET. BRIGHT N.
Phone: 5003.

to serve at any civil aviation radio station in the
United Kingdom, and also accept a liability for
tours of duty overseas; candidates must be at
least 21 and under 40 years ot age at the time
of application, and must possess the kostmasterGeneral's Certificate of proficiency in radiotelegraphy, or the Air Operator's Licence. with
practical experience as a wireless operator in
N.M. Forces, the Merchant Navy, civil aviation,
etc. Ex- Service candidates not possessing these
qualifications will be considered if they possess
the service " trade " qualifications combined
with suitable practical experience. Opportunity
exists for suitably qualified officers to be promoted to Grade I. London rates of pay ( subject
to abatement for service in the provinces) for
Grade II posts range from 114/- per week ( men)
and 108/- ( women) to 143/- per week and 114/per week respectively. When anal complements
are settled. establishment will be offered within
those complements to suitable officers. Candidates should apply by postcard for application
form and further particulars to Ministry ' of
Civil Aviation. Establishment Division 113). 10.
Fleet St., London, E.C.4. quoting ref. Est/351.
LyIS
MAJESTY'S Colonial Service.
The
Co:onial Engineering Service.- Vacancies
exist in the Department of Te.ecommunications.
Irederaticn of Malaya and Singapore for ta)
Assistant Controllers ( Engineering)
Reference
No. 27323/8A). and ( b) Asszstant Controllers
(Radio) ( Reference No. 27323/8),
Candidates
for ( a) must possess Associate Membership of
the Institution of Electrical Engineers or degrees
and diplomas recognised by that Institution as
granting exemption from Parts A and B cf its
examination. In addition they should have not
less than two years practical experience with
the General Post Office or with a firm manufacturing te.ephone and telegraph apparatus. Candidates for ( b) must possess Associate Membership of the Institution of Electrical Engineers
or degree or d:p:oma reccgnised by that Institution as granting exemption from Parts A and
B of the examination and should have at least
two years' experience of the installation and
operation of radio equipment for civil aviation.
In addition they must be thoroughly conversant
with all ground and air radio requirements for
civil aviation, including beacons, direction finding equipment, radar navigation aids and communication equipment.
They must also be
acquainted with and capable of inspecting aircraft installations and the issue of air worthiness
certificates under the Air M.nistry requirements.
Candidates must be British subjects, physically
fit and between the ages of 25 and 35 years.
Appointments will be on probation for three
years for permanent and pensionable employment within the incremental salary scale. $ 430
to 6900 per mensem, point of entry depending
on age, civil experience, and approved war service. Expatriation pay and a cost of living allowance are also admissab'e. For purposes of exchange
one dollar equals two shilling and fourpence.
Government quarters are provided, if available.
at a nominal rent. Free first-class passages for
the officer, and if married, for his wife and
children under ten years of age are provided on
appointment and once each way during each
tour of service.
Intending candidates should
write at once to the Director of Recruitment
(Colenial Service). 2. Satictuary Buildings. Great
Smith Street. London. S.W.1, stating age, professional qualifications, brief details of their
experience, and the reference number of the
appointment for which they are app'ying. Only
fully qualified candidates need apply.
Estabished members of the General Post Office who
wish to compete for the appointment of Assistant
Controller ( Engineering). should apply through
the.r Department or enclose a certificate from
their Department granting them permission to
apply.
[2228
SITUATIONS WANTED
153)ADIO engineer ( 25). C. dc G. Inter.. Radio
_LI, II da III and Telecornm. III or Final, seeks
past in London area.-Box 2230. [2141

‘70UNG man, 24, Spanish.
Knowledge of
.1. radio to City and Guilds ( 3) standard;
practical experience, requires post in London.-Box 2648.
[ 2378
QITUATION. working partnership or representation in radio/electrical business (
11,
wever small, country area pref'd.) required by
radio technician ( 35), sales experience, principles, sound, conscienticus workmanship with
attention to detail, honest dealing, 40- hr. week
uncalled for, willing work 100 plus in right posit•on; fluent French; car and capital available; at
present living in E. Anglia.-BM/JWGA, W.C.I.

December, 1948

100 kcs
QUARTZ
CRYSTAL
UNIT
Type
05/100
.4

for Secondary Frequency Standards
* Accuracy better than 0.01%. * New angles
of cut give a temperature coefficient of 2 parts in
a million per degree Centigrade temperature
change. * Vitreous silver electrodes fired direct
on to the faces of the crystal itself, giving permanence of calibration. * Simple single valve circuit
rives strong harmonics at 100 kcs. intervals up to
20 Mcs. * Octal based mount of compact dimensions.
PRICE 45/- Post Free
Full details of che Q5/100, including circuit
are contained in our leaflet Ql. Send stamp
to- day for your copy

THE QUARTZ CRYSTAL Co., Ltd
63-71 Kingston Road,
NEW MALDEN, SURREY
Telephone : MALden 0334

TELEVISION SCANNING
COILS

Technical Publication No, 29. Post FREE
HAYNES RADIO Ltd., Queensway, Enfield

TRANSFORMERS & COILS
TO SPECIFICATION.
MANUFACTURED OR
Filter Coils +

REWOUND

1% a Speciality.

JOHN FACTOR LTD.
9-11 EAST STREET, TORQUAY
'Phone: Torquay 2162

DEVON

THESE ARE IN STOCKe,
Introduction to Television. By A. Folwell.
9s. 6d.
Postage 46.
Television Explained.
By W. E. Miller.
3s, 6d.
Postage 2d.
Testing Radio Sets, By J. H. Reyner.
IS..
Postage 5d.
Amateur Radio Valve Technique.
By
D. N. Corfield and P. V. Candy.
3s. 6d.
Postage 2d.
Radio Laboratory Handbook.
By M. G
Scroggie.
12s. 6d. Postage 4d.
Newnes Television Manual,
By F. J.
Carnm.
7s. 6d.
Postage 4d.
The Amplification and Distribution of
Sound.
By A. E. Greenlees.
16s.
Post.
age 66.
Radio Engineering. By F. E. Terman. 42s,
Postage 96.
Radio Tube Vade -Mecum, 1946 edition,
By P. H. Brans. 5s. Postage 66.
Ultra- and Extreme- Short Wave Reception.
By M. J. Struct. 42s. Postage 86.
We have the finest selection of British I
and American radio books.
Complete
list on application.

The Modern Book Co.
(Dept W In
19-23, PRAED STREET,
LONDON, W.2

December, 1948
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less World

YOU
can become
a first-class
RADIO
ENGINEER
We are specialists in HomeStudy
Tuition
in
Radio,
Television and Mathematics.
Post coupon now for free
booklet and learn how you
can
qualify
for
well- paid
employment
or
profitable
spare- time work.

T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE
King

Edward

Ave.,

Aylesbury,

Bucks.

Advertisements
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HARTERED Accountant ( 28) desires position
as accountant with radio firm. preferably
Midlands; salary, £ 675 p.a.-Box 2632. [ 2326
111»1ADIO service engineer, 33, 14 yrs.' experience
_Lb trade and retail, seeks progressive post.
London area, Sec. School educ., School Certificate. interested in good sales posltion.-Box 2423.
ECHNICAL sales representative. 33, resident
West London area, seeks progressive post
covering London and Home Counties, 7 years
with well-known manufacturer. C. & G. final,
good commercial acumen, experience installation
surveying, fully conversant industrial electronics.
R.F. measurements, and medical equipment, used
to handling sales and technical correspondence;
own car.- Box 2243.
[ 2185
BUSINESS AND PROPERTY
0 let, premises suitable for the production
of small electrical or radio parts; distric.
W.1; rent £250 p.a. excl.-Apply Box 2317. [2193
ELFAST.-lo radio refuters; shop to let
(occupation within 9 months), very busy
arcade centre of Belfast, moderate rent, no premium.- Please write owner, Box 2319. [ 2201
ADIO. electrical, and cycles, main shopping
centre of busy mining town in Derbys,
rapidly expanding business, good living accom..
turnover £ 6,000, audited accounts, 7- yearly
lease, renewable. 1946 van; £ 1,000; say., about
£1.800; owner emigrating.-Box 2227. [ 2133
TOI ADIO and electrical goods, established concern in central trading position, South
Coast, fine shop, workshops, sitting- room. 4 bedrooms, bathroom, kitchen. etc.. long lease, rent
£165 p.a., accountant's figures, fittings include
Morris car, public address equipment. etc.; price.
lease, goodwill, only £ 650. plus fixtures, fittings.
and stock at valuation.-I. W. L. Evelyn.
F6.A
3
32.L
.).P.A., 34, Guildhall St., Folkestone. ( Tel.
[2195
FINANCIAL PARTNERSHIP
l
e
,s
ca
tap
b:
£75 0 us ecr king o parstneers
business, technical,

T

T
B
R

-Wor
t

able comp.ete control; S. Lonen.-Box 2501.
TECHNICAL TRAINING
.M.I.E.E.. City and Guilds. etc.. on •• No Pass
-No Fee '• terms; over 95% successes; for
full details of modern courses in all branches of
electrical technology send for our 112- page handbook. free and post free.-B.I.E.T. ( Dept. 388M.
17. Stratford Place, London. W.I.
"
r6
RAINING
free booklet,
for Electronics."-Write
which gives full details
for this
ofs
s

A

(Post in unsealed envelope, id. stamp)
Please send me free details of your HomeStudy Mathematics and Radio courses.
NAME
ADDRESS
W.W.78.

CHARLES BRITAIN (RADIO) LTD.
II, UPPER SAINT MARTINS LANE,
LONDON, W.C.2

cBR

Telephone: TEMple Sor 054S

BEST BUY AT BRITAIN'S
AMERICAN RECEIVER UNIT EC9(16. Range 100 to 180
mcia. This outfit is complete in Blast metal ease size
121n. s 121n. u Ciin. and contains 10 octal base valves
including 6. 68117, 2, 656, 2. 7193. Super quality rota(Y
generator (easily converted to a motor working ( rem A.C.
or D.C. mains). Contains in addition, relays. LP. transformers, condensers, etc. Price 19/6 plus 11- ear, and
yanking.
INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 182A. Contains VCR517tubewhich
has a slight persistence but a very pleasant colour tr... ,
can be oued for both television and scope work, complete
with 3, EP50, 1, 5U4G, 4, SP61, 13, volume controls etc.
ameet amazing bargain at 39/6 Phis 15/- mintage.
INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 62. Size 9m. x ills. x
Contains VCR97 tube. ( Non perolotasil 10 SP61, 2. E834,
2, EA50, 16 pot-meters, Muhlwad Dial, 70 Kcie Crystal.
various switches, knobs, transformers, etc. Price £2119/6,
or 23/7/6 with Brand New VCR97 tube. C011erl Only
Note: The tubes in the above Items will le demonstrated.

63

correspondence and attendance courses in redo).
television, maths. Industrial electronics, and
special courses for I.E.E., Brit.I.R.E. and City
& Guilds Examinations. E.M.I. Institutes. Ltd.the college backed by the Electronic Organisation, which includes H.M.V.. Columbia. Marconiphone, etc.-E.M.I. Institutes, Ltd., Dept.
W.W. 43, Grove Park Rd.. London, W.4. Chiswick 4417-8.
NRIVALLED
electronics; a
opportunities
few vacancies
n
forremain
training
in 2In
n
and
3- year
telecommunications
engineering
courses commencing early in 1949; in addition
to considerable practical work at the Institutes
the 3- year course Includes 1 year's training in
the extensive E.M.I. factories and laboratories
at Hayes ( 11.M.V.. Columbia. MarcoMphone.
etc.).-Full details. Including information concerning postal courses from Dept. W.W., E.M.I.
Institutes. Ltd., 43. Grove Park Rd., London.
W.4. Tel. Chiswick 4417-8.
2312
[
TUITION
THE British National Radio School
OFFERS you a career.
WRITE to- day for free booklet describing our
wide range of training courses In radio. Radar,
telecommunications,
principes.
mathematics,
physics, and mechanics; correspondence and day
classes for the new series of C. As G. examinations; we specialise in turning " operator " into
" engineers.' and for this purpose our " Four
Year
Plan" ( leading
to
A.M.I.E.E.
and
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., with 9 C. & G. Certificates
as interim rewards) is unsurpassed; our " guarantee has no strings attached."-Studies Director. B.Sc. A.M.I.E.E., M.Brit.I.R.E., 66. Addis combe Rd. Croydon Surrey.
ENGINEERING careers and quali fications.

BOTH Government and industry have announced
and emphasised that young men with technical
knowledge and qualifications must receive every
chance to rise to the highest positions within
their capacity, in post-war engineering and
13124. Range 30-40 Mcis Contains 6new valves, 3, 91)2, allied industry; write to- day for " The Engineer's
1, 81)2, 1, 15D2. ( freq. changer). 1. 4D1. 24 Ceramic trim- Guide to Success " -200 courses free-which
mers, 6. Ceramic viholders, with screening cans, numerous shows you how you can beet.= A.M.I.E.E..
A.F.R.Ae.S., etc., and covers all
resistors. pot-meters. mica and tubular condeneers.ceranie
coil formers, 1- way 4 bank switch with long spindle, etc.
braes in radio, automobile, mechanical, electrical, production, aeronautical, etc.
Price only 17/6 pl. 2/6 ewe.
THE Technological Institute of Great Britain,
METERS. 0to 1billliamp FED) 2lin. dial. Internal resist- 82, Temple Bar House. London. E.C.4. [ 1776
ance of moving coil movement 71 ohm, Scale is mark' d
ADIO training.-P.M.G. exams. and I.E.E.
0 to 100. These are brand new in makers boxes Pricç
.1.16 Diploma; prospectus free.-Technical Col15/- each, post free.
lege. Hull.
[ 0611
ELECIRUYTIC
CONDENSERS.
SPECIAL. OFFERS.
.M.I.Mech.E.,
etc., on " NoA.M.I.E.E..
Pass-No Fee"
City and
terms,
Guilds,..
over
32 Mid. 350 v. wkg. small All can 2/3 each. 8 + 8 Mid.
95% successes; for details of exams, and courses
500 v. mks. 4J9 each. 8 i- 16 m(d. 450 v. wkg. can 5/- each.
in all branches of engineering, building. etc.,
8Hid. 350 v. wkg. Midget 2/6 each. 39 MId. 000 v. Irks.
write for 108- page
handbook-free.-B.I.E.T
Block 3/6 each. All Bias types 1/6 each.
'Dent. 38•Ms 17, Stratford Place 1..• ndon W 1
MAINSERIDGE C1NDENSERS. 4 .M.M. 350 v. wkg.
LECTRICAL and
eng.
common
prelim.
eaeh.10/6 doz. 1mid. 600 v. wkg. 8d. each,6/.. doz.
exams.. matric and special entrance; invest in knowledge to fit you for a real career;
Shop hours 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
free advice without
obligation;
tuition
by
Open all day Saturday.
specialists;
write
to-Comprehensive
Correspondence Schools, Ltd.. 411. Oxford St., W.I.
AMERICAN INDICATOR UNIT APN4. Costuma 26 valves
types 3, SL7, 14, 68N7, 8, 61(ii, 1, 6J7.s 5in, C.R.T Type
5CP1 and 100 'fie. crystal. Price 23/1916. Ostlers Only.

E

P
BOOKS
for Radio Engineers

•

Elementary Vectors
for Electrical Engineers
By G. W. Stubbings, B.Sc.(Lond.),
F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E. A useful guide to
the fundamental principles of vector
theory, for those who do not take kindly
to the mathematics of electrical technology.
With graphs and diagrams.
Third Edition. 7/6 net.
"Useful, original, stimulating and wellwritten."-ELECTRICAL REVIEW

Radio Main,
Supply Equipment
By E. M. Squire. An excellent survey of
the principles of design and operation of the
mains supply equipment. Practical radio
engineers, mechanics and operators, as well
as radio students, will find this book invaluable in dealing with faults in the supply
equipment. Illustrated. 12/6 net.

PITMAN
Parker Street, Kingstvay, W.C.2

I

3 AMPLIFIERS

that

meet

all

3 WATT ..

needs

11 Gns.

P.14.- A highly portable amplifier- it weighs
only 10 lbs. and is suitable for outdoor use.
Works from a low power supply of 2 amps.
at 6 volts.

Built into case I3in. x 6iin. x 4im

with controls and sockets at one end.

15 WATT .. .. 66 Gns.
P.10.-A quality amplifier in which the HT
supply is carefully filtered and all components
conservatively

rated.

No electrolytic con-

densers are used in any part of the circuit.
Switch correction is provided for Decca and
HMV

recordings.

Mounted

on

polished

chromium plated chassis.

20 WATT.. .. 26 Gns.
P.16.-Designed for universal

mains supply,

its output of 20 watts is exceptionally high.
Total harmonic distortion at full output is
only 4 per cent. and hum level is unusually
low.

Weight, 17 lbs.

Overall size 151in. x

71in. x131in.
Write for leaflets giving full details.

IVIcIVIURDO
INSTRUMENT
Victoria

Works,

CO.

Ashtead,

LTD.

Surrey
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CALLING AMATEURS
with
BUCCLEUCH
Precision

Built

Equipment

STEEL ' CHASSIS
SMOOTH
BLACK
171 2l",
99.
17'x 10' x2,

8,9.

PANELS-CRACKLE
19' x
4
69.
19'x 81•
79.
ir 101 - 6/9.
7'

ANGLE BRACKETS 121' long, pr. 7/6
(Bright
Aluminium,
same
cost)
RACK ASSEMBLY ( Maid 4Piller)
ai i,
5 -. Kr, £ 3
CHASSIS TO ORDER.
Charges are as
example, depth less than 3. Exemple
7 x 9'x2 totals le at (91. per inch
Drilling Charges.
Holes up
to 1", 3d.; r,
or II -,94. each.
Large,
23. Small
square,
23.
Large Square, 3 6.

£2

le

BUCCLEUCH
1

&

2

RADIO

Melville

MANUFACTURERS

Terrace,

Edinburgh,

9

For correct pitch and tempo,
your Turntable must be running
at the correct speed.
The new" UNLIMITEX " Universal

STROBOSCOPE
indicates both 78 and 33¡ r.p.m. when viewed
by 25-, So-, or 60- cycle light.
A most useful
accessory for recording and transcription.

Price I 9each, post paid.
(Trade enquiries for quantities invited.)

WIRELESS SUPPLIES UNLIMITED
(Props. Unlimitex

OSTAL courses of instruction for amateur
radio transmitting licence. P.M.O. Certificates in wireless telegraphy. Ministry of Civil
Aviation Certificate, radio engineering and television; also instruction at school.— Apply British
School of Telegraphy, Ltd., 179. Clapham Rd..
London, S.W.9 ( Estd. 40 years.)
1110 ADIO ENGINEERING SCHOOL. Air Service
Training, Ramble, Southampton. provides
the best full-time training for responsible positions in industry or aviation; students coached
for C. 84 G. Inter. and Final Certs. in radioor tele -communications; Graduateship of Brit.
IRE., M.C.A., radio engineer licence, and for
air and marine radio officers' licences; full details from the Commandant.
12260
rr HE Institute of Practical Radio Engineers
have available Home Study Courses in
every phase of radio and television engineering. specialising in the practical training of
apprentices
in the
retail trade;
enrolments
limited, fees moderate.—The Syllabus of Instructional Text may be obtained post free from
the Secretary, I.P.R.E.. Fairfield House, 20.
Fairfield Road, Crouch End, London, N.8. 11614
BOOKS, INSTRUCTIONS, ETC.
TITEBB'S 1948 radio map of world, new multivv
printing, with up-to-date call signs
and fresh Information, on heavy art paper, 4/6,
post Scl: on linen on rollers, 11/6. post 9d.—
Webb s Radio, 1-4, Soho St., W.I. Gerrard 2099.
"JOURS for the asking, grand 16 page detailed
J.
catalogue of over 100, •• Damp from the
Press" publications, dealing with every aspect
of. radio, television and electrical engineering;
up-to-the-minute. service and data sheets, etc.,
also exceptional bargain lines in radio, gram..
and amplifier equipment, and the pick of Govt.
surplus lines; your address and id stamp please
to—Radio Unlimited, 16, Carnarvon Rd., Leyton.
London. E.10.
( 1723

For viewers 00 MI LES or more from

Radio Ltd.)

Field - free,

Filters

now

ELMSLEIGH RADIO CO..
110: LONDON

Neon Signs,

Fluorescent

Tele-

Lighting,

X-ray, Cinema Equipment and
numerable other

applications.

We also manufacture :—
Petrol Electric Generating Plants, H.T.
Generators,

D.C.

Motors,

etc.,

up to

15 K.V.A.

CHAS. F. WARD
LORDSCROFT WORKS, HAVERHILL, SUFFOLK
Teleohone: Haverhill 253 & 4.

HIGH " Q" IRON
CORED
COILS
of Unsurpat.sed Quality for
Amateurs

Discerning

AERIAL, B.F. OR OSCILLATOR. short, medium or
long wave, size of former sin. x iin..3/9 each.
INPUT FILTER. 465 Xe/s., parallel or series tuned,
3/9 each.
IF. TRANSFORMERS, standard, 465 fiefs., per.
meability tuned, size 1lin. square x Stin. high
8/6 each.
All soils fitted with adiastable iron sores, and supplied
with circuit diagram.
TERMS : Cash with order or C.O.D. on orders over £ 1.
TRADE

ENQUIRIES

INVITED.

RADIO

(Established 1929)
17

Streatham
Hill,
London,
Phone: Tube Hill 1951.

S.W.2

Permalloy
Low,

Hi - Q,

Toroidal

Windings.

Cores — Permanent

High.

Band - pass

or

Accuracy.

Cross - over.

ADJUSTABLE Whistle and Scratch Extractors.

LYNCAR

LABORATORIES

29, Camborne Road, Morden, Surrey,

LIB. 3 247

ACCURATELY ana QUICKLY
Brackett, Shrouds, Condor.
sor
and
Transformer
clips —
1 REPANNING Steel or Aluminium
Five SOWS— Pr to 36'
Full particular, from
A. A. TOOLS, ( W)
197e, WHITEACRE ROAD
ASHTON-UNDER-LYNE

Oudiospores
1-410000 Parts

THE
SERVICE ENGINEER'S
FIRST CHOICE

"PERIIVIET" ELECTRODE

E.R.5!

E.R.T./L : A pre-set T.R.F. tuner giving two
medium and one long wave stations, uses two
damped R.F. stages and diode detector, nondelayed
A.V.C.
and
high- gain triode for
records only • response is level to 10 kc.
Valves : EF5.0 ( 2) EB34 and 615G.
Price complete, a/15/..
E.R.T.iM :
Exactly similar but pre-set for
3 M.W. stations only.
Price complete, E815/..
E.R.T./G :
Exactly similar but with gang
and dial for M. & L. Waves.
Price complete, E9/15/-.
Television sound can be included.
impedance 9 kc. Whistle
available at 21/-.

vision,

MONOCHORD

North Quay Works, Gt. Yarmouth.

LONDON, N.W.3.
HAMpstead: 6901

Low

For Radio,

Particulars from SPENCER- WEST,

ROGERS DEVELOPMENTS CO.
106, HEATH STREET, HAMPSTEAD,

FOR

ROTARY
CONVERTERS

AUDIO FILTERS

CPS

A new wide range reproducer just developed
will soon be available for discriminating
music lovers.
This features smooth resonant free response
with high electro acoustic efficiency.
Its
ability to reproduce transients is considerably
in advance of any other system availab:e.
Bass
reproduction is characterised by complete
freedom
from
production
of overtones.
Response is virtually level over the range
given above.
We invite enthusiasts to demonstrations of
this reproducer in conjunction with the Decca
pick-up, and our new all Push Pull amplifier.

TUNERS

a

will make a big difference.

264-266, Old Christchurch Road,
BOURNEMOUTH, Hants.

40-20000

A.P.

SPENCER - WEST TELEVISION
PRE-AMPLIFIER

WARD

1948

December,

RD., LEIGH-" N- SEA, ESSEX
Leigh.ou-Sea 75168

Soldering and Brazing Tool
Operates from 4orO Volt Accumulator or Transformer
ekiJ
1St.
Post tree
a.AINS TRANSFORMER.

3 Heats.

35s. Post free.

1.101.130ROW es CO.,
Weymouth Bay Avenue, Weymouth,

71,

PHOTO- ELECTRIC CELLS
for

Talking Picture Apparatus.
Catalogue now available

RADIO
St.

- ELECTRONICS

George's Works, South
London, S.E. 25.

LTD.,

Norwood,

OLDCHURCH

LABORATORIES

And now to follow the famous Test Set 73:—
INDICATOR
Brand new, in original cases.
Modification Plans

UNIT 73
Price complete with

£.3151- (
plus carriage)
These units incorporate the V.C.R. 138a Tube, which
is probably the finest 311e. 'scope tube now available,
Also Included are = 4 VR65 valves, 1 VR54 valve,
1 VR92 valve and many useful components.
The addition of a Power Supply and Time-Base Unit
(as described), renders this a first clam oscilloscope.
We can supply all the necessary additional componente,
still available: Modification Data for T.8.73
Modification Data for T.8.74
Each £ 11- 1Send 21d. stamp for our latest Television and Radio
Components List.

L.

P.

DISMORE,

52c, Oldchurch Road, Chingford, E.4.

Printed in rest Brits. loe the PubilisheribILIFSIS AND SORB LTD., Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.1, by TIM CORNWALL Pam. LTD., Paris Garden, Stamford Street,
London, 8.E.1.
tVireleas World " can be obtained abroad from the following—Anwrasus and New ZEALAND: Gordon it Ootch, Ltd. Iiinu : A. H. Wheeler SCo.
%RADII nalltertal Neal CO.: Gordon S lintel,. 1td. Bonn,
FUCA: Central News AnellaY. Ltd.: \lantern nalviOn a Sons ( S.A.), Ltd. VEIT» STATES : The InternatIon&INews CO.
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CONDENSERS
/01 1
TELEVISION &
HIGH

VOLTAGE

OTHER

APPL

CATI 0 NS

This well-known range of high voltage condensers is now processed
with a new impregnant—" Visconol," a highly viscous mineral
oil which affords the following advantages :—adequate voltage
rating, low power factor, stability of dielectric, and power to
withstand sharp-front short-time surges. The mechanical construction and unique sealing technique renders them normally
impervious to breakdown or flashover.
Temperature ranges
extend from — 3o to + 71°C.
At 71'C, voltages must be
derated to approximately
of those shown in the table below.
Capacitance tolerance is -' 20('„ for all values.
A selection from the range available is given in the table below.
Send for details of the complete range of this and other T.C.C.
Condensers.

IN THE

BEST SETS

YOU'LL SEE

CAPACITANCE
in Mids.

MAX.
WORKING
VOLTS
(at 50'C)

.0005
.001
.002
.0025
.005
.0 I
.0i
.1
.25
.5
1.0

25000
12500
18000
3000
6000
6000
6000
6000
I
000
3000
750

DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
Overall Length

Overall Diameter

5 1i

I ,'
I
;
¡.
1k

3
51Z
2k
3
3
5-1e,
61
3
6,1
5it

I171
I
3
.7
a
I
I
2
I
17
,
21 II

TYPE
NUMBER

LIST
PRICE
each

CP57H00
CP56V0
CP57X0
CP55H0
CP56Q0
CP5600
CP57Q0
CP58Q0
CP56V
CP59H0
CP57T

I36
7/6
13,4
4/6
7/6
7/6
13/6
23/7/6
23/13/6

PH CONnENSER CO, LTD
NORTH

ACTON •

LONDO • W• 3

Telephone. ACORN

0061

WeiÉ

Advertisements
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MULTICORE

December,

SOLDER

iS

I
94.8

THE

r)e;eft

(Ji) 1(11?
*
BELGIUM

MEJOR SOLDADURA
RESINA, DEL MUNDO

ELLA MEILLEURE
MONDE

DENMARKIII
FRANCE
IIIr

11

GREECE 111
HOLLANDm

LA MEILLEURE
A AME

NORWAY"'
PORTUGALidà

A
•
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IYPMA

HARSKERN

DE
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I

SOUDURE

KOA AH IECM

SOLDEER

SALDATURA

VERDENS BESTE
LODDETINN

ALMA

LODDET1N

QUALITE

TO TEAEIOTEPO
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CON

SOUDURE

KOREDE

LA MIGLIORE
DEL MONDO

ITALY
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VERDEN

fht ife;i4of

TER

ANIMATA

HARPIKSFYLTE

A MELHOR SOLDA DO
NÚCLEO DE RESINA

MUNDO,

COM
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FLUSSKÁRNA
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RSIN Multicore 3 Core Solder, made at
Multicore Works at Slough, Bucks, is now
exported regularly to 43 countries, and less
frequently to 4other countries. In ten months,
exports to U.S.A. alone have amounted to more
than 2,000 miles of 3 Core Solder Wire.
Radio manufacturers and service engineers in
these countries prefer Ersin Multicore because it
alone has 3 cores of extra-active non-corrosive
Ersin Flux. They find that it effects great savings
in material and labour costs, giving high speed
precision soldering without waste.
Since buyers overseas find it advantageous to
Import British Made Ersin Multicore Solder,
paying freight and, in many cases, import duties,
it must pay you to use only Ersin Multicore, for
the difference in initial cost between The Finest

Cored Solder in the World and single core
solder is greater overseas than here.
Avoid dry and " H.R." joints and save
money by using only Ersin Multicore Solder.
core Solde,
supplied in 0 i•
range of alloys and gouge; on nominal 7lb. reels
for use by manufacturers. Technical nformation,
•
Specifications of Size I cartons available
from most factors and retailers are as dltailed
below:
Approx. lengts
per carron

List price per
carton ( subject,

14

34 feet

s. d.
6 0

60 40

18

88 lee,

6 9

40 60

13

21

feet

4 10

40 60

16

46

feet

5 3

Catalogue
Ref. No

Alloy
Tin Lead

C 16014

60 40

C 16018
C 14013
C 14016

S

•

MULTICORE

SOLDERS

LIMITED,

MELLIER

HOUSE, Í

5 5

ALBEMARLE ST., LONDON,

W.1

TEL

REGent 1411

